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Abstract

With the advancement of internet network technologies,
remote user authentication schemes using smart cards
have been widely adopted. In order to satisfy the re-
quirements of a remote user authentication scheme, the
smart card has become an essential device, one that is
widely used because of its low computational cost and
expedient portability. Recently, Li et al. pointed out
some security weaknesses in Chen et al.’s scheme, such as
forward secrecy and the wrong password login problem,
and proposed an enhanced user password authentication
scheme based on smart card. However, we found weak-
nesses in their scheme. Accordingly, we propose an en-
hanced scheme to remedy these security weaknesses, and
prove that our scheme is more secure and efficient for net-
work application with several positive properties.

Keywords: Authentication, hash function, security, smart
card

1 Introduction

With the development of Internet network technologies,
remote user authentication schemes using smart cards
have been widely adopted. It is generally known that the
first proposed remote authentication scheme was based on
a password to identify a legitimate user even over an inse-
cure channel [1, 12, 19]. This is the subject of a published
research by Lamport in 1981 [8]. It has been claimed
that there is a potential security threat caused by a stored
verifier table on a remote authentication system, because
the verifier table risks being modified by an adversary
and has a high maintenance cost, even though all secret
passwords can be encrypted against the threat of disclo-
sure. Later, Hwang and Li [4] presented the weakness
of Lamport’s scheme and proposed a new scheme based
on the ElGamal public-key encryption system [3] to solve

the corresponding problem. In this novel method, there
is no need to maintain a verifier table to achieve remote
user authentication. In view of the low cost and capacity
of cryptosystems, Sun [18] developed an authentication
scheme to enhance the performance efficiency of Hwang
and Li’s scheme by involving several one-way hash opera-
tions, such that the scheme could serve as an ideal substi-
tute for high-cost modular exponentiations. Nevertheless,
these two mentioned schemes could not provide users with
a free choice of passwords and mutual authentication.

Since a smart card has tamper-resistant properties, it
can solve the problem of maintaining the verifier table
on the server side. In a smart card based authentica-
tion system, only the user is required to hold a smart
card, which was issued by the server for more convenient
communication and which contained all kinds of stored
secret information. Many related studies [5, 6, 7, 11, 16]
have investigated smart cards and the smart card has be-
come essential in remote authentication schemes. In 2009,
Xu et al. [20] proposed a novel user authentication and
claimed that their scheme is secure against various at-
tacks. However, Song [14] and Sood et al. [15] found that
Xu et al.’s scheme has some weaknesses and proposed im-
proved schemes. Subsequently, Chen et al. [2] pointed
out that there are vulnerabilities on Song and Sood et
al.’s schemes. Then, Chen et al. presented an enhanced
version to solve the weaknesses. Recently, Li et al. [9]
claimed that Chen et al.’s scheme is still insecure and
proposed a modified smart card based remote user pass-
word authentication scheme. Unfortunately, we find that
there are weaknesses in Li et al.’s scheme, such as from a
man-in-the-middle attack and an insider attack. Hence,
we propose a novel scheme to defend against these secu-
rity weaknesses. Furthermore, our proposed scheme has
better computational efficiency, which has become clear
by comparing our work with previous schemes. In addi-
tion, our scheme has the following properties:
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F1. Mutual authentication: Both the legal user and the
remote server can authenticate each other success-
fully.

F2. Session key agreement: The legal user and the re-
mote server can negotiate a session key and utilize it
to process subsequent communication.

F3. Freely chosen and exchanged password: A legal user
can freely choose and change the password.

F4. Withstands a man-in-the-middle attack: Our scheme
can withstand a man in the middle attack.

F5. Withstands an insider attack: No adversary can
present an insider attack.

F6. Withstands a replay attack: No one can perform a
replay attack.

F7. Perfect forward secrecy: Even if an adversary can
obtain contiguous knowledge of the long-term key,
the adversary cannot derive previous session keys.

F8. Satisfying known-key security: No one can utilize the
secret information of a legal user to derive the session
key.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we briefly review Li et al.’s smart-card-based pass-
word authentication scheme and Section 3 analyzes its
weaknesses. In Section 4, we propose our scheme. Sec-
tion 5 gives security and performance analyses of the pro-
posed scheme. Finally, we present our conclusions in Sec-
tion 6.

Table 1: The notations used in both Li et al.’s and our
proposed schemes

Ui The user i
S The authentication server
IDi The identity of the user Ui
PWI The password of the user Ui
x The master secret key of the server S
Ti The timestamp of the user Ui
T ′i The time of receiving the login request message
Ts The timestamp of the server S
T ′s The time of receiving the mutual authentica-

tion message
∆T A valid time threshold
h(·) A collision-free one-way hash function
‖ The message concatenation operation
⊕ The bitwise XOR operation
sk The shared session key

2 Review of Li et al.’s Scheme

In this section, we briefly review Li et al.’s smart card
based password authentication scheme [9] before demon-
strating its weaknesses. Their scheme is an improvement
of Chen et al.’s scheme [2] and the security depends on the
hardness of solving the discrete logarithm problem [13].

The notations used in both Li et al.’s and our proposed
schemes are listed in Table 1.

Their scheme involves two parties, i.e., the user Ui and
the server S, to communicate with each other to perform
the following four phases: (1) The registration phase; (2)
the login phase; (3) the authentication phase; and (4) the
password change phase. Since the security basis of their
scheme is the discrete logarithm problem, the server S
needs to initialize some parameters before the registration
phase. The server S selects two large prime numbers p and
q that satisfy p = 2q+1, the master secret key x ∈ Z∗q (Zq
denotes the ring of integers modulo q and Z∗q denotes the
multiplicative group of Zq) , and a collision-free one-way
hash function h(·). Then, the four phases are executed as
follows and are illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1 Registration Phase

Step 1. The user Ui selects his/her identity IDi and
password PWi and submits them to the server S for
registration over a secure channel.

Step 2. The server S computes two parameters:
Ai = h(IDi ‖ PWi)

PWi mod p and Bi =
h(IDi)

(x+PWi) mod p.

Step 3. The server S stores the data {Ai, Bi, h(·), p, q}
on a new smart card and issues the smart card to the
user Ui over a secure channel.

2.2 Login Phase

Step 1. The user Ui inserts his/her smart card into a
card reader and inputs his/her identity IDi and pass-
word PWi.

Step 2. The smart card computes A∗i = h(IDi ‖
PWi)

PWi mod p and examines whether A∗i is equal
to Ai. If the equation holds, the smart card con-
tinues to perform Step 3; otherwise, the smart card
terminates this session.

Step 3. The smart card randomly selects a number α ∈R
Z∗q and computes the following parameters:

Ci = Bi/h(IDi)
PWi mod p,

Di = h(IDi)
α mod p,

Mi = h(IDi ‖ Ci ‖ Di ‖ Ti),

where Ti is the current timestamp of the user Ui.

Step 4. The smart card sends the login request message
{IDi, Di,Mi, Ti} to the server S.

2.3 Authentication Phase

Step 1. The server S verifies whether IDi is valid and
T

′

i − Ti ≤ ∆T , where T
′

i is the time of receiving
the login request message and ∆T is a valid time
threshold. If both conditions are true, the server S
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Figure 1: Li et al.’s scheme

continues to execute Step 2; otherwise, the server S
rejects the login request.

Step 2. The server S computes two parameters: C
′

i =

h(IDi)
x mod p and M

′

i = h(IDi ‖ C
′

i ‖ Di ‖ Ti)
Then, the server S compares whether M

′

i equals Mi.
If they are equal, the server S confirms that the user
Ui is valid and the login request is accepted; other-
wise, the login request is rejected.

Step 3. The server S randomly selects a number β ∈R
Z∗q and computes the following parameters:

Vi = h(IDi)
β mod p,

sk = Dβ
i mod p,

Ms = h(IDi ‖ C
′

i ‖ Vi ‖ sk ‖ Ts),

where Ts is the current timestamp of the server S.

Step 4. The server S sends the mutual authentication
message {IDi, Vi,Ms, Ts} to the user Ui.

Step 5. Upon receiving the message {IDi, Vi,Ms, Ts},
the user Ui checks the validity of IDi and whether
T

′

s − Ts ≤ ∆T , where T
′

s is the time of receiving the
mutual authentication message. If both of them hold,
the user Ui continues to perform Step 6; otherwise,
the user Ui terminates this connection.

Step 6. The user Ui computes two parameters: sk
′

=
V αi mod p and M

′

s = h(IDi ‖ Ci ‖ Vi ‖ sk
′ ‖ Ts).

Then, the user Ui checks whether M
′

s equals Ms. If
they are equal, the validity of the server S is authen-
ticated; otherwise, the session is terminated.

Step 7. The user Ui and the server S construct a shared
session key sk = h(IDi)

αβ mod p to ensure the secret
communication.

2.4 Password Change Phase

Step 1. The user Ui inserts his/her smart card into a
card reader, enters his/her old identity IDi and pass-
word PWi, and requests to change the password.

Step 2. The smart card computes A∗i = h(IDi ‖
PWi)

PWi mod p and checks whether A∗i equals Ai
that is stored in the smart card. If the equation holds,
the user Ui submits the new password PWnew

i ; oth-
erwise, the smart card rejects the password change
request.

Step 3. The smart card computes Anewi =
h(IDi ‖ PWnew

i )PW
new
i mod p and Bnewi =

Bi · h(IDi)
PWnew

i /h(IDi)
PWi mod p. Then, the

smart card replaces Ai and Bi with Anewi and Bnewi ,
respectively.
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3 Weaknesses of Li et al.’s Scheme

Li et al.’s scheme [9] can correct the design flaws of Chen
et al.’s scheme [2], such as by ensuring perfect forward
secrecy, quickly detecting the wrong password via the
smart card without interacting with the server in the lo-
gin phase, and provides a friendly and efficient password
change. Additionally, Li et al. claimed that their scheme
is very secure and can resist various types of attacks. We
found, however, that Li et al.’s scheme cannot withstand
a man-in-the-middle attack or an insider attack. In ad-
dition, the use of modulus exponential operations incurs
a considerable computational cost. The details of these
weaknesses are discussed below.

3.1 Man-in-the-middle Attack

Li et al.’s scheme is vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle at-
tack. Suppose that there exists an attacker UE between
the user Ui and the server S. The attacker UE can inter-
cept the login request message and the mutual authenti-
cation message transmitted between the user Ui and the
server S, and then modify these messages. UE can act
as the user Ui to communicate with the server S and act
as the server S to communicate with the user Ui without
detection. This type of attack can be described as follows:

Step 1. In the login phase, the user Ui’s smart card sends
the login request message {IDi, Di,Mi, Ti} to the
server S. The attacker UE intercepts this message.

Step 2. Since Mi = h(IDi ‖ Ci ‖ Di ‖ Ti), the at-
tacker UE uses the intercepted values of IDi, Di, Ti,
and Mi to guess Ci Due to the fact that Ci =
Bi/h(IDi)

PWi mod p = h(IDi)
x mod p would re-

main the same in different sessions of the user Ui
and the server S, the attacker UE can easily deter-
mine the value of Ci.

Step 3. The attacker UE generates DE = h(IDi)
e and

computes ME = h(IDi ‖ Ci ‖ DE ‖ TE). After that,
UE sends {IDi, DE ,ME , TE} to the server S.

Step 4. The server S first checks the validity of IDi and
TE , and then computes C

′

i = h(IDi)
x mod p and

M
′

E = h(IDi ‖ C
′

i ‖ DE ‖ TE) Afterwards, the server

S compares whether M
′

E equals ME . If they are
equal, the server S believes that the attacker UE is
authenticated as the user Ui.

Step 5. The server S computes Vi = h(IDi)
β mod p,

sk = Dβ
E mod p = h(IDi)

eβ mod p, and Ms =

h(IDi ‖ C
′

i ‖ Vi ‖ sk ‖ Ts), then sends the mu-
tual authentication message {IDi, Vi,Ms, Ts} to the
user Ui. The attacker UE intercepts this message.

Step 6. The attacker UE generates VE = h(IDi)
e,

skE = VE ·Di = h(IDi)
eα mod p and M

′′

E = h(IDi ‖
C

′

i ‖ VE ‖ skE ‖ T
′

E). After that, UE sends

{IDi, VE ,M
′′

E , T
′

E} to the user Ui.

Step 7. The user Ui first checks the validity of IDi

and T
′

E , and then computes sk
′

= V αE mod p =

h(IDi)
eα mod p and M

′′′

E = h(IDi ‖ Ci ‖ VE ‖
sk

′ ‖ T ′

E) Afterwards, the user Ui checks whether

M
′′′

E equals M
′′

E . If they are equal, the user Ui be-
lieves that the attacker UE is authenticated as the
server S.

After performing the authentication phase, the user Ui
believes that the attacker UE is the server S and the server
S believes that the attacker UE is the user Ui. Moreover,
user Ui and the server S trust that they have established a
common session key. However, server S and the attacker
UE share a session key sk = h(IDi)

eβ mod p; and user
Ui and the attacker UE share another session key sk

′
=

h(IDi)
eα mod p. Consequently, Li et al.’s scheme cannot

prevent a man-in-the-middle attack.

3.2 Insider Attack

If server S directly obtains user Ui’s password PWi, an
insider attack takes place when an intruder steals PWi

from S. In Li et al.’s scheme, the user Ui selects their
password PWi and submits it to the server S for regis-
tration over a secure channel. Therefore, server S can
obtain the user Ui’s password PWi and cannot withstand
an insider attack.

3.3 Computational Inefficiency

From Li et al.’s scheme, we can see that it uses too
many modulus exponential operations, which can incur
unnecessary overhead. The computational cost in the lo-
gin and authenticated phases are 3E + 1M + 3H and
4E + 4H, respectively, where E is modulus exponential
operations, M is multiplication/division operations, and
H is hashing operations. Li et al. claimed that although
their scheme requires a higher computational cost, it can
achieve higher security and usability compared with other
related schemes. Unfortunately, this is not true accord-
ing to the discussion in Subsections 3.1 and 3.2. In fact,
the modulus exponential operations can be replaced with
other appropriate operations to reduce the computational
cost.

4 Our Proposed Scheme

To overcome the aforementioned weaknesses, we propose
a novel smart card based password authentication scheme,
which is secure and more efficient. By using the combina-
tion of collision-free one-way hash functions, bitwise XOR
(⊕) and concatenation (‖) operations instead of modulus
exponential operations, our proposed scheme can signif-
icantly enhance computational efficiency while satisfying
various security requirements. Our proposed scheme con-
sists of four phases: (1) The registration phase; (2) the
login phase; (3) the authentication phase; and (4) the
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password change phase. In the following, we will describe
the proposed scheme in detail.

4.1 Registration Phase

At the beginning of our proposed scheme, the server S
selects the master secret key x and a collision-free one-
way hash function h(·). Then, the user Ui registers to the
server S by the way below:

Step 1. The user Ui first selects his/her identity IDi,
password PWi, and a random number r, and then
computes h(r ‖ PWi). Ui submits {IDi, h(r ‖
PWi)} to the server S for registration over a secure
channel.

Step 2. The server S computes the following parameters:

Ai = h(IDi ⊕ x) ‖ h(x),

Bi = Ai ⊕ h(r ‖ PWi),

Ci = h(Ai ‖ IDi ‖ h(r ‖ PWi)).

Step 3. The server S stores the data {Bi, Ci, h(·)} on a
new smart card and issues the smart card to the user
Ui over a secure channel.

Step 4. The user Ui stores the random number r into
the smart card.

The registration phase is depicted in Figure 2.

4.2 Login Phase

This phase is invoked whenever the user Ui wants to login
to the server S. The steps of this phase are conducted as
follows:

Step 1. The user Ui inserts his/her smart card into a
card reader and inputs his/her identity IDi and pass-
word PWi.

Step 2. The smart card first computes two parameters:
A

′

i = Bi ⊕ h(r ‖ PWi) and C
′

i = h(A
′

i ‖ IDi ‖ h(r ‖
PWi)). Then, the smart card examines whether C

′

i

is equal to Ci. If the equation holds, the smart card
continues to perform Step 3; otherwise, the smart
card terminates this session.

Step 3. The smart card randomly selects a number α
and computes the following parameters:

Di = h(IDi ⊕ α),

Ei = A
′

i ⊕ α⊕ Ti,

where T is the current timestamp of the user Ui.

Step 4. The smart card sends the login request message
{IDi, Di, Ei, Ti} to the server S.

4.3 Authentication Phase

After completing this phase, the user Ui and the server
S can mutually authenticate each other and establish a
shared session key for the subsequent secret communica-
tion. The steps of this phase are shown as follows:

Step 1. The server S verifies whether IDi is valid and
T

′

i − Ti ≤ ∆T , where T
′

i is the time of receiving
the login request message and ∆T is a valid time
threshold. If both conditions are true, the server S
continues to execute Step 2; otherwise, the server S
rejects the login request.

Step 2. The server S computes the following parameters:

Ai = h(IDi ⊕ x) ‖ h(x),

α
′

= Ei ⊕Ai ⊕ Ti,
D

′

i = h(IDi ⊕ α
′
).

Then, the server S compares whether D
′

i equals Di.
If they are equal, the server S confirms that the user
Ui is valid and the login request is accepted; other-
wise, the login request is rejected.

Step 3. The server S randomly selects a number β and
computes the following parameters:

Fi = h(IDi ⊕ β),

Gi = Ai ⊕ β ⊕ Ts,

where Ts is the current timestamp of the server S.

Step 4. The server S sends the mutual authentication
message {Fi, Gi, Ts} to the user Ui.

Step 5. Upon receiving the message {Fi, Gi, Ts}, the
user Ui checks the validity of Ts. If T

′

s − Ts ≤ ∆T ,
where T

′

s is the time of receiving the mutual authen-
tication message, the user Ui continues to perform
Step 6; otherwise, the user Ui terminates this con-
nection.

Step 6. The user Ui computes β
′

= Gi ⊕ A
′

i ⊕ Ts and

F
′

i = h(IDi⊕β
′
), and then checks whether F

′

i equals
Fi. If they are equal, the validity of the server S is
authenticated; otherwise, the session is terminated.

Step 7. The user Ui and the server S construct a shared
session key sk = h(α ‖ β′ ‖ h(A

′

i ⊕ IDi)) = h(α
′ ‖

β ‖ h(Ai⊕IDi)) to ensure the secret communication.

The login and authentication phases are shown in Fig-
ure 3.

4.4 Password Change Phase

Step 1. The user Ui inserts his/her smart card into a
card reader, enters his/her old identity IDi and pass-
word PWi, and requests to change the password.
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Figure 2: Registration phase of our proposed scheme

Figure 3: Login and authentication phases of our proposed scheme
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Step 2. The smart card computes A∗i = Bi⊕h(r ‖ PWi)
and C∗i = h(A∗i ‖ IDi ‖ h(r ‖ PWi)), and then
checks whether C∗i equals Ci that is stored in the
smart card. If the equation holds, the user Ui submits
the new password PWnew

i ; otherwise, the smart card
rejects the password change request.

Step 3. The smart card computes Bnewi = A∗i ⊕ h(r ‖
PWnew

i ) and Cnewi = h(A∗i ‖ IDi ‖ h(r ‖ PWnew
i )).

Then, the smart card replaces Bi and Ci with Bnewi

and Cnewi , respectively.

5 Analysis of the Proposed
Scheme

In this section, we analyze the security and performance
of our proposed scheme and make comparisons with other
related works.

5.1 Functionality and Security Analyses

5.1.1 Mutual Authentication

Our proposed scheme can achieve mutual authentication
such that the user and the server can successfully verify
the validity of each other. In Step 2 of the authentication
phase, the server S computes D

′

i = h(IDi ⊕ α
′
), and

then compares whether D
′

i equals D
′

i that was sent by
the user Ui. If they are equal, the server S confirms that
user Ui is valid. On the other hand, in Step 6 of the
authentication phase, user Ui computes F

′

i = h(IDi⊕β
′
),

and then checks whether F
′

i equals Fi that was sent by
the server S. If they are equal, the validity of the server
S is authenticated.

5.1.2 Session Key Agreement

After achieving mutual authentication, the user and the
server must negotiate a common session key, which is used
to encrypt the data transmitted between the user and the
server in the subsequent confidential communications. In
our proposed scheme, the user and the server share the
session key sk = h(α ‖ β′ ‖ h(A

′

i ⊕ IDi)) = h(α
′ ‖ β ‖

h(Ai ⊕ IDi)) at the end of the authentication phase.

5.1.3 Freely Chosen and Exchanged Password

Our proposed scheme allows each user to choose their
password in the registration phase so that users can eas-
ily remember their passwords. In addition, each user can
change their password in the password change phase. If
user Ui wants to update their password, the smart card
checks the validity of the old password by comparing
whether C∗i equals Ci. If so, user Ui submits the new
password PWnew

i . The smart card uses PWnew
i to com-

pute Bnewi and Cnewi , and then replaces Bi and Ci with
Bnewi and Cnewi , respectively. The password change phase
is friendly and efficient since the smart card can complete

both the tasks of verification of old passwords and updat-
ing of new passwords. Thus, the user does not need to
communicate with the server to change the password.

5.1.4 Withstanding a Man-in-the-middle Attack

Assume that there exists an attacker UE between the user
Ui and the server S. In the login phase, the attacker UE
can intercept the login request message {IDi, Di, Ei, Ti}
and attempts to forge it to act as user Ui. However, UE
cannot get A

′

i and α from the intercepted message. So,
if UE generates a fake Ei and sends it to the server S,
S can check that D

′

i is not equal to the received Di and
concludes that UE is not a valid user. On the other hand,
the attacker UE can intercept the mutual authentication
message {Fi, Gi, Ts} and wants to forge it to act as the
server S. Similarly, because UE cannot obtain Ai and β,
the user Ui will not be mislead by the forged F

′

i and con-
cludes that UE is not a valid server. Therefore, attacker
UE cannot modify the messages to pass the login and the
authentication phases. This indicates that our proposed
scheme can prevent a man-in-the-middle attack.

5.1.5 Withstanding an Insider Attack

In the registration phase, the user conceals the password
in a ciphertext from the server to resist an insider attack.
More specifically, user Ui first selects their password PWi

and a random number r, and then submits h(r ‖ PWi)
to the server S for registration over a secure channel. As
a result, server S cannot get the correct password PWi

and an insider attack will not occur.

5.1.6 Withstanding Replay Attack

A replay attack means a malicious intruder repeats or de-
lays valid transmitted messages without detection. Our
proposed scheme can resist a replay attack by utilizing
timestamps in the login and authentication phases. In
Step 4 of the login phase, the smart card adds the times-
tamp Ti into the login request message {IDi, Di, Ei, Ti}
and sends it to the server S. Meanwhile, in Step 4 of the
authentication phase, the server S puts the timestamp Ts
into the mutual authentication message {Fi, Gi, Ts} and
conveys it to the user Ui. Therefore, the user Ui and the
server S can verify the occurrence of a replay attack by
checking timestamps Ti and Ts.

5.1.7 Providing Perfect Forward Secrecy

Perfect forward secrecy can ensure that any previously
established session keys are not disclosed to the attacker
even if the server’s master secret key is compromised. In
our proposed scheme, the shared session key sk = h(α ‖
β

′ ‖ h(A
′

i ⊕ IDi)) = h(α
′ ‖ β ‖ h(Ai ⊕ IDi)), where

α = α
′
, β = β

′
, Ai = h(IDi ⊕ x) ‖ h(x) and A

′

i =
Bi ⊕ h(r ‖ PWi). Suppose that an attacker obtained
the server’s master secret key x. If the attacker wants
to derive the previous session key sk, they must know α
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Table 2: Functionality comparison of our scheme and other related schemes

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8
Juang et al. [6] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Song [14] Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Chen et al. [2] Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes
Li et al. [9] Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes

Sun et al. [17] Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Li et al. [10] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Our scheme Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

F1: Mutual authentication; F2: Session key agreement; F3: Freely chosen and exchanged password; F4: Withstand-
ing man in the middle attack; F5: Withstanding insider attack; F6: Withstanding replay attack; F7: Providing
perfect forward secrecy; F8: Satisfying known-key security.

and β. However, α and β are not directly transmitted
between user Ui and server S via the public channel, but
are encrypted into the ciphertext Di and Fi, respectively.
Therefore, α and β cannot be obtained by the attacker,
which implies that our proposed scheme provides perfect
forward secrecy.

5.1.8 Satisfying Known-key Security

Known-key security guarantees that other session keys
will not be derived by the attacker from the compro-
mised session key. Our proposed scheme can satisfy
known-key security by allowing user Ui and the server
S to establish unique session keys in their different login
and authentication phases. Assume that a session key
sk = h(α ‖ β ‖ h(Ai ⊕ IDi)) is compromised. Since
α and β are random numbers selected by the user Ui
and the server S, respectively, different values of α and β
will be selected in different sessions. As a result, even if
the attacker gets sk, α, and β, they cannot compute an-
other session key sk

′
from the compromised sk without

knowing α
′

and β
′

from the other sessions. Therefore,
our proposed scheme can satisfy the known-key security
problem.

The functionality comparison of our proposed scheme
with other related works [2, 6, 9, 10, 14, 17] is summarized
in Table 2, which infers that our proposed scheme is more
secure and practical than other related works.

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our
proposed scheme in terms of computational cost. Ta-
ble 3 compares the computational cost of our proposed
scheme and other related schemes [2, 6, 9, 10, 14, 17].
From Table 3, we can see that all of other existing
schemes involve some time-consuming operations, such
as modulus exponential operations, symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption operations or multiplication/division op-
erations. In particular, among these three operations,

multiplication/division operations are faster than sym-
metric encryption/decryption operations while symmetric
encryption/decryption operations are faster than mod-
ulus exponential operations. Fortunately, our proposed
scheme only utilizes one-way hash functions, which are
much faster than the mentioned three operations. There-
fore, this method can significantly enhance computational
efficiency while retaining higher security as shown in Ta-
ble 2.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a smart card based password
authentication scheme to overcome the security weak-
nesses of Li et al.’s scheme. Our proposed scheme can
achieve mutual authentication and users can freely choose
and change their passwords. We prove that our proposed
scheme can resist various types of attack, such as a man-
in-the-middle attack, insider attack, and replay attack.
Furthermore, our proposed scheme has better computa-
tional efficiency than other related works.
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Abstract

Re-encryption (or proxy re-encryption) is a very useful
cryptographic primitive which is able to transform a ci-
phertext under one public key into a new ciphertext en-
crypting the same message but under another different
public key. It plays an important role in modern se-
cure communication and information exchange via various
kinds of network infrastructure. In addition to traditional
public-key encryption scheme, re-encryption can also
come into force in other cryptosystems like Identity-Based
Encryption (IBE) and more advanced Functional Encryp-
tion (FE), making the enhanced schemes more powerful
as well as easy-to-use. In this work, we have proposed a
novel identity-based proxy re-encryption (IBPRE) scheme
which to the maximum extent reduces the workloads in
the user side by delivering the re-encryption key (RK)
generation work to the proxy server. Besides, it is like-
wise able to prevent possible bottlenecks for the users, like
re-encryption key management.

Keywords: Fully homomorphic encryption, identity-based
encryption, proxy re-encryption, re-encryptor

1 Introduction

Cryptographic primitives supporting intermediate trans-
formations from one object (ciphertext or signature) to
another without leakage of sensitive information have
found their irreplaceable places in modern Internet era.
The most common application of these primitives may
be proxy re-encryption in e-mail relay. A senior manager
Alice wants to forward an encrypted e-mail from the ex-
ecutive level of the enterprise to her subordinate Bob. Of
course, she is able to decrypt the encrypted e-mail by her
private key SKAlice and then encrypts the plaintext un-
der Bob’s public key PKBob to obtain the corresponding

encrypted e-mail, which will then be sent to Bob. On
the surface, it seems that this method actually achieves
the goal. However, we argue that this trivial solution re-
sults in several shortcomings. The most obvious point is
that the initial ciphertext owner Alice must execute all
these computations herself - including decryption and en-
cryption - to produce the ciphertext for Bob. In some
scenarios, these computation workloads are awfully cum-
bersome.

Another way to solve the above mentioned issue may be
to introduce a proxy to accomplish those transformation
workloads on behalf of the manager Alice, who has usually
been named as delegator in the proxy re-encryption/re-
signature scheme. Accordingly, the term for the proxy
is delegatee, the role of which is commonly played by a
more powerful server. Then if the delegator Alice wants to
largely reduce her computation workloads caused by de-
cryption and encryption, she can generate a re-encryption
key RKAlice→Bob by which anyone is capable of transform-
ing a ciphertext cAlice under her public key to the corre-
sponding ciphertext cBob under Bob’s public key without
any plaintext leakage or private key infringement. Nev-
ertheless, this approach also suffers from some problems,
which we will detail later.

Identity-based encryption is a useful as well as power-
ful primitive envisioned by Shamir [24] in 1984. But due
to the lag of mathematical tools, the first scheme based
on bilinear maps was proposed by Dan Boneh [2] after 17
years. IBE is more natural and convenient for the system
users because when one user U1 wishes to encrypt a mes-
sage to another user U2, she needs not to know the public
key of U2. In contrast, she can just encrypt the message
she wishes to send under a publicly accessible identity cor-
responding to U2. This tremendously cuts down the work
from the management of user certificates. So extending
the re-encryption techniques to identity-based encryption
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schemes and other advanced encryption schemes [3, 11] is
reasonable and necessary.

1.1 Motivation

In the traditional research works on (proxy) re-encryption
from former literatures, researchers use re-encryption in
such a scenario: Alice and Bob are legal users within a
cryptographic system with their own public-private key
pairs. In the real-life scenario, this cryptography system
may be used for an e-mail server or a cloud storage service
provider. Alice wants to grant her e-mail server some
privilege to forward e-mails to Bob for her convenience,
otherwise every time she must decrypt the e-mail and then
encrypt it under Bob’s public key/identity. As we have
stated above, re-encryption is essential in this scenario.

But unfortunately, in all of the former literatures,
the authors only consider the scenarios in which re-
encryptions happen between only two users. Al-
though some schemes support multi-use (multi-hop) re-
encryption, the inputs for generating re-encryption keys
are not the same. For instance, the inputs for generating
RKU1→U2

(usually) including {SKU1
, PKU2

, idU1
, idU2

}
for user U1 and U2 are different from the in-
puts for generating RKU3→U4 which usually includes
{SKU3

, PKU4
, idU3

, idU4
} for U3 and U4. This undoubt-

edly results in some inconvenience like re-encryption key
management in the user or the RK generator side. Can
we extract some common part(s) of those inputs for differ-
ent RKs? In addition, inconvenience also exists in other
aspects. For instance, the user may only trust her key gen-
eration server (key generator) but not the proxy; or a cer-
tain user U1 may need to generate plenty of re-encryption
keys for lots of other receivers U2, . . . , Uk, which may be a
bottleneck for U1 both in computation and in storage. All
the above mentioned problems can be solved via such av-
enue: The key generator delegates his master secrete key
MSK to the proxy without any privacy leakage about
MSK. Then the proxy must have some special tech-
niques to deal with the RK generation requirements be-
tween any pair of users. For the performance bottleneck
of one specific user, since the RK generation workloads
are all in the proxy server side, the possible busy user is
then liberated from massive RK generation workloads.

In addition to email forwarding, there are a great many
of other application scenarios for re-encryption in real life.
To just name a few:

1) Key revocation and key update. Re-encryption
is the mainstream technique and one of the most
indispensable building blocks in schemes supporting
key revocation (update). In such a typical scheme,
after the key revocation procedure, the existing ci-
phertexts must be updated accordingly, involving
tens of millions of existing ciphertexts. Without re-
encryption, this ciphertext update procedure is defi-
nitely unbearable.

2) Restricted law enforcement. This is an exam-

ple from [19] in which a law enforcement agency F
wishes to scrutinize classified personal files of a set of
suspect individuals G during a certain period of time.
However, the legal court possessing all the keys can-
not directly pass those keys to F , otherwise it will
permanently obtain the privilege to infringe the pri-
vacy of these citizens. A plausible method is to let
the court transform the ciphertext (with or without
the help of a proxy) under a certain person’s public
key to the ciphertext under F ’s public key when F
has already been granted a warrant. After the war-
rant loses its effect, F will lose its ability to probe
into the classified files immediately.

3) Fine-grained access control. Suppose an accoun-
tant Alice at Department A before was a checker at
Department B within the same corporation. Her pri-
vate key corresponding to her identity is not only as-
sociated with her name “Alice” but also with her job
title, e.g., “Alice||Accountant” or “Alice||Checker”.
Then re-encryption allows for fine-grained access con-
trol so that she is able to deal with some of her final
stage work after she leaved Department B.

1.2 Our Contribution and Main Tech-
nique

Our first contribution is to formalize the notion of homo-
morphic universal re-encryptor for identity-based encryp-
tion (HURE-IBE for short). This primitive is very useful
in a scenario where the users only have limited compu-
tation or storage capability as we have explained above.
Besides, the universality property features the advantage
that a user can gain her re-encryption key quite easily
by just issuing a re-encryption key query containing only
two id’s and the proxy does not need to deal with any
public key or private key relevant information. This is
due to the delegation of part of the master secret key s in
the encrypted form under a fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE) scheme.

Our scheme can not only provide solutions to practical
issues, but also pave the way for follow-up research works.

Another contribution of this work is to put forward the
first HURE-IBE scheme by combining the IBPRE scheme
with an FHE scheme [4, 13]. In addition, although the
proposed scheme in the construction part is instantiated
via Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme, our construction is essen-
tially generic. This means our general methodology can
be applied to other IBPRE schemes, even other public-
key proxy re-encryption schemes, subject to a condition
that there must be a master secret key for the generation
of all these user private keys.

To solve all those problems above mentioned, we have
developed a novel technique to efficiently combine the pos-
sible IBPRE scheme and FHE scheme. A small shortcom-
ing is that the introduction of FHE would decrease the
efficiency of our scheme. But we argue that, on one hand,
the scheme is more convenient than previous ones at the
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cost of a little more computation workloads; on the other
hand, the state of the art FHE scheme is fast enough to
bear the extra cost [23].

1.3 Related Works

Mambo et al. [21] first found the usefulness of re-
encryption and suggested to use proxy cryptosystem to
replace the trivial decrypt-and-encrypt method for sake
of efficiency. Then proxy re-encryption and re-signature
were conceptualized from a primitive named as atomic
proxy function, which was coined by Blaze et al. [1].
Due to its wide range of application fields, proxy re-
encryption has received much attention after its birth.
For instance, since the earlier scheme for re-encryption
proposed by Blaze et al. is inherently bidirectional, there
are quite a number of works have focused on unidirec-
tional schemes [19, 20]. For the security of the encryp-
tion schemes, chosen ciphertext attack (CCA) security is
very important. Therefore there are also several works on
CCA-secure PRE schemes [5, 16]. In addition, research
on proxy signature schemes [18, 25] is also very active in
cryptographic community.

Due to the significance, powerfulness and convenience
of more advanced encryption schemes like identity-based
encryption, attributed-based encryption [11], and func-
tional encryption [3], re-encryption has also been devel-
oped along this line [6, 9, 14, 22]. Moreover, in re-
cent years, since program obfuscation has a fast progress
in several aspects, e.g., extremely powerful construc-
tions like indistinguishability obfuscation (iO) [10] has
been developed, using obfuscation techniques to enhance
re-encryption schemes is also a promising field. Be-
sides those program obfuscation constructions for gen-
eral programs/functions, special constructions also find
their places due to their high efficiency. So the research
field on re-encryption obfuscation is also very active. The
first re-encryption obfuscation scheme is due to Hohen-
berger et al. [17], who had also proposed a new secu-
rity definition framework for average-case secure obfus-
cation in order to bypass the limitations of obfuscating
deterministic circuits. Then Hada [15] proposed obfus-
cation scheme for encrypted signatures. Chandran et
al. [7] introduced collusion-resistant obfuscation to con-
struct functional re-encryption scheme supporting func-
tion F ’s with a polynomial-size domain.

2 Preliminaries

Definition 1 (Identity-based proxy re-encryption). An
identity-based proxy re-encryption (IBPRE) scheme ΠRE

consists of six probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algo-
rithms:

- Setup(n) → (params,MSK): On input a security
parameter n, the algorithm outputs the public pa-
rameters params and the master secret key MSK,
which should be kept secret. This algorithm may also

decide the maximum encryption level of the cryp-
tosystem under some conditions. This algorithm is
run by the trust authority.

- KeyGen(params,MSK, id) → SKid: On input an
identity id ∈ {0, 1}∗, the master secret key MSK,
and the public parameters params, the algorithm
outputs a user secret key (decryption key) SKid cor-
responding to the identity id. This algorithm is run
by the trust authority.

- Enc(params, id,m) → cid: On input a plaintext
m ∈ M, an identity id, and the public parameters
params, the algorithm outputs a ciphertext cid which
corresponds to the plaintext m and the identity id.
This algorithm is run by the users.

- Dec(params, SKid, cid) = m: On input a ciphertext
cid which is the encryption of the plaintext m and
the identity id, a user secret key SKid, and the pub-
lic parameters params, the deterministic algorithm
outputs m if decryption succeeds; otherwise, it out-
puts ⊥. This algorithm is run by the users.

- RKGen(params, SKid1
, id1, id2)→ RKid1→id2

: On
input two id’s id1, id2, a user secret key SKid, and
the public parameters params, the algorithm outputs
a re-encryption key RKid1→id2

. This algorithm may
be run by the users or the proxy (server).

- ReEnc(params,RKid1→id2 , cid1) → cid2 : On input
a ciphertext cid1 under identity id1, a re-encryption
key RKid1→id2

, and the public parameters params,
the algorithm outputs a re-encrypted ciphertext cid2

under identity id2. This algorithm may be run by
the users or the proxy (server).

Remark 1. Our scheme is similar but not consistent with
the traditional descriptions. Especially, we will sometimes
omit params and treat it as an implicit input.

Definition 2 (Fully homomorphic encryption). A homo-
morphic encryption scheme ΠHE consists of four PPT al-
gorithms:

- KeyGenHE(n) → (PKHE, SKHE): This is a ran-
domized algorithm which takes as input a security
parameter n, and outputs a public key PKHE and a
secret key SKHE.

- EncHE(PKHE,m) → CTHE(m): This is a random-
ized algorithm which takes as input a public key
PKHE, and a message m ∈ M. It returns a cipher-
text CTHE(m) as its output.

- DecHE(SKHE,CTHE(m)) = m: This is a determin-
istic algorithm which takes as input a secret key
SKHE, and a ciphertext CTHE(m). It returns the
corresponding plaintext m if the decryption succeeds,
and ⊥ otherwise.
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- EvalHE(PKHE,∆(·),CTHE(m1), . . . ,CTHE(mk)) →
CTHE(∆(m1, . . . ,mk)): This is a randomized al-
gorithm which takes as input a public key
PKHE, a circuit ∆(·), and a bunch of ciphertexts
{CTHE(m1), . . . ,CTHE(mk)}. It outputs a cipher-
text CTHE(∆(m1, . . . ,mk)) which is the encryption
of the circuit output on inputs m1, . . . ,mk.

Remark 2. In this work, we use fully homomorphic en-
cryption as a black box, just like the way in some verifi-
able computation schemes [8, 12] for general circuits. For
verifiable computation schemes for special functions like
polynomial function [26], (proxy) signature scheme other
than FHE might play a more significant role. Besides, for
ease of description, we will sometimes omit the FHE pub-
lic key PKHE in some of the algorithms and notations,
e.g., a ciphertext EncHE(PKHE,m) of the homomorphic
encryption scheme is equivalent to CTHE(m) in this work.

Definition 3 (Bilinear maps). Let G be an algorithm
which takes as input a security parameter n and outputs
a tuple (ê, q, g,G = 〈g〉,GT = 〈ê(g, g)〉) where q is a large
prime numbers, G and GT are two cyclic groups of order
q. A bilinear map ê : G × G → GT has the following
properties:

1) Bilinearity: ∀u, v ∈ G and a, b ∈ Z, we have
ê(ua, vb) = ê(u, v)ab.

2) Non-degeneracy: If g generates G, then ê(g, g)
generates GT .

3) Efficiency: Group operations in G and the bilinear
map ê are both computable in polynomial time.

Assumption 1 (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(DBDH)). The DBDH assumption says that the following
two tuples are computationally indistinguishable.

{g, ga, gb, gc, T = ê(g, g)abc} c≡ {g, ga, gb, gc, T $← GT }

3 IBPRE Constructions

3.1 Our Main IBPRE Scheme

Our main improvement on the traditional IBPRE scheme
is to remove the possible burdensome RK generation
workloads to the proxy whose role has usually been played
by powerful cloud servers, and further cut down the to-
tal workloads. The main idea behind our scheme is that
we use fully homomorphic encryption scheme to protect
the master secret s and at the meantime to permit the
required computations through the evaluation algorithm
EvalHE of the FHE scheme. The construction methodol-
ogy of ours is similar to the general verifiable computation
protocol from Yao’s Garbled Circuit and FHE proposed
by Gennaro et al. [12]. More directly speaking, we use
FHE to ensure the privacy and reusability of the master
secret key. Then the proxy is able to securely and pri-
vately execute the RK generation procedures to respond

to the RK generation requirements from the users with-
out any privacy infringement of the master secret key.

We now provide a formal description of our scheme.
Note that the common part of four algorithms are very
similar to a common Boneh-Franklin IBE scheme except
that there is an FHE system embedded in ours.

- Setup(n) → (params,MSK): The Setup algo-
rithm generates a bilinear map system ê : G ×
G → GT , where G = 〈g〉 and GT = 〈ê(g, g)〉
are both cyclic groups of order q, which is a large
prime implicitly decided by the security parameter
n. The algorithm also chooses two hash functions
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G, as well
as a fully homomorphic encryption scheme ΠHE =
{KeyGenHE,EncHE,DecHE,EvalHE} with a pair
of FHE keys (PKHE, SKHE). In addition, the algo-
rithm chooses a secret number s uniformly at random
from Z∗q as a part of the master secret key MSK,

namely s
$← Z∗q . The public parameters are

params =
(
ê,G,GT , g, g

s, H1, H2,ΠHE, PKHE

)
and the master secret key is MSK = (s, SKHE). Be-
sides, CTHE(s) and SKHE will be sent to the proxy
and the users, respectively.

- KeyGen(params,MSK, id) → SKid: The Key-
Gen algorithm outputs a user secret key SKid =
H1(id)s for the input identity id ∈ {0, 1}∗.

- Enc(params, id,m) → cid: In order to encrypt a
message m under an identity id, the Enc algorithm

selects r
$← Z∗q uniformly at random and outputs the

ciphertext

cid = (C1, C2) = (gr,m · ê(gs, H1(id))r)

- RKGen(params,CTHE(s), id1, id2) → RKid1→id2 :
To generate a RK from id1 to id2, the RKGen al-
gorithm must generate three parts. It first homo-
morphically runs the FHE evaluation algorithm to
conduct the following evaluation on circuit ∆1 and
the three FHE ciphertexts:

EvalHE

(
∆1,CTHE(id1),CTHE(s),CTHE(id2)

)
=EncHE

(
PKHE, SK

−1
id1
·H2(str(Kid1id2

)||id1 → id2)
)

=EncHE

(
PKHE, SK

−1
id1
·

H2(str(ê(H1(id1), H2(id2))s)||id1 → id2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constid1→id2

)
)

=CTHE(SK−1id1
·H2(Constid1→id2︸ ︷︷ ︸

X

))

Here some notations in the above formula should
be more detailedly explained. str(·) is a function
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that outputs the bit-string representation of its in-
put. And below we will use a simpler notation X
to denote Constid1→id2

. Besides, we will illustrate
circuit ∆1 as the following 3-ary function.

∆1(x1, x2, x3) = (H1(x1)x2)−1·
H2(str(ê(H1(x1), H2(x3))x2 ||x1 → x3))

That is to say, let the three inputs x1, x2, x3 be id1,
s, id2 respectively, we have

∆1(id1, s, id2) = (H1(id1)s)−1·
H2(str(ê(H1(id1), H2(id2))s||id1 → id2))

= SK−1id1
·H2(Constid1→id2

)

= SK−1id1
·H2(X)

The other two parts can be generated by simple IBE
encryption operations on X and then the resulting
two parts of the ciphertext are encrypted by the
FHE algorithm EncHE. So the final re-encryption
key from id1 to id2 is

RKid1→id2
=
(
CTHE(RK1),CTHE(RK2),CTHE(RK3)

)
where we have,

CTHE(RK1) = CTHE(gr
′
)

CTHE(RK2) = CTHE(X · ê(gs, H1(id2))r
′
)

CTHE(RK3) = CTHE(SK−1id1
·H2(X))

Besides, we also denote the first two compo-
nents of the RK, CTHE(RK1) and CTHE(RK2), as
CTHE(Enc(params, id2, X)) because they are actu-
ally an IBE ciphertext of X and randomness r′ re-
gardless of the FHE encryption layer.

- ReEnc(params,RKid1→id2
, cid1

) → cid2
: To pro-

duce a re-encrypted ciphertext for the input cipher-
text cid1 with the form of

cid1
= (C1, C2) = (gr,m · ê(gs, H1(id1))r)

the ReEnc algorithm must generate four parts. It
first runs the FHE evaluation algorithm EvalHE on
the homomorphic encryption of cid1

, and the third
part of the re-encryption key RKid1→id2 to gener-
ate the second part of the re-encrypted ciphertext,
namely,

EvalHE

(
∆2,CTHE(C2),CTHE(C1),CTHE(RK3)

)
=EvalHE

(
∆2,CTHE(m · ê(gs, H1(id1))r),CTHE(gr),

CTHE(SK−1id1
·H2(X))

)
=EncHE

(
PKHE,m · ê(g,H2(X))r

)
=CTHE

(
m · ê(g,H2(X))r

)

The 3-ary circuit ∆2 does the following computation:

∆2(x1, x2, x3) = x1 · ê(x2, x3)

Therefore, when the three inputs x1, x2, x3 are C2,
C1, RK3 respectively

∆2(C2, C1, RK3)

=m · ê(gs, H1(id1))r · ê(gr, SK−1id1
·H2(X))

=m · ê(g,H1(id1))rs · ê(gr, SK−1id1
) · ê(gr, H2(X))

=m · ê(g,H2(X))r

For the other three parts, they can be easily obtained
- actually there is no need to do further computation.
The final re-encrypted ciphertext cRE

id2
is,

cRE
id2

=(C1, C2, C3, C4)

=
(
gr,CTHE(m · ê(g,H2(X))r),CTHE(RK1),

CTHE(RK2)
)

- Dec(params, SKid, cid) = m: Decryption is catego-
rized into two types according to the ciphertext type.

• Condition 1: If the input ciphertext is a nor-
mal IBE ciphertetx with the form of cid =
(C1, C2) = (gr,m · ê(gs, H1(id))r), the decryp-
tion algorithm will just do the Boneh-Franklin
IBE decryption calculation, namely,

m = DecIBE(C1, C2) = C2/ê(C1, SKid)

• Condition 2: If the input ciphertext is
a re-encrypted ciphertext with the form of
cRE
id = (C1, C2, C3, C4) =

(
gr,CTHE(m ·

ê(g,H2(X))r),CTHE(RK1),CTHE(RK2)
)
, the

decryption algorithm will in addition invoke the
FHE decryption algorithm to obtain the plain-
text encrypted under PKHE. More specifically,
it first decrypts CTHE(RK1), CTHE(RK2) to
obtain X. And then it uses X like a “private
key” to decrypt the former two parts in the
type-II ciphertext.

X = DecIBE(DecHE(C3),DecHE(C4))

m = DecHE(C2)/ê(C1, H2(X))

3.2 Two Variants to Resist Possible FHE
Key Leakage

Note that in our settings, we make a moderate assump-
tion that a legal user will not intentionally or unintention-
ally leak the private homomorphic decryption key SKHE

to any parties, especially to the proxy. This assumption
is indeed realistic since in real life the role of a proxy
server is frequently played by the cloud computing units
of those Internet giants like Amazon’s AWS or Microsoft’s
Azure whose commercial reputations are of vital impor-
tance. Nevertheless, we still provide two countermeasures
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to cope with this issue, which give rise to two variants of
our main construction. As the main aim of our scheme is
to largely reduce the workload in the user side, the two
variants will lose some advantages as tradeoffs compared
with the main construction in a bid to achieve a higher
security goal. Bellow we briefly illustrate the two coun-
termeasures as well as their pros and cons in comparison
to the scheme in Section 3.1.

- Variant I. (Deprive of the full decryption
power from a single user)

The most direct avenue to deal with possible private
homomorphic decryption key leakage is to make a
shift in the beginning that the trust authority does
not share SKHE to every user. Instead, it has two
alternative strategies. The first one is to conduct
the outermost homomorphic decryption procedures
completely by itself. The main merit is that it has
actually solved the FHE private key leakage prob-
lem. Nevertheless, potential decryption bottleneck in
the authority side might be introduced. The second
strategy is to share SKHE to a threshold number of
users, following the similar vein of the first strategy,
namely, incapacitating a single user for her decryp-
tion ability. The shortcomings for this method is that
the collaboration of more than one user is a must for
conducting a decryption operation.

- Variant II. (Introduce distinct FHE key pairs
to the system for different users)

An alternative way to deal with possible private ho-
momorphic decryption key leakage is decentraliza-
tion. More specifically, the trust authority does not
control over the homomorphic encryption system any
more. On the contrary, a different homomorphic key
pair per user will be used in the RKGen proce-
dure to replace the global homomorphic encryption-
decryption key pair. Accordingly, other related pro-
cedures like ReEnc should also be modified. In this
way, once an FHE key pair for user Ui is compro-
mised, the only victim is just user Ui, which rules
out deliberate FHE key leakage. However, we point
out that this change will also lead to inefficiency (due
to the involvements of more FHE key pairs) and in-
convenience.

4 Security and Efficiency

We first provide mathematical deductions for the correct-
ness of our scheme.

Correctness. The correctness is guaranteed by the fol-
lowing formulas.

Condition 1:

C2/ê(C1, SKid) =
m · ê(gs, H1(id))r

ê(gr, H1(id)s)
= m

Condition 2:

DecIBE(DecHE(C3),DecHE(C4))

=DecIBE(RK1, RK2)

=RK2/ê(RK1, SKid)

=X

DecHE(C2)/ê(C1, H2(X)) =
m · ê(g,H2(X))r

ê(gr, H2(X))
= m

Security. Then it goes to the security proof. Actually,
our proof of security is mainly divided into two parts. The
first part is to prove that the bare scheme Π′HURE without
the fully homomorphic encryption scheme ΠHE is secure
and then prove that the full scheme is secure. In fact, due
to the extensive research on FHE, we just need to prove
the security of the bare scheme.

Proof. The proof is constructed by contradiction. Sup-
pose there is an adversary A who has a non-negligible
advantage in attacking the scheme Π′HURE, then we can
construct another adversary A′ to succeed in attacking
the DBDH problem with a non-negligible advantage.

Suppose A′ receives a tuple 〈g, ga, gb, gc, T 〉 from the
challenger C, which may be a DBDH tuple with T =

ê(g, g)abc or a random tuple with T
$← GT . To take ad-

vantage of A, adversary A′ must prepare parameters and
respond to the queries by A. We then illustrate how A′
finishes these steps.

Setup: Adversary A′ first establishes the system
parameters as params = (ê,G = 〈g〉,GT =
〈ê(g, g)〉, g, ga, H1, H2). There are two points worth
mentioning. First, there is no need to include the
homomorphic encryption scheme as well as the pub-
lic key PKHE of this scheme into params, since here
we just consider the security of the bare scheme as
stated above. Second, although the adversary does
not know a, she can still use ga to replace gs of the
original scheme, since ga is already in the tuple. Be-
side, the adversary A′ also maintains a table T to
record the responses.

Simulate hash queries: To simulate H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G,
the adversary A′ responds as follow. On an input
identity id, if id = id∗, which is the challenge identity,

the response is h← (gc)z, where z
$← Z∗q ; otherwise,

the response is just h← gz, where z
$← Z∗q . To simu-

late H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G, the adversary A′ just returns
a random element in G. After each query, the cor-
responding results e.g., {idi, hi, zi} must be included
into the table T . Besides, we underline that when-
ever an id query comes, the adversary A′ must first
look up the table T to find out if id has already been
queried. If so, A′ should locate the existing tuple at
the table and return the corresponding content. This
is also the case for key queries.
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Simulate key queries: On a user secret key query for
idi, the adversary A′ first generates the correspond-
ing tuple {idi, hi, zi} as stated above. Subsequently,
it returns SKidi

= (ga)zi as the response, which will
then be added up to the tuple in table T . For a re-
encryption key query id1 → id2, if this query will
lead to a trivial decryption of the challenge cipher-
text, the adversary A′ returns

RKid1→id2
=
(
(gb)r, T rz2 ·X, gx

)
where r, x

$← Z∗q and X is computed as stated in the
scheme - actually, it can be selected uniformly at ran-
dom. Note that this RK is not correctly formed, but
the adversary A can not detect this. If a RK query
will not lead to a trivial decryption of the challenge
ciphertext, the adversary A′ returns

RKid1→id2
=
(
gr, X·ê(ga, H1(id2))r, (ga)−z1 ·H2(X)

)
another form of which is

(
Enc(id2, X), SK−1id1

·
H2(X)

)
.

Formalize challenge ciphertext: In this step, the ad-
versary A′ receives two equal-length message m0, m1

as inputs from A. To formalize the challenge cipher-
text c∗, the adversary A′ first evaluates {id∗, h∗, z∗}
if the hash query of id∗ has not been issued previ-
ously. Then A′ flips a random coin f ∈ {0, 1} and
returns c∗ = (gb, T z∗ ·mf ).

Note that after the generation of challenge ciphertext
c∗, additional queries are also permitted conditioned on
two requirements: First, the total number of queries is
bounded by a fixed value which we do not explicitly state
here. And second, any query which will lead to a trivial
decryption for c∗ is prohibited.

We argue that although some components are not cor-
rectly formed, the adversary A can not detect this, mean-
ing that the adversary A can not distinguish the simula-
tion by A′ without the secret s (but with ga) from a real
execution by a real challenge C who possesses the secret s.
Therefore, from her point of view, these two procedures
are computationally identical. For ease of description,
just take the two kinds of RK’s as an example. Since r is

a random element, it is easy to see that (gb)r
c≡ gr and it

is the same for either T rz2 ·X and X · ê(ga, H1(id2))r, as
well as gx and (ga)−z1 ·H2(X).

At the end of all the interactions between adversary
A′ and A, A must return her guess to A′. The lat-
ter will make a choice on whether T = ê(g, g)abc or

T
$← GT according to the guess bit f ′ returned by A.

If f ′ = f , namely, adversary A succeeds in attacking
the bare scheme, then A′ will return 1, indicating that
T = ê(g, g)abc is belonging to a DBDH tuple; otherwise,

A′ will return 0, indicating that T
$← GT is belonging to

a random tuple.

To see how it works, we will discuss according to the
value of T . When T = ê(g, g)abc, the challenge ciphertext
has the following form:

c∗ = (gb, T z∗ ·mf ) = (gb, ê(g, g)abcz
∗
·mf )

= (gb, ê(ga, gcz
∗
)b ·mf )

= (gb,mf · ê(ga, H1(id∗))b)

In other word, it is a correctly formed ciphertext. So in
this game, the adversaryA has a non-negligible advantage
ε in distinguishing whether c∗ is the encryption of m0 or
the encryption of m1.

When T
$← GT , the challenge ciphertext has the fol-

lowing form (r is a random element selected from Z∗q ,
which makes rz∗ a random element in Z∗q . And R is thus
a random element selected from GT ):

c∗ = (gb, T z∗ ·mf ) = (gb, ê(g, g)rz
∗
·mf )

= (gb,mf ·R)

Since R is a random element in GT , the probability for
adversary A′ to successfully guess the bit f is just 1

2 ,
i.e., the advantage for her is 0. So in terms of whether
adversary A succeeds in the Π′HURE game, adversary A′
can also have a non-negligible advantage in distinguishing
a DBDH tuple from a random tuple.

Efficiency. The main advantage of our scheme is the
universality property mentioned before, which has never
been achieved in any other PRE schemes. To this end,
we sacrifice some efficiency as the tradeoffs. Nevertheless,
our scheme has gained advantages in communication com-
plexity aspects since the user-specific private information
is no longer needed to send.

Below we will provide the readers with a simplified
analysis of the efficiency, namely we roughly divide var-
ious operations in IBPRE schemes into three categories
according to an approximate and empirical evaluation cri-
terion.

1) T1: Hash operations, including hash operations H1(·)
and H2(·).

2) T2: Group operations, including operations in both
G and GT as well as FHE operations.

3) T3: Bilinear pairing operations.

Then the detailed comparisons of computation complexity
between our scheme and the most relevant scheme [14] are
described in Table 1.

The main reason why we do not take into consideration
the efficiency of Setup and KeyGen is that these two al-
gorithms are run by the trust authority while in reality we
care more about the efficiency of the users as well as the
proxy. Besides, they are not the core factors for a cryp-
tosystem since the number of running time of them are far
less than that of the left four algorithms. For the fourth
row of Table 1, {0 (3T2)} means that in our scheme, the
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Table 1: Comparison of computation complexity

Our scheme Scheme of [14]
Enc T1 + 3T2 + T3 T1 + 3T2 + T3

RKGen T1 + 8T2 + T3 2T1 + 5T2 + T3
ReEnc 0 (3T2) T2 + T3
Dec(1) T2 + T3 T2 + T3
Dec(2) 5T2 + 2T3 2T2 + 2T3

user does not need to do any computation and therefore
3T2 is merely for the proxy while {T2 +T3} is for the user
in their scheme. For the fifth and sixth row, Dec(1) means
the normal IBE decryption and Dec(2) means the decryp-
tion of a re-encrypted ciphertext. From Table 1 we can see
that our scheme only introduces bearable additional com-
putation workload to some of the algorithms like Dec(2)

while ours performs better in ReEnc. Besides, the spe-
cial property like universality can only be achieved by our
scheme. So in general, ours is of significant usefulness in
both theoretical research on re-encryption and some real-
life applications.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have introduced a new type of identity-
based proxy re-encryption scheme, which is different from
as well as superior over the former schemes in some as-
pects. Specifically, Our scheme enjoys a good feature that
there is only very little resource needed in the user side.
Besides, potential bottlenecks like re-encryption manage-
ment are also avoided. However, our scheme also has
some limitations, e.g., the introduction of homomorphic
encryption decreases the efficiency of the scheme and the
scheme is not suitable for multi-hop re-encryptions. We
will continue working on enhancing our scheme and con-
structing more powerful ones.
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Abstract

Internet worms can propagate across networks horren-
dously, reduce network security remarkably, and cause
economic losses heavily. How to quickly eliminate the
Internet worms using partial immunization becomes a
big issue for sustaining Internet infrastructure smoothly.
This paper addresses this issue by presenting a novel
worm attack model through incorporating a saturated
incidence rate and a partial immunization rate, named
SVEIR model. Using the basic reproduction number, we
derive the global stability of the infection-free equilibrium
and local stability of the unique endemic equilibrium. Nu-
merical methods are employed to solve and simulate the
developed system and also verify the proposed SVEIR
model. Simulation results show that the partial immu-
nization is highly effective for eliminating worms.

Keywords: Internet worm, partial immunization, propa-
gation model, saturated incidence, stability

1 Introduction

Internet worms are malicious codes which can replicate
themselves and propagate across the Internet. Code red
worm, Slammer worm, Blaster worm, Witty worm, and
Conficker worm are a few examples of Internet worms,
which have caused heavy economic losses and tremendous
social panic. Especially, with the advent and development
of the Internet of Things (IoT), the threat of Internet
worms will become increasingly serious for network secu-
rity. Combating worms effectively is an urgent task con-
fronted with defenders. Based on the similarity between

a malicious worm and a biological virus, a few mathe-
matical models representing worm propagation have been
presented to depict the propagation of worms in the past
decade years [4, 9, 13]. Appropriate mathematical mod-
els can provide a qualitative assessment for worms’ attack.
Many numerous models and tools are proposed to address
the dynamic attacking behaviour of worms and effectively
counterattack them in different conditions, e.g., time de-
lay [15, 18], quarantine [19, 20], antivirus software [21],
etc. All the previous models are based on the SIR clas-
sical epidemic model [7]. The SIR has some drawbacks
because it assumes that a susceptible host becomes infec-
tious immediately after contact with an infected one. Ac-
tually, many worms own an exposed period during which
susceptible hosts are infected but not yet contagious. To
overcome this drawback, a new model, named as SEIR
model [1], is introduced. An exposed class is added into
the SEIR model.

Immunization is one of the commonly used methods
for controlling and eliminating worms propagation [5, 6].
However, these models assumed that the vaccine hosts ob-
tained the immunization fully. This is not consistent with
the reality. For worms’ horrendous propagation speed,
users or network administrators can not immunize the
whole host population in real networks. Thus, partial im-
munization as a fungible and feasible method for eliminat-
ing worms has been used for predicting and controlling in-
fectious diseases [2, 12]. In many worm propagation mod-
els [5, 14], bilinear infection rate βSI is used, where, S and
I denote the number of susceptible hosts and infectious
hosts, respectively. The saturated infection rate βSI

1+ηI was

firstly introduced by Capasso and Seior [3], where βI
1+ηI
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tends to a saturation level when I becomes large, 1
1+ηI

measures the inhibition effect from the behavioral change
of susceptible hosts when their number increases or from
the crowding effect of the infected hosts. The saturated
infection rate βSI

1+ηI is more reasonable than the linear rate
βSI. This is due to the fact that it takes the behavioral
change and the effect of the infected hosts into consider-
ation.

In this paper, we propose an SVEIR model based on
the SEIR model. Contrary to existing models, the pro-
posed SVEIR model is armed with the partial immuniza-
tion and saturated infection. This paper will argue that
SVEIR model is appropriate for measuring the effects of
security countermeasures on worm propagation. Using
the basic reproduction number, we derive global stability
of the infection-free equilibrium and local stability of the
unique endemic equilibrium.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
formulates the extended SVEIR model, which takes two
important factors: Partial immunization and a saturated
incidence rate, and obtains the basic reproduction num-
ber. Section 3 proves the stabilities of the equilibria. Sec-
tion 4 covers the numerical analysis and the simulations.
Section 5 summarizes the paper with some future direc-
tions.

2 A Mathematical Formulation
for SVEIR Model

This section will examine the SVEIR model with a mathe-
matical formulation. The SVEIR model extends the clas-
sical SEIR model through incorporating a saturated in-
cidence rate and a partial immunization rate. The total
host population N is divided into five groups and a host
at any time t can potentially be in one of the following
groups: Susceptible, vaccinated, exposed, infectious, re-
covered, with sizes denoted by S, V , E, I, R, respectively.
The total number of population N at time t is given by
N(t) = S(t) + V (t) + E(t) + I(t) + R(t). The dynamic
transition of the hosts is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, Π is the constant recruitment rate of the
host population, µ is the natural death rate of the popula-
tion, and α is the death rate for worm attack of infectious
hosts. Let β be the transmission rate of worm attack when
susceptible hosts contact with infected ones. p is the frac-
tion of recruited hosts which are vaccinated. γ is the rate
at which vaccine wanes. The emergence of this scenario is
due to worm variants. η is the parameter measuring the
inhibitory effect. βSI

1+ηI is the saturated infection rate. ω
is the rate at which exposed hosts become infectious, and
δ is the recovered rate of infected hosts. The vaccinated
hosts which contact infected ones before obtaining immu-
nization have the infection probability with a transmission
rate σβ (0 ≤ σ ≤ 1). σ = 0 means that the vaccinated
hosts obtain the full immunization, which σ = 1 means
that vaccine loses efficacy in work fully. Taking some real
factors into account, we assume that the vaccinated hosts

can obtain partial immunization, i.e. 0 < σ < 1.
Based on the above assumptions, the SVEIR worm

propagation model with partial immunization in the host
population is described by the following system of differ-
ential equations:

S
′
(t) = (1− p)Π− βSI

1+ηI − µS + γV,

V
′
(t) = pΠ− σβV I − (µ+ γ)V,

E
′
(t) = βSI

1+ηI + σβV I − (µ+ ω)E,

I
′
(t) = ωE − (µ+ α+ δ)I,

R
′
(t) = δI − µR.

(1)

Since the state R does not appear explicitly in the first
four equations in (1), the dynamics of (1) is the same as
the following system:

S
′
(t) = (1− p)Π− βSI

1+ηI − µS + γV,

V
′
(t) = pΠ− σβV I − (µ+ γ)V,

E
′
(t) = βSI

1+ηI + σβV I − (µ+ ω)E,

I
′
(t) = ωE − (µ+ α+ δ)I.

(2)

Summing equations in (2), we obtain (S+V +E+I)
′

=
Π−µ(S+V +E+I)−(α+δ)I ≤ Π−µ(S+V +E+I). Then
it follows that lim supt→∞[S(t)+V (t)+E(t)+I(t)] ≤ Π/µ,
thus the set

Ω = {(S, V,E, I) ∈ R4 : S + V + E + I ≤ Π/µ}

is positively invariant for (2). Therefore, we will study
the global stability of (2) on the set Ω.

It is easily seen that the model (2) always has an
infection-free equilibrium, P0 = (S0, V0, 0, 0, 0), where

S0 = Π(µ+γ−pµ)
µ(µ+γ) , V0 = pΠ

µ+γ . Let x = (E, I, V, S)T , then

the Model (2) can be represented as

dx

dt
= F(x)− V(x),

where

F(x) =


βSI
1+ηI + σβV I

0
0
0



V(x) =


(µ+ ω)E

(µ+ α+ δ)I − ωE
σβV I + (µ+ γ)V − pΠ

βSI
1+ηI + µS − (1− p)Π− γV


Differentiating F(x) and V(x) with respect to E, I, V, S

and computing them at the infection-free equilibrium

P0 = (Π(µ+γ−pµ)
µ(µ+γ) , pΠ

µ+γ , 0, 0), respectively, we obtain

DF(P0) =


0 βS0 + σβV0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
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Figure 1: State transition diagram of the SVEIR model

DV(P0) =


µ+ ω 0 0 0
−ω µ+ α+ δ 0 0
0 σβV0 µ+ γ 0
0 −βS0 −γ µ


Thus, the spectral radius of the next generation matrix

FV−1 can be written as,

ρ(FV−1) =
ωβ(S0 + σV0)

(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)
.

According to Theorem 2 in [17], the basic reproduction
number of the Model (2) is

R0 =
ωβ(S0 + σV0)

(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

=
ωβΠ(µ+γ−pµ

µ(µ+γ) + σp
µ+γ )

(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)
. (3)

3 Stability Analysis for Equilibri-
ums

The endemic equilibrium P ∗(S∗, V ∗, E∗, I∗) of the
Model (2) can be obtained by the following Equations (4)

(1− p)Π− βSI
1+ηI − µS + γV = 0,

pΠ− σβV I − (µ+ γ)V = 0,
βSI
1+ηI + σβV I − (µ+ ω)E = 0,

ωE − (µ+ α+ δ)I = 0.

(4)

From the fourth equation of the Model (4), we can ob-

tain E = (µ+α+δ)I
ω . Substituting E into the third equa-

tion of the Model (4), we can obtain V = (µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)
ωσβ −

βS
(1+ηI)σβ . According to the second equation of the

Model (4), we obtain I = pΠ−(µ+γ)V
σβV .

Substituting V and I into the first equation of
Model (4) with the foregoing obtained values, we obtain

the following equation

(1− p)Π−
βS pΠ−(µ+γ)V

σβV

1 + ηI
− µS + γA1,

where, A1 = (µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)
ωσβ − βS

(1+ηI)σβ .

By a simple computation, we have

Π−µS− pΠ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)
ωβS
1+ηI − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

+
µS

σ(1 + ηI)
+A2 = 0,

where, A2 = γ(µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)
ωσβ . Supposing

F (S) = Π− µS − pΠ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)
ωβS
1+ηI − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

+
µS

σ(1 + ηI)
+
γ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

ωσβ
.

For S = 0, F (0) = (1−p)Π+ γ(µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)
ωσβ . It is easily

seen that F (0) > 0.

F
′
(S) = −µ−

pΠωβ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ) 1
1+ηI

( ωβS1+ηI − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ))2
+

µ

σ(1 + ηI)

< −µ+
pΠωβ 1

1+ηI

ωβS
1+ηI − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

+
µ

σ(1 + ηI)

= −µ+ (
µ

σ
− pβΠ

(µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)
ω − βS

1+ηI

)
1

1 + ηI

< 0.

Therefore, the sign of F
′
(S) is negative. On the other

hand, if R0 > 1, ωβ(S0 + σV0) = ωβ(S0 + σpΠ
µ+γ ) > (µ +
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ω)(µ+ α+ δ).

F (S0) = Π− µS0 −
pΠ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

ωβS0

1+ηI − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

+
µS0

σ(1 + ηI)
+
γ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

ωσβ

< Π− µS0 −
(µ+ γ)(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

ωβσ

+
µS0

σ(1 + ηI)
+
γ(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)

ωσβ

< Π− µS0 −
µS0

σ(1 + ηI)
− µpΠ

µ+ γ
+

µS0

σ(1 + ηI)

= Π− µS0 −
µpΠ

µ+ γ
= 0.

If S > S0, F (S) < 0. As a result, the equation
F (S) = 0 only has a root S∗ which always exists in (0, S0).
When R0 ≤ 1, the System (2) only has an infection-free
equilibrium P0(S0, V0, 0, 0). When R0 > 1, the System (2)
has the unique endemic equilibrium P ∗(S∗, V ∗, E∗, I∗)
except for the infection-free equilibrium P0.

3.1 Infection-free Equilibrium and its
Stability

It can be easily obtained that the Model (2)
has an infection-free equilibrium given by P0 =

(Π(µ+γ−pµ)
µ(µ+γ) , pΠ

µ+γ , 0, 0). The infection-free equilibrium cor-

responds to the model condition of non-worm breakout.

Proposition 1. The infection-free equilibrium P0 is lo-
cally asymptotically stable in the set Ω if R0 < 1 and
unstable if R0 > 1.

Proof. According to P0 = (Π(µ+γ−pµ)
µ(µ+γ) , pΠ

µ+γ , 0, 0), the Ja-

cobian matrix at the infection-free equilibrium P0 of the
Model (2) is

J(P0) =


−µ γ 0 −βS0

0 −µ− γ 0 −σβV0

0 0 −µ− ω βS0 + σβV0

0 0 ω −µ− α− δ


Therefore, the corresponding characteristic equation is

described by

(λ+ µ)(λ+ µ+ γ)

·[(λ+ µ+ ω)(λ+ µ+ α+ δ)− ω(βS0 + σβV0)]

= 0. (5)

From the characteristic Equation (5), we know that it
always has two negative eigenvalues λ1 = −µ, and λ2 =
−µ−γ. The other eigenvalues are decided by the following
equation

(λ+ µ+ ω)(λ+ µ+ α+ δ)− ω(βS0 + σβV0) = 0. (6)

By the simple computation, Equation (6) is equal to

λ2+(2µ+ω+α+δ)λ+(µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)−ω(βS0+σβV0) = 0.

(7)

If R0 < 1, (µ+ω)(µ+α+δ)−ω(βS0 +σβV0) > 0, thus
two roots of Equation (7) are negative. The infection-
free equilibrium P0 to be locally asymptotically stable is
that λi < 0, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, which meets the sufficient
condition of the stability theory [16]. When R0 > 1, (µ+
ω)(µ+α+δ)−ω(βS0+σβV0) < 0, which means that J(P0)
has a positive root and a negative root. Therefore, the
infection-free equilibrium P0 is an unstable saddle point.
This completes the proof.

Proposition 2. When R0 ≤ 1, the infection-free equilib-
rium P0 is globally asymptotically stable in the set Ω.

Proof. To prove the infection-free equilibrium P0 is glob-
ally asymptotically stable, we construct the following Lya-
punov function: L(E, I) = ωE + (µ+ ω)I.

Its derivative along the solutions to the Model (2) is

L
′
(t) = ωE

′
+ (µ+ ω)I

′

=
ωβSI

1 + ηI
+ ωσβV I − ω(µ+ ω)E + (µ+ ω)ωE

−(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)I

=
ωβSI

1 + ηI
+ ωσβV I − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)I

≤ (ωβS + ωσβV − (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ))I

=
ωβ(S0 + σV0)

R0
(
R0(S + σV )

S0 + σV0
− 1)I

≤ 0.

Furthermore, L
′

= 0 if and only if I = 0. Thus, the
largest compact invariant set in {(S, V,E, I)|L′ = 0} is
the singleton P0. When R0 ≤ 1, the global stability of P0

satisfies LaSalle’s invariance principle [8]. LaSalle’s invari-
ance principle [8] hints that P0 is globally asymptotically
stable in the set Ω. This completes the proof.

3.2 Endemic Equilibrium and Its Stabil-
ity

From the aforementioned computation, we know that the
Model (2) has the unique endemic equilibrium P ∗. The
endemic equilibrium P ∗ means that the worm does not
die out when it appears. Finally, every class of the model
reach its stable state. S∗, V ∗, E∗, I∗ and R∗ are not
equal to zero. Next, we investigate the local stability of
the endemic equilibrium P ∗ = (S∗, V ∗, E∗, I∗).

Proposition 3. When R0 > 1, the endemic equilibrium
P ∗ is locally asymptotically stable in the region Ω.
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Proof. The Jacobian matrix of (2) at the endemic equi-
librium P ∗ is

J(P ∗) =


−B1 γ 0 − βS∗

(1+ηI∗)2

0 −B2 0 −σβV ∗
βI∗

1+ηI∗ σβI∗ −(µ+ ω) B3

0 0 ω −(µ+ α+ δ)


where,

B1 =
βI∗

1 + ηI∗
+ µ,

B2 = σβI∗ + (µ+ γ),

B3 =
βS∗

(1 + ηI∗)2
+ σβV ∗.

Thus, the corresponding characteristic equation can be
described as

λ4 + C1λ
3 + C2λ

2 + C3λ+ C4 = 0, (8)

where,

C1 = 4µ+ α+ ω + δ + γ + σβI∗ +
βI∗

1 + ηI∗

> 0,

C2 = (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ) +B2(2µ+ ω + α+ δ)

+B1(σβI∗ + 3µ+ γ + ω + α+ δ)

> 0,

C3 = B2(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ) + βωµ
S∗

(1 + ηI∗)2

+B1[(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ) +B2(2µ+ ω + α+ δ)]

≥ (µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ)(σβI∗ + 2µ+ γ +
βI∗

1 + ηI∗
)

+B1B2(2µ+ ω + α+ δ)

> 0,

C4 = B1B2(µ+ α+ δ) + γωµσβV ∗

+βωµ
S∗

(1 + ηI∗)2
B2

≥ B1B2(µ+ ω)(µ+ α+ δ) + γωµσβV ∗

> 0.

Through a simple computation, we obtain that H1 =
C1 > 0, H2 = C1C2 − C3 > 0,H3 = C3H2 − C2

1C4 > 0,
H4 = C4H3 > 0.

According to the theorem of Routh-Hurwitz [10], we
obtain that all the roots of the Equation (8) have negative
real parts. As a result, the endemic equilibrium P ∗ is
locally asymptotically stable.

4 Numerical Simulations

This section develops numerical experimental steps to an-
alyze the stability of the proposed model and evaluates
the effects of the implemented countermeasures. It is very
difficult to use realistic parameters or real-world traffic
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Figure 2: Globally asymptotically stable infection-free
equilibrium

traces for our research, because many parameters used
in previous models are assumed according to their hy-
pothesis. To obtain the spread of worms in a large-scale
network, N = 1, 000, 000 hosts are selected as the pop-
ulation size. According to the real Slammer worm, the
average scan rate is s = 4, 000 per second [11]. The infec-
tion rate of the Slammer worm is β = s/232 = 9.3×10−7.
We take proper values of Π and µ so that Π/µ = N , im-
plying that the total number of hosts remain unchanged.
Therefore, we set Π = 100 and µ = 0.0001. The par-
tial immunization rate is set to σ = 0.4. The transition
rate ω from E to I is 0.02. The transition rate δ from
I to R is 0.01. At the beginning, the number of suscep-
tible, vaccinated, exposed, infected, and recovered hosts
are S(0) = 999, 985, V (0) = 10, E(0) = 0, I(0) = 5, and
R(0) = 0, respectively.

Other parameters in these simulations are given as fol-
lows: η = 2, p = 0.2, α = 0.0001, and γ = 0.05. The
results are based on the average of at least 10 simulation
runs. Using the above parameters, we can obtain the ba-
sic reproduction number R0 = 0.908 < 1. The worm will
gradually die out according to Proposition 1 and 2. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the number of susceptible, infected and
recovered hosts when R0 is 0.908, respectively. From Fig-
ure 2, we can clearly see that the tendency of the worm
propagation is depressive, which is consistent with Propo-
sition 1 and 2. Finally, all infected hosts vanish and the
population, in the long term, is in a recovered state.

In the second experiment, we change some related pa-
rameters about R0 to guarantee R0 > 1. When p = 0.4
and δ = 0.003, we have R0 = 9.847 > 1. Other param-
eters remain unchanged. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 3. As can be seen from Figure 3, the number of sus-
ceptible, infected and recovered hosts eventually become
positive values between 0 and Π/µ, which indicates that
the worm does not disappear, if worms initially present.
Finally, these three states reach their equilibrium points
P ∗(38094, 83543, 835428). This is fully consistent with
the conclusions of Proposition 3. The unique endemic
equilibrium P ∗ is globally asymptotically stable.

To demonstrate that the effect of the partial immu-
nization rate on the number of infected hosts, we set
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Figure 3: Locally asymptotically stable endemic equilib-
rium
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Figure 4: Effect of the partial immunization rate

the partial immunization rate σ to different values, with
other parameters remaining the same. Figure 4 shows
the effect of changing the partial immunization rate (σ =
0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, respectively) on worm propagations.
From Figure 4, no hosts are infected when σ = 0. σ = 0
means that all hosts gain full immunization. However, in
real-world networks, it is very difficult to implement full
immunization. As expected, a smaller partial immuniza-
tion rate results in slowing down the worm propagation
speed, more importantly, and decreasing the total number
of infected hosts. Once the vaccine has been studied, com-
puter users should immunize their computers as quickly
as possible, which can guarantee to reach a smaller partial
immunization rate σ.

5 Conclusion

This paper presented a novel dynamic SVEIR model with
a saturated incidence rate and a partial immunization
rate for the propagation of worms. More specifically, this
paper investigated the global dynamic behavior of the
SVEIR model, which is determined by the basic repro-
duction number. The theoretical analysis demonstrated
that when the basic reproduction number is smaller than
or equal to one, the SVEIR model has a infection-free
equilibrium, and is globally asymptotically stable. That
is to say, it implies that the worm dies out eventually.

When the basic reproduction number is larger than one,
the SVEIR model has a unique endemic equilibrium which
is locally stable. Moreover, it implies that worms are
able to pervade across networks. The simulation results
are consistent with theoretical analysis. Our proposed
SVEIR model will be highly useful to analyze the avail-
ability and efficiency of partial immunization. The partial
immunization will be efficient if the partial immunization
rate is very small.
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Abstract

The current Digital Rights Management (DRM) sys-
tems use attribute-based encryption (ABE) and proxy
re-encryption (PRE) to achieve fine-grained access con-
trol in cloud computing. However, these schemes have
some limitations particularly in terms of security, func-
tionality and also higher decryption time which grows
linearly with the complexity of access policies. In this
paper, we propose a novel DRM scheme founded on a
deterministic finite automata-based functional proxy re-
encryption (DFA-based FPRE) scheme which has been
proven to be secure against CCA in the standard model.
In particular, we leverage the DFA-based FPRE scheme
to realize fine-grained access control over encrypted con-
tents among a set of users. Furthermore, a secure content
key distribution protocol and efficient revocation mech-
anism are provided. Moreover, we tackle the critical is-
sue of high computation at the user side, by outsourc-
ing computation into (DFA-based FPRE) scheme for the
first time. In comparison, our scheme achieves higher
efficiency and smaller computation time against state-of-
the-art.

Keywords: Cloud computing, digital rights management,
fine-grained access control, privacy preserving

1 Introduction

The rapid development and growth of the Internet have
fuelled a trend towards outsourcing data and its manage-
ment. The excitement of the emerging technology is due
to the advancement of internet, whose infrastructure is
cloud computing. It brings a flexible, cost effective and
reliable way for data owners to deal with their data stor-
age. Storing digital contents to the cloud, enable users to
concentrate on their core business issues rather than in-
curring substantial hardware, software, or personal costs.

However, owners still have to remain cautious to

protect their contents from being pirated and illegally
distributed [24]. The cloud service provider is semi-
trusted [27]. In this sense, the semi-trusted cloud ser-
vice provider follows the normal flow of the protocol in
the system. For instance, during the interaction with
the users, a CSP may collect users’ personal information
and consumption profiles, which inspires a serious security
concern for cloud user. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) tech-
nique [23] is devised to prevent the CSP from accessing
the contents in semi-trusted cloud environment. Also, it’s
crucial for the CSP to be prevented from knowing exactly
which users are accessing certain contents [21].

Digital rights management (DRM) is a famous mech-
anism to protect content copyright [1] based on the tech-
niques of content encryption, access control, and dynamic
licensing [16, 31]. In the past few years, there have been
some DRM schemes which deal with confidentiality and
privacy preserving of outsourced data in cloud comput-
ing. Petrlic et al. [23] introduced a privacy-preserving
cloud DRM scheme based on proxy re-encryption, which
allows a user anonymously purchase content from a con-
tent provider, and in the same time prevents any party
from building usage profiles under a pseudonym. Petr-
lic also presented a privacy-preserving DRM scheme [21],
which employs a combination of ring signatures with an
anonymous recipient scheme. Secret sharing makes it pos-
sible for the content provider to expose the user identities
in case of fraud. Perlman et al. proposed a privacy-
preserving DRM conception on the basis of anonymous
cash and blind decryption. Their scheme allows users to
buy digital content without exposing their track [22]. Al-
though these schemes are able to ensure data security,
these schemes cannot support fine-grained access control,
or limit a set of individual users to access encrypted data.

In order to solve these problems, Muller et al. proposed
a new DRM architecture which limits the digital content
access to a subset of users who possess certain proper-
ties assigned during the encryption process [17]. In their
model, the set of rules are divided into two part, static
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and dynamic. The static rules are enforced by using ABE
before accessing the content, while dynamic rules stored
in the license needs to be enforced at run time by the
DRM viewer. However, revocation cannot be achieved in
this scheme. What’s worse is that, this scheme is not ap-
plicable for large numbers of users, which may be a huge
burden for server.

As a result, attempting to achieve the revocation mech-
anism, the traditional revocation schemes relying on at-
tribute authority would usually enforce periodically re-
encrypt content, and re-generate a new secret keys to legal
users as in [8, 30]. However, these schemes always results
in key update operation. In practice, a large number of
users can access cloud services. Hence, these schemes are
far from have been suitable in cloud. Being aware of this
problem, this paper follow schemes [4, 5], which permits
the delegated key server to revoke the attributes and the
malicious users immediately.

Thus, the ABE and PRE are usually employed to solve
the problems above. Nevertheless, security and functional
problems still exist. Additionally, besides [4, 5, 17], these
schemes still suffer from the drawback of high compu-
tational cost associated with ABE operations; that is,
both the computational cost and the ciphertext size for
the users grow linearly with the size of the access for-
mula. Hence, in this paper, we adopt a deterministic finite
automata-based functional proxy re-encryption (DFA-
based FPRE) scheme [13] to protect the contents stored in
the semi-trusted cloud environment. Besides, outsourcing
computation into (DFA-based FPRE)to avoid the high
computation at the user side.

1.1 Motivation

Although using ABE and PRE can solve practical net-
work problems, this method leaves interesting open prob-
lems in terms of security and functionality. As to secu-
rity, it is not easy for ABE constructions [9, 10, 19, 20]
to achieve adaptive security without random oracles [25].
Meanwhile, all existing attribute-based PRE (ABPRE)
schemes [11, 12, 15] are proven secure only against chosen-
plaintext attacks (CPA) in the selective model, whereas
security against chosen ciphertext attack (CCA) is con-
sidered an important notion for ABPRE schemes. The
functionality of an ABPRE system is another practical
issue. All existing ABPRE schemes only support access
policy combining with AND gates and fixed size number
of boolean variables inputs. Practically, an access pol-
icy might be required to combine with AND, OR gates
and NOT. Also, in some particular applications, the ac-
cess policy might be expressed by regular languages with
arbitrary size input data.

Referring to the research above, our DRM scheme is
founded on a DFA-based FPRE scheme [13]. Having
proved to be secure against CCA in the standard model,
the DFA-based FPRE scheme also provides unlimited size
input for access policy while the functionality of proxy re-
encryption remains still.

In a nutshell, our contribution can be summarized as:

1) We propose a secure key management mechanism in
DRM based on DFA-based FPRE scheme.

2) We introduce a fine-grained access control mecha-
nism, which allows flexibility in specifying the access
rights of individual users.

3) Our scheme provides a scalable revocation mecha-
nism, which allows the delegated key server in the
cloud to revoke the attributes and malicious users
immediately.

4) We perform an analysis evaluation of our DFA-based
FPRE DRM scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In next
Section the preliminaries required in this paper are pre-
sented. Our DRM scheme based on DFA-based FPRE
scheme is presented in Section 3. Analysis of our scheme
is discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is intro-
duced in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

Our scheme relies on a DFA-based functional proxy re-
encryption scheme. We will briefly introduce the DFA-
based functional proxy re-encryption scheme and the
groups underlying our encryption scheme.

2.1 Composite Order Bilinear Groups

Let G and GT be multiplicative cyclic groups of same
order N = P1P2P3 ( where P1, P2, P3 are distinct primes).
We call a map e : G×G −→ GT bilinear if it should satisfy
the following properties:

• Bilinear. e(ga, hb) = e(g, h)ab, ∀g, h ∈ G and ∀a, b ∈
ZN
∗; and

• Non-degenerate. There exists g ∈ G such that e(g, g)
is a generator of GT .

We denote by Gp1 , Gp2 and Gp3 the subgroups of G of
respective orders p1, p2 and p3.

2.2 Complexity Assumptions

Definition 1. ( The Source Group l-Expanded Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Exponent (l-Expanded BDHE.) Assump-
tion in a Subgroup [13]). Given a group generator G and
a positive integer l, we define the following distribution:

(N = p1p2p3,G,GT , e) ←− G ,

g1
R←− Gp1 ,

g2
R←− Gp2 ,

g3
R←− Gp3 ,

a, b, d,m, n, x, c0, · · · , cl+1
R←− ZN ,
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Table 1: Notations in proposed scheme

Notion Description Notion Description
K security parameter PP, MSK public parameters and master key
U user CP content provider
SP service provider LS license server

CSP cloud service provider PKU , SKU public and secret keys of user
PKCP public key of content provider RKM→w re-encryption key
CMK content master key AK assistant key
CEK content encryption key CID content identity

M plain content data CT encrypted content data
UR user rights RE rights expression
T timestamp σ() signature algorithm
σLS license acquisition request signature σKS key acquisition request signature
σL license signature SKCP secret key of content provider

D = (N,G,GT , e, g1, g2, g3, g
a
2 , g

b
2, g

ab/dx
2 , g

b/dx
2 , g

ab/x
2 ,

gn2 ,∀i ∈ [0, 2l + 1], i 6= l + 1, j ∈ [0, l + 1]ga
imn

2 ,

g
aibmn/cjx
2 ,∀i ∈ [0, l + 1]gci2 , g

aid
2 , g

abci/dx
2 , g

bci/dx
2 ,

∀i ∈ [0, 2l + 1], i 6= l + 1, j ∈ [0, l + 1]g
aibd/cjx
2 ,

∀i, j ∈ [0, l + 1], i 6= jg
aibcj/cix
2 ),

T0 = ga
l+1bm

2 ,

T1
R←− Gp2 .

The advantage of an algorithm A in breaking this
assumption is Advl−BDHEA (1n) =| Pr[A (D,T0) = 1] −
Pr[A (D,T1) = 1] |. We say that G satisfies the l-
Expanded BDHE Assumption if Advl−BDHEA (1n) is neg-
ligible for any PPT algorithm A .

Definition 2. ( The Source Group Modified q Bilin-
ear Diffie-Hellman Exponent (q-BDHE) Assumption in
a Subgroup [13].) Given a group generator G , we define
the following distribution:

(N = p1p2p3,G,GT , e) ←− G ,

g
R←− Gp1 ,

g2
R←− Gp2 ,

g3
R←− Gp3 ,

c, a, e, f
R←− ZN ,

D = (N,G,GT , e, g, g2, g3, g
e
2, g

a
2 , g

eaf
2 , g

c+f/c
2 , gc

2

2 , · · · ,

gc
q

2 , g
1/acq

2 ),

T0 = gaec
q+1

2 ,

T1
R←− Gp2 .

The advantage of an algorithm A in breaking this
assumption is Advq−BDHEA (1n) =| Pr[A (D,T0) = 1] −
Pr[A (D,T1) = 1] |. We say that G satisfies the Source

Group Modified q-BDHE Assumption if Advq−BDHEA (1n)
is negligible for any PPT algorithm A .

2.3 A DFA-based Functional Proxy Re-
encryption Scheme

For more details we refer the reader to [28] for the defi-
nition of DFA and DFA-based FE. The DFA-based func-
tional proxy re-encryption scheme consists of the following
seven algorithms [13]:

1) (PP,MSK) ← Setup(1n,Σ): The system setup al-
gorithm takes a security parameter n and the de-
scription of a finite alphabet Σ as input. It outputs
the public parameters PP and a master key MSK,
where n ∈ N. Here, we note that PP implicitly in-
cludes Σ.

2) SKM ← k.Gen(MSK,M = (Q, τ, q0, F )): The key
generation algorithm takes the master key MSK and
a DFA description M as input. It outputs a private
key SKM , where Q is a set of states, τ is a set of
transitions, q0 ∈ Q is a start state and F ⊆ Q is a
set of accept states.

3) RKM→w ← ReKeyGen(SKM , w): This algorithm
takes SKM for a DFA description M and an ar-
bitrary length string w ∈ σ as input. It out-
puts a re-encryption key RKM→w. Using the re-
encryption key any ciphertext under a string w

′
(in

which ACCEPT (M,w
′
)), it can converted to an-

other ciphertext under w.

4) CT ← DFA.E(PP,w,m): The encryption algo-
rithm takes the public parameters PP , a message
m and a w ∈ Σ as input. It outputs the ciphertext
CT under w.

5) CTR ← ReEnc(RkM→w, CT ): The encryption al-
gorithm takes RkM→w and CT (under w

′
). If

ACCEPT (M,w
′
), it outputs the ciphertext CTR

under w.

6) m/⊥ ← DFA.D(SKM , CT ): The decryption algo-
rithm takes a secret key SKM and ciphertext CT
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(under w) as input. The decryption can be done if
ACCEPT (M,w), then it outputs a message m; oth-
erwise, outputs an error symbol ⊥.

7) m/⊥ ← DFA.DR(SKM , CT
R): The decryption al-

gorithm takes a secret key SKM and ciphertext CTR

(under w) as input. The decryption can be done if
ACCEPT (M,w), then it outputs a message m; oth-
erwise, outputs an error symbol ⊥.

3 Proposed Scheme

3.1 Security Requirements

We provide the requirements of our proposed scheme into
two terms namely security and privacy, as follows:

1) Efficient: In cloud computing the user is expected to
access various contents through multiple devices any
time anywhere without limitation, and also looks for
flexible usage model. Therefore, the DRM scheme in
cloud computing should provide efficient license dis-
tribution models with low computational complexity
to support huge number of users.

2) Security: The content provider is supposed to en-
sure that an authorized user is not able to extract
and run the content. Also, content confidentiality
against unauthorized users must be achieved. Mean-
while, server provider and license server must not be
able to get the plain content and content key.

3) Privacy preserving: To realize the user privacy
preserving, the user should stay anonymous towards
the content provider that deals with user’s content
purchase and the license server that receives acquisi-
tion request. Therefore, neither content provider nor
license server will be able to retrieve user’s personal
information, such as user identity, IP address, etc.

4) Collusion-resistance: The group of non revoked
yet unauthorized users should not be able to pull
together their information (DFA) to decrypt an en-
crypted content in that each of them is unable to
decrypt it individually.

3.2 Basic DRM System Model

The basic architecture of DRM consists of seven entities as
shown in Figure 1 and the notations are shown in Table 1.

1) Cloud storage: This entity provides a storage ser-
vice based on cloud computing, which holds the en-
crypted contents from the content providers.

2) Key server: It is an entity that generates the pub-
lic/private key pair for content provider and user,
and keeps the encrypted content master key and as-
sistant key issued by content provider. Further, key
server re-encrypts the assistant key to the license
server when users acquire to consume the content.

3) Public authority: This entity generates the public
parameters PP and a master key MSK for the sys-
tem. It also works as a key authority and issues secret
keys associated with DFA to users. A key server is
delegated by the public authority to perform a re-
vocation task, revoking DFA of user and illegal users
immediately. In addition, it allows flexibility in spec-
ifying the access rights of individual users according
to their attributes description.

4) Cloud service provider: This entity keeps the en-
crypted content in the cloud storage. It is in charge
of computing the transformed data, providing corre-
sponding encrypted contents and license distribution
to the user.

5) License server: This entity generates and dis-
tributes the license for authorized users whenever re-
ceiving the license acquisition from the CSP. The li-
cense includes the encrypted CMK.

6) Content provider: This is an entity that holds the
digital contents and protect the contents from unau-
thorized user by encrypting their own contents with
the content encryption key. Then, content providers
outsource their encrypted contents to cloud storage
provided by the CSP.

7) User: This is an entity that can get the encrypted
content from the CSP. If a user owns the DFA that
is satisfying the string w of the ciphertext, he will be
able to recover the content encryption key. Then, he
can decrypt and play the contents.

3.3 Intuition

In order to achieve a secure DRM scheme, we leverage
the DFA-based FPRE scheme as the basic cryptographic
tool and combine the outsourcing techniques and efficient
revocation to tackle the focusing issues on efficiency, im-
mediate revocation and fine-gained access control.

Our proposed construction operates as follows:

1) In system setup and key generation, the public au-
thority generates the public parameters PP and a
master key MSK. It also generates a user DFA and
secret keys SKM denoted as SKM = (M, ε,Ω, DK)
for each user. Further, it also generates the re-
encryption key RkM→w for authorized user and sends
it to the key server in secure channel. Moreover,
the content provider generates the CEK with ran-
dom CMK and AK.

2) In content packaging and encryption, the content
provider encrypts the contents Cx with content en-
cryption key CEKx, It then gets the encrypted con-
tents in the following form:

Esym(Cx|CEKx), where x = 1, 2, 3, .., n
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Figure 1: The system model of the proposed scheme system

Content provider later outsources the encrypted con-
tent to content server provider. Padding is employed
to the contents before the encryption to make sure
that each content has the same length. The sequence
diagram of content encryption steps are shown in Fig-
ure 2.

3) In license acquisition, the user chooses the interest-
ing content Cx with a unique identifier CID from
the CSP, which is allowed to download the encrypted
content. After downloading the DFC header from
the content service provider, the user extracts the
CMKM from the DFC header and make sure that
his/her DFA satisfy the string w of the content. A
user cannot play the content without the valid li-
cense. Meanwhile, in order to acquire the license,
the user first sends his partial decryption key DK
to the content service provider, which is part of his
private key. In fact, he just needs to send it once,
unless his private key is regenerated, then content
service provider transforms the ciphertext AKCP to

AKCP

′
and finally sends license acquisition request

(LSQ = {CID ‖ UR ‖ T ‖ σLS ‖ AKCP

′
}) in-

cluding the user’s rights UR, CID, T, AKCP

′
and

σLS = σ(SKCSP , CID ‖ UR ‖ T ‖ AKCP

′
) to li-

cense server.

Upon receiving the user’s license acquisition request,

the license server checks the signature σLS and T, and
then acquires the assistant key from the key server.
The key acquisition request includes {CID ‖ T ‖
σKS}, where σKS = σ(SKLS , CID ‖ UR ‖ T ). The
key server checks the signature σKS and T. Then,
key server computes the re-encrypted (AKR

CP ) and
sends it to the license server. After that, the license
server generates the right expression RE from the UR
according to the right expression language and also
generates the license L = {CID ‖ RE ‖ AKR

CP ‖
σL ‖ AKCP

′
}, which includes content identity CID,

AKR
CP , AKCP

′
, right expression UE and signature

σL= σ(SKLS , CID ‖ AKR
CP ‖ AKCP

′
‖ RE). Fi-

nally, the license server sends L to user through CSP.
Upon receiving L, user checks the signature and keeps
the license.

4) In content consumption, whenever a user want to
play the content, the user will compute the content
encryption key. Then, decrypts the content and play
the content according to the usage rules in the license.

5) In revocation scheme, the public authority delegates
the key server in the cloud to perform the DFA re-
vocation and user revocation. The DFA revocation
will revoke a user’s one or more DFAs that he has
possessed, which will not influence other users’ DFA.
However, the user revocation will revoke all of a user’s
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Figure 2: The sequence diagram of content encryption steps

DFA. The revocation scheme operates as follows: In
DFA revocation, whenever a user’s DFA revocation
event is triggered and when the user intends to ac-
cess the encrypted content, the public authority will
inform the key server in the cloud to verify the user’s
DFA in advance. If the user’s DFA cannot satisfy
the string w of the encrypted content, the key server
refuses to re-encrypt the assistant key for the user.
Thus, the user cannot access the content.

6) In user revocation, whenever there is a revoked user
intending to access the encrypted contents, the pub-
lic authority will inform the key server in the cloud
to refuse to re-encrypt the assistant key for the user.
Hence, immediately after the revocation request is
made, our scheme realizes the DFA and user revoca-
tions, and in both cases the unauthorized user will
not get the licensee.

3.4 Concrete Construction

In this section, we will explain a detailed construction for
the proposed scheme as follows:

3.4.1 System Setup and Key Generation

System setup. In this phase, The public authority runs
the Setup algorithm to generate the public parame-
ters PP and a master key MSK as the following:

Setup(1n,Σ) The setup algorithm selects random
group elements g, g0, z, h0 ∈ Gp1 and randomly
chooses an exponents α, k, a, b, αEnd, αStart ∈ Z∗N .
Then set HStart = gαStart , HEnd = gαEnd and
Hk = gk. In addition, ∀σ ∈ Σ it chooses random
ασ ∈ Z∗N and set Hσ = gασ . After that it choose
a one-time symmetric encryption scheme Sym =

(sym.Enc, sym.Dec), a one-time signature scheme
Ots and two target collision resistant (TCR) hash
functions namely H1 and H2, where H1 : GT −→ Z∗N
and H2 : GT −→ {0, 1}poly(n). Finally, the pub-
lic authority publishes the public parameters PP =
{e(g, g)α, g, gab, g0, z, h0, HStart, HEnd, Hk,∀σ∈ΣHσ,
Sym,Ots,H1, H2} along with the description of the
group G and the alphabet Σ, while the MSK =
(g−α, X3) is kept secretly by the public authority.
Here, X3 is a generator of Gp3 .

Key generation. The public authority runs the
k.Gen(MSK,M = (Q, τ, q0, F )), the key gen-
eration algorithm takes the master key MSK
and a DFA description M as input. It outputs
a private key SKM , where Q is a set of states
q0, ..., q|Q|−1, τ is a set of transitions, for each
transition t ∈ T is a triple (x, y, σ) ∈ Q × Q × Σ.
q0 ∈ Q is a start state and F ⊆ Q is a set
of accept states. The algorithm chooses ran-
dom group elements D0, D1, ..., D|Q|−1 ∈ Gp1 ,
where Di is associated with state qi, for each
transition t ∈ T it randomly selects rt ∈ Z∗N ,
for all qx ∈ F it randomly selects rEndx ∈ Z∗N ,
and selects u ∈ Z∗N . It also randomly selects
RStart1 , RStart2 , RStart3 , Rt,1, Rt,2, Rt,3, REndx,1 ,
REndx,2 ∈ Gp3 , it also selects randoms ε,Ω ∈ GT
and random rStart ∈ Z∗N . The algorithm computes
the private key as follows.

Firstly it computes:

KStart1 = D0 · (HStart)
rStart ·RStart1 ,

KStart2 = grStart ·RStart2 ,
KStart3 = gu ·RStart3 .

Secondly, for each transition t = (x, y, σ) ∈ τ it com-
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putes:
Kt,1 = D−1

x · zrt ·Rt,1,
Kt,2 = grt ·Rt,2,
Kt,3 = Dy · (Hσ)rt ·Rt,3

Thirdly, for all qx ∈ F the algorithm sets:

KEndx,1 = g−α ·Dx · (HEnd · gab)rEndx · gku ·REndx,1 ,
KEndx,2 = grEndx ·REndx,2 .

Finally, the key public authority generates
the SKM and sends it to the authorized
user in secure channel. SKM is denoted as:
SKM = (M, ε,Ω, DK), where DK = (DK1 =

KStart1
H1(ε), DK2 = KStart2

H1(ε), DK3 =

KStart3
H1(ε),∀t ∈ τ(DKt,1 = Kt,1

H1(ε), DKt,2 =

Kt,2
H1(ε), DKt,3 = Kt,3

H1(ε)),∀qx ∈ F (DKEndx,1 =

KEndx,1
H1(ε), DKEndx,2 = KEndx,2

H1(ε))).

The public authority also runs the re-encryption al-
gorithm ReKeyGen(SKM , w) to generate the re-
encryption key RkM→w for authorized user and sends
it to the key server in secure channel as follows:

Firstly, the public authority selects random βr ∈ Z∗N
for all qx ∈ F . Then computes Rk1 = K

H1(Ω)
start1 ,

Rk2 = K
H1(Ω)
start2 , Rk3 = K

H1(Ω)
start3 , for all t ∈ τ(RKt,1 =

K
H1(Ω)
t,1 , RKt,2 = K

H1(Ω)
t,2 , RKt,3 = K

H1(Ω)
t,3 ), for all

qx ∈ F (RkEndx,1 = K
H1(Ω)
Endx,1

· Hβr
End, RkEndx,2 =

K
H1(Ω)
Endx,2

· gβr ).

Finally, the RkM→w = (M,Rk1, Rk2, Rk3,∀t ∈
τ(RKt,1, RKt,2, RKt,3), ∀ qx ∈ F (RkEndx,1 ,
RkEndx,2)).

3.4.2 Content Packaging and Encryption

The content provider process in this phase are represented
as follows:

• Firstly, the content provider computes CEK such
as CEK = CMK + AK. Then using symmetric
encryption algorithm encrypts the content such as
CT = Esym(C,CEK).

• Secondly, the content provider encrypts the CMK
using sym.Enc encryption algorithm and ob-
tains the CMKM as follows: CMKM =
sym.Enc(H2(CID), CMK), where the CID is the
content identity. Then outsources the DCF to the
CSP.

• Finally, the content provider encrypts the AK using
DFA.E(PP,w,AK) encryption algorithm and ob-
tains the AKCP as follows:

The content provider randomly selects λ0, λ1, ..., λl ∈
Z∗N , run (ssk, svk) ←− KeyGen(1n) and computes
AKCP as

First set: CAK = AK · e(g, g)α·λl , CStart1 = C0,1 =
gλ0 , CStart2 = (HStart)

λ0 , CStart3 = (gsvk0 h0)λ0 , for
i = 1 to l, set: Ci,1 = gλi , Ci,2 = (hwi)

λi · zλi−1,
finally, set:
CEnd1 = Cl,1 = gλl , CEnd2 = (HEnd · gab)λl ,
CEnd3 = (Hk)λl ,
CEnd4 = Sign(ssk, (w,CAK , CStart1 , CStart2 , CStart3 ,
(C1,1, C1,2), ..., (CEnd1 , Cl,2), CEnd2 , CEnd3)).

The ciphertext AKCP is
AKCP = (svk, w,CAK , CStart1 , CStart2 , CStart3 ,
(C1,1, C1,2), ..., (Cl,1, Cl,2), CEnd2 , CEnd3 , CEnd4).

3.4.3 License Acquisition

Upon receiving the user’s license acquisition re-
quest, the key server computes the re-encrypted
AKCP with RkM→w′ using the re-encryption algorithm
ReEnc(RkM→w′ , AKCP ). The process in this phase rep-
resented as follows:

• The key server checks verify(svk, (w,CAK , CStart1 ,
CStart2 , CStart3 , (C1,1, C1,2), ..., (CEnd1 , Cl,2), CEnd2 ,
CEnd3)) = 1 and e(CStart1 , g

svk
0 h0) = e(g, CStart3),

outputs “True” if valid and “False” otherwise. If the
verification is hold then proceed.

• The string w = (w1, ..., wl) is associated with the
AKCP and the DFA M = (Q, τ, q0, F ) is associated
with the user’s re-encryption key RkM→w′ where
ACCEPT (M,w). There must exist a sequence of l+
1 states µ0, µ1, ..., µl and l transitions t1, ..., tl where
µ0 = q0 and µl ∈ F , we have ti = (µi−1, µi, wi) ∈ τ .
The key server re-encrypts AKCP as follows.

– First computes:

φ0 = e(CStart1 , Rk1) · e(CStart2 , Rk2)−1

= e(g,D0)λ0·H1(Ω).

– For i = 1 to l, computes:

φi = φi−1 · e(C(i−1),1, Rkti,1)

·e(Ci,2, Rkti,2)−1 · e(Ci,1, Rkti,3)

= e(g,Dµi)
λi·H1(Ω).

whenever M accepts w, we have that µl = qx
for some qx ∈ F and φl = e(g,Dx)λl·H1(Ω).

– Then sets:

φEnd = φl · e(CEndx,1 , RkEndx,1)−1

·e(CEndx,2 , RkEndx,2) · e(CEndx,3 , Rk3)

= e(g, g)α·λl·H1(Ω).

– The key server selects random γ ∈ GT and
sets π1 = sym.Enc(H2(γ), A) and π2 =
DFA.E(PP,w

′
, γ), where A = (AKCP ‖

φEnd). Finally, the key server sends AKR
CP =

(π1, π2) to the license server.
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3.4.4 Content Consumption

The user recovers the CMK from the ciphertext CMKM

as follows:

CMK = sym.Dec(H2(CID), CMKM ) (1)

The user whose the DFA associated with the his/her se-
cret key accepts the string w will recover the AK as fol-
lows:

• Firstly, computes γ as follows: The user sends his
partial decryption key DK to the cloud service
provider for partial decryption, the cloud service
provider works the following:

If verify(svk, (w,CAK , CStart1 , CStart2 , CStart3 ,
(C1,1, C1,2), · · · , (CEnd1 , Cl,2), CEnd2 , CEnd3)) =
1 and e(CStart1 , g

svk
0 h0) = e(g, CStart3), outputs

“True” if valid and “False” otherwise. If the veri-
fication hold, proceed.

Then cloud service provider computes AKCP

′
as fol-

lows:

– θ0 = e(CStart1 , DK1) · e(CStart2 , DK2)−1 =
e(g,D0)λ0·H1(ε).

– For i = 1 to l, compute:

θi = θi−1 · e(C(i−1),1, DKti,1)

·e(Ci,2, DKti,2)−1 · e(Ci,1, DKti,3)

= e(g,Dµi)
λi·H1(ε),

whenever M accepts w, we have that µl = qx
for some qx ∈ F and θl = e(g,Dx)λl·H1(ε).

– Finally compute:

θEnd = θl · e(CEndx,1 , DKEndx,1)−1

·e(CEndx,2 , DKEndx,2)

·e(CEndx,3 , DK3)

= e(g, g)α·λl·H1(ε)

and sends the message AKCP

′
= θEnd to the

user within his licence. The user then can re-
trieve γ as follows:

γ = Cγ/{AKCP

′
}H1(ε)−1

We note that Cγ = γ · e(g, g)α·λl , since it en-
crypted using the DFA.E(PP,w,m) encryp-
tion algorithm.

• Secondly, the user computes A as follows:

A←− sem.Dec(H2(γ), π1)

Where A = (AKCP ‖ φEnd).

• Thirdly, computes Key as follows:

Key = φ
H1(Ω)−1

End

• Finally, outputs the AK as follows:

AK = CAK/Key

Then if the user’s UR are effective, the user can com-
putes the CEK such as:

CEK = CMK +AK

Finally the user decrypts the encrypted content and plays
the content according to the RE in the license.

C = D(CEK,CT )

4 Analysis

4.1 Correctness

The correctness of our scheme is extremely straightfor-
ward. After downloading the DFC header from the con-
tent service provider, the user extracts the CMKM from
the DFC header. The CMKM is a ciphertext of using a
sym.Enc encryption algorithm. So, the user recovers the
CMK from the ciphertext CMKM as follows:

CMK = sym.Dec(H2(CID), CMKM )

In the license acquisition phase, the key server re-
encrypts the AKCP to the AKR

CP without disclosing the
AK. Moreover, AKCP is converted to a re-encrypted
ciphertext AKR

CP under w. Thus, if the user has been
granted the right DFA, the user should own the corre-
sponding secret key for decryption (SKM ). Hence, only
the user can recover the plain text of AK with the private
key SKM as follows:

AK = CAK/Key

= AK · e(g, g)α·λl/φ
H1(Ω)−1

End

= AK · e(g, g)α·λl/{e(g, g)α·λl·H1(Ω)}H1(Ω)−1

= AK

Therefore, with the possibility of recovering the CMK
and AK, the user can surely decrypt the content.

4.2 Security

Our proposed scheme relies on K. Liang et al.’s
scheme [26]. It has been proven to be secure in the
standard model, and it seems suitable for DRM system.
Therefore, we focus on the following theorems.

Theorem 1. It is only feasible for an authorized user to
access the contents.

Proof. As we presented, the user who has a matching of
the DFA and effective usage rights only can decrypt the
content. Hence, our scheme provides access of contents
only for authorized users. The proposed scheme ensures
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Table 2: Efficiency comparison

Scheme Fine-grained
access control

Revocation
scheme

Privacy pre-
serving

Access policy
size input

Complexity
of content
decryption

ref[23] No No Yes None 8Ta + Tr

ref[17] Yes No N/A Limited Tb + Tdec

ref[4] Yes Yes Yes Limited Tb + Ta + Tdec

ref[5] Yes Yes Yes Limited Tb+Tdec+2Texp

our scheme Yes Yes Yes Unlimited 3Tdec + 2Texp

Table 3: Efficiency comparison against Huang’s scheme

Operations
Pairing Pairing-based

scalar multiplica-
tion

Symmetric decryp-
tion

Exponential opera-
tion

Total run-
ning time
m/s

Number Running
time

Number Running
time

Number Running
time

Number Running
time

Ref. [5] 3 61.2 4 25.52 1 3.04 2 21.28 111.04
Our 0 0 0 0 3 9.12 2 21.28 30.4

confidentiality of the content from the following four as-
pects. Firstly, if the unauthorized user can retrieve the de-
sired value e(g, g)α·λl , which is required for the decryption
into two cases, the DFA revocation and the user revoca-
tion, he also cannot recover the AK. In fact, if the user’s
DFA cannot satisfy the string w of the encrypted content,
the key server will refuse to re-encrypt the assistant key
for the user. On the other hand, when a user is revoked, he
cannot recover AK without the re-encrypt the assistant
key part in the user revocation case. Therefore, unautho-
rized user cannot recover the AK. Secondly, the license
server cannot get the content master key. Thirdly, the key
server cannot get the plain assistant key. Fourthly, the cu-
rious CSP cannot read the contents without the content
encryption key since any of private keys is not given to
the CSP from the content provider in our scheme. On the
other hand, even if CSP colludes with some user trans-

form the ciphertext AKCP to AKCP

′
and obtain AKCP

′

using the user’s partial decryption key DK, he still can-
not recover the AK, because he does not know the secret
values ε and Ω. Therefore, neither a curious CSP nor
unauthorized users or license server in the cloud can read
the contents.

Theorem 2. It is infeasible for an illegal user to get the
license from the malicious employees of license server.

Proof. In the license acquisition phase, license server only
can receive the re-encrypted ciphertext AKR

CP . There-
fore, malicious employees of license server cannot issue
license to illegal user without the full content encryption
key.

Theorem 3. It is infeasible for an attacker to replay li-
cense acquisition request and key acquisition request.

Proof. In our scheme, the service provider sends license
acquisition request LSQ = {CID ‖ UR ‖ T ‖ σLS ‖
AKCP

′
} to the license server. Upon receiving the user’s

license acquisition request, the license server checks the
signature σLS and T. If the adversary E can modify it

to LSQ
′

= {CID ‖ UR ‖ T ′ ‖ σLS ‖ AKCP

′
} and send

LSQ
′

to the license server, the license server concludes
that T

′ 6= T , and rejects the request. Thus, the replaying
license acquisition request is impossible.

In the same way, the license server sends key acquisi-
tion request {CID ‖ T ‖ σKS} to the key server. Upon
receiving the user’s key acquisition request, the key server
checks the signature σKS and T. If the adversary E can
modify it to {CID ‖ T ′ ‖ σKS} and send it to key server,
the key server concludes that T

′ 6= T , and rejects the
request. Hence, the replaying key acquisition request is
infeasible.

Theorem 4. Our key construction mechanism is con-
sidered to be secure due to the collusion-resistant for the
users.

Proof. Using symmetric encryption algorithm, the CMK
is protected and distributed within the encrypted content.
On the other hands, the AK is protected using the DFA-
based FPRE encryption algorithm and then stored in the
key server. The users who fulfill the string w can get the
plain text of the content master key, and then obtain as-
sistant key from key server when they intend to play the
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contents. We showed that the CEK is not available for
more than one user to collude or access. The conspir-
ing users can retrieve the desired values e(g, g)α·λl·H1(ε)

and e(g, g)α·λl·H1(Ω) in order to recover the required value
e(g, g)α·λl for decryption operation. However, the two val-
ues ε and Ω are random and unique exponents for each
user, which renders the combination of information in dif-
ferent users’ secret keys meaningless. Even if the users
obtain the CMK, they cannot compute the CEK, since
the CEK is computed by adding the CMK and AK. In
this sense, such collusion attack can be precluded in our
construction scheme.

4.3 Privacy Preserving

In our scheme, an anonymous user directly communicates
with the cloud service provider and key server, which pre-
vents the other parties from getting any user’s personal
information, for example, which software is bought and
who bought the software. In the key generation phase,
an anonymous user register to the CSP and then get it’s
public/private key issued by key server and secret keys
SKM issued by public authority. In the content decryp-
tion phase, the user acquires AK from the key server with-
out giving out any personal information. As a result, the
user’s privacy is maintained.

4.4 Performance Analysis

For convenience, in this section we define the following
notations: TH (the time complexity of one-way hash func-
tion); Te ( the time complexity of pairing operation); Tr
(the time complexity of proxy re-encryption); Tmul (the
time complexity of pairing-based scalar multiplication);
Texp (the time complexity of exponential operation );
Tb (represents the attribute-based encryption); Tdec (the
time complexity of symmetric decryption); Ta (represents
the asymmetric encryption).

We compare our scheme with existing DRM schemes,
in terms of access control, revocation scheme, the ac-
cess policy size input and privacy preserving. The re-
sults are given in Table 2. It is easy to find that Petrlic
et al.’s scheme [23] has higher computational cost than
our scheme since their scheme uses eight times asymmet-
ric encryption operations at the user side. Whereas, it
does not provide a revocation method. For the other re-
lated attribute-based encryption DRM schemes [4, 5, 17],
the encryption costs are almost the same, which increases
linearly with the number of attributes used in the data
encryption. However, the decryption cost for the user in
our scheme is much less than these schemes, which just in-
cludes two modular exponentiation operations and three
symmetric decryption operations. Therefore, our scheme
has much better efficiency.

In Table 3 the efficiency comparison of our scheme
against Huang et al. [5] scheme which has concrete con-
struction is presented. This comparison is prepared based
on experimental results in [6, 7], for various cryptographic

operations using MIRACLE [18] in PIV 3 GHZ platform
processor with memory 512 MB and the Windows XP
operating system. From these experimental results, the
relative running time of one pairing operation Te is 20.04
m/s, one-way hash function Th is 3.04 m/s, pairing-based
scalar multiplication Tmult is 6.38 m/s and exponential
operation Texp is 10.64 m/s, where the symmetric key en-
cryption and decryption running times are very close to
hash function running time [26, 29]. Hence, we adopted
the same running time of one-way hash function for both
encryption Tenc and decryption Tdec.

Let Nu, Nc and Na denote the number of users, con-
tents, and attributes respectively. In ABE schemes, the
computational cost increases linearly either to Nu ·Na or
Nc · Na, but never linearly to the product of the three
Nu · Nc · Na [2, 3]. In our scheme, the computational
costs in the content consumption phase at the user side
is 3Tdec + 2Texp.

As indicated in Table 3, the computational cost of
Huang et al.’s scheme is increasingly higher. Further-
more, the decryption cost in this scheme increases linearly
with the number of attributes. Moreover, it requires three
times bilinear pairing operation. However, the time con-
sumed in pairing operation is more than other operations
over elliptic curve group. Finally, Figure 3 shows the ef-
ficiency comparison of our scheme versus Huang et al.
based on running time for each operation.

Figure 3: The efficiency comparison against Huang’s
scheme

5 Conclusions

Based on DFA-based FPRE scheme, we proposed a se-
cure, efficient, and fine-grained access control system for
DRM system. Furthermore, we put forward a mechanism
for distributing licenses in a flexible and secure manner.
In our scheme, the user who has a DFA associated with
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his/her secret key accepts the string associated with the
ciphertext and has effective usage rights can quite effi-
ciently access the encrypted content with the help of the
cloud service provider, and the revocation is both flexible
and fine-grained. Moreover, the revocation task can be
made immediately without disclosing the ciphertext. Fi-
nally, comparing with other DRM schemes in cloud com-
puting, it is safe to draw the conclusion that our present
work could be considered a secure and high efficient work
for DRM system.
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Abstract

An improved NFC-based privacy protection protocol is
proposed to protect user’s privacy in NFC application.
In this paper, user’s privacy is protected by Chebyshev-
map and certificateless public key cryptography in the
protocol. As a trusted third party, Trusted Service Man-
ager (TSM) participates in the process of user registration
and verifies the identity of the parties if necessary. With
high calculation speed, the proposed method can elim-
inate vulnerabilities of impersonations attacks and save
the storage space of NFC devices.

Keywords: Identity authentication, NFC, privacy pre-
serve, pseudonym

1 Introduction

NFC (Near Field Communication) is a short-range wire-
less communication technology that evolved from RFID
which has been studied by scholars [15, 16, 18, 19], it’s
technology distance is around 4 inches, and it operates in
the 13.56 MHz frequency band at a speed of 106 Kbps,
212 Kbps or 424 Kbps. NFC technology has been widely
used in smart phones and other consumer electronics de-
vices. The mobile phone with NFC-enabled can be used
for mobile payment, e-ticketing, intelligent media brows-
ing and data transmission and exchange, etc [5, 11]. It
is vulnerable to eavesdropping, data tampering, data cor-
ruption, cloning and phishing attacks, resulting in the leak
of user privacy data which is a serious threat to financial
information and the user’s property security.

How to strengthen and improve the security of NFC
has become a hot issue of academic and industrial cir-
cles in recent years. A series of NFC security standards
have been formulated. They expressly stipulated that key
agreement is required for secret communications between
users [9, 10]. In the key agreement, both users should ex-
change their certificates to get the public key of another
party. Specifically, the certificate includes the user’s per-

sonal information. Thus, the attacker can get the user’s
action and privacy by tracing the public key.

As an important privacy protection method, the
pseudonym-based privacy protection methods have been
widely used in many applications [6, 8, 12, 17]. In
such applications, the user’s identity is represented by a
pseudonym, which is generated by the third trusted ser-
vices manager randomly. It means that the user’s iden-
tity has no relation to the user’s real identity. Therefore,
the attacker cannot get the user’s real identity even if he
could get the user’s pseudonym. A lot of research have
been done to strengthen the security of NFC. In [2], Chi et
al. proposed the secure transaction protocol in NFC card
emulation mode, but this protocol is no privacy protec-
tion. The Reference [20] proposed an NFC mobile trusted
anonymous authentication enhanced privacy protection
model which realized the anonymous authentication of
users. However, this model requires an embedded mobile
trusted computing module, which is difficult to implement
in practical application. Eun et al. proposed an condi-
tional privacy preserving security protocol for NFC-based
applications [4].Eun et al. proposed an improved condi-
tional privacy preserving security protocol for NFC-based
applications [3]. However it updates pseudonym without
the communication with the TSM which can be used only
to keep track of the message constructor. So it has high
computational efficiency. According to reveal that Eun et
al.’s protocol could not withstand impersonation attack,
the Reference [7] proposed an improved method, in which
the TSM is responsible for generating pseudonym set and
verifying the identity of users. The improved method
can resist impersonation but results in additional space
to store pseudonym set and low calculation efficiency.

This paper proposed an improved privacy protection
security protocol based on NFC. Users need to register
at the TSM and get the security information which will
be involved in the process of key agreement to ensure the
security and privacy of the protocol and mobile devices do
not need more storage space. This protocol can withstand
impersonation attack, improved the computing efficiency,
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Table 1: Notation

Notation Description
NA Nonce of A

IDA Random ID of user A
G Elliptic curve base point
dA Private key of user A
QA Public key of userA,QA=dAG
Qs Public key of TSM
Z shared secret value taking x-coordinate from P
rA Random integer generated by user A

SSK Shared secret key
KDF Key derivation function

MacTagA Key verification tag received from A
Enc(k,m) Encrypt m with k
Sig(k,m) Signature on m with k

and reduce the storage of NFC devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

describes background knowledge related to proposed pro-
tocol. In Section 3, Eun et al.’s and Debiao et al.’s se-
curity protocol are provided. In Section 4, the proposed
secure protocol based NFC is introduced. Security and
performance analysis results are given in Section 5. Sec-
tion 6 draws conclusions.

2 Background Knowledge

2.1 Chebyshev-map

Chebyshev-map [13] Tn(x) : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is map-
ping defined by n-degree Chebyshev polynomials Tn(x) =
cos(n×arccos(x)), x ∈ [−1, 1]. The definition of recursive:
Tn(x) = 2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x), n ≥ 2, x ∈ [−∞,+∞] and
T0(x)=1,T1(x)=x.

Chebyshev polynomials satisfy the semigroup
properties:Tr(Ts(x)) = Tr×s(x), and also meet the
commutative:Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).

2.2 Pseudonym Composition

Pseudonym represents ID that changes randomly. The
pseudonym are composed of the user’s public key Qi

A, the
user‘s private key diA,the TSM’s identity and the TSM’s
signatureSi

TSM .Pseudonym composition [8].

Si
TSM = Sig(dTSM , Qi

A ‖ Enc(Qi
A, d

i
A) ‖ IDTSM )

PN i
A = {Qi

A ‖ Enc(Qi
A, d

i
A) ‖ Si

TSM}.

Pseudonym can guarantee user anonymity, protect per-
sonal privacy. Usually pseudonym-based privacy protec-
tion method uses pseudonym set generated by TSM. TSM
need to stores pseudonyms and the actual ID of users to
reveal the anonymity in case of a problem. However, the
method using the pseudonym requires additional costs for

storage and communication. In order to improve the in-
sufficiency of the user need additional storage space to
save pseudonym set in NFC devices, some researchers are
studying the methods of generating pseudonym without
the help of TSM.

2.3 Notations

The notations used in the paper as shown in Table 1.

3 Related Work

3.1 Eun et al.’s Privacy Preserving Pro-
tocol

In order to protect the user’s privacy, Eun et al [3] pro-
posed a self-updateable pseudonym based method which
can update pseudonym without the need to communicate
with TSM. TSM only reveals the true identity of users
in needed, and the communication and computation effi-
ciency is high. The protocol process shown in Figure 1
and as follows:

1) A generates a nonce NA and a random number rA,
Then, A computes Q

′

A = rAQA, Q
′′

A = rAdAQs +Q
′

A

and sends the message m1 = {Q′

A ‖ NA ‖ Q
′′

A} to B.

2) Upon receiving the message m1, B generates a nonce
NB and a random number rB . B computes Q

′

B =

rBQB , Q
′′

B = rBdBQs + QB and sends the message

m2 = {Q′

B ‖ NB ‖ Q
′′

B} to A.

3) Upon receiving the message m2, A computes
P = rAdAQ

′

B , SSK = KDF (NA, NB , IDA, Z),
MacTagA = f(SSK, IDA, QA, QB) and sends mes-
sage m3 = {MacTagA}.

4) Upon receiving the message m3, B computes
P = rBdBQ

′

A, SSK = KDF (NA, NB , IDA, Z),
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Figure 1: Eun et al.’s privacy protection protocol

If verify the message m3 successfully, B sets
SSK as the shared secret key and computes
MacTagB = f(SSK, IDA, QA, QB) sends message
m4 = {MacTagB} to A. Otherwise, B stops the ses-
sion.

5) Upon receiving the message m4 and verify it success-
fully, A sets SSK as the shared secret key, if valida-
tion fails, A stops the session.

3.2 Debiao et al.’s Privacy Protection
Protocol

In paper [7] Debiao et al.pointed out that Eun et al. pro-
tocol has the impersonation attack vulnerabilities. An
attacker can impersonate even without knowing the pri-
vate key of user A, so Q

′

A = rAG, then PA = rAQ
′

B =

rArBQB = rArBdBG, PB = rBdBQ
′

A = rBdBrAG,
PA = PB . Attacker and B could generate the same ses-
sion key and MacTagA generated by attacker could pass
B‘s verification. Besides, the TSM does not involve the
above process. Then, the TSM cannot find the imperson-
ation attack. Similarly, attacker can impersonate B. In
order to overcome security weaknesses in Eun et al.’s pro-
tocol, Debiao et al. proposed the improvement privacy
protocol, shown in Figure 2.

After receiving the user A’s request for pseudonyms,
the TSM generates n pseudonyms and sends them to A
through a secure channel. The TSM also stores the user

A’s identity and pseudonyms into its database. Through
the same method, the user A could get its pseudonyms
and corresponding public/private keys.

User A and B require the pseudonymous set from the
TSM and store them in the NFC device, randomly se-
lected a pseudonym and the corresponding private key
to start key agreement in the process of communication.
The protocol can protect user’s privacy and against im-
personation attack, but NFC device requires additional
costs for storage and computational efficiency decreased.

4 The Proposed Security Protocol

In view of the existing problems or shortcomings of
above protocols, this paper proposes an improved privacy
protection security protocol based on NFC, which uses
Chebyshev-map and certificateless public key cryptogra-
phy, TSM as a trusted third party to participate in the
registration process and verify the true identity of the user
when necessary. The protocol improves the computation
efficiency, reduces the storage cost of NFC devices and
can withstand impersonation attacks. This protocol in-
cludes the initialization phase and key agreement phase,
and the process description is as follows.
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Figure 2: Debiao et al.’s privacy protection protocol

4.1 Initialization Phase

The premise of initialization phase is that the user A and
B has been registered in the TSM. We assume that the
user and the TSM mutual authentication has been con-
ducted and the communication tunnel is secure. The pro-
cess of register as follows:

1) A sends message m1 = {qA, IDA} to TSM ,qA is the
password generated by A and IDA is A’s identity.

2) Upon receiving the message m1, TSM computes
RA = TsA(x),sA is the partial private key generated
by certificateless public key cryptography [14].

In the key agreement and confirmation phase, when A
sends a request to the TSM, TSM sends B’s RB to the A,
the specific process is as follows:

1) A computes h(IDA‖IDB‖sA)and sends m1 =
{h(IDA ‖ IDB ‖ sA) ‖ IDA ‖ IDB} to TSM.

2) Upon receiving the request message m1, TSM com-
putes h

′
(IDA ‖ IDB ‖ sA) and if h

′
(IDA ‖

IDB ‖ sA) equal m1, TSM computes Enc(QA, RB)
and sends m2 = {Enc(QA, QB) ‖ IDA ‖ IDB ‖
IDTSM ‖ STSM} to A. STSM is TSM signature on
the message, STSM = Sig(Enc(QA, QB) ‖ IDA ‖
IDB ‖ IDTSM ).

3) A receives the message m2 and verify the TSM signa-
ture STSM and decrypt Enc(QA, RB) by own private
key dA to get RB .

Similarly, B gets RA through these steps.

Figure 3: Initialization of the proposed protocol

4.2 Key Agreement and Confirmation
Phase

Key agreement and confirmation process as shown in Fig-
ure 4, Specific steps are as follows:

1) A sends a request to TSM for getting RB , generates
a nonce NA and a random number rA, Then, A com-
putes Q

′

A = rAQA, Q
′′

A = rAdAQs + QA and sends

the message m1 = {Q′

A ‖ NA ‖ Q
′′

A} to B.

2) Upon receiving the message m1, B sends a request
to TSM for getting RA, generates a nonce NB and a
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Figure 4: The proposed key agreement and confirm protocol

random number rB . Then, B computes Q
′

B = rBQB ,

Q
′′

B = rBdBQs + QB and sends the message m2 =

{Q′

B ‖ NB ‖ Q
′′

B} to A.

3) Upon receiving the message m2, A computes
PA = rAdAQ

′

BTsA(RB), computes Z from P and
SSK = KDF (NA, NB , IDA, IDB , Z), MacTagA =
f(SSK, IDA, IDB , QA, QB) and sends message
m3 = {MacTagA} to B.

4) Upon receiving the message m3, B computes PB =
rAdAQ

′

BTsB (RA), computes Z from P and SSK =
KDF (NA, NB , IDA, IDB , Z), If verify the message
m3 successfully, B sets SSK as the session key, com-
putes MacTagB = f(SSK, IDA, IDB , QA, QB) and
sends the message m4 = {MacTagB} to A. Other-
wise, B stops the session.

5) A receives the message m4 and the validation is suc-
cessful, sets SSK as the session, if validation fails, A
stops the session.

5 Protocol Analysis

5.1 Security Analysis

Security analysis shows that the proposed protocol can
provide anonymity and mutual authentication, be against
to impersonation attacks etc. The specific analysis is as
follows:

Security 1: The proposed security protocol could pro-
vide user anonymity.

Due to the wireless communication in NFC applica-
tions, the adversary C could control the communica-
tion channel totally. Then, he could intercepts the
message m1 = {Q′

A ‖ NA ‖ Q
′′

A}, m2 = {Q′

B ‖ NB ‖
Q

′′

B}, m3 = {MacTagA} and m4 = {MacTagB}
transmitted between the user A and the user B. But
the identities of A and B are included in Q

′′

A and Q
′′

B

separately. Without the A and B private key dA and
dB , the adversary cannot get the identity of A or B.
Thus, the proposed security protocol could provide
user anonymity.

Security 2: The proposed security protocol could pro-
vide session key security.

Suppose the adversary C could get a session key gen-
erated in a previous session. He has to compute PA =
rAdAQ

′

BTsA(RB) = rAdArBdBGTsA(TsB (x)) =

rBdB(rAdAG)TsB (TSA
(x)) = PB from Q

′

A = rAQA

and Q
′

B = rBQB . if he wants to get the session
key in the current session since A and B generate
new random numbers rA and rB for each session.
Then, the adversary has to solve the computational
DiffieHellman problem. Due to the hardness of the
computational Diffie-Hellman problem, the proposed
security protocol could provide session key security.

Security 3: The proposed security protocol could with-
stand impersonation attacks.
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Table 2: Performance comparison

The initiator user The target user Total
Chi et 2Tm + Ta + 2TAES + Tkdf 2Tm + Ta + 2TAES + Tkdf 4Tm + 2Ta + 4TAES + 2Tkdf

al.‘s protocol ≈ 2606TMul ≈ 2606TMul ≈ 5212TMul

Eun et 3Tm + Ta + 2Th + 2TMul 3Tm + Ta + 2Th + 2TMul 6Tm + 2Ta + 4Th + 4TMul

al.‘s protocol. +Tkdf ≈ 3608TMul +Tkdf ≈ 3608TMul +2Tkdf ≈ 7216TMul

Debiao et 4Tm + Ta + 3Th + Tkdf 4Tm + Ta + 3Th + Tkdf 8Tm + 2Ta + 6Th + 2Tkdf

al.‘s protocol ≈ 4806TMul ≈ 4806TMul ≈ 9612TMul

Proposed 3Tm + Ta + 2Th + 2TMul 3Tm + Ta + 2Th + 2TMul 6Tm + 2Ta + 4Th + 4TMul

protocol +Tkdf + Tsym ≈ 3613TMul +Tkdf + Tsym ≈ 3613TMul +2Tkdf + 2Tsym ≈ 7226TMul

Let A and B be initiator user and target user sepa-
rately. Assuming an attacker C fake A generates the
message m1 = {Q′

A ‖ NA ‖ Q
′′

A}, NA is a random
number generated by C. After receiving the message
m1, B generate a nonce NB and a random num-
ber rB , compute Q

′

B = rBQB and send the mes-

sage m2 = {Q′

B ‖ NB ‖ Q
′′

B} to C. However, C

does not calculate PA = rAdAQ
′

BTsA(RB), because
C does not have the partial private key sA of A
and private key dA, so C can’t generate the message
m3 = {MacTagA}. B is able to find an attack by
examining the validity of MacTagA. Also attacker
C cannot fake B. Thus, the proposed protocol could
against impersonation attack.

Security 4: The proposed security protocol could with-
stand modification attacks.

Suppose the adversary C intercepts the mes-
sage m1 = {Q′

A ‖ NA ‖ Q
′′

A} and send
it to user B after modification. Due to
the difficulty of the computational Diffie-Hellman
problem, C cannot generate the valid message
MacTagA = f(SSK, IDA, IDB , QA, QB) where
PA = rAdAQ

′

BTsA(RB), Z computed from PA, and
SSK = KDF (NA, NB , IDA, IDB , Z). Then, B
could find the attack by checking the validity of
MacTagA. Similarly, it is clear that A could also find
the modification attack. Thus, the proposed security
protocol could withstand the modification attack.

Security 5: The proposed security protocol could with-
stand replay attacks.

Suppose the adversary C intercepts the message
m1 = {Q′

A ‖ NA ‖ Q
′′

A} and replay it to B, where

Q
′

A = rAQA. NA and rA are a nonce and a random
number generated by A.We also suppose C replay the
message m3 = {MacTagA} to B upon receiving the
message m2 = {Q′

B ‖ NB ‖ Q
′′

B}. However, B could
find the attack by checking the validity of MacTagA
since B generates a new nonce NB for each session.
From the similar steps, we could demonstrate that
the user A could find the replay attack. Thus, the
proposed security protocol could withstand the re-
play attack.

5.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, the computational cost and storage space
of the proposed protocol is analyzed and also compared
with Eun et al.’s protocol and Debiao et al.’s protocol in
Table 2. Notations are defined as follows:

Tm: The running time of an elliptic curve point multi-
plication operation;

Ta: The running time of an elliptic curve point addition
operation;

TMul: The running time of a modular multiplication op-
eration;

Th: The running time of a hash function operation;

Tkdf : The running time of a key derivation function op-
eration;

Tsym: The running time of elliptic curve encryption or
decryption.

According to the paper [1], the elliptic curve point multi-
plication operation is computational expensive and hash
function operation is more efficient than other opera-
tions. To be specific, the following values are used:Tm ≈
1200TMul, Ta ≈ 5TMul, Th ≈ 0.36TMul. Generally speak-
ing, the key derivation function is constructed through
hash function, so Tkdf ≈ Th ≈ 0.36TMul. Elliptic
curve decryption mainly involves addition operation, so
Tsym ≈ Ta ≈ 5TMul. In [2], the protocol using AES en-
cryption in the key agreement process. As we all know
symmetric encryption algorithm is faster than asymmet-
ric cryptography algorithm. So the running time of AES
encryption algorithm is negligible compared to other com-
puting time.

In the Debiao et al.’s protocol, NFC device need ad-
ditional space to store pseudonym set. A pseudonym is
composed of public key, private key(encrypted with long-
term key of user), ID of TSM, and signature on the mes-
sage. The size of the fields generally used in NFC protocol
is shown in Table 3. The size of a signal pseudonym is
computes as follows:

Size of PN=Public key + Encrypted Private Key +
ID of TSM +Signature=1200its
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Suppose the number of pseudonyms is 1000, the
memory needed to store these much pseudonyms is
146.48Kbytes. However it is not a big deal, when con-
sidering the recent trends of combining mobile device and
NFC. But updated environment is limited because of the
billing charges of mobile devices.

Table 3: Size of the fields

Field Size
NA, NB ,rA,rB 96bits

QA,QB 200bits
MacTagA,MacTagB 96bits

SSK 128bits
dA,Z 192bits

Enc(QA, dA) 352bits
SSTM 448bits

According to the protocol analysis, Chi et al.’s pro-
tocol and Eun et al.’s protocol computation efficiency
are the highest, but cannot against the impersonation
attack. Debiao et al.’s protocol can against the imper-
sonation attack vulnerabilities, but the computational ef-
ficiency is low and NFC devices need additional space to
store pseudonym set. The proposed protocol can against
the impersonation attack, improve the computational ef-
ficiency, reduce the storage space of the NFC device and
computational efficiency is improved by 24.8% compared
with Debiao et al.’s.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an improved privacy protection
security protocol, according to find out the deficiencies of
the protocols from Eun et al. and Debiao et al. The
analysis results of security and performance show that
the improved protocol can provide user anonymity, ses-
sion key security, resist against the modification attacks,
withstand replay attacks and withstand impersonation at-
tack. Furthermore, the improved protocol improves the
computing efficiency and reduces the storage for NFC.
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Abstract

In this paper, double image encryption technique has been
considered to carry secret data using bit plane concept.
The Mojette Transformed Huffman Encoded (MOTHE)
secret logo image was hidden in the difference image gen-
erated by histogram approach formed from the double im-
ages. The MOTHE secret logo enhances authentication,
security and compression of bits as compared with the tra-
ditional embedding algorithms. In this proposed security
scheme, transformed secret sequences and reversible data
hiding in an encrypted double image were employed to en-
hance the sternness of the security barrier. The number
of bits embedded and it’s PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio) for various images in 512 × 512 and 256 × 256
have been estimated using MATLAB and compared with
the available literature.

Keywords: Bit-plane image encryption, histogram modi-
fication, Huffman encoding, Mojette transform, reversible
data hiding

1 Introduction

Unlike traditional methods, digital era communication
habitually consents one to determine one’s own level of
security. As per one of the many, the means of ensuring
that the data is solely available to those who are at lib-
erty to use it, that data can only be altered by those who
are meant to do so with the ease of nominal and man-
agerial measures is termed as information security will
further classified as cryptography, watermarking, image
encryption and steganography. Security attack is a doable
concern which is addressed over and over, but even with
unswerving endeavors there exist ambiguities in the secu-
rity system. Of all, crackers and intruders pose a prime
threat to secret communication. The information trans-
mitted wireless is exposed to a lot of threats and hence
security measures are mandatory.

Reversible data hiding scheme unlike steganography
provides reconstruction of the cover and embedded secret
data also. Reversible data hiding was introduced and im-
plemented by Ni et al. in 2006 [10] to embed secret data
in difference image by improving the PSNR and embed-
ding capacity and they proposed a data hiding technique
that’s completely reversible and was based on the mod-
ification of the histogram. Kuo-Liang Chung et al. [1]
introduced a watermark block based complement scheme
to decrease the distortion in reversible data hiding. Ste-
ganalysis is done to identify the cover and embedded data.
Der Chyuan et al. [2] proposed a Steganalysis scheme to
identify the hidden data and cover image based on his-
togram feature coding approach that detects the presence
of steganographic data. In recent years the authentica-
tion and security of the transformed encrypted images
are very efficient when Mojette transform was utilized as
it concentrates more on cryptography, watermarking and
in compression [2, 3].

The innate relationship between the adjacent pixel in-
formation is used to attain the difference between pixels
using sub-sampled images to form the resultant histogram
are concentrated by Kyung-Su Kim et al. in 2009 [5].
Mohankumar and Shanmuganathan [8] proposes a data
embedding technique utilizing high capacity and provides
several security levels. Here, the cover image is used to
hide and then the stego file is obscured in one more im-
age. Survey on data hiding techniques and principles that
uses reversible concept was presented by Masoud Nosrati
et al. [12] in which data hiding techniques like Pair-Wise
Logical Computation (PWLC) and data hiding by Tem-
plate ranking with symmetrical Central pixels (DHTC)
technique has been considered. Dual image encryption
making use of Hill cipher to promote entropy was carried
out by Panduranga et al. [14].

Reversible data hiding for encrypted images was car-
ried out to improve security and authentication. An al-
gorithm which includes compression, encryption and em-
bedding and make use of reversible data hiding concept
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and improves the PSNR value [15, 16]. Rajendra, Kan-
phade and Narawade [17] proposed a Forward Modified
Histogram Shifting (FMHS) that has reduced the shifting
of the pixels and yields high embedding capacity. Most of
the factors with PSNR and embedding capacity included
have been optimized in this proposed method. In 2012,
Ramaswamy and Arumugam [18] projected a Data Hid-
ing scheme that based on the shifting of histogram and
completely lossless which accounts for over and under flow
problems in pixel values and climbed that colour image
embedding provides more embedding capacity as com-
pared to gray scale images.

Raju, David and Rao [19] proposed an algorithm imple-
menting histogram peak and zero points. It is grounded
on the binary tree approach for multiple of peak points
with histogram shifting for every overflow and underflow.
In 2009, data hiding algorithm based on histogram ap-
proach utilizing difference of pixels, difference expansion
and histogram shifting technique was proposed by Tai et
al. [24]. Here, the distribution of pixel differences results
not only on large embedding capacity but gives very low
deformation. Further, this algorithm also prevents over-
flow and underflow problem.

Data hiding scheme that uses multi-dimensional and
multi-level shifting of histogram has been proposed by
Wang et al. [25]. Xinlu and Yang proposes a high capacity
and adaptive embedding data hiding based on prediction-
error has been considered [4]. A multilevel histogram
modification scheme for embedding secret data was pro-
posed by Zhao et al. [26] that modifies the histogram con-
structed based on the neighbour pixel differences instead
of the host images histogram.

Mojette is the well known word of the city of Poitiers,
France which means white beans. It was adopted as a
standard tool for addition and subtraction computations
by the children living there. Initial work on MOT was de-
veloped by IRCCyN laboratory, France in 1994. In 1995
the first work on MOT was published. The main aim
of MOT is to determine the projections on the image.
Radon transform serves as an application of discrete ge-
ometry and one best application and replica of it is MOT.
It is characterized as specified for rational projection an-
gles [20, 22]. Co generic to radon transform, MOT is also
used to embody an image as a set of projections and every
finite discrete projection has got its own inverse. It adopts
major properties of radon transform and apart from those
it has got a noticeable property of redundancy [7].

MOT projections can usefully be modified for the ap-
plication of compressed sensing. This combination mainly
has an outbreak in the reconstruction frame. Hence MOT
along with compressed sensing produces effective out-
comes of reduced radiation dosages without affecting the
image quality. Watermarking the image on the whole only
the projections are watermarked [6, 11].

David A. Huffman, in the year 1952, from MIT intro-
duced the finest Huffman entropy coding. The main of
his invention is to construct a code to provide minimum
redundancy and to provide lossless compression of data.

Huffman based text steganography was carried out by
Satir and Isik, [21] to provide an increase in compression
ratio besides the security features. Steganography meth-
ods can be classified as spatial domain [9] or transform
domain [23] and few resist statistical steganalysis [13].

But majority of these schemes make use of histogram
approach with either gray scale or colour images to im-
prove the hiding capacity and PSNR. In this work, two
grey scale images were formed by using bit plane concept
using double image encryption. Here the histogram of the
second image has been constructed based on the pixel dif-
ference from the first image. Then in the resultant image,
MOTH secret logo has been embedded in the peak point
to improve the embedding capacity and PSNR of the pro-
posed scheme. This improves compression of secret data
as compared with the traditional schemes. The PSNR and
the number of bits embedded of the proposed algorithm
were compared with the available literature and found to
be better. In total, this study highlights the following;

1) Reversible data hiding;

2) Double image technique involving bit plane concept;

3) The Mojette Transformed Huffman Encoded
(MOTHE) secret logo were hidden;

4) It provides high PSNR, embedding capacity and com-
pression of bits as compared with the available liter-
ature;

5) Histogram approach formed from double images.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Reversible Data Hiding

It is a technique, where secret data bits were embedded
into a cover as traditional secret communication and in-
cludes the extraction of the secret data and the cover
medium. The performance metrics can be analyzed using
the complexity of the key involved, visual quality and the
payload capacity.

2.2 Histogram Shifting

This method embeds the secret data in the cover media
considering and analyzing the histogram of the image by
shifting process.

2.3 Peak Point Embedding

This method finds either the peak or zero points in the
histogram. Secret data hiding is carried out by shifting
these peak or zero points resulting in maximum payload
capacity with minimal distortion. It avoids overflow (pixel
value going beyond 255) and underflow (Pixel value below
0) problems.
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3 Proposed Methodology

In the proposed scheme, double image encryption has
been concentrated, in which two 512 × 512 grey scale
images were used to form a single image using bit plane
concept. Then based on the pixel difference from the first
image, the histogram of the second image was formed. To
the resulting image, MOTH secret logo has been embed-
ded in the peak point to improve the embedding capacity
and PSNR. The proposed reversible data hiding encryp-
tion and decryption schemes are given in Figures 1 and 2
respectively.

3.1 Encryption Algorithm

1) Get the input cover images C1 & C2.

2) Separate C1 & C2 into its corresponding bit planes.

3) Replace the LSB bit planes of C2 with LSB bit planes
of C1 and store it as A1.

4) Replace the LSB bit planes of C1 with LSB bit planes
of C2.

5) Read the image matrix A1 and A2.

6) Resize A1 & A2 to 512 × 512 (P × Q), where P, Q
represents the size of A1 & A2.

7) Convert A1 & A2 to double values.

8) Compute histogram to image matrix A1 & A2.

9) Divide the image into 4× 4 blocks.

10) Compute the difference between adjacent columns.

A1(i, j) = |A(i, j)−A(i, j + 1)| ;
0 6 i 6 P, 0 6 j 6 Q− 2.

A2(i, j) = |B(i, j)−B(i, j + 1)| ;
0 6 i 6 P, 0 6 j 6 Q− 2,

where A1 & A2 are the difference block of size P ×
Q − 1(4 × 3). A, B are the 4 × 4 image block of A1
& A2. i, j are the rows and columns of Z.

11) Compute the difference between resultant image A1
& A2.

Z(i, j) = A1−A2;

12) Compute the histogram of Z (i, j).

13) Record the peak point p in the histogram of Z (i,j),
where V represents the peak point that has larger no
of pixel values.

14) If Z(i, j) greater than peak point then Z’(i, j)= Z(i,
j)+1.

Z ′(i, j) =

{
Z(i, j) + 1) if Z(i, j) > V
Z(i, j) otherwise

}
For 0 6 i 6 P , 0 6 j 6 Q − 2, where Z’(i, j) =
difference image.

15) The principle Z’(i, j) is applied for each image blocks.

16) If the pixel value is equal to V can be modified to
hide U, where U represents the secret data bits.

17) Then the condition for hiding message in each block
is given by,

Z ′′(i, j) =

{
Z ′(i, j) + U) if Z ′(i, j) = V
Z ′(i, j) otherwise

}
For 0 6 i6 P, 06 j6 Q-2, where Z”(i, j) is the modi-
fied hidden difference image, U represents the secret
data bits.

18) Performing inverse transformation J−1 to each 4×3
block of difference image and construct marked im-
age.

W (i, 1) =

{
A(i, 2) + Z′′(i, 2) if A(i, 1) > A(i, 2)

A(i, 1) otherwise

}
For 0 6 i6 P, 06 j6 Q-2.

W (i, 2) =

{
A(i, 1) + Z′′(i, 1) if A(i, 1) 6 A(i, 2)

A(i, 2) otherwise

}
For 0 6 i6 P, 06 j6 Q-2.

3.2 Mojette Transform (MOT)

The main property of MOT is only additions, subtrac-
tions and apparently the initial discrete information can
be distributed into multiple projections. Reconstruction
of initial information can also be performed when ample
projections are available. The main objective is to derive
certain inconsistent set of information from projections to
avoid rotation attacks. This serves to be a useful crypto-
graphic scheme. The linearity property of the transform
is much helpful in decoding the cryptic image where it
takes modulus addition of pixels.

The MOT projects the original image block as,

A = A(b, c); b = 1...D; c = 1...E

On a set of projections

E = {Eg(h) g = 1, ....g h = h...hg}

It’s a version DRT for a group

Eg(h) = projection (Jf ,Kf , lf )

where Jf and KJf are the projection lines.

Eg(h) =

b,c
∑

H∑
A(b, c) ∂(bl − iqk − jpk)

where,

∂(a) =

{
1 if a = 0
0 otherwise

}
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Figure 1: Encryption scheme

Figure 2: Decryption scheme
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H = (b, c; lh − bkf − cjf = 0)

H represents the digital bin in φf direction and on lh Then
the total number of bins will be calculated by

yb = (D − 1) |Jf |+ (E − 1) |Kf |+ 1

The projection angles are given by θi=tan−1(ja/ia), where
the set of vectors (ja/ia) should be co-prime and ia should
always be positive except for a single case of (1,0). The
transformed image will have a set of projections of which
every element is termed as bins. These bins are obtained
by addition of pixels along the line of projection. In order
to recover the image an iterative process of search and
update of one-one pixel-bin is performed. Back-projection
of this bin value onto the pixel and consequent subtraction
in other respective projections will be done. Then the
pixel values from the projection bins are chosen and the
unwanted bins are discarded during reconstruction. This
reduces redundancy of the projection bins.

3.3 Secret Logo Embedding

1) Read the image matrix S.

2) LSB bit-planes of S are combined as N (512 × 512
image).

3) Difference between the adjacent pixel values was
taken.

4) Read the difference image as M.

5) M is subjected to Mojette Transform, followed by
Huffman encoding.

6) As an example, consider a 3×3 matrix from the secret
data to be embedded as in Table 1.

Table 1: 3× 3 Secret data

4 6 1
2 2 0
3 5 8

7) Calculate the bin values as in Figure 3.

8) For retrieval of the original data at the receiver end,
bins 1, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 13 are required.

9) Among 13 bin values estimated, only 9 bins are used
neglecting the 4 bin values.

10) For the 9 bin values (3, 1, 4, 8, 6, 5, 8, 9, 9), calculate
the mean value and the mean value is found to be 6.

11) Then from the calculated mean value, find the differ-
ence between the mean and the bin values, calculated
value= mean value − bin value.

12) The calculated values are -3, -5, -2, 2, 0, -1, 2, 3, 3.

Figure 3: Bin values calculation

Table 2: Bin values and their estimated probability values

Calculated bin values Probability
-3 0.5
-5 0.05
-2 0.05
2 0.125
0 0.05
-1 0.05
2 0.125
3 0.25
3 0.25

13) To provide compression, Huffman encoding was ap-
plied to the calculated values.

14) Distribute the probability for the calculated values
as in Table 2.

15) The Calculated bin values are encoded using Huff-
man encoding procedure as shown in Figure 4.

16) The encoded bits are 111000010000110111111111000
11001.

17) Totally 32 bits are encoded.

18) For a 3 × 3 matrix, normally 9 × 8=72 bits will be
transmitted; instead it has been reduced to 32 bits
by applying MOHTE.

3.4 Decoding of the Secret Data Bits

1) From the transmitted sequence, the calculated values
are obtained using Huffman tree.

2) The calculated values are -3, -5, -2, 2, 0, -1, 2, 3, 3.

3) Then to the calculated value mean will be added to
determine the original bin values. Calculated value
+ Mean value = Original bin value.

4) Then the original bin values are recovered as 3, 1, 4,
8, 6, 5, 8, 9, 9.
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Figure 4: Bin value calculation using Huffman encoding procedure

Figure 5: Arrangement of bin values

Figure 6: Bin values estimation

Figure 7: Secret matrix formation

5) Then arrange the original bin values in respective
positions to extract the matrix values as shown in
Figure 5.

6) Using the bin values 1, 5, 6 and 10 the corner value
of the matrix was obtained.

7) Then using the bin values 13, 11 and using Step 19,
next two matrix elements are calculated as shown in
Figure 6.

8) By using the bin values, 7, 8 and 9 the remaining
matrix elements was obtained as shown in Figure 7.

9) Thus the original secret 3 times 3 matrix was recon-
structed.

3.5 Decryption

Perform the inverse operation of encryption to extract the
cover images 1 and 2 and the secret data bits.

3.6 Secret Logo Image to be Embedded

Secret logo image to be embedded is given in Figure 8.
From Table 4 it is clear that, for a 256 × 256, the orig-
inal data to be embedded will be 65, 536 bits and after
applying Mojette Transform (MOT) it will be reduced
to 10, 752 and still reduced to 3392 bits after applying
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Figure 8: Secret logo to be embedded after applying
MOTH

Mojette Transform Huffman encoding (MOTH). Then for
512 × 512 image, the original data to be embedded will be
262144 bits and after applying Mojette Transform (MOT)
it will be reduced to 21, 504 and still reduced to 6784 bits
after applying MOTH.

Table 3: Comparison of Mojette transform with tradi-
tional embedding

Bits to be embedded
Secret
logo

Without
MOHTE

With
MOT

With
MOTHE

256× 256 65,536 10,752 3392
512×512 2,62,144 21,504 6784

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed algorithm was based on the bit plane based
reversible data hiding on double images. Figure 8 shows
the secret logo to be embedded after applying MOTH.
Here two cover images of camera man and moon are taken
as input as shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b. Differ-
ence images of 9(a) and 9(b) are given in Figure 10a
and b respectively. Then the difference image between
10a and b was computed and the resultant image and
its histogram were shown in Figure 11a & Figure 11b
respectively. Figure 12a represents the secret data bits
embedded in 11(a) and its corresponding histogram in
Figure 12b.The marked image was given in Figure 13a
and its histogram in Figure 13b using inverse transforma-
tion and then Gaussian noise with zero mean and 0.02
variance is added to the marked image and was given in
Figure 14a and its histogram in Figure 14b.The decrypted
image was found to be robust even after adding noise.

Figure 15a provides the decrypted image after adding
Gaussian noise and its histogram in Figure 15b.

From Figure 15a it is revealed that even after adding
noise decryption is possible. Figure 16a, b, c, d and e pro-
vides the difference image, marked image, marked image
with Gaussian noise, final decrypted cover image 1 and
the final decrypted cover image 2 respectively. Figure 17
a, b, c, d and e provides the Lena image formed from
bit-planes of double image, its difference image, marked
image, marked image with Gaussian noise, final decrypted

Figure 9: a) Cover image C1; b) Cover image C2

Figure 10: a) Difference image of 9(a); b) Difference image
of 9(b)

Figure 11: a) Difference image of 10(a & b); b) Secret
data bits hidden in 11(a)

Figure 12: a) Histogram of 11(a); b) Histogram of 11(b)
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Table 4: Performance metrics for various images of size 512 × 512

Images (512 × 512) Number of pixels embedded PSNR
Boat 49297 48,816

Barbara 36919 48.8380
Jet 51233 48.7596

Pout 57514 49.5636
Lena 50580 48.8000
Cell 60141 49.7397

Cameraman 51801 48.9513
Baboon 38091 48.4060

Average PSNR 49.06 dB

Table 5: Comparative analysis of PSNR in dB

Host image Xinlu, Li and Yang.(2013) Ratna Raju et al., (2010) Ramaswamy et al., (2012) Proposed
Lena 42.71 44.28 37.79 48.8
Jet 46.03 44.02 36.24 48.75

Boat 37.81 44.01 39.67 48.8
Baboon 2.01 44.19 36.24 48.4

Table 6: Comparison of payload characteristics I

Host image Payload (bpp) (Ni et al., 2006) Proposed Increased payload (in percentage)
Lena 5460 50580 826
Boat 7301 51233 601

Baboon 5421 38091 603
Average 6060 46634 669

Table 7: Comparison of payload characteristics I

Host image Payload (bpp) (Ratna Raju, David and Prasada Rao, 2010.) Proposed Increased payload (in %)
Lena 22390 50580 125.90

Baboon 25530 38091 49.200
Average 23960 44335 85.03
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Figure 13: a) Marked image; b) Marked image with Gaus-
sian noise of zero mean and 0.02 variance

Figure 14: a) Histogram of 13(a); b) Histogram of 13(b)

Figure 15: a) Decrypted cover image 1 affected by Gaus-
sian noise; b) Histogram of 15(a); c), d) Decrypted cover
images 1 and 2

Figure 16: a) Difference image; b) Marked image; c)
Marked image with Gaussian noise; d) Decrypted cover
image 1; e) Decrypted cover image

Figure 17: a) Original biplane hidden image; b) Secret
bits embedded in 17 (a); c) Marked image; d) Marked
image with Gaussian noise; e) Decrypted cover image 1
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Figure 18: a) Original biplane hidden image; b) Secret
bits embedded in 18(a); c) Marked image; d) Marked im-
age with Gaussian noise; e) Decrypted cover image 1

Figure 19: a) Original biplane hidden image; b) Secret
bits embedded in 19(a); c) Marked image; d) Marked im-
age with Gaussian noise; e) Decrypted cover image 1

cover image 1 respectively.

Figure 18 a, b, c, d and e provides the Baboon image
formed from bit-planes of double image, its difference im-
age, marked image, marked image with Gaussian noise,
final decrypted cover image 1 respectively. Figure 19 a,
b, c, d and e provides the plain image formed from bit-
planes of double image, its difference image, marked im-
age, marked image with Gaussian noise, final decrypted
cover image 1 respectively. For all the test images consid-
ered, moon image was considered to be the second cover
image. Figure 20 a, b and c represents the decrypted
image after applying gaussian, pepper-Salt and median
noise attacks respectively. Figure 21 a and b represents
decrypted image after cropping and rotation attacks re-
spectively Table 5 provides the information about the
number of bits embedded and its PSNR for various im-
ages in 512 × 512 format. Table 6 estimates the PSNR

Figure 20: Decrypted image after a) Gaussian filtering
attack; b) pepper-salt noise attack; c) median filtering

Figure 21: Decrypted image after a) cropping and b) ro-
tation

of the proposed scheme with the available literature and
found to be better. Table 7 and 8 provides the compari-
son of payload characteristics considering various images
like Lena, Boat and Baboon in comparison with (Ni et
al., 2006 and Ratna Raju, David and Prasada Rao. 2010)
respectively.

5 Performance Analysis

5.1 PSNR & MSE

PSNR is a measure to validate the image quality after
embedding. It is given by

PSNR = 10× log10
I2

MSE

MSE =
1

MN

M−1∑
i=1

N−1∑
j=1

[I()i, j)−K(i, j))]
2

where M and N represents the row and column of the im-
age matrix and I take the value 255.The average PSNR
value of proposed method is found to be 49.06dB which
is superior when compared to (Ramaswamy and Aru-
mugam. 2012; David and Prasada Rao. 2010 and Xinlu,
Li and Yang. 2013 ).

5.2 Embedding Capacity

Embedding capacity provides the hiding capacity of the
algorithm. The embedding capacity depends on the pixel
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values at the peak point Embedding capacity = number
of pixels at peak point of difference image. The estimated
values of the proposed method are found to be better with
the previous work in payload (Ni et al., 2006 and Ratna
Raju, David and Prasada Rao. 2010).

6 Compression Achieved through
MOHT

The secret logo to embed was passed through MOHTE.
For a 4×4 image, the number of bins will be 21 by apply-
ing MOT. Then each bit will be represented by 8 bits, so
totally 21 × 8=168 bits are required for embedding. But
out of the 21 bins, 16 bins are sufficient to retrieve the
original 4× 4 image. So it will be reduced to 16 × 8=128
bits results in the removal of 40 redundant bits.

Then to this 16 bin values, Huffman encoding has been
applied to remove redundant bits. The resultant bits after
MOTH will be 53 bits. Thus an increase in the compres-
sion of 31 percentage will be provided.

So, for a 256 × 256 image, there will be hardly 64
numbers of 4×4 blocks will be there. So the required bits
are 64 × 53 bits = 3392 bits. Similarly for a 512 × 512
image, there will be hardly 128 numbers of 4 × 4 blocks
will be there. So the required bits are 128 × 53 bits =
6784 bits.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, bit planes of the double images have
been formed, and then difference image was computed
based on histogram approach from the double images.
Then MOHT secret logo image was hidden in the differ-
ence image to improve the hiding capacity in spatial do-
main. This embedding provides compression, authentica-
tion and security as compared with the traditional embed-
ding schemes. The proposed methodology employs grey
scale images and implemented using MATLAB. The re-
sults demonstrate that embedding capacity of 60141 bits
and PSNR of 49 dB and 48dB has been achieved consid-
ering 512 × 512 and 256 × 256 images respectively. It
can be further improved by adding Quantum based QR
codes for authentication purposes.
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Abstract

The fundamental function of the network protocol is to
provide confidential communications or services for autho-
rized participants over an insecure network. The prolifer-
ation of the Internet and mobile computing technologies,
however, has led to emerging applications such as message
services, pay-per-view, teleconference, and collaboration
tasks. Especially, users now can surf over the Internet or
get online for communications via wired, wireless, 3G,
or LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks. Traditional
peer-to-peer transmission protocol will no longer suffice
for these types of applications. Consequently, point-to-
group and group-to-group transmission have become im-
portant areas of focus. The main challenge in designing a
secure multicast mechanism results from large groups and
frequent key updates caused by members joining and leav-
ing. To mitigate the encumbrance of group high-mobility
in heterogeneous networks, we propose a subgroup-based
multicast protocol adopting Lagrange Interpolating Poly-
nomial technique. Simulation results show that the scal-
able multicast protocol (SMP) can not only preserve the
forward and backward secrecy of group communications
but also perform better than related works on system
communication cost and storage consumption.

Keywords: Communication security, multicast, scalabil-
ity

1 Introduction

Engineers have proposed many security protocols for
providing confidential communications in large network
groups; protocols for multicast communications are re-
garded as the most critical. The development of the In-
ternet and mobile computing technologies has given rise
to emerging applications such as teleconference, pay-TV,
collaborating tasks, and message services [7, 9, 10, 12,

25, 29, 30]. Before obtaining the access to these ser-
vices, resource providers have to delegate authority to
legal subscribers. Hereafter, users can surf over the Inter-
net or get online for communications via wired, wireless,
3G, or LTE networks. Traditional peer-to-peer commu-
nications do not suffice for these applications any more.
Along with this trend, how to design high-performance
peer-to-group and group-to-group communications has
become an important research issue in heterogeneous net-
works [1, 4, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 20, 22, 24, 26].

There are two main issues in designing a multicast
mechanism: scalability and mobility. Scalability involves
how to maintain the high performance in a large network
for emerging applications, while mobility addresses how
to efficiently complete key updates caused by frequent en-
trances and exits of members. As the fast development
of networks has deeply affected the current world, more
individuals are involved in this area with high frequency
of mobility. Therefore, efficient solving plans of these two
concerns are sure to contribute much to the network com-
munications. Owing to the past researches, three main
solutions have been proposed for providing secure multi-
cast communications and key distribution: central con-
trol, distributed control, and subgroup control.

Central control: A central manager takes responsibility
for the security of the entire group and key distribu-
tion. However, this solution is unsuitable for large
networks, since the efficiency of the central man-
ager will become the performance bottleneck of group
communications. The failure of the central manager
may lead to the inactive communication of the whole
group [18, 31].

Distributed control: All group members take obliga-
tion for key generation and the security of the group.
Since this solution is based on the Diffie-Hellman
protocol, each group member must sustain exponen-
tial modulations for key updates caused by frequent
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members joining and leaving [5, 6, 14, 19] , which
makes it infeasible for large networks.

Subgroup control: The group is divided into several
subgroups, each of which is controlled by a subgroup
manager. The scalability of this approach is better
than the other solutions, because the failure of one
subgroup manger does not result in inactive overall
group communication [2, 21, 28].

Although subgroup control is more feasible for provid-
ing multicast communications in large and high-mobility
networks, there are still several weaknesses within this
approach. First, each group user must keep many se-
cret keys, which is quite inconvenient for involved partic-
ipants considering the key storage ability. For example,
if the mobile users want to launch a teleconference re-
ferring to this multicast mechanism, then more keys are
needed to keep, much harder it is for them to communi-
cate efficiently. Second, when a member joins or leaves
the group, both involved and non-involved participants
must change their secret keys to confirm the forward and
backward secrecy. Taking the growing scale of the net-
work into account, under this system one node action of
joining or leaving happens, all the nodes have to han-
dle heavy computation burthen. It is clear that this is
so inefficient and unsuitable for large scale networks with
countless participants currently. What is more, as in this
system each time all the nodes have to take some actions,
the energy wasted is worth thinking about. Thus, on the
purpose of improving the efficiency of the whole system
and achieving the energy saving, how to lower down the
number of nodes taking actions for every time is as worth
as a key factor. That is to say, reducing the number of
participants for these cases becomes a critical challenge
in designing a feasible multicast framework.

In particular, the computation overhead of frequent key
updates also becomes a heavy burden for group mem-
bers in a high-mobility environment. Seeing to the quick
growth of the work burden and high development of the
life quality, it is more and more popular to move fast
to deal with emergent issues without extra time delay.
Therefore, this noble mobility character requires the fast
and precious disposal of the key updating and session key
reconstruction. At the same time, it is sure that the
security of the key and message need to be guaranteed
firmly without falling down corresponding to the reduc-
ing of dealing time.

Out of all the considerations mentioned above, this
article proposes a novel subgroup-based multicast proto-
col (SMP) adopting Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial
(LIP) technique, which not only preserves the functional-
ity of subgroup control mechanisms but also mitigates the
encumbrance of group high-mobility. Furthermore, each
group user only needs to keep one secret key in his/her
database, compared with the traditional ones, in which
the individual key, key encryption key and group key have
to be stored as least. In addition, the number of par-
ticipants involved in member joining and leaving can be

Figure 1: The structure of subgroup-based multicast

effectively reduced to decrease the whole communication
time and save power, making it portable for large scale
networks. Moreover, owing to the highly efficient algo-
rithms for updating and reconstructing keys when there
joins a new node or leaves an existent node, the time con-
sumption during these processes is considerable cut down.
In this way, high-mobility network environment can refer
to this efficient mechanism to attain flexible usages. Be-
sides, simulation results will demonstrate that SMP out-
performs other related mechanisms in scalable as well as
high-mobility network environments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A model
of subgroup-based multicast is described in Section 2, fol-
lowed by the description of SMP in Section 3. Analyses
of SMP are given in Section 4. Discussions and compar-
isons between other related works and SMP are shown in
Section 5. Finally, we make conclusions in Section 6.

2 Model of Subgroup-based Mul-
ticast

The general structure of subgroup-based multicast proto-
cols is illustrated in Figure 1. The main idea of these pro-
tocols is to divide the whole group into several subgroups.
Each subgroup i is formed with a hierarchy structure
and is controlled by a subgroup manager SGMi, where
i = 1, 2, · · · , n and n is the number of subgroups. The
group manager GM shares a different secret key K(GSi)
with each SGMi and generates another secret key K(GS)
shared among all SGMi’s.

As shown in Figure 2, each internal node of subgroup
i is a virtual node with a unique secret key and each leaf
node denotes a subgroup member. Each member owns
a private key and has to learn secret keys of the inter-
nal node on the path from the subgroup manager to him-
self/herself. For example, in Subgroup i, the user U1 must
know Ki(h, 1), Ki(h − 1, 1), · · · , Ki(0, 1), where h is the
height of subgroup i, and d is the maximum degree of
each internal nodes.

Furthermore, several assumptions are made in the mul-
ticast system. First, when a new member wants to join
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Figure 2: The hierarchy structure of Subgroup i

the group, GM must take responsibility for finding an
empty place and generating a secret key for him/her. If
all subgroups are full, GM has to create a new subgroup.
Second, all nodes belonging to SGMi are assumed to be
trustworthy.

What is more, the subgroup managers ought to pre-
serve the forward and backward secrecy of group commu-
nications to enhance the security of the system.

The Forward Secrecy: If a new member is permitted
to join a subgroup, secret keys of the internal node
on the path from the subgroup manager to him-
self/herself must be changed to prevent previous
group messages from being learned by the new user.

The Backward Secrecy: In case that a member is ex-
pelled from the group, the subgroup manager has to
modify secret keys of the internal node on the path
from the node to its subgroup manager to stop the
expellee from learning incoming group messages.

3 The Scalable Multicast Protocol
(SMP)

Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial and a bulletin board
are adopted in SMP to reduce the number of participants
involved in member joining and leaving operations. Note
that only GM and the legal SGMi’s can modify and
update the bulletin board. The whole group is divided
into several subgroups formed with hierarchy structures
of height h. As illustrated in Figure 2, every node in
the hierarchy structure of subgroup i is assigned a unique
identity IDi(b, j) and a secret key Ki(b, j), where b =
0, 1, · · · , h, j = 1, 2, · · · , d, and d is the maximum degree
of the internal node in the hierarchy tree.

Before describing the broadcasting procedure of SMP,
we first introduce the definition of Lagrange Interpolating
Polynomial and how GM constructs the bulletin broad in
Subsections 3.1 and 3.2.

3.1 Definition of Lagrange Interpolating
Polynomial (LIP)

Let (x1, y1), (x2, y2), · · · , (xt, yt) be t points on two-
dimensional plane [21], N be a 128-bit prime, and a0,
a1, · · · , at−1 be integers ranged within [1, N -1]. To attain
a polynomial f(x), where y=f(x) passes through the t
points, we refer to the Lagrange Polynomial to calculate

f(x) =

t∑
j=1

yj

t∏
i=1,i6=j

(
x− xi

xj − xi

)
mod N

= a0 + a1x + a2x
2 + ... + at−1x

t−1mod N.

Note that y = f(x).

3.2 The Bulletin Board Setup

Here, we describe how GM constructs the bulletin board
as shown in Table 1. For each internal node IDi(b, j) in
subgroup i, SGMi bottom-up computes a corresponding
polynomial IDi(b, j) P(x) as follows, where b = h-1, h-2,
· · · , 0 and j = 1, 2, · · · , d.

Step 1: Computes d distinct hash values

hib1 = h(Ki(b + 1, 1), IDi(b, j), IDi(b + 1, 2),

· · · , IDi(b + 1, d)),

hib2 = h(Ki(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 1), IDi(b, j),

· · · , IDi(b + 1, d)),

...
...

hibd = h(Ki(b + 1, d), IDi(b + 1, 1),

IDi(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 3), · · · ,
IDi(b + 1, d− 1), IDi(b, j)).

Step 2: Performs Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial
on these coordinates (hib1 , Ki(b, j)+ hib1), (hib2 ,
Ki(b, j) + hib2 , · · · , and (hibd , Ki(b, j) + hibd), to
obtain the polynomial

IDi(b, j) P (x) = a0 + a1x + a2x
2 + ... + ad−1x

d−1 mod N,

where a0, a1, · · · , ad−1 are integers and h(·) is the
secure one-way hash function.

Step 3: Publishes all identities of nodes and their corre-
sponding polynomials on the bulletin board.

3.3 Message Broadcast Operation

While a message M needs to be broadcasted, GM ran-
domly generates a new secret key K(msg) to encrypt
M. Next, GM computes the followings, EK(msg)[M ] and
EK(GS)[K(msg)], where EK [·] is the AES-based symmet-
ric encryption with secret key K. Then GM broad-
casts the computation results to all SGMi’s. After re-
ceiving the messages, each SGMi computes K(msg) =
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Table 1: The example of the bulletin board

SGMi

Nodes Polynomiials

IDi(b, 1) IDi(b, 1) P(x)

IDi(b, 2) IDi(b, 2) P(x)
...

...

IDi(b,d) IDi(b, d) P(x)

Figure 3: The example of message broadcast operation in
subgroup i

DK(GS)[EK(GS)[K(msg)]] and EKi(0,1)
[K(msg)], DK [·] is

the AES-based symmetric decryption with secret key K
and Ki(0,1) is the common secret key shared by all mem-
bers in subgroup i. SGMi then broadcasts the follow-
ing messages to all subgroup users, EKi(0,1)

[K(msg)] and
EK(msg)[M ].

As shown in Figure 3, the subgroup member U1 uses
his/her secret key to obtain the secret key of the upper
level by computing Ki(h−1, 1) = IDi(h−1, 1) P (hib1)−
hib1 , where hib1 = h(Ki(h, 1), IDi(h − 1, 1), IDi(h, 2),
IDi(h, 3), · · · , IDi(h, d− 1)) is pre-computed by U1 and
b = h-1. By the same way, U1 can quickly obtain Ki(0, 1)
to retrieve K(msg) and decrypt the message M .

4 Analyses of SMP

The previous section describes the normal operation of
broadcasting a group message in static. The proliferation
of the Internet and mobile computing technologies, how-
ever, makes the membership of a group vary from minute
to minute. Therefore, we analyze how SMP manipulates
the changes of membership and network topologies, which
lead to much more frequent key update. Here in SMP, we
mainly consider three types of mobility: subgroup man-
ager joining, member joining, and member leaving.

Figure 4: The example of member join operation in SMP

4.1 Subgroup Manager Joining Opera-
tion

If the scale of system users exceeds in the size of whole
group, GM has to designate a new subgroup manager
SGMn+1 and change the secret key from K(GS) to
Knew(GS). Besides, GM has to generate a new secret key
K(GSn+1) shared between GM and SGMn+1. Next, GM
computes EK(GS)[Knew(GS)] and EK(GSn+1)[Knew(GS)].

GM then broadcasts the computation results to all
SGMi’s including the new one. While receiving the mes-
sages, the original SGMi’s retrieve the new secret key
Knew(GS) by computing DK(GS)[EK(GS)[Knew(GS)]].

On the other hand, the new subgroup manager re-
trieves the new secret key Knew(GS) by calculating
DK(GSn+1)[EK(GSn+1)[Knew(GS)]].

Hence, the joining operation of a new subgroup man-
ager is completed.

4.2 Member Joining Operation

While a new member Ud wants to join the communica-
tion group, GM has to find a suitable place and generate
a secret key Kinew

(h, d) for him/her. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 4, all secret keys of the path from SGMi to Ud must be
modified to preserve the forward secrecy. The secret key
Ki(b, 1) must be changed, where b = 0, 1, · · · , h − 1. All
involved internal nodes’ polynomials published on the bul-
letin board will be updated by SGMi. That is, SGMi has
to bottom-up perform Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial
(h− 1) times to reconstruct (h− 1) involved polynomials.

For each involved internal node IDi(b, 1), where b =
h − 1, h − 2, · · · , 0 (i.e. the internal nodes on the path
from Ud to SGMi), SGMi executes the followings.
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Figure 5: The example of member leave operation in SMP

Step 1: Computes d distinct hash values

hib1 = h(Ki(b + 1, 1), IDi(b, 1), IDi(b + 1, 2),

· · · , IDi(b + 1, d)),

hib2 = h(Ki(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 1), IDi(b, 1),

IDi(b + 1, 3), IDi(b + 1, 4),

· · · , IDi(b + 1, d)),

...
...

hib(d−1)
= h(Ki(b + 1, d− 1), IDi(b + 1, 1),

IDi(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 3), · · · ,
IDi(b + 1, d− 2), IDi(b, 1)),

IDi(b− 1, d)),

hibd = h(Ki(b + 1, d), IDi(b + 1, 1),

IDi(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 3), · · · ,
IDi(b + 1, d− 1), IDi(b, 1)).

Step 2: Performs Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial
on these coordinates (hib1 , Ki(b, 1) + hib1), (hib2 ,
Ki(b, 1) + hib2 , · · · , and (hibd , Ki(b, 1) + hibd), to
obtain the polynomial

IDi(b, 1) P (x) = a′0 + a′1x + · · ·+ a′d−1x
d−1 mod N,

where a′0, a
′
1, · · · , a′d−1 are integers.

Step 3: Updates the modified information on the bul-
letin board as shown in Table 1.

4.3 Member Leaving Operation

While a user Ud leaves Subgroup i, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 5, all secret keys of the path from SGMi to Ud must be
modified to preserve the backward secrecy. The secret key
Ki(b, 1) must be changed, where b = 0, 1, · · · , h − 1. All
involved internal nodes’ polynomials published on the bul-
letin board have to be modified by SGMi in time. That
is, SGMi needs to bottom-up perform Lagrange Inter-
polating Polynomial (h− 1) times to reconstruct (h− 1)
involved polynomials.

For each involved internal node IDi(b, 1), where b =
h − 1, h − 2, · · · , 0 (i.e. the internal nodes on the path
from Ud to SGMi), SGMi executes the followings.

Step 1: Computes

hib1 = h(Ki(b + 1, 1), IDi(b, 1), IDi(b + 1, 2),

· · · , IDi(b + 1, d− 1))

hib2 = h(Ki(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 1), IDi(b, 1),

IDi(b + 1, 3), IDi(b + 1, 4), · · · ,
IDi(b + 1, d− 1))

...
...

hibd−1
= h(Ki(b + 1, d− 1), IDi(b + 1, 1),

IDi(b + 1, 2), IDi(b + 1, 3), · · · ,
IDi(b + 1, d− 2), IDi(b, 1)).

Step 2: Performs Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial on
these coordinates (hib1 , Kinew

(b, 1)+ hib1), (hib2 ,
Kinew

(b, 1) + hib2 , · · · , and (hib(d−1)
, Kinew

(b, 1) +
hib(d−1)

), to obtain the polynomial

IDi(b, 1) P (x) = a′′0 + a′′1x + a′′2x
2 + · · ·

+a′′d−1x
d−1 mod N,

where a′′0 , a
′′
1 , · · · , a′′d−1 are integers.

Step 3: Updates the modified information on the bul-
letin board.

5 Discussions

We discuss how SMP is able to preserve the forward and
backward secrecy during group communications and con-
firm the broadcast of messages at length in this section.
Furthermore, we also present the performance compar-
isons with related works of SMP to demonstrate its con-
venience, low computation cost, and low storage space.

5.1 Security Examination

Since the member joining operation and member leav-
ing operation are always performed frequently in dynamic
network groups, it is important to prevent messages from
being illegally shared. The security of SMP is based on
three cryptographic assumptions.

Secure AES-based symmetric en/decryption
[m]k.
With the message m, it is relatively easy to encrypt m
as [m]k with an AES-based symmetric key k, while it
is computationally infeasible to retrieve m from [m]k
without the knowledge of k.

Discrete logarithm assumption.
Given a generator g, a large prime p, and a random
number x ∈ Zp , it is easy to compute y = gx mod p.
Then it is computationally infeasible to compute x
just referring to y, g, and p. Note that x is called the
discrete logarithm of y with respect to g.

Secure one-way hash function h(·).
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1) Preimage resistance: As to a message m, it is
easy to compute h(m); nevertheless, it is com-
putationally infeasible to attain m only from the
knowledge of h(m).

2) 2nd-preimage resistance: According to h(m), it
is impossible to find m′ such that h(m) = h(m′)
except applying the brute-force method.

5.1.1 Preserving the Forward Secrecy

As depicted in Figure 4, during the entrance of a new
member Ud, he/she is assigned an identity IDinew

(h, d)
and a secret key Kinew

(h, d), which Ud can make use of
to construct secret keys, Kinew

(h− 1, 1), Kinew
(h− 2, 1),

· · · , Kinew
(0, 1). To keep Ud from learning previous group

messages, SMP must prevent Ud from figuring out the
secret keys, Ki(h−1, 1), Ki(h−2, 1), · · · , Ki(0, 1), shown
in Figure 3. Here, we prove that SMP can confirm the
forward secrecy by Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. If a new member Ud wants to learn
the previous messages shared between old group members,
he/she must fail.

Proof. To learn the advanced messages, Ud must first
obtain one of the hash values hib1 , hib2 , · · · , hibd−1

,
where b = h − 1. Then, Ud can apply the hash value
to IDi(h − 1, 1) P (x) in order to retrieve Ki(h − 1, 1).
Given Kinew(h, d), IDi(h−1, 1), IDi(h, 2), IDi(h, 3), · · · ,
IDi(h, d−1), IDinew

(h, d), Ud can obtain the hash value,

h∗ibd = h(Kinew
(h, d), IDi(h, 1), IDi(h, 2), IDi(h, 3),

· · · , IDi(h, d− 1), IDi(h− 1, 1)).

Since

hib1 = h(Ki(h, 1), IDi(h− 1, 1), IDi(h, 2),

IDi(h, 3), · · · , IDi(h, d− 1)),

hib2 = h(Ki(h, 2), IDi(h, 1), IDi(h− 1, 1),

IDi(h, 3), · · · , IDi(h, d− 1)),

...
...

hibd−1
= h(Ki(h, d− 1), IDi(h, 1), IDi(h, 2), · · · ,

IDi(h, d− 2), IDi(h− 1, 1)).

We infer that h∗ibd must be different from hib1 , hib2 , · · · ,
and hib(d−1)

under the assumption of the secure one-way
hash function. That is, Ud cannot apply Kinew(h, d) and
IDi(h−1, 1) P (x) to obtain Ki(h−1, 1). Similarly, Ud is
unable to learn Ki(h−2, 1), Ki(h−3, 1), · · · , and Ki(0, 1).

Again, since N is a large prime, if Ud wants to re-
solve IDi(h − 1, 1) P (x) without one of the hash val-
ues hib1 , hib2 , · · · , and hibd−1

, he/she must face the dif-
ficulty of solving the discrete logarithm problem. It is
computationally infeasible for Ud to achieve this attempt.
Furthermore, since we assume a secure AES-based sym-
metric en/decryption in the multicast system, Ud can-
not compromise the previous group messages without
Ki(0, 1).

5.1.2 Preserving the Backward Secrecy

As illustrated in Figure 5, when Ud is expelled from sub-
group i, SMP has to prevent Ud from listening to group
communications continually. Consequently, SGMi must
modify the secret keys of the internal node on the path
from SGMi to Ud. That is, SGMi must reconstruct secret
keys Kinew

(h− 1, 1), Kinew
(h− 2, 1), · · · , and Kinew

(0, 1)
and then apply them to update IDi(h−1, 1) P (x) on the
public board. We demonstrate that SMP can confirm the
backward secrecy by Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. If an expellee Ud wants to learn the con-
tent of the incoming messages shared among current group
members, he or she must fail.

Proof. To uncover incoming group messages, Ud must
firstly obtain one of the hash values

h∗ib1 , h
∗
ib2 , · · · , h

∗
ibd−1

,

where b = h− 1,

h∗ib1 = h(Ki(h, 1), IDi(h− 1, 1), IDi(h, 2),

IDi(h, 3), · · · , IDi(h, d− 1)),

h∗ib2 = h(Ki(h, 2), IDi(h, 1), IDi(h− 1, 1),

IDi(h, 3), · · · , IDi(h, d− 1)),

...
...

h∗ibd−1
= h(Ki(h, d− 1), IDi(h, 1), IDi(h, 2), · · · ,

IDi(h, d− 2), IDi(h− 1, 1)).

It is clear that SGMi does not use hibd and Ki(h, d) to
update IDi(h − 1, 1) P (x). Hence, it is computationally
infeasible for Ud to solve IDi(h − 1, 1) P (x) without the
correct hash values, under the assumption of the discrete
logarithm. Furthermore, it is also computationally infea-
sible to compute a hash value that equals to h∗ib1 , h∗ib2 ,
· · · , or h∗ibd−1

under the assumption of the secure one-
way hash function. Since we assume a secure AES-based
symmetric en/decryption in multicast systems, Ud can-
not listen to incoming group messages without knowing
Kinew

(0, 1).

5.2 Performance Evaluations and Com-
parisons

In the following subsection, we compare SMP with related
works to show its outstanding advantages. Notations used
in Table 2 are defined as follows.

n: total number of subgroups;

m: total number of subgroup members;

d: maximum degree of each internal node in the hierar-
chy structure;

h: height of each subgroup (m = dh);

h1 : logd(n×m);
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Table 2: Comparisons with related works

[12] [2] [31] [21] SMP

Member join

SGM 2(h+1)K 2hK 2h1K 2K (h-1)P+(hd)H

IN (h+1)K hK h1K 1K 0

NON (d/d− 1)K (d/d− 1)K (d/d− 1)K 1K 0

Member leave

SGM
[2(hd)+ [2(hd− 1)+ [2(h1d− 1)+

(m− 1)K (h-1)P+(hd)H
(h− d)]K (h− d− 1)]K (h1 − d− 1)]K

IN - - - - -

NON (3d/d− 1)K (3d/d− 1)K (3d/d− 1)K 1K 0

Message broadcast

SGM 2K 2K 2K 2K 2K

IN 1K 1K 1K 1K hY+1K

NON - - - - -

IN: involved member;

NON: non-involved member;

K: computation overhead of a symmetric en/decryption
operation;

H: computation overhead of a one-way hash operation;

P: computation overhead of constructing the polynomial
by LIP;

Y: computation overhead of obtaining y with input x,
where y = f(x);

To access broadcast messages and update subgroup ses-
sion keys, both involved and non-involved members must
perform cryptographic operations frequently within the
system. Excluding the security consideration, whether it
is able to achieve these operations efficiently often domi-
nates the evaluation of a multicast mechanism. As illus-
trated in Table 2, SMP adopts the Lagrange Interpolating
Polynomial and the secure one-way hash function in ad-
dition to the symmetric en/decryption algorithm.

As mentioned in [28], a one-way hash function can
be executed at least 10 times faster than a symmetric
en/decryption. It is clear that the computation overhead
of constructing the polynomial by LIP is quite lighter than
that of performing the symmetric en/decryption, since the
construction of LIP polynomial is based on simple multi-
plication, while the en/decryption function needs round
operations [3, 6, 27]. Hence, SMP outperforms other
works in terms of member joining and member leaving
operations.

Specifically, when a member joins or leaves the sub-
group, all subgroup members must update session keys to
confirm the forward and backward secrecy as presented
in [2, 12, 21, 31]. In SMP, by contrast, only the SGM
has to construct and update corresponding polynomials
on the bulletin board. This can effectively lower down

the computation overhead of group members. To pre-
serve this benefit, involved users must perform h∗Y + 1K
operations to retrieve a broadcast message; users in other
works only need to execute 1K operation. The simulation
results can show that this extra overhead is still accept-
able.

5.3 Simulation Results

As is shown, simulation results demonstrate the superi-
ority of SMP over its predecessors. Simulators were exe-
cuted in the VC6.0 language. Cryptographic routines, in-
cluding the AES algorithm and SHA-1, were implemented
using the public OpenSSL library [23]. Note that the pro-
cessing time of the simulation does not include the time
used to authenticate the new member. That is, only the
computation overhead of obtaining broadcasted message
and constructing session keys is taken into consideration
in the simulation. The symmetric en/decryption algo-
rithm and the secure one-way hash function used in sim-
ulators are AES-128 and SHA-1, respectively. The en-
crypted message is 512k bytes, and the large prime N
adopted in LIP is 128 bits. The ratio of member joining
and member leaving to message broadcasting operation is
set to 1:1:1.

To begin, we set the total number of subgroups (n to
four) and the degree of each internal node in the hierarchy
structure (d to two). The average SGM processing time
(AvrST) is the mean of the total time needed for SGM
to complete one member joining operation, one member
leaving operation, and one message broadcasting oper-
ation. The average IN processing time (AvrIT) is the
mean of the time consumption that takes involved nodes
to complete one member joining operation and obtain one
broadcasted message. The average NON processing time
(AvrNT) is the mean of the time charge that takes a non-
involved member to complete one member joining opera-
tion and one member leaving operation.

Table 3 compares SMP with related works in terms
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Table 3: AvrST/AvrIT/AvrNT vs. m (512K bytes)

d=2, 512k
m(nodes)

64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096

AvrST

[12] 0.3128 0.3477 0.3826 0.4175 0.4524 0.4873 0.5222

(seconds)

[2] 0.1947 0.2295 0.2648 0.2991 0.3341 0.3683 0.4037

[31] 0.2643 0.2992 0.3339 0.3687 0.4032 0.4381 0.4729

[21] 0.3338 0.6517 1.2872 2.5582 5.1002 10.1851 20.3541

SMP 0.0181 0.0198 0.0223 0.0241 0.0254 0.0271 0.0287

AvrIT

[12] 0.0538 0.0581 0.0622 0.0664 0.0705 0.0747 0.0789

(seconds)

[2] 0.0352 0.0398 0.0451 0.0499 0.0559 0.0598 0.0657

[31] 0.0459 0.0501 0.0559 0.0601 0.0657 0.0699 0.0758

[21] 0.0101 0.0101 0.0101 0.0101 0.0101 0.0101 0.0101

SMP 0.0062 0.0062 0.0063 0.0063 0.0064 0.0065 0.0065

AvrNT

[12] 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099

(seconds)

[2] 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397

[31] 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397 0.0397

[21] 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099 0.0099

SMP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4: AvrST/AvrIT/AvrNT vs. m (1M bytes)

d=2, 1M
m(nodes)

64 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096

AvrST

[12] 0.6631 0.7316 0.8001 0.8686 0.9371 1.0056 1.0741

(seconds)

[2] 0.3849 0.4537 0.5227 0.5914 0.6599 0.72791 0.7979

[31] 0.5224 0.5914 0.6599 0.7287 0.7978 0.8665 0.9357

[21] 0.6598 1.2897 2.5484 5.0668 10.1028 20.1754 40.3198

SMP 0.0288 0.0299 0.0321 0.0337 0.0353 0.0367 0.0384

AvrIT

[12] 0.0975 0.1076 0.1177 0.1278 0.1379 0.148 0.1581

(seconds)

[2] 0.0697 0.0798 0.0895 0.0997 0.1094 0.1192 0.1289

[31] 0.895 0.0997 0.1094 01192 0.1291 0.1388 0.1487

[21] 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207 0.0207

SMP 0.0114 0.0114 0.0114 0.0114 0.0114 0.0114 0.0114

AvrNT

[12] 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199

(seconds)

[2] 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791

[31] 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791 0.0791

[21] 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199 0.0199

SMP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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of AvrST/AvrIT/AvrNT versus the number of nodes m.
Furthermore, the input size of AES-128 in Table 3 is
set to 512k bytes, while that in Table 4 is set to 1M
bytes. Owing to this simulating method, it can be con-
cluded that the security of the whole system is able to be
enhanced without prolonging the time consumption for
member joining/leaving and message broadcasting pro-
cess. As is shown in Table 3, the time needed by SMP for
AvrST is only 0.0181 seconds, while the lowest time cost
of related works is still 0.1947 seconds under the condition
that there are 64 nodes. Even though the time charge as
AvrST grows in all theses methods along with the increase
of nodes, SMP just needs 0.0287 seconds for 4096 nodes,
while that is 0.4037 seconds at least in the related works.
It is clear that SMP outperforms other approaches in all
listed cases.

Although involved users in SMP must perform extra
h*Y operations in order to retrieve a broadcast message,
simulation results prove that the extra overhead is ac-
ceptable and still leave SMP the most optimal method
among all the related multicast mechanisms. As is seen,
it is the same with the AvrIT. In addition, all AvrNT val-
ues are zero in SMP, which confirms that in this method
non-involved nodes do not need extra processing time in
member joining/leaving operation. This advantage can
effectively reduce the bandwidth consumption and com-
putation overheads of non-involved nodes while maintain-
ing high network mobility. As mentioned above, while in
Table 4 the inputted size of AES-128 is set to 1M bytes, we
can obtain the similar results. That is, no matter how the
number of nodes rises, all the costs of SMP are the least
in AvrST, AvrIT and AvrNT among related works. Since
time depletion is the key factor for multicasting systems,
this obvious advantage of time saving for SMP makes it
more efficient in dynamic networks.

Besides, we adjust d = 4 to demonstrate the practica-
bility of SMP in Figure 6. The inputted size of AES-128
in Figures 6(a), (b), and (c) is 512k bytes, while that in
Figures 6(d), (e), and (f) is 1M bytes to show the secu-
rity guaranteeing of SMP. As is displayed, Figure 6 shows
the comparisons of SMP with related works in terms of
AvrST/AvrIT/AvrNT versus m. From the trends shown
in Figure 6, it is obvious that SMP still outperforms the
works of [12, 2, 31, 21] considering the computation cost
and communication cost, which are based on the time con-
sumption. In Figure 6(a), the AvrST of SMP ranges from
0.0143 seconds to 0.0239 seconds; while in Figure 6(b),
the AvrIT of SMP ranges from 0.0064 seconds to 0.0067
seconds.

Compared with the time consumption of related
works [2, 12, 21, 31] , in which the lowest AvrST is 0.315
(second) and the lowest AvrIT is 0.0214 (second), it im-
plies that SMP has more advantages under this condition.
Moreover, as to the AvrNT, SMP costs nothing with m
raging from 64 to 4096. That means, within SMP the
non-involved nodes need not to perform any computation
or related actions for updating session keys during the
node joining/leaving process. In this way, the computa-

tion and communication are largely lowered down for the
whole system. Furthermore, concerned by the insecurity
within all kinds of networks, the encryption algorithm and
the length of the key have to be cared more seriously. Ac-
cording to Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(d), along with the
extension of the AES-128, the time consumption in SMP
just grows 0.0213 seconds to 0.0317 seconds for AvrST,
which rises a little. While, for the related works, this
time charge is magnified on an obvious level. The similar
situations appear in AvrIT and AvrNT, as shown in Fig-
ure 6(b) vs. Figure 6(e) and Figure 6(c) vs. Figure 6(f),
which emphasize that SMP can hold with the extension of
secret key to enhance the reality of the whole multicasting
system.

As is shown in the simulation, SMP can effectively re-
duce the overhead of SGM in broadcasting messages and
updating session keys. It can also reduce the overhead of
involved nodes in joining a subgroup and obtaining broad-
cast messages. Furthermore, SMP can decrease the over-
head of non-involved nodes in completing member join-
ing/leaving operations.

In addition, taking the key storage cost into account,
each group participant in SMP only needs to keep one
secret key in the database compared with the traditional
methods, where at least the individual key, key encryp-
tion key and group key have to be stored. The pertinent
comparisons of SMP and other works [2, 12, 21, 31] versus
m are shown in Figure 7. Here we set the degree of each
internal node in the hierarchy structure, d=4. It can be
seen that participants in SMP are able to store only their
secret keys to complete member joining, member leaving
as well as message broadcasting operations, while those in
others still have to store more extra keys. Here we evalu-
ate the key storage cost of SMP and related works basing
on [12]. As [12] proposes an optimal key tree structure to
reduce the storage burden in traditional methods, we set
it as the base to display the times that each node in other
related works and SMP has of it, called the Times of Key
Storage (ToKS).

Figure 7 shows that related words all have several times
of [12] in ToKS. And together with the increasing number
of nodes from 64 to 4096, the key storage burden of related
works grows almost 3 times. On the contrary, thanks to
the LIP and subgroup mechanism, SMP achieves a much
lower rate of [12] when nodes ranging from 64 to 4096.
What is more, as in SMP each participant has to keep
only one secret key, the key storage of users stays static
no matter how many nodes there are. Therefore, as is
displayed in Figure 7, SMP is able to save more space
on the key storage management, which character is not
affected by the number of participants. As is known to
all, it can never be ignored to simultaneously reduce the
overhead of communication cost as well as that of the key
storage cost. Therefore, by successfully reducing the key
storage cost, SMP outperforms other related mechanisms
as the simulation results demonstrated.
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Figure 6: AvrST/AvrIT/AvrNT vs. m, d = 4
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Figure 7: Key storage cost vs. m, d = 4

6 Conclusions

On all accounts, the subgroup control solution is more
feasible for granting authority in large and high-mobility
networks. However, we find that each subgroup member
in the multicast system must keep many secret keys in
his/her database. Furthermore, when a member joins or
leaves the group, involved participants must modify their
secret keys to preserve the forward and backward secrecy.
In SMP, these disadvantages can be effectively improved
by LIP technique. Specifically, simulation results have
shown that SMP outperforms other works in terms of
broadcasting messages and updating session keys to re-
duce communication cost, computation cost, and storage
space. Therefore, SMP is more suitable for being applied
to a large dynamic network environment.
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Abstract

Firewalls enforced by rules are a security measure for
verifying huge packets at gateway networks. Therefore,
they probably act as bottlenecks of the networks. In this
paper, we have presented several techniques to improve
the speed of firewall rule verification with O(1) worst-
case access time. The techniques are: policy mapping
(PMAP), sparse matrix packing firewall (SMPF), perfect
hashing firewall (PHF) and minimal perfect hashing fire-
wall (MPHF). The experimental results show that they
are as fast as IPSet, one of the most famous high-speed
firewalls at present. However, they can get rid of IPSet
limitations such as IP address classes, subnet size of each
rule set and so on. Besides, on average, SMPF, MPHF
and PFH can reduce the amount of memory usage of
PMAP by 99.9, 87.7 and 62.3 percent respectively.

Keywords: Minimal perfect hashing firewall, perfect hash-
ing firewall, policy mapping, rule verification, sparse ma-
trix packing firewall

1 Introduction

The amount of traffic currently flowing in and out over
the networks is massive (Gigabit per second: Gbps). Fire-
walls equipped at the network gateways also need to pro-
cess increasingly high-volumes of data. This may lead to
bottlenecks on the networks, because firewalls enforced by
rules must verify contents in the header of every packet.
In traditional firewalls, the packet is verified against fire-
wall rules from the top to bottom as r1, r2, · · · , rn−1 by
order. A summation of packet sending and receiving over
networks is proportional to the ability of firewall rule ver-
ification. For example, if a network infrastructure is ca-
pable to provide throughput over 1 Gbps, but the firewall
can verify packets of about 0.5 Gbps only, the rest of pack-
ets (50%) being processed will be delayed and collected
for processing in the next second. While the packets are
increasing steadily, and have not been processed, the con-

nections will be reset by the network protocol (Connec-
tion timeout), and connections are lost automatically. It
results in a waste of time without benefits, because of
applications have to retransmit new connections again
and again. In addition, the number of firewall rules is
also critical to the overall performance of firewalls. In a
large company, for example, there are about 2,000 fire-
wall rules. Each rule is checked 6 times per one packet;
therefore, the firewall rules must be matched the total of
12,000 times per one packet. In traditional firewalls as
Netfilter/IPTables [29], it verifies rules by the order, thus
the worst-case access time is O(n), where n is the number
of firewall rules.

To modify traditional firewall rule verification, Alex X.
Liu et al. [21] proposed a new concept called the firewall
rule decision state diagram (FDD) instead of verification
by the sequence. It applied to several contributions such
as the verification of distributed firewalls [12], firewall pol-
icy queries [23], diverse firewall design [22] and so on [20].
Although, FDD clearly shows the firewall rule conflict
paths, the computational complexity of rule verification is
O(nd), where n is the number of rules and d is the number
of checked fields in each firewall rule. After, Acharya and
Gouda [1] proposed a linear time algorithm that reduced
the time complexity of FDD from as O(nd) to O(nd).
Next, Hamed et al. [13] contributed an algorithm for op-
timizing unwanted rejection flows with a dynamic packet
filtering by statistical search and trees structures; more-
over, they also improved the speed of the computational
complexity of packet matching as O(n log n).

The speed of rule verification has been improving con-
tinuously. Rovniagin and Wool [28] reduced the search-
ing time of rule matching for O(log n) and consumed a
suitable memory for O(n4) by the Geometric Efficient
Matching (GEM) technique. Khummanee et al. [18] pre-
sented the single domain decision approach (SDD) to
eliminate firewall rule conflicts and the time for searching
is O(log n) by using the tree structure. The Tree-Rule
firewall running on a cloud computing was introduced by
Xiangjian et al. [14]. They showed that Tree-Rule used
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tree structure had absolutely no conflicts or redundant
rules, and they evaluated their speed of verification as
O(log n). According to the improved verification speed
against tree structures, HiPAC [3, 15] issued the sophisti-
cated HiPAC packet classification algorithm and the ad-
vanced tree structure. The result showed that HiPAC
could improve the speed of rule matching from as O(log n)
to O(log w), where w is the bit width of the packet field.
Currently, the state of the art of high-speed firewall rule
verification is IPSet [24] which is the top of high-speed
firewall open source. It applied the perfect hashing func-
tion [10] for matching the firewall rules, their experimen-
tal result is O(1). However, it has few drawbacks. First,
the rules must be grouped to be a set of rules before de-
ploying them to the perfect hashing function. Second, it
is available for the IP class C and B only, excluding A. If
anyone would like to use an IP class A, it needs to divide
the IP class A to an IP class C first. Finally, designing
rule of IPSet is not easy to understand, it needs an expert
in firewall rule relationships. According to the limitations
of the IPSet, Khummanee [19] proposed the policy map-
ping algorithm (PMAP) to solve the drawbacks of IPSet.
It is also O(1) of the matching time like IPSet; however, it
has still a problem about the memory usage. We conclude
the development on the speed of firewall rule verification
in Table 1.

In this paper, we have optimized the space complex-
ity of PMAP and compare it against other techniques
that are O(1) worst-case access time on the firewall rule
verification. The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 presents the related work, high-speed fire-
wall designs are explained in Section 3. In Section 4, we
demonstrate the performance evaluation. Finally, we give
conclusions and future work in Section 5.

Table 1: History of the speed of rule verification

No. Article’s Name Time

1 FDD[22] O(nd)

2 Linear-Time[1] O(n ∗ d)

3 IPTables[29] O(n)

4 Dynamic Opt[13] O(n log n)

5 GEM[28], SDD[18], Tree-Rule[14] O(log n)

6 HiPAC[3] O(log w)

7 IPSet[24], PMAP[19] O(1)

Sort by lowest (No. 1) to highest speed

2 Related Work

2.1 Firewall Basic

Basically, a firewall rule consists of six parts: Source IP
address (SIP ), Destination IP address (DIP ), Source
Port (SP), Destination Port (DP), Protocol (Pro) and
Action (Act). The first five parts are called the predicate,
and the last part is called the action. Every packet flow-
ing in the networks is matched against SIP , DIP , SP,

DP and Pro of a firewall rule (rn, n ∈ Z+) by order. If
a packet matches all parts of the predicate (∀pxi ∈ rni , x
and n ∈ Z+, i ∈ {SIP,DIP, · · · , Act}), an action is oper-
ated by an Act part (accept or deny). A packet evaluated
to be acceptable (accept: a) is forwarded to a destina-
tion IP address defined in its header field (DIP ). On the
other hand, an unacceptable packet (discard or deny: d)
is automatically dropped [19]. According to Table 2, rule
No. 1 (r1) represents that the firewall allows source IP
addresses ranging from 0.0.0.10 to 0.0.0.30 (21 hosts) onto
destination IP addresses in the range between 0.0.0.20 and
0.0.0.30 (11 hosts), any source ports (* ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 65, 535
}), a destination port number 80, and TCP or UDP pro-
tocol can pass through the firewall (Act → a). In con-
trast, rule No. 3 (r3) drops every packet from source IP
addresses ranging from 0.0.0.1 to 0.0.0.40 onto destina-
tion IP addresses in the range of 0.0.0.25 to 0.0.0.35, any
source port (*), a destination port number 80, and both
protocols. Moreover, firewalls have an option that allows
an administrator to set the final rule. This rule is to drop
all packets that are not explicitly allowed (r1 − rn−1) at
the bottom of the rule list (rn) [31].

Table 2: Firewall rule examples

No. SIP DIP SP DP Pro Act

r1 0.0.0.10-30 0.0.0.20-30 * 80 * a
r2 0.0.0.1-15 0.0.0.50-60 * 25-30 * a
r3 0.0.0.1-40 0.0.0.25-35 * 80 * d
r4 0.0.0.15-45 0.0.0.1-100 * 60-90 * d
rn−1 ... ... ... ... ... ...
rn * * * * * d

*(SIP,DIP ) = 0 - 232 − 1, *(SP,DP ) = 0 - 216 − 1, *(Pro) =
TCP and UDP, a = accept, d = deny

2.2 Minimal and Perfect Hashing

The firewall problem adapted with tree structures is to
speed up of searching, because of the trees have a limit of
the worse-case runtime as O(log n) only. In this section,
we represent the data structures that can be searched
in O(1) time, this concept is referred to as hashing. A
hash table is a collection of stored data items. Let U
be universal keys = {0, 1, · · · ,m − 1}, where m ∈ N0. T
denotes a hash table T [0, 1, · · · ,m−1], in which each po-
sition, or slot, corresponds to a key ki, where i ∈ N1, in
the universal U . Initially, the hash table contains no val-
ues, thus every slot is empty (NULL) as shown in Figure 1.
Mapping between an value and a slot where that value be-
longs in the hash table is called the hash function (h).
The hash function (h) computes the slot from the key ki.
In other words, h maps the universe U of keys into the
slot of hash table T [0, 1, · · · ,m− 1], denotes as h : U →
{0, 1, · · · ,m − 1}, where the |m| of the hash table T is
commonly more less than |U |. The function (h) hashes
an value with the key ki to slot h(ki) of T , we say that
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h(ki) is the hash value of the key ki. Figure 1 illus-
trates the basic concept of hashing. The hash function
can reduce the size of |U | to size m.

The first simply hash function, sometimes referred to
as the ”remainder method”, divides an key ki by the table
size (|T |), returning remainder as its hash value h(ki) =
(ki % |T |). Assume that we have the set of keys and values
(ki:’valuei’) of the ASCII code = {65:’A’, 72:’H’, 71:’G’,
74:’J’, 85:’U’}, and |T | = 10. Thus, the results of the hash
values for our example: 5 (65 % 10), 2, 1, 4 and 5 respec-
tively. Note that 5 of the 10 slots are now occupied. This
is referred to as the load factor , and is normally denoted
by λ = number of values

table size . For this example, λ = 5
10 = 0.5.

Once the hash values have been executed, we can insert
each value into the hash table at the assigned position as
shown in Figure 2. This h works well when each value is
mapped to a unique position in T . However, in this ex-
ample, there are two keys hashed to the same slot (h(k1)
= h(k5) = 5). We refer this situation to as a collision
(also called a ”clash”). We need to select a systematic
approach for replacing the second value (h(k5) = h(85))
in the hash table by without overlapping with the oth-
ers. Fortunately, effective techniques are unfolded in sev-
eral data structures and algorithm books [7, 30]. In this
section, we present the simplest technique to resolve the
collision, called ’chaining’ only.

U
(Universal of keys)

(Actual keys)
K

k1

k2

k3

k4

0

VALUE

VALUE

NULL

VALUE

VALUE

NULL

NULL

NULL

NULL

T

m - 1

NULL

h(k3)

h(k4)

h(k2)

k5

h(k1)=h(k5)

Figure 1: Using hash function (h) maps actual keys with
values to hash-table slots

In the chaining approach, we put all values that hash
to the same slot in T into the chain of the link list as Fig-
ure 2. The slot h(ki) = 5 contains a pointer to the head
of the link list where all values hashed by h(ki) = 5 are
stored, the tail of the link list always contains NULL. Un-
fortunately, the worst-case searching time is proportional
to the length of the link list, that is O(n), where n <= k,
k = |K|. There are several effective techniques that solve
the collision, such as open addressing, liner probing, and
so on [7, 30]; however, these topics are beyond this paper.

The remainder method is a single hash function or
fixed hash function. To yield an average retrieval time
where the fixed hash function is Θ(n) in which all keys
are hashed to the same slot, means a high collision rate.

U
(Universal of keys)

(Actual keys)
K

k1

k2

k3
k4

0

‘G’

‘H’

NULL

‘J’

NULL

NULL

NULL

NULL

T

m - 1

NULL

h(72)= 2

h(74) = 4

k5
h(65) = 5

h(71) = 1

‘A’ ‘U’ NULL

h(85) = 5

Figure 2: Five hash values h(k1), · · · , h(k5) in hash table

The effective technique used to improve the vulnerable
fixed hash is to choose a hash function at random from
a family of hash functions instead of the fixed hash func-
tion. This technique, called universal hashing , has an
affect on a good average access time, and guarantees a
low number of collisions.

Let U be the set of universe keys and H be a finite
collection of hashing functions mapping U into the range
of integer M = {0, 1, · · · ,m − 1}. Then H is called a
universal family if ∀x, y ∈ U, x 6= y : |{h ∈ H : h(x) =

h(y)}| =
|H|
m

. In the other words, the probability of a

collision for any two different keys x and y hashed by a

hashing function randomly which is chosen from H =
1

m
.

Choosing the randomness hashing function family and the
uniform hashing are shown in [7]. We can see that the
universal hashing is the best situation for the average −
case performance; however, the universal hashing can also
improve worst − case performance when the set of keys
is static (i.e. the set of keys are known). It is possible to
compute the effective hashing function that can find any
key in one probe (O(1)) in the hash table and guarantees
that it has no collisions at all. Such hash functions are
called perfect hashing .

Let S be a set of keys, we say that a hash function h:
U → M = {0, 1, · · · ,m − 1} is a perfect hash function
for S if h is injection on S, that is, there are no collisions
among the keys in S if ∀x, y ∈ S, x 6= y, h(x) 6= h(y) [10].
The Figure 3 (a) illustrates a perfect hash function con-
cept with no collision. Any ki ∈ S can be retrieved
from the hash table T by hash function h only once (sin-
gle probe). If n = (m − 1), then the hash table size
(|T |) is equal to the key size (|S|). We say that h is
minimal perfect hash function of S as shown in Fig-
ure 3 (b). The minimal perfect hash functions are de-
signed to totally avoid the wasted space and time prob-
lem. They are also widely applied for several applications
where keys are static sets, such as words in natural lan-
guages, reserved words in programming languages, data
mining and also network security.
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Figure 3: (a) Perfect hash function, and (b) Minimal perfect hash function

2.3 Sparse Matrix and Storage Formats

A sparse matrix is a matrix where the majority of el-
ements have zero. In other words, the matrix which has
a very few nonzero elements. Let A be a matrix and
A ∈ Rmxn, where m,n ∈ N0. We say that A is sparse
if its number of nonzero entries is O(min{m,n}) [8, 26].
The following is example of a sparse matrix as shown in
Figure 4.

11 0 0 0 0 

0 22 23 0 0

0 32 33 34 0

0 0 0 44 0

0 0 0 0 55

∈ R
m=5, n=5 �Rm

n

A =

(0,0)

(4,4)

Figure 4: A sparse matrix (m = rows, n = columns)
contains only 8 nonzero elements.

The sparse matrices are involved a large number of
applications, especially in science and engineering. Ba-
sically, the sparse matrices are represented in the two-
dimensional array. Thus, the capacity of memory allo-
cated for a matrix is m x n x s, where s is the size of
the data type (bytes) required to store the value. In the
following sparse matrix A above, there are 5 rows (m)
and 5 columns (n). We need to store the integer val-
ues, and then the memory consumption of A is 5 x 5 x
2 = 50 bytes; therefore, the space complexity is O(m x
n). Representing the sparse matrices in array structures,
each element in the array is presented by Ai,j to access
an address stored the data of the matrices. In general, i
indicates to the row index, and j means the column in-
dex. To perform any operations on a sparse matrix, such
as multiplying the elements, the time complexity will be
O(n2), where n = m, because the operations that are ex-
ecuted on matrices need to operate in two nested loops.
However, provided that the operation has known the in-

dex of i and j to access an element in the matrix, the
worst-case access time will be O(1).

Sparse matrix storage formats. Reduction of space
and time complexity of a sparse matrix can be re-
alized by collecting only the nonzero elements. The
data structures for supporting this approach will be
more complex to access the individual elements, and
will be able to be restored to the original matrix
properly [27, 33]. There are two groups of storage
formats for storing sparse matrices: the first group
is designed for efficiently modification, such as DOK
(Dictionary of keys), LIL (List of lists), COO (Coor-
dinate list) and so forth, and the second group is for
access and matrix operations, such as CSR (Com-
pressed Sparse Row) or CSC (Compressed Sparse
Column). In this paper, we have showed the CSR
format only, because of CSR is the most general for-
mat and widely used for implementing and referring.
CSR places a set of nonzero (nz) of the matrix rows
to contiguous memory spaces (array) which have the
memory size to be |nz|. Suppose that we have a
nonsymmetric sparse matrix A ∈ Rm=5,x n=5 in Fig-
ure 4, and we then create three arrays for storing its:
one of floating-point numbers (val), and two for in-
tegers (col ind and row ptr) as shown in Figure 5.
The total size the arrays are: val = |nz| = 8, col ind
= |nz| = 8 and row ptr = m + 1 = 6 respectively.
The val maintains only nonzero elements of matrix A
by collecting in row order. The col ind array stores
the column indexes of the elements in the val ar-
ray, that is, if val(k) = Ai,j , then col ind(k) = j
as well. Last, row ptr keeps the starting location of
each row stored in val, that is, if val(k) = Ai,j , then
row prt(i) ≤ k < row prt(i + 1). This storage for-
mat can save the space capacity to store the sparse
matrix A from n2 to 2 x |nz| + m + 1. In this exam-
ple, it can be reduced from 50 bytes (5 x 5 x 2 bytes)
to 44 bytes ((2 x 8 + 5 + 1) x 2 bytes). The time
complexity of CSR to operate any operations such as
the matrix-vector multiplication is O(n x m), where
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n = |val|, m = |row ptr|.

11 22 23 32 33 34 44 55

0 1 2 1 2 3 3 4

0

210 3

row number

4

val

col_ind

row_ptr 1 3 6 7 8

Figure 5: The CSR format for matrix A is specified by
the arrays val, col ind and row ptr

Sparse matrix compression. To improve the memory
space of the sparse matrix storage formats, Horowitz
et al. [16] showed a simple and effective sparse matrix
compression, called the nonzero-term method (NM).
NM stores nonzero elements of a sparse matrix into
a (row index, column index, value) format, for ex-
ample, (1,2,4) means the row = 1, column = 2 and
nonzero value = 4. Although, NM is easily for imple-
mentation, it takes the linear searching time against
the nonzero elements. Ziegler’s method (ZM) [32] is
widely famous technique that applies shift-left and
merging instructions to compress the nonzero values.
In addition, rehash method (RM) [6] is to accomplish
the sparse binary-matrix compression. This method
is only applied with the binary number. Ji-Han Jiang
et al. [17] extended the rehash method of RM by
using the random hash function. Aiyoub Farzaneh
et al. [9] contributed the Compressed Sparse Vector
(CSV), which reduces the storage value of large non-
symmetric sparse matrices more than CSR.

3 High-speed Firewall Structures

In this section, we depict the design of high-speed firewall
structures. The high-speed firewalls in this paper mean
firewalls that can match a packet against the predefined
firewall rule with O(1) worst-case access time. We repre-
sent four high-speed firewall structures: the policy map-
ping firewall (PMAP) [19], sparse matrix packing firewall
(SMPF), perfect hashing firewall (PHF) and minimal per-
fect hashing firewall (MPHF) successively.

3.1 Key Contributions

We make four major contributions as follows:

1) Firstly, we optimize the memory space of the policy
mapping (PMAP) proposed in [19] by applying the
sparse matrix compression approaches, called SMPF;

2) Propose new techniques that are adapted from per-
fect hashing and minimal perfect hashing to improve
the high-speed firewall rule verification, called PHF
and MPHF;

3) Evaluate and compare the performance of all pro-
posed techniques including PMAP, SMPF, PHF,
MPHF, and also IPSet;

4) And finally, conclude the comparison results in sev-
eral aspects.

3.2 High-speed Firewall Designing

There are six milestones to design high-speed firewalls:

Step 1. Designs a firewall rule user interface, in this step
we choose the Rule-Base firewall (traditional style),
because of it is popularly used nowadays as shown in
Figure 6 in the Step 1;

Step 2. Builds a decision state diagram structure (DSD)
from the rule list in the Step 1 by using the firewall
decision state diagram algorithm (FDSD);

Step 3. Maps the DSD from the Step 2 to the array
structures by the policy mapping algorithm (PMAP);

Step 3.1. Packs the array structures from the Step 3 to
SMPF by the sparse matrix compression technique;

Step 4. Creates keys and values from DSD to build the
perfect hashing firewall (PHF);

Step 4,1. Compacts the perfect hashing tables from
the Step 4 to the minimal perfect hashing firewall
(MPHF).

According to the steps of high-speed firewall design, we
thoroughly describe each step like this:

Step 1: Designing the firewall user interface.
Nowadays, almost all firewall user interfaces are
Rule-Base or Rule-List. The interfaces are displayed
in a tuple format compounded from SIP , DIP , SP ,
DP , Pro and Act as {192.168.1.0-255, *.*.*.*, 1234,
80, *, a}. They have been influenced by the na-
ture of reading and writing from left-to-right and
top-to-bottom. Other user interface aspects, sev-
eral researchers tried to suggest new firewall inter-
faces like [23] or [14]; however, they were not popu-
lar. Therefore, we still use the Rule-Base interface to
make firewall rules in the Step 1. In order to easily
describe firewall structures, we have presented easy
firewall rules that consist of five fields: SIP , DIP ,
DP , Pro and Act as shown in Table 3. We also trans-
form both SIP and DIP from the IPv4 addressing
format to the positive decimal format by the equa-
tion to as octate4 x 224 + octate3 x 216 + octate2 x 28

+ octate1 x 20. An IP address 0.0.0.10, for example,
is transformed to 04 x 224 + 03 x 216 + 02 x 28 +
101 x 20 = 10.

Step 2: Building the DSD.
The decision state diagram (DSD) is built from the
firewall decision state diagram algorithm (FDSD)
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Figure 6: Steps of high-speed firewall designing

Table 3: Easy firewall rules for building DSD

No. SIP DIP DP Pro Act

r1 10 - 30 20 - 30 80 * a
r2 1 - 15 50 - 60 25 - 30 * a
r3 1 - 40 25 - 35 80 * d
r4 15 - 45 1 - 100 60 - 90 * d

proposed by Khummanee et al. [19]. It has several
roles, for example, it makes sure that the firewall de-
cision paths are not any confusion, and eliminates
decision paths duplicated in firewall rules. The de-
tails on how to build the DSD is described in [19].
In this paper, we only show the final decision state
diagram which was created from firewall rules in Ta-
ble 3 successfully as shown in Figure 7. Referring to
the DSD in Figure 7, suppose that there is a packet
arriving from somewhere to our networks. It consists
of DP = 25, DIP = 0.0.0.55, SIP = 0.0.0.10 and
Pro = TCP. Thus, the firewall makes a decision to
allow this packet into the networks because it follows
the 1st state decision path of the DSD diagram (25
∈ {25-30}, 55 ∈ {50-60}, 10 ∈ {1-15} and TCP ∈
{TCP, UDP} → a). Another example, if a packet
is composed of DP = 80, DIP = 0.0.0.10, SIP =
0.0.0.45 and Pro = TCP. This packet thereby will be
dropped by the 3rd path of DSD.

Step 3: Mapping DSD to array structures.
In this step, we map the DSD from the Step 2 to
arrays. The DSD has four levels are DP , DIP , SIP
and Pro respectively. The DP level (the 1st level) in
Figure 7 is mapped to one dimension array, named
S0-S1 as shown in Figure 8. The algorithm for map-
ping DSD to array structures is illustrated in [19].
The memory size of S0-S1 equals to 65,536 elements.
Each element has 16-bits integer; therefore, the to-
tal of memory size of the S0-S1 array is ≈ 131 kilo-
byte (KB). The 2nd level (DIP ) is transformed to
the three-dimensional array of two cubes namely S1-
S2upper and S1-S2lower. The S1-S2upper is used to
store octate3 (x-axis) and octate4 (y-axis), and the

S1-S2lower collects octate1 (x-axis) and octate2 (y-
axis) of DIP . The z-axis of both three-dimensional
arrays is referred to the decision state path (state
path number) of DSD. The 3rd level (SIP ) is as sim-
ilar as DIP . The algorithm converts SIP level to S2-
S3 arrays, that is, S2-S3upper maintains octate3 and
octate4, and S2-S3lower collects octate1 and octate2.
The total of maximum memory usage of both S1-S2
and S2-S3 is ≈ 16.97 GB (x-axis size × y-axis size
× data size × state path size = 256 × 256 × 16 ×
65,536 bit) to deal with 65,536 state paths of the fire-
wall rule. The final state level of DSD (4th) is Pro, it
is mapped to two dimensional array, namely S3-S4.
The total size of S3-S4 is about ≈ 33.55 MB. The x-
axis of S3-S4 array is used to store the decision (Act)
of the firewall rule state path, and y-axis points to
the firewall rule state path.

For example, the 4st state path of DSD diagram in
Figure 7, DP is equal to {80-80}, it means a des-
tination port number 80. Thus, S0-S1[80] is set to
be 3 (the state path in DIP level). DIP is sub-
set of {20-30}, it indicates the range of destination
IP addresses between 0.0.0.20 and 0.0.0.30. Conse-
quently, S1-S2[0][0][3]upper is equal to ′X ′ (X = don’t
care term), S1-S2[20-30][0][3]lower are assigned to be
4 (state path of SIP level). Likewise, the SIP is
subset of source IP addresses ranging from 0.0.0.1 to
0.0.0.9 (SIP ∈ {1-9}). Therefore, S2-S3[0][0][4]upper
is stored ′X ′, and S2-S3[1-9][0][4]lower keep the pos-
itive integers (the number 4) that point to an array
stored protocols in S3-S4. Lastly, the 4th state path
of Pro level is the subset of both TCP and UDP,
so S3-S4[4][6] (TCP) and S3-S4[4][17] (UDP) are as-
signed to be ′d′ (deny) as shown in Figure 8. The sum
of all memory space used to support the number of
65,536 rules is about 17 GB.

Step 3.1: Packing array data structures.
Notice that the stored values in array data struc-
tures in Figure 8 after finishing the Step 3 are simi-
lar to the sparse matrices discussed in Section 2.3.
Furthermore, the total memory size of the arrays
is not optimal yet. To optimize the memory us-
age of arrays, we have applied the sparse matrix
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compression techniques to reduce them (also opti-
mize PMAP), referred to as Sparse Matrix Pack-
ing Firewall (SMPF). The concepts of the sparse
matrix packing are adapted from [5, 2]; however,
they have limitations for directly deploying with the
firewall rule. For example, they only support two-
dimensional arrays, and do not appropriate for fire-
wall’s array data structures which are the three-
dimensional array. Besides, they are tested on the
small sparse matrices, but sparse matrices for the
firewall rules are very large. Generic sparse matri-
ces can freely swap any positions of rows, but the
rows in sparse matrices of firewall rule cannot arbi-
trarily change because the matching may be wrong
as a result. In order for the sparse matrix to be able
to perfectly handle firewall rule structures, we have
improved the mechanisms to store and pack sparse
matrices as shown in Algorithm 1, referred to as the
Sparse Matrix Packing (SMP).

Algorithm 1 Sparse matrix packing algorithm (SMP)

1: Input: S1-S2upper,lower, S2-S3upper,lower, and S3-S4
2: Output: RLTS1−S2upper,lower

, RLTS2−S3upper,lower
,

RLTS3−S4 and 1-DS1−S2,S2−S3,S3−S4

3: set size = 256, path = N (size = array size, N ∈ N1)
4: create 1-DS1−S2,S2−S3upper

,1-DS1−S2,S2−S3lower
=[ ]

5: create RLTS1−S2,S2−S3upper,lower
= [path][size]

6: create 1-DS3−S4 = [ ], RLTS3−S4 = [path]
7: set pc, rc = 1 (pc=page count,rc=row count)
8: while path ≤ pc do
9: while rc ≤ size do

10: read data from S1-S2[rc][*][pc]upper
11: append data to 1-DS1−S2upper

consecutively
12: add 1st index of data to RLT[pc][rc]S1−S2upper

13: read data from S1-S2[rc][*][pc]lower

14: append data to 1-DS1−S2lower
consecutively

15: add 1st index of data to RLT[pc][rc]S1−S2lower

16: read data from S2-S3[rc][*][pc]upper
17: append data to 1-DS2−S3upper

consecutively
18: add 1st index of data to RLT[pc][rc]S2−S3upper

19: read data from S2-S3[rc][*][pc]lower

20: append data to 1-DS2−S3lower
consecutively

21: add 1st index of data to RLT[pc][rc]S2−S3lower

22: read data from S3-S4[rc][pc]
23: append data to 1-DS3−S4 consecutively
24: add 1st index of data to RLT[pc][rc]S3−S4

25: rc++
26: end while
27: pc++
28: end while
29: End

The SMP starts with: (1) reading 3-D or 2-D sparse
matrices from array data structures of the firewall rule as
shown in Figure 8, (2) packing them to 1-D arrays, and
(3) recording the indexes pointed to the packed 3-D or
2-D data in RowLookupTable (RLT ) used later to ac-

cess the 1-D array during retrieval. The 1-D array stores
non-zero items of the packed 3-D or 2-D array while the
RLT is held at the starting position of each row stored in
1-D array. Packing begins by separating the 3-D or 2-D
array into the tuples or records. This process is shown
in Figure 9. In Figure 9 (a), suppose that the page num-
ber 4 (the stat path number 4 in SIP level of DSD) of
the 3-D array is first packed into the 1-D array. The 1st

packed record is S2-S3[0][*]lower (S2-S3[row][column], *
= all columns), 2nd packed record is S2-S3[1][*]lower, and
final packed record is S2-S3[255][*]lower respectively. The
page number 4 of S2-S3lower has only a single row that
has non-zero items between the location 1 and 45. These
non-zero items are placed into the first location of 1-D
array, this process is shown in Figure 9 (b). To retrieve
the non-zero items in 1-D array later, the RLT marks
how they were packed by recording the integer position
for each row of the original 2-D arrays into the RLT. For
example, the value -1 in the 4th row ([4]) of RLT table
indicates to the 1st row in the page no. 4 of S2-S3lower

array (S2-S3[0][*][4]lower) because that is the offset for re-
placing the non-zero items ranging from 1 to 45 (starting
free slot in 1-D array - starting non-zero item list → 0 -
1 = -1). As a result, the starting free slot of 1-D array is
shifted from the position 0 to 44 immediately. The next
non-zero items allocated in the page no. 5 ([5]), there
are ranging from the position 1 to 45. The packing pro-
cess places them to 1-D array in the position 45 which is
currently pointed to the starting free slot index, then the
index is updated to the location 90 (45 + 45). The offset
of the page no. 5 in 5th row in RLT is also recorded to
44 (starting free slot - starting non-item list → 45 - 1 =
44). The last example of the packing process, the list of
non-zero items in page no. 6, is arrayed from 15 to 45 (30
positions). This list is allocated in the position 90 to 120
in the 1-D array, the starting free slot index is updated to
121, and the offset in RLT of this list (6th row) is set to
75 (90 - 15). On the other hand, the rows that have not
non-zero items are set to the blank record in RLT table
like the 1st, 2nd, 3rd row and so forth. To retrieve any
non-zero items in the 1-D array, we use the formula as
following:

Offset = RLT[Page No.][Row No.];

Index = Offset + Column;

Non-zero item = 1-D[Index]

For example, suppose that we would like to retrieve
the non-zero item of the S2-S3lower array by the row =
0, column = 41 and page no. 5 in 1-D array. Thus, we
compute the position of this item as Offset = RTL[5][0] =
44, Index = Offset + Column = 44 + 41 = 85, and then
the non-zero item = 1-D[85]S2−S3lower

= 9 as shown in
Figure 9. The SMP algorithm matches the firewall rules
against any packeti shows in Algorithm 2.

Step 4: Building the perfect hashing firewall.
IPSet [24] running on IPTables [29] and Netfilter was
successfully applied the perfect hash function to im-
prove the speed of firewall rule verification. It offers
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(c) adding the starting position of each packed record to RLT

Algorithm 2 Sparse matrix matching

1: Input: S0-S1, RLTS1−S2up,lo
, RLTS2−S3up,lo

,
RLTS3−S4 and 1-DS1−S2,S2−S3,S3−S4, packet pi

2: Output: a = accept or d = deny
3: get DP , DIP , SIP , Pro ← pi
4: split DIPoct1 , DIPoct2 , DIPoct3 , DIPoct4 ← DIP
5: split SIPoct1 , SIPoct2 , SIPoct3 , SIPoct4 ← SIP
6: page ← S0-S1[DIP ]
7: offset ← RTL[page][DIPoct2 ]S1−S2lower

8: index← offset + DIPoct1 , p1← 1-D[index]S1−S2lower

9: offset ← RTL[page][DIPoct4 ]S1−S2upper

10: index← offset + DIPoct3 , p2← 1-D[index]S1−S2upper

11: page ← get value from p1 or p2 that is not ’X’
12: offset ← RTL[page][SIPoct2 ]S1−S2lower

13: index ← offset + SIPoct1 , p1 ← 1-D[index]S2−S3lower

14: offset ← RTL[page][SIPoct4 ]S1−S2upper

15: index ← offset + SIPoct3 , p2 ← 1-D[index]S2−S3upper

16: page ← get value from p1 or p2 that is not ’X’
17: offset ← RTL[page]S3−S4, index ← offset + Pro
18: result ← 1-D[index]S3−S4

19: if result == ′a′ then
20: print ′accept′

21: else
22: print ′deny′ (result == ’d’)
23: end if
24: End

several features of the keys which are used for re-
ferring to the hashing table, for instance, the key
is combined by the IP address against port num-
ber (IP:Port) or IP address and port and IP address
(IP:Port:IP) or etc. In this section, we have showed
how to apply the perfect hash function as same as
IPSet, but we have chosen the different key aspect
by acquiring the key from DSD instead. With the

acquisition of keys from DSD, we have picked the re-
markable features which are combined to the unique
key. The 3rd state path of DSD diagram in Figure 7,
for example, we have jointed the port number (DP ),
destination IP address (DIP ) and source IP address
(SIP ) to be the key such as ′801015′ (DP = 80, DIP
= 10, SIP = 15). Yielding to the number of keys in
each state path can be computed from the number
of DPs × DIPs × SIPs; therefore, the 3rd state
path in Figure 7 is 1 × 19 × 30 = 570 keys (′80115′,
′80216′, ′80317′, · · · , ′801945′). Notice that the num-
ber of keys which will be hashed by a perfect function
(h) are huge. IPSet also faces such problem; as a re-
sult, it requires a set of rules that do not exceed over
the subnet of IP class C only. To avoid this problem,
we have reduced the number of keys by choosing for
each state path where the action (Act) is an accepta-
tion (a) only. For example, we have only chosen the
1st and 5th state path from all paths in Figure 7 to
be the keys.

The keys got from the DSD will be hashed by the per-
fect hash function h for referring to any address stor-
ing a value. We have applied the hashing algorithm
from [4, 11] as shown in Algorithm 3, the algorithm
uses two levels of hash functions. The first function is
h1(0, key), it gets a position in an intermediate array,
named G. The second function is h2(d, key), it hashes
the key and the information got from G to search the
unique position for the key as shown in Figure 10.
For example, both of ′801235′ and ′256811′ key are
hashed to the same position (1234) in the interme-
diate table (G) by using function h1. However, the
second hash function h2 hashes the keys again by
combining the same position against old keys, and
puts hashing results into different slots in value table
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Figure 10: Perfect hash table lookup

(V) so no collision occurs. To avoid the collision from
hashing, we use the FNV [25] hash function (Algo-
rithm 4) which guarantees the very low collision rate.
To look up a value in hash table G and V, we first
get the DP , DIP and SIP field from a packet, and
compound them to the key. For example, suppose
that a packeti consists of DP = 80, DIP = 200,
SIP = 100 and Pro = TCP, so the compounded key
is ′80200100′. We can compute a position stored the
value from the key by Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 3 Perfect hash function (double hash h1, h2)

1: Input: dictionary (dict) of key and value (’key’:value)
2: Output: G, V (G=intermediate, V=values table)
3: set size � |dict|
4: create bucket[size][], G[size], V[size]
5: while keyi ← read dict until NULL do
6: p ← FNV-hash(0, keyi) mod size
7: bucket[p].append(keyi) #put all keys to buckets
8: end while
9: while key ← read bucket[d][*] until NULL do

10: if |key| == 1 then
11: put 0 → G[d] (d ∈ N0)
12: put value from dict(key) → V[d]
13: end if
14: end while
15: while keys ← read bucket[d][*] until NULL do
16: if |keys| > 1 then
17: d = 1
18: while key ← read keys until NULL do
19: p ← FNV-hash(d, key) mod size
20: if put d → G[p] then collision then
21: p ← rehash(d++, key) until no collision
22: end if
23: V[p] ← read value from dict(key), G[p] ← d
24: end while
25: end if
26: end while
27: End

Step 4.1: Building the minimal perfect hashing firewall.
The perfect hashing is a method which guarantees
no collision upon building a hash table. It is only

Algorithm 4 The FNV algorithm

1: Input: d, key
2: Output: d
3: if Input has both d and key then
4: while c ← read a char from key until NULL do
5: d ← ((d ∗ 0x01000193) ˆ ord(c)) & 0xffffffff
6: end while
7: else
8: d ← 0x01000193
9: end if

10: End

Algorithm 5 Look up the value in hash table G, V

1: Input: G, V and a key
2: Output: a value
3: d = G[FNV-hash(0, key) mod len(G)]
4: if d == 0 then
5: return V[FNV-hash(0, key) mod len(G)]
6: else
7: if d > 0 then
8: return V[FNV-hash(d, key) mod len(G)]
9: else

10: print ”Not found”
11: end if
12: end if
13: End

possible to build it when we have known all of the
keys in advance. Besides, the space for storing val-
ues of perfect hashing is usually more than the total
size of values (|storage| � |values|) because it can
reduce the percentage of collision rate. One effec-
tive method for reducing the size of memory space is
the Minimal Perfect Hashing (MPH). MPH en-
sures that the hashing table contains one key per one
slot only, and also has no free slots. In this section,
we have optimized the memory space of the perfect
hashing described in previous section by customizing
Algorithm 3 in the line of code 3 from set size �
|dict| to be set size = |dict| instead. This code de-
termines the size of the memory to be fitted with the
number of keys. The rest of the codes are as same as
Algorithm 3.

3.3 High-speed Firewall Implementation

In this section, we detail about implementing high-speed
firewalls. The tested environments of this paper are sim-
ilar to [19], but they are slightly different as follows:

Hardware and Software Development Tools.
The high-speed firewalls are developed on the Intel
64-bits processor, Core i7, 2GHz, installed memory
(RAM) 8 GB. For the developing software, we chose
Python language (version 3.4 for 64 bits), Numpy and
Psutil to implement firewalls running on MS Win-
dows 8 operating system.
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Firewall Rule and Packet Generator.
In each test case, the firewall rule generator generates
the randomness rules from 1,000, 2,000, 3,000, 4,000,
5,000 and 10,000, and the random packets for 10,000
packets per round by the packet generator software.
We have experimented about 30 times per each algo-
rithm, and calculated the average of speed and space
for each algorithm.

4 The Performance Evaluation

All proposed firewalls are high-speed. Therefore, they
can match any rules against packeti by very low constant
time; in other words, they take O(1) worst-case access
time. However, their memory and time consumption for
constructing rule structures are not equal depending on
the complexity of firewall rule data structures. Thus, this
paper we aim to compare the amount of memory space
used for storing rule structures and the processing time
for building them. In case of the computation time, there
are three kinds: the time for building the decision state di-
agram (DSD), constructing rule structures, and matching
firewall rule as shown in Table 4. The space complexity
and percentage of memory space optimized are shown in
Table 5.

The speed of firewall rule verification of all techniques
is similar, for example, in Table 4, the average of time
verifying of all approaches is quite stable at about 0.031
seconds on average. Notice that while processing the Path
No. 10,000, the PMAP consumes the verifying time more
than another algorithms by about 0.124 seconds because
the main memory is not enough (running memory > avail-
able memory) for supporting PMAP running. As a result,
the Python interpreter needs to allocate an extra memory
from the virtual memory (usually the hard disk drive) to
accomplish PMAP process. According to the construct-
ing time, MPHF spends the most time on the firewall
rule construction ≈ 3,983 seconds at the number of state
paths (Path No.) = 5,000. Moreover, it cannot be ex-
ecuted successfully at the Path No. 10,000 because it
takes too much constructing time, and Python interpreter
sometimes crashes. The reason that it is slow is repeated
searching of a free slot in a limited hash table to place
the value. In contrast, PMAP is the fastest technique to
build the rule data structures; on the other hand, it also
consumes the most of memory usage. SMPF and PHF
take the average amount of rule constructing time in the
same trend by the linear manner.

In case of the memory optimization, SMPF is the best
high-speed firewall to consume the minimal space stored
structural rules, it can highly reduce the percentage of
memory usage of PMAP by around 99.9 percent on av-
erage. While MPHF is able to optimize the memory of
PMAP by about 87.7%, and PHF by about 62.3% respec-
tively, as shown in the column of packing results of Ta-
ble 5. The Keys column in Table 5 is presented the num-
ber of hashed keys by the perfect hash function of PHF

and MPHF. To process the number of the state paths at
10,000, PHF and MPHF must hash the number of keys
≈ 83.4 million.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed several techniques to im-
prove the high-speed firewalls that can access the data in
O(1) worst-case access time, namely PMAP, SMPF, PHF
and MPHF. They are as fast as IPSet [24] but different
in the limitations as following:

Limitations: IPSet needs to be set up a group of rules
in the network class C only before running, and each
group is not bigger than 65,536 rules per a set. It
does not support the IP network class A, but we can
partition them to subnets before deploying to IPSet.
It is not easy to understand, the administrator must
have a lot of skills about the set of rules. PMAP con-
sumes a lot of memory to build the rule data struc-
tures, it only supports a maximum number of 65,536
rules. SMPF supports the same number of firewall
rules like PMAP, and the firewall structure is quite
complicated. PHF encounters a lot of keys effecting
the firewall’s performance, it should solve this prob-
lem like IPSet. MPHF has drawbacks like PHF, but
the big problem is the time to construct firewall rules
data structures.

We have concluded the overall performance and limi-
tations of high-speed firewalls in Table 6.

Table 6: The overall performance of high-speed firewalls

Name Space
Time complexity

Structural
Verify Construct

PMAP Fair O(1) Fastest More

SMPF Best O(1) Fast Most

PHF Good O(1) Faster Much

MPHF Better O(1) Slow Much

IPSET Good O(1) Faster Much

Space = Space complexity, Verify = Verification time, Con-
struct = Construction time, and Structural = Structural
complexity
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Abstract

Recently, the research of micropayment systems has at-
tracted a lot of attention in the literature. Because of
its special feature that large amount of transactions may
occur while each transaction only deals with small value,
not only security but also efficiency should be carefully
considered in these systems, especially when considering
that these systems may be implemented in resource con-
strained mobile devices. In this paper, a novel lightweight
micropayment scheme with variable denomination is pro-
posed. Compared with those existing schemes with fixed
denomination, our proposed scheme not only guarantees
security goals, but also dramatically reduces the compu-
tational cost as well as the storage burden.

Keywords: Computation cost, hash chain, micropayment,
storage burden, variable denominations

1 Introduction

With the development of the electronic commerce [10],
electronic payments (e-payment) are widely used, which
usually involves at least three entities: Customer (C ) who
pays for the goods, Vendor (V ) who provides the goods,
and Bank (B) who helps the money transfer between C
and V [18].

The e-payment scheme can be classified into macro-
payment [5] and micropayment [1, 23]. The transac-
tion value in macro-payment is large enough, its secu-
rity is guaranteed using complicated cryptographic tech-
niques [16, 17]. However, this is unacceptable for micro-
payment since the transaction value is tiny, maybe it is
less than the transaction cost. Therefore, the main goal of
micropayment should be lightweight besides the security
requirements such as no forgery and privacy as well.

The PayWord was firstly proposed by Rivest and
Shamir in [14], which used the hash chain to replace the
public key signature to improve the efficiency [8]. In-

spired by these works, a lightweight micropayment scheme
was proposed to enhance the fairness [9]. In [12], three
schemes denoted as SPayword, UPayword and PPayword
were presented to improve the robustness. Moreover, the
version for multiple vendors was proposed in [3], and the
self-renewal micropayment scheme was designed in [11].
In [21], Yang and Teng employed multiple Payword chains
to find the minimum hash chain in transaction. Micro-
payment scheme presented in [4] is an anonymous fair
offline scheme for all entities. Moreover, three micropay-
ment schemes [6, 7, 15] were designed for the application
over the mobile network.

The PayWord scheme is generalized into two cate-
gories: Micropayment Scheme using a Single-Payword
Chain (MSSC), and Micropayment Scheme using Multi-
Payword Chain (MSMC). Although each value of a hash
chain is assigned with the same denomination, the de-
nomination of each value in one hash chain is different
from that of the others. Therefore,C can use the value
of a hash chain to purchase in the MSSC scheme, and
two hash chains are employed for the transaction in the
MSMC scheme. Obviously, it is more efficient to utilize
the multi-Payword hash chains [13, 19, 20] to reduce the
computation cost.

However, the hash chain with small denomination
might be used faster than the one with large denomi-
nation in the MSMC scheme, which might result in the
storage waste due to the redundancy of the hash value. To
make the best use of the redundancy multi-Payword hash
chain, MSRC was presented in [22]. In order to reduce the
computation and storage burden, a novel micropayment
scheme using a hash chain is proposed. Each value in the
hash chain is taken weight by adopting a pre-defined func-
tion. Moreover, the weight is used as the denomination of
this hash value. Therefore, the denominations of the hash
chain are variable. As a result, the proposed scheme with
variable denomination is more efficient than the schemes
with fixed denomination.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
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Section 2, we introduce and analyze the MSRC scheme.
Moreover, a variable denomination micropayment is pro-
posed in Section 3. In Section 4, we give the analysis of
presented scheme. The comparison of the micropayment
schemes is given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.

2 Yang-Wu’s MSRC

2.1 Micropayment Scheme to Return
Changes (MSRC)

The MSRC scheme involves three participants, i.e., C , B
and V , their corresponding public key and private key are
(PKC , SKC), (PKV , SKV ) and (PKB , SKB). Further-
more, {·}PK and {·}SK denote the encryption and sig-
nature using the public key and private key. The MSRC
scheme consists of four phases: Registration Phase, Trans-
action Phase, Redemption Phase and Remittance Phase.

1) Registration Phase

Step 1. C sends a payment request PR =
{IDC , IDV , n, r} to B , where IDC and IDD

are the identities of C and V , n and r are
the length of payment hash chain and return-
ing change hash chain, respectively.

Step 2. B generates three hash chains (A −
chain,A

′ − chain,B − chain) with the denomi-
nation dA, d

′

A and dB , which satisfy dA = d
′

A <
dB ,

A = A1‖A2

= (a0, a1, · · · , an)‖(an+1, an+2, · · · , an+r)

A
′

= A
′

1‖A
′

2

= (a
′

0, a
′

1, · · · , a
′

n)‖(a
′

n+1, a
′

n+2, · · · , a
′

n+r)

B = (b0, b1, · · · , bn)

where ai = h(ai+1), a
′

i = h(a
′

i+1), for i = n +
r− 1, n+ r− 2, · · · , 0, and bj = h(bj+1), for i =
n−1, n−2, · · · , 0, h(·) is a secure hash function
such as SHA-256, and ‖ is the concatenation
operation.

Step 3. B sends {A,A
′

1, B}PKC
to C , and sends

{a0, a
′

0, b0, A
′

2}PKV
to V .

Step 4. C derives the payment chain {A,A
′

1, B} by
decrypting {A,A

′
, B}PKC

with SKC .

Step 5. V obtains the root {a0, a
′

0, b0} and
the returning chain A

′

2 by decrypting
{a0, a

′

0, b0, A
′

2}PKV
with SKV .

2) Transaction Phase
C uses the e-cash A − chain and B − chain to pay
for the goods. For simplicity, an example which the
price of the goods is 27 dollars is used to illustrate
this phase.

In the MSRC scheme, dA = $1 and dB = $10 were
assumed. Then C should spend 2 hash values in
B − chain and 7 hash values in chain A1 and A

′

1.
That’s to say the hash chain A1 and A

′

1 with small
denomination will be fetched away soon. When the
hash chains A1 and A

′

1 are exhausted, C must spend
3 hash values in B − chain, and V needs to spend 3
hash values in A

′

2, which saves the hash values with
small denomination. The processes of C pays M×dB
money and V returns m × dA money are shown in
the following listing.

Step 1. C sends (bM ,M) to V .

Step 2. V checks the equation b0 = hM (bM ). If
the equation holds, V transmits (a

′

n+m,m) to
C for returning m× dA money, provides goods
to C , and stores bM instead of b0.

Step 3. C checks the equation a
′

n = hm(a
′

n+m). If

the equation holds, C ensures that {ai, a
′

i} (i =
n + 1, n + 2, · · · , n + m) can be used for the
payment.

3) Redemption Phase and Remittance Phase
If V wants to redeem the money from B , he executes
the following steps.

Step 1. V sends {IDC , IDV , ai1 , a
′

i1
, bj1}SKV

to B .

Step 2. B verifies i1 ≤ n+r and j1 ≤ n. If i1 and j1
are valid, B remits the money i1×dA + j1×dB
to V and stores (ai1 , a

′

i1
, bj1) simultaneously.

Step 3. In the next time, B receives the redemp-
tion request {IDC , IDV , ai2 , a

′

i2
, bj2}SKV

from
V . Therefore, B remits the money (i2 − i1) ×
dA +(j2−j1)×dB to V and stores (ai2 , a

′

i2
, bj2)

when i2 ≤ n + r and j2 ≤ n hold.

2.2 Analysis of Yang-Wu’s MSRC

With the ability of returning change, MSRC scheme is
in favor of fabricating the hash chains with the length of
the appropriate ratio, then the hash chain with the short-
est length is often found to be used for purchasing the
same goods. As the PayWord with the small denomina-
tion, (ai, a

′

i) is utilized for the payment. Moreover, the
chain with returning change cannot be used unless the
hash chains with the small denomination are exhausted.
Before the chain with returning change is used, the V ’s
verification costs twice hash computations, and C needs
to store twice hash chains A and A

′
with the same length.

Therefore, the computation and storage burden should be
paid attention to.

In order to reduce the computation and storage bur-
den, a variable denomination micropayment scheme is
presented using Hamming weight [2], in which only one
hash chain is necessary and the denomination of values in
it might not be the same.
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3 Variable Denomination Micro-
payment (VDM) Scheme

In VDM scheme, the range of the transaction values
is assumed in the set D = {1, 2, · · · , s}, where s is
the max transaction value. Moreover, the denomination
di = WF (ai)modP + 1 is assigned to ai, where WF (x) is
denoted as the weight function with the value of x such
as Hamming weight function, or other method that can
be defined as the value of some bits, P is a prime number.
Then di is an positive integer in the range [1, P ]. In this
paper, Hamming weight is assigned to WF (x), the binary
representation of 9 is 1001, so WF (9) = 2.

The VDM scheme also consists of four phases: Regis-
tration Phase, Transaction Phase, Redemption Phase and
Remittance Phase. Moreover, the details of each phase
are described as follows.

1) Registration Phase
C , V select random pseudonym identities IDC and
IDV which must be different from that of others.
The identities of them should be verified by B .

Step 1. C sends a payment request PR =
{IDC , IDV , n} to B for getting a payment hash
chain.

Step 2. B generates an n− length hash chains,

A = (a0, a1, · · · , an)

where ai = h(ai+1) for i = n− 1, n− 2, · · · , 0.

Step 3. B sends {A}PKC
to C , and sends {a0}PKV

to V .

Step 4. C derives the payment hash chain A by us-
ing the private key SKC to decrypt {A}PKC

.

Step 5. V obtains the root a0 by decrypting
{a0}PKV

with SKV .

2) Transaction Phase

Step 1. Before C sends the first purchase request,
he chooses am1

which the total denominations
satisfy t1 =

∑m1

j=1 dj −W1 and |t1| < P , where
W1 is the true price of the first purchased goods.
Moreover, C sends (am1 ,m1, t1) to V .

Step 2. V computes t
′

1 =
∑m1

j=1 dj−W1 and checks

t
′

1 = t1; then checks a0 = hm1(am1) and |t′1| <
P , If all checks hold, V provides C with the
goods and stores (am1

, t1).

Step 3. In the i − th transaction, C selects am′1
which ti−1ti < 0 ( where ti = ti−1 +∑m

′
i

j=m
′
i−1+1

dj−Wi (i ≥ 2) ) and |ti| < P . Then

C sends (am′i
,m
′

i −m
′

i−1, ti) to V , where ti is

the error between the paid money and the true
price

∑i
j=1 Wj of the purchased goods for the

previous i times transactions, and m
′

i − m
′

i−1
is the number of hash operations in the i − th
transaction.

Step 4. V computes t
′

i = t
′

i−1+
∑m

′
i

j=m
′
i−1+1

dj−Wi,

provides C with the goods and stores (am′i
, ti)

if all of t
′

i = ti, am′i−1
= hm

′
i−m

′
i−1(am′i

) and

|t′i| < P are hold.

3) Redemption Phase and Remittance Phase

Step 1. V sends {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1}PKB
to B .

Step 2. B derives {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1} by using the
private key SKB . Furthermore, if i1 ≤ n is

valid, B recharges the money Qi1 =
i1∑

j=1

dj to V

and stores ai1 , where Qi is the money B remits
to V in the i− th transaction.

Step 3. When B receives {IDC , IDV , i2, ai2}PKB

in the next remittance period, where i2 ≤ n,
then B calculates Qi2 =

∑i2
j=i1+1 dj , deposits

the money Qi2 to V and replaces ai1 with ai2 .

4 System Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security and efficiency of
the proposed scheme and compare it with other schemes.

4.1 Security Analysis

The proposed micropayment scheme achieves the correct-
ness, anonymity, un-traceability, fairness, and unforge-
ability.

Correctness.
In the VDM scheme, |ti| < P is checked by V in
each transaction. Furthermore, the error rate be-
tween the error value ti and the total of true price
in the previous i times transactions is defined as

Ei = |ti|∑i
j=1 Wj

× 100%. Obviously, Ei will reduce

when the transaction amount increases. As a result,
ti is acceptable for V and C since the transaction
amount is huge.

The AVISPA tool can analyze the security of the pro-
tocols, and check whether the scheme is safe or unsafe
against the passive and active adversaries. Moreover,
the AVISPA tool is used for the automated validation
of security-sensitive protocols and applications. The
simulation results are showed in Figure 1. From the
results, it is evident that our scheme is secure against
attack, and satisfies the confidentiality.

Anonymity and Un-traceability.
In the proposed scheme, C and V randomly select
the pseudonym identities IDC and IDV , which need
not have any relationship with the real identities of
them, and must be different from that of any others.
Therefore, nobody including C , V and B can trace
the real identity of the entities via the data exchange.
Then the VDM scheme satisfies the anonymous and
the un-traceability.
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Figure 1: The simulation results of analysis using AVISPA

Fairness.
If the scheme is executed functionally, it is fair for all
entities. The scheme adopts the prepaid method in
the transaction, C must pay the money to B before
sending the payment request. Therefore, the profit of
B and V are protected. Moreover, B is responsible
for creating the hash chain, so the risk of the C ’s
overspending is eliminated. Furthermore, C pays the
money to V after receiving the goods, so he takes no
risk of unfairness.

Unforgeability.
Security plays a vital and central role in the e-
commerce payment scheme. In this subsection, we
analyze that the VDM scheme resists against the out-
sider and insider forgery attacks, it means that no
forgery attacks exist in the proposed scheme.

No forgery attacks mean an attacker cannot fake the
value of hash chain for payment by eavesdropping the
information from the public channel.

Scenario 1. It is unfeasible for an attacker to forge the
hash chain to exchange money if the protocol is processed
functionally.

Proof. Primarily, the external malicious attacker cannot
forge and spend the hash chain since hash chain is a
strong cryptography one-way function and the informa-
tion transferred among B , C , V is always encrypted by
a public key. Meanwhile, the external malicious attacker
obtains the information (am′i

,m
′

i−m
′

i−1, ti) from the pub-

lic channel, he cannot derive (am′i+1, am′i+2, · · · , an) to

redeem money from B due to the feature of secure hash
function. Moreover, the external attacker cannot obtain
ai1 from the eavesdropped {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1}PKB

. The
external malicious attacker cannot use the identity of V

to exchange money for himself, and the money can be re-
mitted if and only if the identity of V can be verified.
Therefore, the attacker cannot forge the hash chain for
payment or obtain the illegal benefit from B .

Secondly, the forgery attack from the internal C means
that C attempts to use the hash chains to double spend
or to overspend hash value. In the proposed scheme, C
cannot spend more than the total money of the hash chain
since he should pay the money to B in advance. Simul-
taneously, B will track the balance of the total money
of the hash chain and avoid the overspending hash chain
values. Moreover, the used hash chain will be destroyed
by B and will not be allowed to double spend. Obviously,
C cannot launch this attack.

Finally, the forgery attack from the internal V implies
that V sends {IDC , IDV , i1, ai1}PKB

to B for exchang-
ing more money. If i1 ≤ n, V can redeem money Qi1

from B , but he cannot get ai (i > i1). Therefore, it is
impossible for the internal V to redeem more money from
B . If V receives ai (i ≤ n), he cannot obtain aj (j > n)
to redeem money. Hence, he cannot use the received ai
to redeem the illegal money from B .

4.2 Efficiency Analysis

The C , V and B involved in the proposed VDM
only needed their (PKC , SKC), (PKV , SKV ) and
(PKB , SKB). In the registration phase, the private key
computation SKC is executed once by C and the pri-
vate key computation SKV is carried out once by V .
Moreover, B executes the corresponding public key com-
putation PKC and PKV once. However, the private key
computation SKB is executed once by B and the corre-
sponding public key computation PKB is used once by
V in each redemption phase and remittance phase. No
certificates are needed in the transaction. Moreover, the
information stored by the entities is much more simple
and entities can be implemented the protocol as soon as
possible. Compared with the other schemes which used
the complicated algorithm, the proposed scheme is highly
efficient.

5 Comparison

In this subsection, some important micropayment
schemes (MSSC, MSMC, MSRC and VDM) are further
discussed: (1) the number of hash and encryption op-
eration, (2) the storage burden. The comparison of the
computation and storage burden among the MSSC, the
MSMC, the MSRC and the proposed schemes will be sum-
marized. Furthermore, only the hash function compu-
tation is considered since the complicated computations
such as the signature and encryption operations are the
same in these schemes. In addition, d = dB

dA
is defined due

to the two chains with different denomination dA and dB ,
where dA < dB in all micropayment schemes.

The computation cost in MSRC scheme is approximate
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with that of MSMC scheme. Afterwards, the computa-
tion cost in VDM scheme is much smaller than that of
the above schemes. Therefore, the computation costs of
MSSC, MSRC schemes are compared with that of our
VDM scheme.

The error rate Ei is controlled within 5%, and the hash
operation amount of previous s transactions in MSSC,
MSRC schemes are compared with that of the VDM
scheme, which is shown in Figure 2.

As depicted in Figure 2, the computation cost in VDM
scheme is significant smaller than that of others. We com-
pare the storage burden requirement of other schemes
with VDM scheme in Table 1. Obviously, our storage
burden is also lighter than that of the other schemes.

6 Conclusions

By using the Hamming weight function in micropayment
scheme, the VDM scheme is presented to reduce the hash
operations in the transaction phases. Each hash value
in VDM scheme is taken weight by adopting the Ham-
ming weight function. Moreover, the weight is used as the
denomination of this hash value. Therefore, the denom-
inations of the hash chain are variable. Compared with
the fixed denomination schemes, the proposed scheme not
only ensures the privacy, anonymity, un-traceability, fair-
ness, unforgeability and authentication, but also is more
efficient with respect to the computation and storage bur-
den. Therefore, the presented scheme is suitable for the
secure mobile devices communication.
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Abstract

At Eurocrypt’99, Paillier presented a public-key cryp-
tosystem based on a novel computational problem. It
has interested many researchers because of its additively
homomorphic property. In this paper, we show that there
is a big difference between the original Paillier’s encryp-
tion and some variants. The Paillier’s encryption can
be naturally converted into a signature scheme but these
variants miss the feature. In particular, we simplify the
alternative decryption procedure of Bresson-Catalano-
Pointcheval encryption scheme proposed at Asiacrypt’03.
The new version is more applicable to cloud computing
because of its double trapdoor decryption mechanism and
its flexibility to be integrated into other cryptographic
schemes. It captures a new feature that its two groups of
secret keys can be distributed to different users so as to
enhance the robustness of key management.

Keywords: Additively homomorphic encryption, double
trapdoor decryption, Paillier’s cryptosystem, robustness
of key management

1 Introduction

Homomorphic encryption is a useful cryptographic prim-
itive because it can translate an operation on ciphertexts
into an operation on underlying plaintexts.

The property is very important for many applications,
such as e-voting, threshold cryptosystems, watermarking
and secret sharing schemes. For example, if an additively
homomorphic encryption is used in an e-voting scheme,
one can obtain an encryption of the sum of all ballots from
their encryption. Consequently, it becomes possible that
a single decryption will reveal the result of the election.
That is, it is unnecessary to decrypt all ciphertexts one
by one.

At Eurocrypt’99, Paillier [21] proposed a public-key

cryptosystem based on a novel computational problem.
It encrypts a message m by

E(m, r) = gmrn mod n2,

where n = pq is an RSA modulus, g is a public param-
eter such that n | ordn2(g), and r is a random pad. The
encryption function E(m, r) has the additively homomor-
phic property, i.e.,

E(m1, r1)E(m2, r2) = E(m1 +m2, r1r2).

More powerful, who knows the trapdoor of the encryption
function can recover not only the message m but also the
random pad r. This is another appreciated property for
many applications. Due to this property, the Paillier’s en-
cryption scheme can be naturally transformed into a one-
way trapdoor permutation and a digital signature scheme.

In 1984, Goldwasser and Micali [13] proposed the first
probabilistic encryption scheme which was also homo-
morphic. It has been improved [19, 20]. In 1999, Pail-
lier [21] presented a novel additively homomorphic en-
cryption which was more powerful because it can recover
the random pad r as well as the message m. At PKC’01,
Damg̊ard and Jurik [9] put forth a generalization of Pail-
lier’s encryption using computations modulo ni(i ≥ 2)
and taking a special base g = n+ 1.

They [10] also investigated the applications of the gen-
eralization. The elliptic curve variant of Paillier’s cryp-
tosystem is due to Galbraith [11].

In 2001, Choi et al. [7] revisited the Paillier’s encryp-
tion by taking a special base g such that gλ = 1 + n
mod n2, where λ = lcm(p − 1, q − 1). Shortly after that,
Sakurai and Takagi [22] pointed out that the variant can-
not resist a chosen ciphertext attack which can factor the
modulus n by only one query to the decryption oracle.

At Eurocrypt’06, Schoenmakers and Tuyls [23] have
considered the problem of converting a given Paillier’s en-
cryption of a value x ∈ Zn into Paillier’s encryption of the
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bits of x. At Eurocrypt’13, Joye and Libert [15] obtained
another generalization based on 2k-th power residue prob-
lem. In 2013, Boneh et al. [1] considered the problem of
private database queries using Paillier’s homomorphic en-
cryption. At Asiacrypt’ 14, Catalano et al. [5] presented
an instantiation of publicly verifiable delegation of compu-
tation on outsourced ciphertext which supports Paillier’s
encryption. In 2015, Castagnos and Laguillaumie [4] de-
signed a linearly homomorphic encryption scheme whose
security relies on the hardness of the decisional Diffie-
Hellman problem. Their scheme is somehow similar to
the one of [2]. The Gentry’s fully homomorphic encryp-
tion scheme [12] relies on hard problems related to lat-
tices, which actually allows to evaluate any function on
messages given their ciphertexts. But Paillier’s cryptosys-
tem based on the problem of factoring RSA integers is still
more competitive for applications that need only to add
ciphertexts. Recently, Hsien et al. have investigated the
possible usage of homomorphic encryption in client-server
scenario [6, 14, 16, 17, 18]. Note that a misapplication of
a homomorphic encryption for numerical calculations can
give rise to errors like the ones in [24] (see [3] for details).

In this paper, we revisit the Paillier’s cryptosystem
and reaffirm that the Paillier’s encryption can be natu-
rally converted into a signature scheme but some variants
miss the feature. Our presentation of the cryptosystem
and some variants is so plain and heuristic that it be-
comes possible to investigate the further applications of
these schemes in different scenarios. In particular, we
simplify the alternative decryption procedure of Bresson-
Catalano-Pointcheval encryption scheme. Our new pro-
posal is more applicable to cloud computing because of its
double trapdoor decryption mechanism and its flexibility
to be integrated into other cryptographic schemes.

It captures a new feature that its two groups of secret
parameters can be allocated to different users so as to
enhance the robustness of key management.

2 Paillier’s Encryption Scheme

Let n = pq be an RSA modulus and φ(n) be the Euler’s
totient function. Set λ = lcm(p−1, q−1). Hence, |Z∗

n2 | =
φ(n2) = nφ(n) and for any w ∈ Z∗

n2

wλ = 1 mod n, wnλ = 1 mod n2

which are due to Carmichael’s theorem.

Definition 1. A number z is said to be a n-th residue
modulo n2 if there exists a number y ∈ Z∗

n2 such that
z = yn mod n2.

The set of n-th residues is a multiplicative subgroup of
Z∗
n2 of order φ(n). Each n-th residue has exactly n roots,

among which exactly one is strictly smaller than n.
Let g be some element of Z∗

n2 and define the following
integer-valued function

Eg : Zn × Z∗
n 7−→ Z∗

n2

(x, y) 7−→ gx · yn mod n2.

Lemma 1. If n | ordn2(g), then Eg is bijective.

Proof. Since the two groups Zn × Z∗
n and Z∗

n2 have the
same number of elements nφ(n), it suffices to prove that
Eg is injective.

Suppose that gx1yn1 = gx2yn2 mod n2, where x1, x2 ∈
Zn, y1, y2 ∈ Z∗

n. It comes gx2−x1(y2/y1)n = 1 mod n2,
which implies

gλ(x2−x1)(y2/y1)λn = gλ(x2−x1)

= 1 mod n2.

Thus ordn2(g) |λ(x2 − x1).
Since n | ordn2(g), we have n |λ(x2 − x1). In view of

that (n, λ) = 1, we obtain x2 = x1 mod n. Since x1, x2 ∈
Zn, it comes x1 = x2. Thus, (y2/y1)n = 1 mod n2, which
leads to the unique solution y2/y1 = 1 over Z∗

n. This
means x1 = x2 and y1 = y2. Therefore, Eg is bijective.

By the above lemma, for a given w ∈ Z∗
n2 , there exists

a pair (x, y) such that w = gxyn mod n2.

Problem 1. Given an RSA modulus n = pq, c, g ∈ Z∗
n2 ,

compute x ∈ Z∗
n such that

gxyn = c mod n2,

where n | ordn2(g) and y is some element of Z∗
n2 .

Theorem 1. If λ is known and ( g
λ−1mod n2

n , n) = 1, then
one can solve Problem 1 by computing

x =

(
cλ − 1 mod n2

n

)(
gλ − 1 mod n2

n

)−1

mod n.

Proof. By the definition of λ, we have

cλ = 1 mod n, gλ = 1 mod n.

Set

cλ = an+ 1 mod n2, gλ = bn+ 1 mod n2,

i.e.,

a =
cλ − 1 mod n2

n
, b =

gλ − 1 mod n2

n
.

Since n | ordn2(g), Eg is bijective. There exists a pair
(x, y) ∈ Zn × Z∗

n such that c = gxyn mod n2. Hence,
cλ = (gxyn)λ mod n2. Since ynλ = 1 mod n2, it comes
cλ = (gλ)x mod n2. Thus,

an+ 1 = (bn+ 1)x = xbn+ 1 mod n2

this is due to n2 |
(
x
i

)
(bn)i, i ≥ 2. Therefore, an = xbn

mod n2. That means a = xbmod n. Since (b, n) = 1, it
gives x = ab−1 mod n.
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Remark 1. Paillier called the Problem 1 as Composite
Residuosity Class Problem (see Definition 8 in [21]). In
view of that the trapdoor λ plays a key role in comput-
ing the exponent x with respect to the base g, we would
like to call the Problem 1 as Trapdoored Partial Discrete
Logarithm Problem.

Conjecture 1. If the trapdoor λ is unknown, there ex-
ists no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm that solves
Problem 1.

Based on the above results, at Eurocrypt’99 Paillier
proposed his cryptosystem. The cryptosystem includes a
probabilistic encryption scheme, a one-way trapdoor per-
mutation and a digital signature scheme. We now describe
the encryption scheme as follows.

Table 1: Paillier’s encryption scheme

Setup Pick an RSA modulus n = pq.
Set λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1).
Select g ∈ Z∗

n2 such that n | ordn2(g).
Publish n, g and keep λ in secret.

Enc. For m ∈ Zn, pick r ∈ Zn,
compute the ciphertext

c = gmrn mod n2.

Dec. m =
(
cλ−1mod n2

n

)
/
(
gλ−1mod n2

n

)
mod n

3 A Hybrid Computational Prob-
lem

We now consider another computational problem which
is a hybrid of partial discrete logarithm problem and n-th
residuosity problem.

Problem 2. Given an RSA modulus n = pq, c, g ∈ Z∗
n2 ,

compute (x, y) ∈ Zn × Z∗
n such that

gxyn = c mod n2

where n | ordn2(g).

Notice that the solvability of Problem 2 directly implies
that of Problem 1. We shall prove that the inverse holds,
too.

If the trapdoor λ is known, Paillier proposed a method
to solve the hybrid computational problem. He pointed
out that x, y can be computed by

x =

(
cλ − 1 mod n2

n

)(
gλ − 1 mod n2

n

)−1

mod n,

y = (cg−x)1/n mod λ mod n.

The idea behind his method can be described as fol-
lows. By the existence of (x, y), it is easy to find that

gxyn = c mod n2

=⇒ gxyn = c mod n⇐⇒ yn = cg−x mod n

⇐⇒ (yn)1/n mod λ = (cg−x)1/n mod λ mod n

⇐⇒ y = (cg−x)1/n mod λ mod n

By the uniqueness of (x, y) ∈ Zn × Z∗
n, we conclude that

it is properly computed.

Theorem 2. If λ is known and ( g
λ−1mod n2

n , n) = 1, then
one can solve Problem 2 by computing

x =

(
cλ − 1 mod n2

n

)(
gλ − 1 mod n2

n

)−1

mod n,

y = (cg−x)s mod n,

where s is the integer with the least absolute value such
that λ |ns− 1.

Proof. Since (n, λ) = 1, it is easy to compute the integer
s with the least absolute value such that λ |ns − 1. By
Theorem 1, we conclude that x is properly computed. By
the existence of y and yn = cg−x mod n2, we have

(cg−x)λ = ynλ = 1 mod n2

Now, suppose that ns − 1 = λφ and (cg−x)s = `n + y
mod n2 for some integers φ, `. Hence, it comes

gx
(
(cg−x)s − `n

)n
= gx(cg−x)(cg−x)ns−1 = c(cg−x)λφ

= c((cg−x)λ)φ = c · 1φ = c mod n2

This completes the proof.

Note that the values s and
(
gλ−1mod n2

n

)−1

mod n

have no relation to the ciphertext c. They can be com-
puted and stored previously.

Conjecture 2. If λ is unknown, there exists no proba-
bilistic polynomial time algorithm that solves Problem 2.

4 The Paillier’s One-way Trap-
door Permutation and The Dig-
ital Signature Scheme

In [21], Paillier has put forth a one-way trapdoor per-
mutation and the digital signature scheme based on his
computational method. We now relate them as follows.

5 Some Variants of Paillier’s En-
cryption Scheme

5.1 Descriptons of Some Variants

In the same article [21], Paillier has pointed out that there
was an efficient variant of his original encryption scheme.
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Table 2: Paillier’s signature scheme

Setup See Table 1.

Sign

For a message m, compute

s1 ← ρ
(
H(m)λ−1mod n2

n

)
mod n.

s2 ← ((H(m)g−s1)s mod n
The signature is (m; s1, s2).

Verify H(m)
?
= gs1sn2 mod n2

Table 3: Paillier’s one-way trapdoor permutation

Setup Set n = pq, λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1).
Select g ∈ Z∗

n2 such that n | ordn2(g).

Compute ρ =
(
gλ−1mod n2

n

)−1

mod n,

and s which is the integer with the least
absolute value such that λ |ns− 1.
Publish n, g and keep λ, ρ, s in secret.

Enc. Given m ∈ Zn2 , set m = m1 + nm2.
The ciphertext is c← gm1mn

2 mod n2.

Dec. m1 ← ρ
(
cλ−1mod n2

n

)
mod n,

m2 ← (cg−m1)s mod n.
m← m1 + nm2.

Shortly afterwards, other variants came out [2, 7, 8, 9].
We list some variants in Table 4.

Correctness of Variant 1. The variant takes x =
m, y = gr in Problem 2. Since each n-th residue has
exactly n roots, among which exactly one is strictly
smaller than n, and ordn2(g) = αn, we have gα = 1
mod n. Otherwise, suppose gα = sn + tmod n2 for
some integers 0 ≤ s < n and t (2 ≤ t < n). It leads
to

1 = gαn = (sn+ t)n = tn mod n2

which means t = 1. It is a contradiction. Thus,
gα = sn+ 1 mod n2. By

cα = (gm(gr)n)α = (gα)m

= (sn+ 1)m = smn+ 1 mod n2

we have

cα−1 mod n2

n
gα−1 mod n2

n

=
sm

s
= m mod n.

Correctness of Variant 2. The variant takes g = 1 +
n, x = m, y = r in Problem 2. It is easy to find that

cκ − 1 mod n2

n
=

((1 + n)mrn)τλ − 1 mod n2

n

=
(1 + n)mτλ − 1 mod n2

n

=
nmτλ mod n2

n
=
nm

n
= m

Correctness of Variant 3. The variant takes x =
m, y = r in Problem 2. It is easy to check that

cλ − 1 mod n2

n
=

(gmrn)λ − 1 mod n2

n

=
(gλ)m − 1 mod n2

n

=
(1 + n)m − 1 mod n2

n
= m

Correctness of Variant 4. It is easy to see that

c
(cd mod n)e

− 1 mod n2

n

=

(1+n)mre

(((1+n)mre)d mod n)e
− 1 mod n2

n

=
(1+n)mre

re − 1 mod n2

n
= m

5.2 The Bresson-Catalano-Pointcheval
Encryption Scheme Revisited

The Bresson-Catalano-Pointcheval encryption scheme has
not directly specified that n | ordn2(g). But it is easy to
find that such a picked g satisfies the condition with high
probability. In view of that the condition is necessary to
recover x in Problem 1 (see the proof of Theorem 1), we
shall directly specify it in the Setup phase.

The random pad r is chosen by the sender and is
blinded as

A = gr mod n2, B = hr(1 +mn) mod n2.

We have

A = gr · 1n mod n2,

it here takes x = r, y = 1 in Problem 1. Thus one know-
ing the trapdoor λ can recover r using Paillier’s compu-
tational method. Note that although B could be viewed
as

B = (1 + n)mhr mod n2.

It does not fall into the class of Problem 1. One cannot
recover r from B whether the trapdoor is known or not.

After r is retrieved, one can recover m = B/hr−1mod n2

n
directly. Obviously, the original computational method
incurs more cost.

Based on the observation, we now present a new revi-
sion of the scheme (see Table 5).

We stress that the new alternative decryption method
does not invoke the secret parameter a, which means the
secret parameters a, λ, ρ can be divided into two groups,
{a} and {λ, ρ}. The two groups of secret parameters can
be allocated to different users so as to enhance the robust-
ness of key management. The new version is more flexible
to be integrated into other cryptographic schemes.
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Table 4: Some variants of Paillier’s encryption scheme

n = pq is an RSA modulus, λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1).

Variant 1 g ∈ Z∗
n2 , ordn2(g) = αn. PK: n, g; SK: α.

(Paillier) m ∈ Zn, r ∈ Zn, c = gm+rn mod n2.

m =
(
cα−1mod n2

n

)
/
(
gα−1mod n2

n

)
mod n

Variant 2 κ = τλ, τ = λ−1 mod n. PK: n; SK: κ.

(Damg̊ard-Jurik) m ∈ Zn, r ∈ Zn, c = (1 +mn)rn mod n2.

m = cκ−1mod n2

n

Variant 3 gλ = 1 + nmod n2. PK: n, g; SK: λ.

(Choi-Choi-Won) m ∈ Zn, r ∈ Zn, c = gmrn mod n2.

m = cλ−1mod n2

n

Variant 4 e < n, d = e−1 mod φ(n). PK: n, e; SK: d.

(Catalano-Gennaro m ∈ Zn, r ∈ Zn, c = (1 +mn)re mod n2.

-Howgrave-Nguyen)
m =

c

(cd mod n)e
−1mod n2

n

Table 5: The Bresson-Catalano-Pointcheval encryption scheme revisited

The original The revisited

n = pq, λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1). n = pq, λ = lcm(p− 1, q − 1).

Setup

α ∈ Z∗
n2 , a < nλ/2, g ∈ Z∗

n2 , n | ordn2(g).

g = α2 mod n2, h = ga mod n2. a ∈ Z∗
n, h = ga mod n2.

ρ =
(
gλ−1mod n2

n

)−1

mod n. ρ =
(
gλ−1mod n2

n

)−1

mod n.

τ = λ−1 mod n.

PK: n, g, h; SK: a, λ, ρ, τ . PK: n, g, h; SK: a, λ, ρ.

Enc.

For m ∈ Zn, pick r ∈ Zn,

It is the same as the original.
compute A = gr mod n2,

B = hr(1 +mn) mod n2.

The ciphertext is c = (A,B).

Dec. 1 m = B/Aa−1mod n2

n It is the same as the original.

Dec. 2

r = ρ
(
Aλ−1mod n2

n

)
mod n. r = ρ

(
Aλ−1mod n2

n

)
mod n.

γ = armod n.

m =
( B
gγ )

λ−1mod n2

n · τ mod n, m = B/hr−1mod n2

n
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Table 6: Comparisons of Paillier’s encryption and some variants

The original

c = gmrn mod n2. n | ordn2(g), x = m, y = r.

Verification w.r.t. (m, s1, s2): H(m)
?
= gs1sn2 mod n2. True.

Variant 1

c = gm(gr)n = gm+rn mod n2.

ordn2(g) = αn, x = m, y = gr is a special random pad.

Verification w.r.t. (m, s1, s2): H(m)
?
= gs1+s2n mod n2. False.

Variant 2

c = (1 + n)mrn = (1 +mn)rn mod n2.

g = 1 + n, ordn2(g) = n, x = m, y = r

Verification w.r.t. (m, s1, s2): H(m)
?
= (1 + s1n)sn2 mod n2. False.

Variant 3 c = gmrn mod n2. gλ = 1 + n, x = m, y = r

It can not resist a chosen ciphertext attack.

Variant 4

c = (1 +mn)re mod n2, g = 1 + n, ed = 1 mod φ(n).

Verification w.r.t. (m, s1, s2): H(m)
?
= (1 + s1n)se2 mod n2. False.

Variant 5 (A,B) = (gr mod n2, (1 +mn)hr mod n2)

(Bresson-Catalano

-Pointcheval) Verification w.r.t. (m, s1, s2): H(m)
?
= (1 + s1n)hs2 mod n2. False.

5.3 Comparisons

The Paillier’s encryption scheme can be naturally con-
verted into a signature scheme because it can retrieve the
random pad r as well as the message m. This is due to
that it only requires n | ordn2(g). But in the Variant 1,
one cannot retrieve r ∈ Z∗

n, instead gr mod n2. Though
the Variant 3 is very similar to the original Paillier’s en-
cryption scheme, it is insecure against a chosen ciphertext
attack [22]. The others, Variant 2, Variant 4 and Variant
5 cannot be converted into signature schemes. See Table 6
for details.

By the way, the claim that some variants are more
efficient than the original Paillier’s encryption scheme is
somewhat misleading. Actually, in Paillier’s encryption
scheme the computation(

gλ − 1 mod n2

n

)−1

mod n

has no relation to the ciphertext c. It can be computed
and stored previously. The dominated computation in the
decryption procedure is that

cλ − 1 mod n2

n
,

while the corresponding computation in Variant 4 is

m =

c
(cd mod n)e

− 1 mod n2

n
,

and that in Variant 5 is

m =
B/Aa − 1 mod n2

n
.

We find these decryptions require almost the same com-
putational cost.

6 Conclusion

We revisit the Paillier’s cryptosystem and present an
efficient alternative decryption procedure for Bresson-
Catalano-Pointcheval encryption scheme.

We reaffirm that the original Paillier’s encryption
scheme has a special property that it naturally implies a
signature scheme, while those variants miss this feature.

We would like to stress that although a homomorphic
encryption allows anyone to perform some computations
on encrypted data, despite not having the secret decryp-
tion key, the computations are constrained to the under-
lying domain (finite fields or rings). A misapplication of
a homomorphic encryption for numerical calculations can
give rise to errors.
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Abstract

Fermat’s Factorization Algorithm (FFA) and the algo-
rithms improved from FFA are the fast integer factoriza-
tion algorithms when these algorithms are chosen to find
two large prime factors of the balanced modulus. The
key is a process to find two perfect squares such that
their difference is equal to the modulus. However, it is
time-consuming to find these two integers because there
is only one solution but many integers are chosen in this
experiment to find the solution. In this paper, a new
improvement of FFA is proposed by leaving out some un-
related integers, which do not affect getting the correct
solution. Leaving out these integers results from analyz-
ing the last m digits of the modulus where m is a pos-
itive integer. The new faster and improved algorithm is
called Specific Fermat’s Factorization Algorithm Consid-
ered from X (SFFA-X) where X is represented as the last
m digits of the modulus. The experimental results showed
that SFFA-X can factor the modulus faster than FFA and
many modified algorithms of FFA especially when at least
2 digits of X are chosen for the implementation.

Keywords: Fermat’s factorization algorithm, integer fac-
torization, RSA

1 Introduction

Integer Factorization is one of the famous techniques for
breaking RSA [10] which is the most well-known pub-
lic key cryptosystem. In general, if the modulus is fac-
tored as prime numbers, the private key kept secret will
be recovered and then RSA is broken [7]. At present,
many integer factorization algorithms were proposed such
as [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 15, 18, 19]. However, the speed
of each factorization algorithm for factoring the modulus
depends on the size of the modulus and the size of prime
factors of the modulus. Nevertheless, Fermat’s Factor-

ization Algorithm (FFA) [1, 18] discovered by Pierre de
Fermat, is the efficient factorization algorithm whenever
it is used to factor the balanced modulus that the differ-
ence between two large prime factors is very small [18]. In
addition, to find the two large prime factors of the modu-
lus, FFA will rewrite the modulus as the difference of the
perfect squares. Although, many factorization algorithms
improved from FFA [6, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18] were introduced,
they are still time-consuming to factor the modulus.

Assume n is represented as the modulus which is equal
to the product of two prime numbers and all prime num-
bers can be chosen to be a prime factor of n except 2 and
5. In this paper, an efficient technique to speed up FFA
is proposed. This technique will consider the last m dig-
its of n before choosing one of the new proposed specific
algorithms for the implementation. The advantage of the
specific algorithms is the removing unrelated iterations of
the computation. In addition, the specific algorithms for
the last m + 1 digits of n can factor n faster than the
specific algorithms for the last m digits of n because the
details of n are better known and more iterations of the
computation are left.

In fact, the numbers of the specific algorithms for the
last m digits of n are based on values of m. The numbers
of these algorithms are 4 ∗ 10m−1. For example, if m is
equal to 1, there are 4 specific algorithms as follows: the
algorithm for the last digit of n is 1, 3, 7 or 9. Another
example assumes m is equal to 2 then there are 40 specific
algorithms as follows: the algorithm for the last 2 digits
of n is 01, 03, 07, 09, 11, · · · , 97 or 99. The new fast and
proposed algorithm is called Specific Fermat’s Factoriza-
tion Algorithm Considered from X (SFFA-X), where X
is represented as the last m digits of n. For example, the
specific algorithm for the last 2 digits of n = 1287901 is
called SFFA-01, the specific algorithm for the last 2 digits
of n = 737 is called SFFA-37 and the specific algorithm
for last 3 digits of n = 136313 is called SFFA-313.
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2 Priliminary

2.1 Fermat’s Factorization Algorithm:
FFA

FFA is one of some integer factorization algorithms which
can factor all composite integers. The speed of FFA de-
pends on the difference between two large prime factors
of n: n = p ∗ q, where p and q are prime numbers and p is
larger than q, and the size of n. However, this algorithm
is appropriate with the small result of the subtraction be-
tween p and q. The key of FFA is that n is rewritten as
the difference of perfect squares as follows:

n = (
p + q

2
)2 − (

p− q

2
)2 (1)

In fact, FFA can be distinguished as 2 different algorithms
as follows. For the first algorithm, is called FFA-1, assign
x = p+q

2 and y = p−q
2 then,

n = x2 − y2. (2)

However, assign the initial value of x is equal to d
√
ne,

then the process to factor n by using FFA-1 is to find the
integer of y, y =

√
x2 − n . If the integer of y is found,

the values of p and q can be computed from p = x + y
and q = x−y. On the other hand, the value of x must be
increased by 1 when y is not an integer to compute the
new value of y.

Algorithm 1 FFA-1

1: Begin
2: Initialize the value of x = d

√
ne

3: y =
√
x2 − n

4: while y is not an integer do
5: x = x + 1
6: y2 = x2 − n
7: y =

√
y2

8: end while
9: p = x + y

10: q = x− y
11: End

In Algorithm 1, it implies that the total iterations for
computing x and y are same; their total iterations are
(p + q)/2 − d

√
ne . However, FFA-1 must take time to

compute the square root of integer for all iterations. At
present, many modified factorization algorithms modified
from FFA-1 were proposed to decrease computation time.
The key of some algorithms which will be mentioned in
Section 2.2 to 2.5 is to remove some of unrelated steps in
the main loop.

The process of the second algorithm, is called FFA-2,
is different from FFA-1. This algorithm does not compute
the square root of integer as follows: From Equation (1),
we have

4n = u2 − v2

where u = p+q and v = p−q, therefore, the aim of FFA-2
is to find the corrected values of u and v, respectively.

However, the initial values of u and v are 2d
√
ne and

0, respectively. Assign r = u2 − v2 − 4n, then two prime
factors of n, p = u+v

2 and q = u−v
2 , are found whenever

the value of r which is equal to 0 is found. However, two
conditions of r are considered when r is not equal to 0 as
follows:

Condition 1 (r > 0):
The value of v is too small but the value of r is too
large. Therefore, v must be increased. On the other
hand r must be decreased:

r = r − (4v + 4) (3)

v = v + 2.

From Equation (3), the value of 4v + 4 is from: (v +
2)2 − v2 = 4v + 4. Because, v = p − q is always an
even number, the value of v can be increased by 2.

Condition 2 (r < 0):
The values of u and r are too small. Therefore, they
have to be increased:

r = r + (4u + 4) (4)

u = u + 2

From Equation (4), the value of 4u+ 4 is from: (u+
2)2 − u2 = 4u + 4 Because, u = p + q is always an
even number like the value of v, the value of u can
be increased by 2. Therefore, the algorithm of FFA-
2 for finding two prime factors of n, p and q, is as
follows.

Algorithm 2 FFA-2

1: Begin
2: Initialize the value of u = 2d

√
ne and v = 0

3: r = u2 − v2 − 4n
4: while r is not equal to zero do
5: if r is more than zero then
6: r = r − (4v + 4)
7: v = v + 2
8: else
9: r = r + (4u + 4)

10: u = u + 2
11: end if
12: end while

13: p =
u + v

2

14: q =
u− v

2
15: End

In Algorithm 2, it implies that the value of u is always
increased by 2 whenever the value of r is less than 0.
On the other hand, the value of v is always increased
by 2 whenever the value of r is more than 0. In
general, Algorithm 2 shows that the total iterations
for computing u and v are different, total iterations
of u and v are (p + q)− 2d

√
ne and p− q in order.
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2.2 Modified Fermat Factorization Ver-
sion 2: MFFV2

MFFV2 [14] does not compute the value of y, Step 6 (or
Line 7) of FFA-1, whenever the least significant digit of
y2 is 2, 3, 7 or 8 because y is not certainly an integer.
That means the computation time is decreased, although
the iterations in the loop are still stable.

2.3 Modified Fermat Factorization Ver-
sion 3: MFFV3

In 2014, MFFV3 [16] was proposed by using Difference’s
Least Significant Digit Table (DLSDT) for removing some
values of y2 and y, Step 5 - 6 of FFA-1, from the computa-
tion. DLSDT will show the result of the least significant
digit of y2 without the computation of y2 directly. That
means it does not take time to compute y2 and y when
the least significant digit of y2 is equal to 2, 3, 7 or 8.
Furthermore, the information in DLSDT implies that the
sequence of 10 iterations in the loop of FFA-1, MFFV3
can remove the 4 steps for computing y2 and y when the
least significant digit of n is 1 or 9. However, this algo-
rithm becomes removing the 6 steps to compute y2 and y
when the least significant digit of n is 3 or 7.

2.4 Modified Fermat Factorization Ver-
sion 4: MFFV4

MFFV4 [13] can remove more steps for computing y2 and
y when compared with MFFV3. This algorithm uses the
new table called Y2MOD20 for analyzing the result of
y2 modulo 20 without computing y2 directly. From the
mathematical theorem, the result of perfect square mod-
ulo 20 is always equal to 0, 1, 4, 5, 9 or 16 [9]. Therefore,
if the result of y2 modulo 20 is not equal to 0, 1, 4, 5, 9
or 16, then y2 is not certainly a perfect square. However,
for MFFV4, the value of n is divided into 8 cases. Each
case is from the result of n modulo 20 which is 1, 3, 7,
9, 11, 13, 17 or 19. In addition, the sequence of 10 iter-
ations in the loop of FFA-1, MFFV4 can remove 7 steps
to compute y2 and y when the result of n modulo 20 is
1, 9, 11 or 19. Nevertheless, this algorithm can remove
8 steps when the result of n modulo 20 is 3, 7, 13 or 17.
Furthermore, the experiment showed that MFFV4 is the
fastest improved Fermat’s factorization algorithm when
compared to FFA-1, MFFV2 and MFFV3.

2.5 Possible Prime Modified Fermat Fac-
torization: P 2MFF

The concept of P2MFF [17] is different from all improved
Fermat’s factorization algorithms which had been men-
tioned. In general, this algorithm will be divided into 2
sub algorithms. Each algorithm is arised from the result
of n modulo 6. If the result is equal to 5, the form of n is
6k - 1 and the form of x must be always 3k1, k and k1 are

any integers. That means all iterations of the computa-
tion are from the result of x%3 = 0. On the other hand,
if the result of n modulo 6 is equal to 1, the form of n is
6k+1 and the form of x must not be 3k1. That means all
iterations of the computation are from the result of x%3
= 1 or 2.

3 The Proposed Method

Notation: Assume z, z1,z2 ∈ Z+ and z1 ≥ z2

1) LSG1(z) = LSG(z) is the last digit of z
2) LSG(z1 + z2) = LSG(LSG(z1) + LSG(z2))
3) LSG(z1 − z2) = LSG(LSG(z1) − LSG(z2)+10)
4) LSG(z1 ∗ z2) = LSG(LSG(z1) ∗ LSG(z2))
5) LSGm(z) is the last m digits of z,m > 1
6) LSGm(z1 + z2) = LSGm(LSGm(z1) + LSGm(z2))
7) LSGm(z1 − z2) = LSGm(LSGm(z1) − LSGm(z2) + 10m)
8) LSGm(z1 ∗ z2) = LSGm(LSGm(z1) ∗ LSGm(z2))

For the notation above, if the result of LSG(z1) −
LSG(z2) or LSGm(z1) − LSGm(z2) is a negative integer,
it will be increased by 10 or 10m respectively for changing
the result to be the positive integer.

Example 1.

LSG(31) = 1

LSG(17 + 21) = LSG(LSG(17) + LSG(21))

= LSG(7 + 1) = LSG(8) = 8

LSG(38− 15) = LSG(LSG(38)− LSG(15) + 10)

= LSG(8− 5 + 10) = LSG(13) = 3

LSG(32− 15) = LSG(LSG(32)− LSG(15) + 10)

= LSG(2− 5 + 10) = LSG(7) = 7

LSG(5 ∗ 14) = LSG(LSG(5) ∗ LSG(14))

= LSG(5 ∗ 4) = LSG(20) = 0.

The objective of this paper is to propose the new mod-
ified algorithm improved from FFA-2. The key is that the
algorithm of FFA-2 will be divided into many sub algo-
rithms based on the last m digits of n. These algorithms
are called Specific Fermat’s Factorization Algorithm Con-
sidered from X (SFFA-X) where X is represented as the
last m digits of n. SFFA-X can leave out some values of
u and v which are not the expected values. Nevertheless,
if LSGm(n) is considered, numbers of SFFA-X for last m
digits of n are based on the values of m that is equal to
4 ∗ 10m−1.

In fact, the set of the possible values of u and v for
SFFA-X are from the following definition: (Assign a, b,
pt and qt ∈ Z+ and n is represented as the modulus).

S = {(a, b, pt, qt, n) | a = LSGm(pt),

b = LSGm(qt) and LSGm(ab) = LSGm(n)}
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From the set of S, if the last m digits of the multiplica-
tion result between the last m digits of pt, a = LSGm(pt),
and the last m digits of qt, b= LSGm(qt), is equal to the
last m digits of n, LSGm(n) = LSGm(ab), then, the val-
ues of LSGm(u) and LSGm(v) can be computed from
LSGm(a + b) and LSGm(a− b) or LSGm(b− a), respec-
tively.

In general, all possible values of LSGm(u) and
LSGm(v) can be found by considering the both follow-
ing theorems.

Theorem 1. Assign a and b are any positive odd inte-
gers, where LSGm(a) = amam−1 · · · a2a1, LSGm(b) =
bmbm−1 · · · b2b1 and m > 1, that the result of LSGm(ab)
is equal to LSGm(n). If a1 is equal to b1, then the results
of LSGm((a + 10m−1)(b + 9(10m−1))) and LSGm((a +
9(10m−1))(b + 10m−1)) are also equal to LSGm(n).

Proof. Assign: LSGm(ab) = cmcm−1 · · · c2c1, LSGm(a +
b) = LSGm(u), LSGm(a − b) = LSGm(v1), LSGm(b −
a) = LSGm(v2) and ci = di%10, where i = 1, 2, · · · ,m.

From the multiplication technique, we have

d1 = a1b1

d2 = a2b1 + a1b2 + bd1
10
c

dm = amb1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1bm + bdm−1

10
c

Case 1: Assign LSGm(a + 10m−1) = emem−1 · · · e2e1,
LSGm(b+9(10m−1)) = fmfm−1 · · · f2f1, LSGm((a+
10m−1)(b + 9(10m−1))) = gmgm−1 · · · g2g1 and gi =
hi%10. Because LSG(m−1)(a) = LSG(m−1)(a +
10m−1) and LSG(m−1)(b) = LSG(m−1)(b +
9(10m−1)), hence ej = aj , fj = bj and hj = dj
where j = 1, 2, · · · ,m − 2,m − 1. In addition,
em = (am+1)%10 and fm = (bm+9)%10. Therefore,
From the multiplication technique, we have

gm = (emf1 + em−1f2 + · · ·+ e1fm + bhm−1

10
c)%10

= ((am + 1)b1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1(bm + 9)

+bdm−1

10
c)%10

= (amb1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1bm + bdm−1

10
c

+(b1 + 9a1))%10.

Because a1 = b1, that means (b1 + 9a1)%10 =
0. Hence, gm = (amb1 + am−1b2 + · · · + a1bm +

bdm−1

10 c)%10 = cm.

Moreover, gj is also equal to cj because aj and bj are
always equal to ej and fj , respectively. Therefore,
LSGm((a+10m−1)(b+9(10m−1))) is always equal to
LSGm(ab) that means it is also equal to LSGm(n).

However, this case implies that for any pair of a and
b that a1 and b1 are fixed, there is only one value of
LSGm(u), LSGm((a + 10m−1) + (b + 9(10m−1))) =
LSGm(a + b + 10m) = LSGm(a + b) = LSGm(u).

On the other hand, the value of LSGm(v1) is al-
ways decreased by 8(10)m−1, LSGm((a + 10m−1) −
(b + 9(10m−1))) = LSGm(v1 − 8(10)m−1), and the
value of LSGm(v2) is always increased by 8(10)m−1,
LSGm((b+ 9(10m−1))− (a+ 10m−1)) = LSGm(v2 +
8(10m−1)), where v1 and v2 are represented as the
possible values of v.

Case 2: Assign LSGm(a + 9(10m−1))=emem−1 · · · e2e1,
LSGm(b + 10m−1)= fmfm−1 · · · f2f1, LSGm((a +
9(10m−1))(b + 10m−1)) = gmgm−1 · · · g2g1 and gi =
hi%10.

Because LSG(m−1)(a) = LSG(m−1)(a + 9(10m−1))
and LSG(m−1)(b) = LSG(m−1)(b + 10m−1), hence
ej = aj , fj = bj and hj = dj where j = 1, 2, · · · ,m−
2,m − 1. In addition, em = (am + 9)%10 and fm =
(bm + 1)%10.

From the multiplication technique, we have

gm = (emf1 + em−1f2 + · · ·+ e1fm + bhm−1

10
c)%10

= ((am + 9)b1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1(bm + 1)

+bdm−1

10
c)%10

= (amb1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1bm + bdm−1

10
c

+(a1 + 9b1))%10.

Because a1 = b1, that means (a1 + 9b1)%10 =
0. Hence, gm = (amb1 + am−1b2 + · + a1bm +

bdm−1

10 c)%10 = cm.

Moreover, gj is also equal to cj because aj and bj are
always equal to ej and fj , respectively. Therefore,
LSGm((a+9(10m−1))(b+10m−1)) is always equal to
LSGm(ab). That means it is also equal to LSGm(n).

However, this case implies that there is only one value
of LSGm(u), LSGm((a+ 9(10m−1)) + (b+ 10m−1) =
LSGm(a + b) = LSGm(u). On the other hand, the
value of LSGm(v1) is always increased by 8(10)m−1,
LSGm((a+ 9(10m−1))− (b+ 10m−1)) = LSGm(v1 +
8(10)m−1), and the value of LSGm(v2) is always
decreased by 8(10)m−1, LSGm((b + 10m−1) − (a +
9(10m−1))) = LSGm(v2 − 8(10m−1)), when v1 and
v2 are represented as the possible values of v.

Theorem 2. Assign a and b are any positive odd inte-
gers, where LSGm(a) = amam−1 · · · a2a1, LSGm(b) =
bmbm−1 · · · b2b1 and m > 1, that the result of LSGm(ab)
is equal to LSGm(n). If a1 is not equal to b1 and there
are various pairs of positive odd integers, k1 and k2,
which are equal or smaller than 9 and not equal to 5
that the result of (a1k2 + b1k1)%10 = 0, then the result
of LSGm((a + 10m−1k1)(b + 10m−1k2)) is also equal to
LSGm(n).
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Proof. Assign: LSGm(ab) = cmcm−1 · · · c2c1, LSGm(a +
10m−1k1) = xmxm−1 · · ·x2x1, LSGm(b + 10m−1k2) =
ymym−1 · · · y2y1, LSGm((a + 10m−1k1)(b + 10m−1k2)) =
zmzm−1 · · · z2z1, LSGm(a+b) = LSGm(u), LSGm(a−b)
= LSGm(v1), LSGm(b − a) = LSGm(v2), ci = di% 10
and zi = wi%10, where i = 1, 2, 3, · · · ,m.

From the multiplication technique, we have cm =
(amb1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1bm + bdm−1

10 c)%10.

Because LSG(m−1)(a) = LSG(m−1)(a+ 10m−1k1) and
LSG(m−1)(b)= LSG(m−1)(b + 10m−1k2), then xj =
aj , yj = bj and wj = dj where j = 1, 2, · · · ,m− 2,m− 1
. In addition, xm = (am + k1)%10 and ym = (bm + k2)
% 10. Therefore, zm = (xmy1 + xm−1y2 + · · · + x1ym +
bwm−1

10 c)%10 = ((am+k1)b1+am−1b2+· · ·+a1(bm+k2)+

bdm−1

10 c)%10 = (amb1 + am−1b2 + · · · + a1bm + bdm−1

10 c +
(a1k2 + b1k1))%10.

Because the result of (a1k2 + b1k1)%10 is equal to 0,

zm = (amb1 + am−1b2 + · · ·+ a1bm + bdm−1

10 c)%10 = cm.

Moreover, zj is also equal to cj because aj and bj
are always equal to xj and yj , respectively. Therefore,
LSGm((a + 10m−1k1)(b + 10m−1k2)) is always equal to
LSGm(ab) and LSGm(n) whenever the result of (a1k2 +
b1k1)%10 is equal to 0.

However, this theory implies that for any pair of a and
b that a1 and b1 are fixed, the value of LSGm(u) is always
increased by 10m−1k, where k = k1 + k2, as follows:

LSGm((a + 10m−1k1) + (b + 10m−1k2))

= LSGm(a + b + 10m−1k1 + 10m−1k2)

= LSGm(a + b + 10m−1(k1 + k2))

= LSGm(a + b + 10m−1k)

= LSGm(u + 10m−1k)

On the other hand, the value of LSGm(v1) is always
increased by 10m−1l, where l = ((k1 − k2) + 10) % 10 is
always a positive integer, as follows:

LSGm((a + 10m−1k1)− (b + 10m−1k2))

= LSGm(a− b + 10m−1k1 − 10m−1k2)

= LSGm(a− b + 10m−1(k1 − k2))

= LSGm(a− b + 10m−1(((k1 − k2) + 10)%10))

= LSGm(a− b + 10m−1l)

= LSGm(v1 + 10m−1l).

And the value of LSGm(v2) is always increased by
10m−1h, where h = ((k2 − k1) + 10) % 10 is always a
positive integer, as follows:

LSGm((b + 10m−1k2)− (a + 10m−1k1))

= LSGm(b− a + 10m−1k2 − 10m−1k1)

= LSGm(b− a + 10m−1(k2 − k1))

= LSGm(b− a + 10m−1(((k2 − k1) + 10)%10))

= LSGm(b− a + 10m−1h)

= LSGm(v2 + 10m−1h).

Therefore, we can conclude that the values of
LSGm(u), LSGm(v1) and LSGm(v2) are always in-
creased by 10m−1k, 10m−1l and 10m−1h, respectively,
where k, l and h are any positive integers and v1 and v2
are represented as the possible values of v.

Notation: If k1 and k2 are an even number or equal
to 5, some values of LSGm(u) and LSGm(v) cannot be
computed because we cannot find some pairs of LSGm(a)
and LSGm(b) that LSGm(ab) = LSGm(n).

From both of two theorems above, assume a and
b are represented as any positive odd integers which
the last digit is not equal to 5 and all pairs of
LSG(m−1)(a) and LSG(m−1)(b) that LSG(m−1)(ab) is
equal to LSG(m−1)(n) are known. All values of LSGm(u)
and LSGm(v) will be found whenever only one pair
of LSGm(a) and LSGm(b) that LSGm(ab) is equal to
LSGm(n) for each pair of LSG(m−1)(a) and LSG(m−1)(b)
is found. In deep, all the other pairs of LSGm(a)
and LSGm(b) are computed by using Theorem 1 when
LSG(a) is equal to LSG(b) or using Theorem 2 when
LSG(a) is not equal to LSG(b), until the repeated solu-
tion is found.

Due to all pairs of LSG(a) and LSG(b) that LSG(ab) is
equal to LSG(n) cannot be computed by using Theorem 1
and Theorem 2, therefore these pairs must be considered
directly. Table 1 shows all possible pairs of LSG(a) and
LSG(b) for all possible values of LSG(n).

Generally, Table 1 shows the following information:

1) If LSG(n) equals to 1, there are 3 possible pairs of
(LSG(a), LSG(b)), 3 values of LSG(u) and 3 values
of LSG(v).

2) If LSG(n) equals to 3, there are 2 possible pairs of
(LSG(a), LSG(b)), 2 values of LSG(u) and 2 values
of LSG(v).

3) If LSG(n) equals to 7, there are 2 possible pairs of
(LSG(a), LSG(b)), 2 values of LSG(u) and 2 values
of LSG(v).

4) If LSG(n) equals to 9, there are 3 possible pairs of
(LSG(a), LSG(b)), 3 values of LSG(u) and 3 values
of LSG(v).

Assume all pairs of (LSG(m−1)(a), LSG(m−1)(b)) that
the last m−1 digits of their multiplication which is equal
to LSG(m−1)(n) are known. To complete the speed up for
factoring n by improving FFA-2, the algorithm of SFFA-
X is divided into 3 algorithms.

First is the main algorithm. This algorithm is used to
find two prime factors, p and q.

Moreover, it implies that some unrelated values of
U and V which their last m digits are not in the sets
of LSGm(u) and LSGm(v) are left out from the com-
putation. Leaving out values of U and V is from
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Table 1: All possible values of LSG(u), LSG(v) and pairs of LSG(a) and LSG(b) when considered from LSG(n)

LSG(n)
Pair of

(LSG(a),LSG(b))
LSG(LSG(a)+LSG(b))

(LSG(u))

LSG(LSG(a)-LSG(b)) or
LSG(LSG(b)-LSG(a))

(LSG(v))

1
(1, 1)
(3, 7)
(9, 9)

2
0
8

0
6 or 4

0

3
(1, 3)
(7, 9)

4
6

8 or 2
8 or 2

7
(1, 7)
(3, 9)

8
2

4 or 6
4 or 6

9
(1, 9)
(3, 3)
(7, 7)

0
6
4

2 or 8
0
0

Algorithm 3 FFA-X

1: Begin
2: Compute all members of LSGm(u), LSGm(v), disu

and disv by using Algorithm 4. In deep, disu is the set
of the subtraction results between two adjacent values
of LSGm(u) and disv is the set of the subtraction
results between two adjacent values of LSGm(v).

3: Find the initial values of U and V that LSGm(U) and
LSGm(V ) must equal to one of all possible values of
LSGm(u) and LSGm(v), in order. In addition, U and
V are started at 2d

√
ne and 0 respectively.

4: Assign i is the index of disu that the initial value is
based on the values of LSGm(U) and the position in
LSGm(u) and disu.

5: Assign j which is always started at 0 is the index of
disv.

6: r = U2 − V 2 − 4n
7: while r is not equal to zero do
8: if r is more than zero then
9: r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv(j) + disv(j)2)

10: V = V + disv(j)
11: j = j + 1 // j becomes to zero whenever j is

equal to the size of disv
12: else
13: r = r + (2 ∗ U ∗ disu(i) + disu(i)2)
14: U = U + disu(i)
15: i = i+1, // i becomes to zero whenever i is equal

to the size of disu
16: end if
17: end while
18: p = U+V

2

19: q = U−V
2

20: End

choosing only the pairs of (LSGm(a), LSGm(b)) which
LSGm(LSGm(a)*LSGm(b)) = LSGm(ab) is equal to
LSGm(n).

Second is the algorithm for finding all members of
LSGm(u), LSGm(v), disu and disv before returning
these variables to Step 1 of Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 4 Finding LSGm(u), LSGm(v), disu and
disv
1: Begin
2: Assign each pair of (LSG(m−1)(a), LSG(m−1)(b)) is a

group.
3: For each group, find a pair of (LSGm(a), LSGm(b))

using Algorithm 5 and then leave out a pair of
(LSG(m−1)(a), LSG(m−1)(b)) from the group.

4: For each group, find all pairs of (LSGm(a), LSGm(b))
by using theorem 1 whenever LSG(a) is equal to
LSG(b). However, theorem 2 is used for the other
case.

5: Compute all possible values of LSGm(u) and
LSGm(v). However, all repeated values of LSGm(u)
and LSGm(v) will be left out from the sets.

6: Sort the members of LSGm(u) and LSGm(v) from
the minimum to the maximum.

7: Find disu, the set of the subtraction results between
two adjacent values of LSGm(u). Nevertheless, the
last member of disu is the subtraction between the
minimum and the maximum of LSGm(u). In addi-
tion, the result of the last member must be also in-
creased by 10m for changing as the positive integer.

8: Find disv, the set of the subtraction results between
two adjacent values of LSGm(v). Nevertheless, the
last member of disv is the subtraction between the
minimum and the maximum of LSGm(v). Moreover,
this result must be increased by 10m.

9: End

However, the results from this algorithm can be applied
with all values of LSGm(n) which LSGm(u), LSGm(v),
disu and disv had been computed. Therefore, only the
first time of the computation will be computed to find all
pairs of (LSGm(a), LSGm(b)) to compute all members of
these four variables.

Furthermore, if disu or disv have the repeated pat-
terns, we can leave out them from the sets.

Example 2. Assume, all members of LSG2(u) and
LSG2(v) of SFFA-03 are known. Finding disu and disv
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of SFFA-03:

1) LSG2(u) = {04, 16, 24, 36, 44, 56, 64, 76, 84, 96}.
Therefore, disu = {12, 8, 12, 8, 12, 8, 12, 8, 12, 8}.
Because, disu has the repeated patterns, then, we can
reassign disu = {12, 8}.

2) LSG2(v) = {02, 18, 22, 38, 42, 58, 62, 78, 82, 98}.
Therefore, disv = {16, 4, 16, 4, 16, 4, 16, 4, 16, 4}.
Because, disv has the repeated patterns, then, we can
reassign disv = {16, 4}.

In deep, if the value of all members of disu (or disv)
is same, these members can be reduced to be only one
member of the set. For example, if disv ={20, 20, 20,
20}, we can reduce as disv = 20 and j will be left out
from the algorithm because the value of all members in
disv is same.

The last algorithm is for computing the pair of
(LSGm(a), LSGm(b)) when a pair of (LSG(m−1)(a),
LSG(m−1)(b)) is known. The idea of this algorithm is
to find only the value of LSGm(b) while LSGm(a) is
always equal to 0LSG(m−1)(a). For example, assume
LSG3(a) = 841, then LSG4(a) = 0841.

Algorithm 5 Finding Pair of LSGm(a) and LSGm(b)

1: Begin
2: x = LSG(m−1)(a)*LSG(m−1)(b)

3: nm = bn%10m

10m−1
c

4: xm = bx%10m

10m−1
c

5: a1 = LSG(m−1)(a) % 10
6: Assign i = 0
7: j = (i ∗ a1 + xm)%10
8: while j is not equal to nm do
9: i = i + 1

10: j = (i ∗ a1 + xm)%10
11: end while
12: LSGm(a) = 0LSG(m−1)(a)
13: LSGm(b) = LSG(m−1)(b) +i ∗ 10m−1

14: End

Example 3. Assign LSG3(a) = 233 and LSG3(b) = 897,
LSG3(ab) = 001. Find a pair of (LSG4(a), LSG4(b)) that
LSG4(ab) = 2001 by using Algorithm 5.

In this example, LSG4(ab) = 2001 can be represented
as the value of LSG4(n).

x = 233 ∗ 897 = 209, 001

n4 = b2001%104

103
c = 2

x4 = b209, 001%104

103
c = 9

a1 = 233%10 = 3

where i = 0, j = (0 ∗ 3 + 9)%10 = 9, j is not equal to 2.
i = 1, j = (1 ∗ 3 + 9)%10 = 2, j is equal to 2.

Then, LSG4(a) = 0233 and LSG4(b) = LSG3(b) +
i ∗ 103 = 897 + 1000 = 1897. However, for some values
of n, the implementation of SFFA-X should be divided
into 2 groups, based on the relation between LSG(a) and
LSG(b). In fact, there are 2 cases of SFFA-X as follows:

Case 1: The algorithm is always divided into 2 groups
whenever there may be the pairs of a and b that
LSG(a) is equal to LSG(b).

Group 1: The algorithm for all pairs of a and b that
LSG(a) is equal to LSG(b), the value of LSG(v)
is always equal to 0.

Group 2: The algorithm for all pairs of a and b that
LSG(a) is not equal to LSG(b), the value of
LSG(u) is always equal to 0.

Case 2: There is only one group whenever there is no
pairs of a and b that LSG(a) is equal to LSG(b),
both of LSG(u) and LSG(v) are not always equal to
0.

For the case of n that must be divided into 2 groups,
there is only one solution in only one group. Therefore,
the process is ended when the corrected solution in one
out of two groups is found.

Example 4. Factoring n = 1287901 using SFFA-X with
m = 2.
This example is assigned to use SFFA-X with m = 2
to find two prime factors of n. Because LSG2(n) =
01, therefore SFFA-01 is the algorithm used for the
implementation. However, all steps to find two prime
factors of n = 1287901 using SFFA-01 are as follows:
Assumption: All pairs of (LSG(a), LSG(b)) that
LSG(ab) is equal to LSG(n) = 1 are known.

Algorithm 3:

Step 1: Find all of LSG2(u), LSG2(v), disu and disv
by using Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4:

Step 1: Group 1: (1, 1); Group 2: (3, 7); Group 3:
(9, 9).

Step 2: Group 1: (01, 01); Group 2: (03, 67);
Group 3: (09, 89). This process is computed
by using Algorithm 5.

Step 3:

Group 1: (01, 01), (11, 91), (21, 81), (31,
71), (41, 61), (51, 51);

Group 2: (03, 67), (13, 77), (23, 87), (33,
97), (43, 07), (53, 17), (63, 27), (73, 37),
(83, 47), (93, 57). In this case, one of all
possible pairs of (k1, k2) which are (1, 1),
(3, 3), (7, 7) or (9, 9) is chosen.

Group 3: (09, 89), (19, 79), (29, 69), (39,
59), (49, 49), (99, 99).
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Steps 4 - 5: Because there are some pairs of a and
b that LSG(a) is equal to LSG(b), SFFA-01
must be divided into 2 group. Group 1 is from
the combining between Group 1 and Group 3,
LSG(a) is equal to LSG(b). The other is that
LSG(a) is not equal to LSG(b). Therefore,

Group 1: LSG2(u) = {02, 98}; LSG2(v) =
{00, 20, 40, 60, 80}.

Group 2: LSG2(u) = {10, 30, 50, 70, 90}.
LSG2(v) = {36, 64}.

Steps 6-7 Group 1: disu = {96, 4} and disv =
{20, 20, 20, 20, 20} = 20, do not assign j. Group
2: disu = {20, 20, 20, 20, 20} = 20, do not as-
sign i, and disv = {28, 72}.

End of Algorithm 4.

Steps 2-4: Find the initial value of U , V , i and j for
each group. First, compute U = 2d

√
ne = 2270.

Group 1: Because LSG2(U) = 70 is not a member
in the set of LSG2(u), U must be changed as
2298, the nearest value which is more than 2270.
That means the initial value of i must be equal
to 1. However, the initial value of V is 0 because
the minimum value of LSG2(v) is 0.

Group 2: Because LSG2(U) = 70 is already a
member in the set of LSG2(u), U = 2270 can
be used as the initial value. However, the vari-
able, i, is not used in this group. In addition,
the initial value of V is 36 because the minimum
value of LSG2(v) is 36.

Step 5:

Group 1: r = 22982 − 02 − 4(1287901) = 129200.

Group 2: r = 22702 − 362 − 4(1287901) = 0.

In Step 5, the expected solution is found in Group 2,
r = 0. Therefore, the process in the loop, Steps 6 -
16, will not be implemented. However, the two prime
factors can be computed from p = U+V

2 = 2270+36
2 =

1153 and p = U−V
2 = 2270−36

2 = 1117.

Moreover, for the value of n in Example 3, assume
SFFA-901, m = 3, is chosen to factor n instead of
using SFFA-01. All pairs of (LSG2(a), LSG2(b))
which are found in this example will be used in Step
1 of SFFA-901 in order to find all pairs of (LSG3(a),
LSG3(b)) that LSG3(LSG3(a)*LSG3(b)) is equal to
LSG3(n) = 901.

Example 5. Factoring n = 133901 using SFFA-X with
m = 2.
This example is assigned LSG2(n) = 01. That means
SFFA-01 is chosen for this example. Because LSG2(u),
LSG2(v), disu and disv of SFFA-01 had been already
computed in Example 4, it is not time-consuming to
calculate them again and we can start the process at Step

2 of Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3:

Steps 2 - 4: Find the initial value of U, V, i and j for
each group. First, compute U = 2d

√
ne = 732.

Group 1: Because LSG2(U) = 32 is not a member
in the set of LSG2(u), U must be changed as
798. That means the initial value of i must be
equal to 1. However, the initial value of V is 0
because the minimum value of LSG2(v) is 0.

Group 2: Because LSG2(U) = 32 is a not member
in the set of LSG2(u), U must be changed as
750. However, the variable, i, is not used in this
group. In addition, the initial value of V must
be 36 because the minimum value of LSG2(v) is
36.

Step 5:

Group 1: r = 7982 − 02 − 4(133901) = 101200.

Group 2: r = 7502 − 362 − 4(133901) = 25600.

Steps 6 - 16: Process in loop:

Iteration 1:

Group 1: (r > 0, V = 0) :

r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv + disv2) = 100800

V = V + disv = 20.

Group 2: (r > 0, V = 36, j = 0) :

r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv(0) + disv(0)2) = 22800.

V = V + disv(0) = 64, j = 1.

Iteration 2:

Group 1: (r > 0, V = 20) :

r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv + disv2) = 99600.

V = V + disv = 40.

Group 2: (r > 0, V = 64, j = 1) :

r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv(1) + disv(1)2) = 8400.

V = V + disv(1) = 136, j = 0.

Iteration 3:

Group 1: (r > 0, V = 40) :

r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv + disv2) = 97600.

V = V + disv = 60.

Group 2: (r > 0, V = 136, j = 0) :

r = r − (2 ∗ V ∗ disv(0) + disv(0)2) = 0.

V = V + disv(0) = 164.

Because the expected value of r which is equal to 0
is found in Group 2 of the 3rd iteration, the process is
stopped and then two prime factors can be computed from
p = U+V

2 = 750+164
2 = 457 and q = U−V

2 = 750−164
2 =

293.
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4 Results and Discussion

In this work, the computer specifications for the imple-
mentation are Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M380 2.53
GHz, 4.00 GB RAM Memory, and Microsoft Windows 8.1
Pro Operating System. Java Programming Language is
chosen to develop the algorithms. Moreover, we use Big-
Integer class which is the class of Java as the data type
because this class can be represented as the unlimited
data type. The experiment is distinguished as 4 parts.
Each bits size in each experiment is the average result
of 50 values of n chosen randomly. In addition, for Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2, only the difference of bits size between
two prime factors equal to 2 is chosen. However, all al-
gorithms of SFFA-X in these experiments are started at
Step 2 of Algorithm 3 because the process of Step 1 is
always implemented only the first time of SFFA-X, when
X is fixed.

The experiment in Figure 3 is for the same size of two
prime factors of n and the values of n that SFFA-X must
be divided into 2 groups, LSG4(n) = 0001 is the repre-
sentative of this experiment. That means only 4 algo-
rithms of SFFA-X in which X is equal to 1, 01, 001 and
0001 are chosen for the implementation. The experiment
shows that SFFA-0001 is the fastest algorithm. Never-
theless, the average computation time of FFA-2, SFFA-1,
SFFA-01, SFFA-001, SFFA-0001, MFFV4 and P2MFF
are about 30.27, 17.17, 4.09, 2.05, 1.82, 5.78 and 15.15
seconds respectively. Furthermore, the information in this
figure implies that SFFA-X begins to factor n faster than
MFFV4 when X which is equal to 01 is chosen.

The difference between the experiment in Figure 3 and
Figure 1 is that the size of two large prime factors in
Figure 1 is different while the other in Figure 3 is same.
Therefore, all algorithms of SFFA-X for this experiment
are still SFFA-1, SFFA-01, SFFA-001 and SFFA-0001.
However, the experiment in Figure 1 shows that SFFA-
0001 is still the fastest integer factorization algorithm.
Nevertheless, the average computation time of FFA-2,
SFFA-1, SFFA-01, SFFA-001, SFFA-0001, MFFV4 and
P2MFF are about 243.2, 135.76, 29.4, 19.02, 10.73, 227.4
and 341.9 seconds respectively. Furthermore, this fig-
ure implies that SFFA-X begins to factor n faster than
MFFV4 when X is equal to 1 is chosen.

Whereas, SFFA-X in Figure 4 will not be divided into
2 groups because all values of LSG4(n) in this experi-
ment is 0003. However, the size of two prime factors of
n is same. That means only 4 algorithms of SFFA-X in
which X is equal to 3, 03, 003 and 0003 are chosen to
implement. The experiment shows that SFFA-0003 is the
fastest algorithm. Nevertheless, the average computation
time of FFA-2, SFFA-3, SFFA-03, SFFA-003, SFFA-0003,
MFFV4 and P2MFF are about 26.4, 9.35, 3.38, 3.2, 1.16,
4.78 and 13.08 seconds respectively. Furthermore, the in-
formation in this figure implies that SFFA-X begins to
factor n faster than MFFV4 when X which is equal to 03
is chosen.

The experiment in Figure 2 is similar to the other in

Figure 1 but LSG4(n) in Figure 2 is equal to 0003. There-
fore, all algorithms of SFFA-X for this experiment are
SFFA-3, SFFA-03, SFFA-003 and SFFA-0003. The exper-
imental in Figure 2 shows that SFFA-0003 is the fastest
integer factorization algorithm. Nevertheless, the average
computation time of FFA-2, SFFA-3, SFFA-03, SFFA-
003, SFFA-0003, MFFV4 and P2MFF are about 270.17,
109.7, 49.38, 43.56, 26.5, 167.25 and 448.28 seconds re-
spectively. Furthermore, this figure implies that SFFA-X
begins to factor n faster than MFFV4 when X which is
equal to 3 is chosen.

Moreover, if we consider the information in Figure 3
and Figure 4, the average computation time of SFFA-
0001 and SFFA-0003 are faster than MFFV4 by about
68.56% and 75.75%, respectively. On the other hand, if
the information in Figure 1 and Figure 2 is considered,
the average computation time of SFFA-0001 and SFFA-
0003 becomes faster than MFFV4 by about 95.28% and
84.15%, respectively.

These results imply that SFFA-X is the better choice
to factor n when compared with MFFV4 especially when
bits size of X is large and the size of two large prime
factors is different. The reason is as follows.

Due to MFFV4 and SFFA-X are modified chronolog-
ically from FFA-1 and FFA-2, we will compare the it-
erations of the computation between FFA-1 and FFA-2
instead of their improvements.

The total iterations in the loop of u, in FFA-2, are
(p + q) − 2d

√
ne. However, the increment value of u is

always 2, but the increment value of x, in FFA-1, is always
1. That means the total iterations of u are equal to the
total iterations of x which are equal to (p+ q)/2−d

√
ne .

Nevertheless, the total iterations in the loop of v, in FFA-
2, are p− q and are more than the total iterations in the
loop of y, in FFA-1, the reason are as follows: Assume A
and B are represented as the total iterations in the loop
of y and v, respectively. Then,

A = (p + q)− 2d
√
ne

≈ (p + q)− 2
√
n

= (p + q)− 2
√
p
√
q

= (
√
p−√q)2

= (
√
p−√q)(

√
p−√q) (5)

B = p− q

=
√
p
2 −√q2

= (
√
p−√q)(

√
p +
√
q) (6)

From Equations (5) and (6), all possible results are di-
vided into 2 conditions:

Condition 1: (p is close to q)
It is obvious that the iterations of FFA-2 are greater
than FFA-1. Therefore, the condition of SFFA-X
which is faster than MFFV4 is that the digits of X
in this case must be large enough, the digits of X in
Figure 3 and Figure 4 must be at least 2.

Condition 2: (p is far from q)
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Figure 1: Average computation time for factoring LSG4(n) = 0001 and the size of p and q is different

Figure 2: Average computation time for factoring LSG4(n) = 0003 and the size of p and q is different

Figure 3: Average computation time for factoring LSG4(n) = 0001 and the size of p and q is same
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Figure 4: Average computation time for factoring LSG4(n) = 0003 and the size of p and q is same

If p is very larger than q, then q may be left out from
the equation to estimate total iterations. That means
the iterations of FFA-1 are close to FFA-2. However,
FFA-1 is time-consuming to compute the square root
of integer while FFA-2 does not to do. This reason
indicates that FFA-2 is certainly faster than FFA-1.
That means most of SFFA-X can factor n faster than
MFFV4 although the size of X is smaller than the
other in Condition 1, the digit of X in Figure 1 and
Figure 2 is only 1.

From both of two conditions above, we concluded that
most of SFFA-X can factor n faster than MFFV4 espe-
cially when the size of X is large enough.

Moreover, total iterations of SFFA-X can be found
from the following equation:

t = (j ∗ b A− ux∑j−1
i=0 disu(i)

c+ cu)

+(k ∗ bB − LSGm(v0)∑k−1
i=0 disv(i)

c+ cv).

Where,

1) t = total iterations of SFFA-X in main loop;

2) A = (p + q)− 2d
√
ne;

3) B = p− q;

4) ux = the increment value of 2d
√
ne to get the initial

value of U ;

5) j = size of disu;

6) k = size of disv;

7) LSGm(v0) = the minimum value of LSGm(v);

8) cu is the remainder iterations that are more than 1
but less than size of disu when there is the remainder
of A−ux∑j−1

i=0 disu(i)
. However, cu is equal to 0 when there

is not the remainder;

9) cv is the remainder iterations that are more than 1
but less than size of disv when there is the remainder
of B−LSGm(v0)∑k−1

i=0 disv(i)
. However, cv is equal to 0 when there

is not the remainder.

However cu and cv can be found by using Algorithm 6
and Algorithm 7 respectively.

Algorithm 6 Calculating cu
1: Begin
2: size disu = size of disu that the repeated patterns

are removed
3: count u = the index of LSGm(u) that is equal to the

initial value of LSGm(U)
4: count u = count u%size disu
5: s u =

∑j−1
i=0 disu(i)

6: r u = (A− ux)%s u
7: while r u is not equal to zero do
8: r u = r u− disu(count u)
9: count u = count u + 1

10: if count u is equal to size disu then
11: count u = 0
12: end if
13: end while
14: cu = count u
15: End

In addition, for some value of n that SFFA-X must
be divided into 2 group, t is computed by using only all
parameters in the solution group.

Example 6. Find total iterations in Example 5.
Because the solution group is in Group 2, we have to

use parameters in this group as follows:

1) A = (457 + 293)− 732 = 18;

2) B = 457− 293 = 164;

3) j = 1, size of disu;
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Algorithm 7 Calculating cv
1: Begin
2: count v = 0
3: s v =

∑k−1
i=0 disv(i)

4: r v = (B−LSGm(v0))%s v
5: while r v is not equal to zero do
6: r v = r v − disv(count v)
7: count v = count v + 1
8: end while
9: cv = count v

10: End

4)
∑0

i=0 disu(i) = disu = 20;

5) k = 2, size of disv;

6)
∑1

i=0 disv(i) = disv(0) + disv(1) = 28 + 72 = 100;

7) ux = 18, the initial value of U is 750, then U −
2d
√
ne = 750− 732 = 18;

8) LSG2(v0) = 36;

9)
A− ux∑j−1
i=0 disu(i)

=
18− 18

20
= 0, the remainder is 0,

then cu = 0;

10)
B − LSG2(v0)∑k−1

i=0 disu(i)
=

164− 36

100
= 1, the remainder is 28

(r v = 28), then cv can be computed by using Algo-
rithm 7 as follows:

a. count v = 0, s v = 100, r v = 28;

b. r v = r v − disv(0) = 28− 28 = 0;

c. count v = count v + 1 = 1.

Because r v = 0, then cv = count v = 1. Therefore,
total iterations in main loop is

t = ((1)(0) + 0) + ((2)(1) + 1) = 3.

In general, both of j∑j−1
i=0 disu(i)

and k∑k−1
i=0 (i)

are always

less than 1
2 . Therefore, t is always less than total itera-

tions of FFA-2 that is equal to A+B
2 . Furthermore, t can

be decreased when the value of m is larger because the
values of j∑j−1

i=0 disu(i)
and k∑k−1

i=0 (i)
are certainly smaller.

5 Conclusion

The aim of this paper is to propose a new technique to
speed up the 2nd method of Fermat’s Factorization Al-
gorithm (FFA-2) by considering the last m digits of n to
leave out some values of u and v which are not in the con-
dition. This technique is called Specific Fermat’s Factor-
ization Algorithm Considered from X (SFFA-X) where X
is the last m digits of n. Furthermore, the concept of this
technique implies that the computation time of SFFA-X
will be reduced more whenever the bigger size of m is

considered because more details of u and v are known.
Therefore, the unrelated values of u and v are increased
and they should be left out from the computation.

Moreover, SFFA-X can be also applied with Estimated
Prime Factor (EPF) [18] using the technique of continued
fractions [5, 12] to estimate the new initial values of U and
V to reduce more iterations of the computation. However,
the applying SFFA-X with EPF can be used to factor only
the unbalanced modulus in order to get the high accuracy.
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Abstract

This paper studies a key management problem for a condi-
tional access system with a control word, an authorization
key, a distribution key and the master private key. Us-
ing a new key store structure and multiple select groups,
we can reduce the memory request size and update time.
This problem is considered with a large memory for a ma-
trix of group key store structure of four key distributions,
and only one group has select right of four key distribu-
tions in a free select channel.

Keywords: Conditional access system (CAS), pay-TV,
key management, four-key distribution

1 Introduction

Pay-TV is the best business way to distribute a mass of
information program to a large number of people simul-
taneously. Because of already established free payment
by users, television has become a widespread commu-
nications medium. A Pay-TV system channel provider
charges the subscriber fee for receiving the broadcasting
program. In real business applications, a Pay-TV system
can be a digital broadcasting system (DBS) [3, 14], or a
digital cable TV system such as the local cable TV system
(CATV) [7, 11]. In an industry society, scheduled pro-
gramming does not always offer what television receivers
desire. Therefore, additional video services provided by
CATV network have enjoyed enormous successes during
the last decade. A Pay-TV system has many broadcast-
ing channels to provide its subscriber, and these channels
can be classified into two classes [15, 20]. The first kind of
channel is the basic channel available to all the subscribers
of the system. Second kind of channel is the pay-channel
that charges the subscriber for the receiving fee. The pay-
channel can be classified into two subclasses (See Table 2).
The first subclass is Pay Per Channel (PPC) [18], receiv-

ing fee for each channel counted according to a time unit.
Second subclass is Pay Per View (PPV) [2, 5], counted
for each program.

Table 1: The class of broadcasting channels

program Subscription PPV Fee
Basic subscriber × ×

√

PPC subscriber
√

×
√

PPV subscriber
√ √ √

Where, ×: has no viewing right;
√

: has viewing right.
From Table 1, there exist a lot of charge fee problems
on CATV. In technology, registered subscribers could be
sufficiently authorized by taking advantage of conditional-
access system (CAS) reference upon table [6, 12, 17]. It
can follow upon table to permit only the authorized sub-
scribers to watch the CATV program. Thus, CAS con-
structs a key distribution and management rule for Pay-
TV services. The management rules include encryption
and decryption keys to refresh those keys periodically and
then distribute those keys to authorized subscribers se-
cretly so that unauthorized receivers cannot get the cor-
rect keys [13].

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
a secure message module. Section 3 discusses the basic
key for CAS management. Section 4 discusses the pro-
posed key distribution models. Section 5 discusses pro-
posed store structure of the key distribution model and
multiple select group police. Section 6 concludes the pa-
per.

2 Secure Message Module

Between the transmitters and receivers, these have two
secure message modules multiplexed with the signal itself.
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These two modules are introduced as follows:

1) Entitlement Control Module:
The Entitlement control module is a route Entitle-
ment Control Message (ECM) to microprocessor of
the smart card of set-top-box (STB) [1, 8] with the
received control parameters. If passing the compar-
ison, authorized receivers can decrypt control word
(CW) by an authorized key in the smart card. Thus,
the ECM consists of an access parameter and enci-
phered CW.

2) Entitlement Management Module:
The Entitlement Management Message (EMM) [19]
carries the information of the receiving program to
the STB. The Entitlement management includes ac-
cess rights and updates the AK for the channel sub-
scriber. Mail or a specific channel without the pro-
gram simultaneously in a batch process can transfer
this EMM.

3 Basic Keys

We will describe four elements about CAS management
subscriber and key distribution in this section. We dis-
cuss their characteristics about control word, authoriza-
tion key, group key, and master private key for CAS con-
trol.

1) Control Word:
It is used to scramble and descramble broadcasting
programs in each charged channel. Each charged
channel has a unique control word (CW). Thus, n
charge channels have cw1 ∼ cwn. The control word
should be updated within a short time period of 5-10
seconds.

2) Authorization Key:
It is used to encipher the control word and access the
ECM. Each charged channel has a unique Authoriza-
tion key. Thus, n charge channels have AK1 ∼ AKn.
The control word should be updated within a day or
month period of time.

3) Group Key:
It is used to encipher the authorization key. Each
charge group and receive group have a unique group
key [4, 9]. Thus, i charge groups and j receive groups
have RGK1 ∼ RGKij . The row of group key should
be updated once per month. One row of group key
should be updated once per day. Therefore, each
row is updated per month. In Tu et al.’s propose,
the group key of four-level key management uses a
matrix to store [16].

4) Master Private Key:
It is used to encipher the group key and is unique
store in the smart card for each subscriber. Each
Master Private Key (MPK) is never charged during

the life cycle of the smart card. Thus S subscribers
have MPK1 ∼MPKs.

4 Relate Key Distribution Models

There are many proposed schemes for charge-fee programs
of Pay-TV at last. That key management is to use a hier-
archy key management method in the proposed scheme.
In this section, we will discuss briefly about proposed
key distribution models’ shortcoming. We assume S sub-
scribers and C channels in Pay-TV system. It will be
basic assume in follow methods.

4.1 Two-Key and Three-Key Distribu-
tions

The two-key scheme uses an MPK to distribute CW .
Thus, The CAS needs to compute CW of every charge
channel using only subscribers’ MPK. There is S × C
message-packages encrypted and broadcasting within 5 to
20 seconds. In real application, Pay-TV may have hun-
dreds of channels and millions of subscribers. The total
broadcasting message package will to be huge load for
CAS. The profit of this scheme is simple to implement.
But it is not suitable for a large Pay-TV system.

The three-Key distribution scheme [10] is focused on
two Key distribution shortcomings. It will reduce a huge
load in every update and retransmission. The scheme
adds AK between in CW and MPK. The AK is a time
variant and unique in every channel. The system encrypts
the CW by using the AK. The AK is encrypted by the
MPK. The AK is updated every month. Therefore, To-
tal CW only uses S times to encrypt and retransmission
message package within 5 to 20 seconds. However, it must
refresh AK about S × C every month. It will be a huge
load system in one day of every month. Therefore, the
scheme is not suitable for a large system. It is only suit-
able for a PPV program with a few of channels and few
of subscriber.

4.2 Four-key Distribution

We will describe two schemes about Tu et al. [16]. The
proposed scheme for CAS management subscribers and
key distributions in this section. We will discuss their
characteristics and flow about the key transform, en-
crypted and decrypted for CAS control.

4.2.1 Simple Model

The scheme development is focused on three Key distri-
bution shortcomings. It will reduce a huge load in every
update and retransmission. The scheme adds RGK be-
tween in AK and MPK. The RGK is a time variant and
unique in each receiving channel group. The system en-
crypts the CW by using the AK. The AK of channels in
same receiving channel group is distributed by RGK. The
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receiving channel group by combining those authoriza-
tions keys together is encrypted by RGK of this group.
The AK and RGK are updated periodically about one
month. The EMM package includes encrypted AK and
RGK. The scheme assumes N receiving group for clas-
sifications of subscribers. Define the receiving group key
matrix as follows.

RGK = [rgk1, rgk2 · · · rgkN ]

Thus, it must refresh Aks of channels about S × C to
S + N in every month. It will reduce a huge load system
in one day each month, so the scheme is not suitable for
a dynamic system.

4.2.2 Complete Model

The four-key complete model architecture is used to im-
plement the CAS to provide PPC service for a Pay-TV
dynamic key management system. The scheme is focused
on a simple model and a charge group for dynamic key
management. Therefore, it combines two assuming M
charging groups and N receiving groups for the classifica-
tions of subscribers. The set S of all subscribers of the
system is classified into M×N classes of the disjoint sub-
scribing class sij where 1 ≤ i ≤M , 1 ≤ j ≤ N :

S =


s11 s12 · · · s1N
s21 s22 · · · s2N
...

...
. . .

...
sM1 sM2 · · · sMN


Each row of S matrix is the same charging groups and

each column of S matrix is the same receiving groups.
Thus, we can mirror to the receiving group key matrix
(RGK) as following:

RGK =


rgk11 rgk12 · · · rgk1N
rgk21 rgk22 · · · rgk2N

...
...

. . .
...

rgkM1 rgkM2 · · · rgkMN


The receiving group key is unique for each subscribing

class in S matrix. Therefore, we can easily understand
rgkij is the receiving group key of the subscribing class
sij . Each row of RGK matrix is refreshed in a day each
month. And each key of column of each row of RGK
matrix is encrypted with each subscriber’s MPK of sij .
The AKs of PPC channels are updated daily. The AKs
of PPV channels are updated per program. Therefore,
any subscriber that is out of authorization date will not
receive the renewed keys in RGK, so they would not be
able to watch programs. If a new subscriber is added to
the system, the subscriber must follow the above rule to
be classified into a receiving group key class and broad-
casted to the new subscriber. If one subscriber wants to
move into a new receive class for-vacation, and the CAS
wants to delete the subscriber from a receiving class, the

receiving group key of this class should be updated and
re-broadcast to other subscribers within this class. The
moved subscriber without the new receiving group key
cannot get the AK and loses the receiving authentication.

5 The Propose Scheme

We propose a new key store structure and multiple select
group police for a key distribution scheme from the com-
plete model of four-key distribution. Because the four-key
distribution is a good scheme for the key distribution of
PPC channels. However, it uses two matrixes of a very
large size of memory to store receive and charge a group
key and the group of all subscribers. Because the sys-
tem may have millions of subscribers and hundreds of
channels, the potential amount of group to be classified
is very large for store receiving group key and the group
of all subscriber information in the free selective channel
police. These large matrixes have a lot of empty space
because subscribers have the same selecting channels or
CAS supporter offers channels of discount for a viewing
group. We propose a new structure and multiple-select
group police to solve a waste of memory space. There are
two kinds of structures presented for store key and one
new multiple select group police as follows.

5.1 Link-List Structure for a Group Key

In Tu et al.’s proposed scheme is to use two matrices
to store a receiving group key and the group of all sub-
scribers. It let matrices have many empty spaces for se-
lecting. First, we propose a new store structure that is
the receiving group key Link-List to replace a receiving
group key matrix as shown in Figure 1.

LL1 ∼ LLM charge a group and N1 ∼ NM receiv-
ing group, but N1 ∼ NM may be not equal. Because it
only stores a subscribed group that has an empty space to
waste, the scheme refreshes one Link-List daily, and each
Link-List is refreshed once per month. The other thing
is the same as Tu et al.’s complete model of four-level
key distribution. It assumes the CAS has C channels, S
subscribers, M charge group and N receiving group. If
CAS supports free-select channel police for subscribers,
we can easily obtain MAXM = 31 and N = 2C − 1 in
Tu et al.’s complete model. Thus, In Tu et al.’s matrixes,
the complete model of four-key distribution model will re-
quest 31 × 2C − 1 memory space for receiving group key
matrixes. The system may have millions of subscribers
and hundreds of channels, so the potential amount of
group to be classified is very large to store a receiving
group key and the group of all subscriber information in
free-selective channel police. We only needs 2 ×M × N
memory in my proposed structure. We can easily obtain
1 ≤ M ≤ 31, 1 ≤ N ≤ 2C − 1 for Link-List structure.
In the worst, Link-List structure is equal to the matrix
for memory request. In Link-List structure scheme, this
problem never happens. The scheme can solve the draw-
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Figure 1: Link-List structure

back of the Tu et al.’s of four-levels key distribution that
needs a very large system memory for a group key store
matrix.

5.2 Array Structure for Subscribers

The structure is focused on all subscribers of the system
for a store matrix. It let a matrix have many empty
spaces to waste for subscribers. We propose one array
structure to replace the matrix of all subscribers of the
system as shown in Table 2. We assume the CAS has N
receiver group, M charge group, L Link-List point address
memory length and S subscribers. If CAS supports free-
select channel police for subscribers, we can easily obtain
MAXM = 31 and N = 2C − 1 in Tu et al.’s complete
model. In Tu et al.’s matrix of the complete model of a
four-key distribution model will request 31×2C−1 mem-
ory space for the matrix of all subscribers in the system.
We only need S × L memory space in my propose array
structure. Thus, we can easily obtain S×L ¡ 31×2C −1.
Let assume CAS have 10000 subscribers, and 4 bytes of
memory for Link-List point address and 100 channels. We
need 31× 2100− 1-matrix memory for Tu et al’s proposed
scheme. However, we can reduce memory request from
31× 2100 − 1 down to 10000× 4 for the array structure.

Table 2: Array structure

Subscriber Link-List Point Address

...
...

5.3 Multiple Select Group Police

The scheme is focused on defining select group police for
subscribes in all select possibly. In free-select channel
police, that will request 31 × 2C − 1 memory requests
for the receiving group key of any methods. When this
happen, we can choose the multiple select group police to
reduce memory request.

The multiple select group police must be deleted in-
cluding group of many channels that are replaced with
some group of minor channel in CAS. However, it lets
subscribers can multiple select channel group their want.
It means that they can use multiple select to obtain one
equal to old one group including many channels. When
we use this police, the N receiver group is less than 2C−1
receiver group. If CAS has 4 channels for subscribers
to choose, we have 15 kinds of receiver groups for choice.
And that will request 31×15 memory spaces for free-select
channel police in worst time, if each subscriber selects in-
cluding 4, 6, 7, 8 channels group to watch TV. However,
we can choose two groups, 4, 6 and 7, 8, for multiple select
group police. Therefore, receiver group including 4, 6, 7,
8 channels must to be deleted to reduce memory space
request. If we can find so many this state and delete this
receiver group, it will reduce many memory requests in
any methods.

6 Conclusions

Efficient compression and modulation techniques have
been implemented for a large-scale Pay-TV broadcast-
ing. It uses a kind of key distribution and management
for Pay-TV charge fee. We have discussed above many
key distribution models for Pay-TV. We can find three-
key distribution model is suitable for PPV programs, and
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four-key distribution model is suitable for PPC programs
for the no-free-select channel application environment.

We have proposed two schemes and one police are Link-
List structure, array structure and multiple select police
for memory space reduced. In fact, the conditional ac-
cess control system can allow the Pay-TV for a free-select
channel that is subscribers’ wish and trend of the time.
Thus, we apply the new structure and police for a four-
key architecture of CAS to a Pay-TV. Originally, we can
use Tu et al.’s four-key distribution architecture to imple-
ment, but under the consideration of memory matrix, the
Link-List and array structure of four-key architecture are
employed. Of course, we can obtain two profit and one
shortcoming in my proposed scheme as follow.

Profit:

• The scheme only uses a minimum memory for CAS
in Link-List and array structure of a four-key distri-
bution scheme.

• It can select multiple channels in multiple select
group police for CAS.

Shortcoming:

• It needs a more complex algorithm than Tu et al.’s
complete model of a four-key distribution scheme.

All these issues are emerging; making Tu et al.’s com-
plete model of a four-key distribution scheme concept is
good than other proposed schemes. However, Tu et al.’s
scheme has two shortcomings that requests a large mem-
ory in a complete scheme and lack multiple select groups
for a free-select channel in CAS. The scheme we propose
can solve these two shortcomings.
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Abstract

Data security protection is essential for most multimedia
data transmissions today. Classical multimedia content
protection is dominated by symmetric encryption meth-
ods. This paper explores the possibility of public-key me-
dia content encryption. The key problem to the asymmet-
ric selective encryption is formalized and defined as the
“bounded plaintext problem”. Possible solutions to this
problem are proposed. A public-key multimedia encryp-
tion model is developed and the implementation results
are provided.

Keywords: Bounded plaintext problem, EZW, public-key
encryption, selective encryption, SPIHT

1 Introduction

Today, society has an insatiable desire for multimedia
(such as video or images). The computational and band-
width demand of multimedia can be significant. Multime-
dia data usually requires enormous storage and real time
computation capabilities. Consequently, efficient multi-
media compression techniques are necessary. Further,
multimedia content is frequently transmitted over an inse-
cure network [8, 37]. Many applications like military im-
age databases, video conference, medical imaging system,
etc. require efficient and secure digital image transmis-
sions [4, 6, 12, 13]. Encryption is the essential technology
used to provide confidentiality of the multimedia content.
One typical multimedia encryption technique is to merge
the compression and encryption methods together, a pro-
cess called selective encryption [19, 25, 32, 35].

The classical multimedia encryption systems usually
utilizes symmetric encryption schemes or hybrid encryp-
tion [5, 7] schemes. The latter encrypts the symmetric
encryption key using public-key encryption schemes [33]
and then encrypts the multimedia data using symmetric
key encryption. If a public-key encryption scheme is used
to protect the multimedia data sequence, then the encryp-

tion process needs to be implemented repeatedly, because
of the capacity of a single public-key encryption. This
adds a significant computational burden on the sender,
more so for the receiver.

Using the selective encryption, a desired security can
be achieved by encrypting part of the multimedia data.
Based on Uhl’s [21, 22] analysis of JPEG2000, at least
20% of the image data need to be encrypted to achieve a
reliable security. Brahimi [2] showed in his work that 11%
of a medical image encrypted leads to a suitable PSNR
(indicating low quality). Lian [18] presented a result that
15.3% of the image data encrypted generates a poor de-
compressed image, which is secure for common applica-
tions. However, these plaintext sizes significantly exceed
the common plaintext sizes of the public-key encryption
(as listed in Table 1). It is accepted by most schol-
ars [21, 22, 39] that the public-key encryption schemes
should not be used for multimedia content protection.

In networked applications of multimedia delivery, the
symmetric key is usually transmitted from the receiver to
the sender using some public-key cryptographic scheme.
Thus, at least one public-key cryptographic algorithm
must be applied, even when the multimedia content is
protected using symmetric key encryption. It would be
much more efficient if one can deliver the secured multi-
media content using only one public-key encryption. Mo-
tivated by this, we explored the possibility of public-key
multimedia encryption in this paper. Here we formally
define a problem, the “bounded plaintext problem” (see
Definition 1), which will be the essential problem of using
public-key methods for multimedia encryption. We dis-
cuss a solution, as well as results from our implementation
experiments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the bounded plaintext size problem is defined
based on public-key cryptosystems and the selective en-
cryption for multimedia data. Section 3 discusses the so-
lution to the bounded plaintext problem. Experimental
results are provided in Section 4. In Section 5 we provide
a conclusion.
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2 The Bounded Plaintext Prob-
lem

Common public-key cryptosystems include: RSA, El-
Gamal, Elliptic Curve El Gamal, etc. In a public-key
cryptosystem there are two keys, a public key and a secret
key. The two keys are mathematically related, but it is
“computationally infeasible” to determine the secret key
from the public-key [33]. The “feasibility” is related to a
computationally “hard” problem. Many of the public-key
cryptosystems are related to one of three hard problems:
the integer factoring problem, the discrete-log problem
and the elliptic curve discrete log problem.

Typically the security of a secure cryptosystem is based
on a time period. That is, if there is no known attack on
a cryptosystem, then the only remaining attack is some
type of key search (such as a factoring algorithms, Pohlig-
Hellman, etc.). Such algorithms tend to run in exponen-
tial time and are useful when they are able to run for
sufficient amount of time or when the key is small. There
has been several studies concerning public-key cryptosys-
tems and the appropriate keysize for a given time pe-
riod [9, 11, 14, 16].

A parameter that determines the security of a secure
public-key cryptosystem is typically a fixed year, such
that the time difference between the end of the fixed year
and the current date provides a duration for a key search
algorithm to determine the key. Thus, once one fixes a
year, then a lower bound on the key size is provided.

We refer to a secure plaintext size as the “bound”
on the plaintext size for keys secured until a given year.
The secure plaintext size for these three problems, for the
year 2015, is given in Table 1. Here, the problems have
been analyzed with several analysis approaches such as
Lenstra [16], etc.

Table 1: Plaintext length (bits) of public-key encryption
secured for the year of 2015

Analysis Factoring Discrete Elliptic Curve
Approach Logarithm Logarithm

Lenstra [16] 1248 1613 154
Lenstra [14]
Updated 1350 1245 156
ECRYPT II [11] 1248 1248 160
NIST [1] 2048 2048 224
ANSSI [9] 2048 2048 200

The “hardness of a problem” is often measured against
the problem (input) size. For example RSA is related
to the integer factoring problem. Currently, factoring a
1248 bit composite integer is considered infeasible. Con-
sequently a secure plaintext length for RSA is approxi-
mately 1248 bits. In general, for a given public-key cryp-
tosystem, if one fixes the parameter(s) to a security level
for the underlying hard problem, then one has bounded
the plaintext size to the given level1.

1By security level, we are referring to a period of time or year,
for which the secret key is secure against any known attacks.

For example, if once we adopt 1248 bits RSA in our
multimedia data encryption, then we can support plain-
text size up to 1248 bits. Throughout we will use ∆ to
represent the security level parameter.

Selective encryption (SE) [19, 25, 32, 35] has been pro-
posed and applied to multimedia encryption by scholars
in recent years. The concept of selective encryption is to
selectively encrypt part of the multimedia data. The two
basic parts of selective encryption are the selection pro-
cess Sproc and the encryption process Eproc. The Eproc

is considered to be a typical cryptographic algorithm en-
crypting the plaintext M , where M is a subset of the
multimedia sequence Seq. For example, in [24], a certain
bitplane of the image sequence is selected to encrypt, the
subset M , in this case, is the selected bitplane from all
bitplanes.

It was shown by Hellman [10] that compressing data
before encrypting it, increases security in the sense that
more ciphertext will be needed to determine the encryp-
tion key than if the data had been encrypted directly. To
improve the encryption efficiency, the selective encryption
is usually performed in some transformed signal domain
and integrated within the compression process. For exam-
ple, [25, 40] implemented the encryption in the frequency
domain, [19, 35, 38] integrated the selective encryption
with compression techniques. In our previous work[28],
only the beginning part of the compressed image sequence
is encrypted to increase the encryption efficiency.

An efficient selective encryption is a selective encryp-
tion scheme:

SE = (Sproc, Eproc,∆, Comp) (1)

where selection process Sproc is accomplished in some do-
main Dm (multimedia compressed sequence), after using
compression technique Comp(·), such that the most infor-
mative part of the original data is selected and encrypted
generating a required security level ∆. Here, Eproc is the
encryption process, Mse is the plaintext space and Cse is
the cyphertext space.

As noted earlier, in a selective encryption scheme the
encryption scheme used will be selected to satisfy the se-
curity parameter ∆.

However, to evaluate the security of the selectively en-
crypted data sequence (ciphertext), the whole sequence
needs to be evaluated. We recognize that part of the se-
quence remains in the clear, so one cannot claim the data
sequence is secure at a level of ∆. One will have to ex-
plicitly design the selection process Sproc and evaluate the
security of the resulting data sequence accordingly.

When we use the term a secure selective encryption
scheme, we mean that the entire multimedia data se-
quence, which includes the selectively encrypted data as
well as the data that has not been encrypted, is secure
against the known selective encryption attacks.

For example, Comp = JPEG 2000, Sproc=first 20 %
of the multimedia compressed sequence and Eproc =128
bit AES. The key size 128 for symmetric key is secure
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according to [9] until year 2090, so security parameter
∆ = year 2090.

Definition 1. Bounded Plaintext Problem: (E,∆)
Given a public-key encryption algorithm E and a desired
security level ∆, the plaintext size is bounded in bit length.
For these fixed parameters, does there exist a secure se-
lective encryption scheme SE = (Sproc, Eproc,∆, Comp)
in which the encryption process Eproc is the public-key
encryption algorithm E that is applied exactly once.

For example, if one is given Eproc = RSA and secu-
rity parameter ∆ = year 2015, then the plaintext size is
limited to 1248 bits according to [16]. Thus one can only
encrypt 1248 bits of the image. We have seen, via liter-
ature, that the compression scheme JPEG 2000 requires
a substantial percentage of the image to be encrypted
[21, 22]. Thus for (E,∆)=(RSA,2015), if there exists a
secure selective encryption scheme then the compression
scheme cannot be JPEG 2000.

The essential task to solve the bounded plaintext prob-
lem is to determine the compression scheme Comp(·),
which generates very high information rate [23] in a small
locality, where the remaining data is provides significantly
less information and then determine Sproc.

3 Solving The Bounded Plaintext
Problem

3.1 Rate-scalable Wavelet Compression

A rate scalable compression [28, 31] technique allows
compressing the multimedia data once and decompress-
ing it at multiple data rates or quality. The user can
stop the decompression process at any point of the com-
pressed bitstream. A higher bit rate or bandwidth leads
to a better decompression quality. There are several
rate-scalable compression techniques, such as Embedded
Zero tree Wavelet (EZW), Set Partitioning In Hierarchi-
cal Trees (SPIHT) and JPEG2000 [17]. EZW and SPIHT
compressions are typical implementations of the initial
rate scalable theory. Given a rate scalable compressed
multimedia sequence, the more bitstream the user can
decompress, the higher quality the user can achieve. The
rate scalable compression process guarantees the user al-
ways get the “best” representation of the multimedia data
with limited resources or computing capability. Typical
rate scalable compression techniques are developed based
on wavelet transform of the original data. The compres-
sion is performed to reduce the data dependency within
the wavelet transformed frequency domain. As the inher-
ent multi-resolution [27, 30] characteristic of the wavelet
transform, the compression process is implemented from
the most significant element to the least significant el-
ement successively. It is reasonable to expect that the
information rate is much higher at the beginning part of
the compressed sequences. We first performed the infor-
mation rate test by using the EZW compression and then

implemented both EZW and SPIHT compressions in our
pilot encryption/decryption system.

Figure 1: Decompression quality change through the
whole bitstream

Figure 2: Decompression quality change within the first
2048 bytes

3.2 Testing Rate-scalable Wavelet Com-
pression as a Solution to Bounded
Plaintext Problem

3.2.1 Information Intensity Test

It is well know that the decompression quality increases
by increasing decompression bitstream length. To test
the information rate of the compressed bitstream, we suc-
cessively increased the length of the selection of the bit-
stream and feed that into the decoder. The decoded image
quality is calculated and plotted. As shown in Figure 1,
Figure 2, three different images are tested, the decom-
pression quality is gradually increased by increasing the
decoding bitstream length. However, the decompression
quality is not increased in a constant speed. Figure 2 is
a concentrated version of Figure. 1. The decompression
quality is increased greatly by only decoding the first 2048
bytes of the whole bitstream and the decompression qual-
ity increases at a much higher speed when the decoding
bitstream length is small. Therefore, it is possible to find
a small part of the entire bitstream representing the most
significant information of the entire image. Our hypothe-
sis was proven to be practical.
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The experimental result also confirms the character-
istics of wavelet compression in terms of applying such
compression technique in this setting. Usually, the low
frequency coefficients of the image are compressed first
and the marked as the most important elements. The
decoder can retrieve the background color of the image
first and retrieve the detailed image features successively
in the decoding process. The information rate at the be-
ginning part of the compressed bitstream is much higher
than the other parts.

3.2.2 Correlation Test

However, it is still too early to argue that hiding the initial
part of the bitstream will secure all the useful information
of the image, if it is possible to recover the beginning part
by any other correlated bitstream. Our next experiment
tested the correlation between a selected bit sequence at
the initial part and a later part of the compressed se-
quence.

The first 224 bits (excluding the header part) of the
compressed sequence is selected as a target sequence ac-
cording to the public-key plaintext size in the Table. 1.
To fully test the correlation between the target sequence
and all the other bit sequences within the bitstream, we
sampled through the entire bitstream uniformly and gen-
erated 250 sequences with same bit length as the selected
targeted sequence. The correlation test was performed for
three 512×512 grayscale images, “lena.pgm”, “girls.pgm”
and “bike.pgm”. The goal of the correlation test is to
check the relationship between two bit sequences in bit
length n, denoted as bitstream X and bitstream Y .

In our experiment, we noticed that the general statis-
tical correlation calculation

rxy =

∑n
i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
(2)

was not a good fit here because the samples xi and yi
can only take on value “0” or “1” in a bitstream. Thus
different bitstream pairs with different patterns but same
hamming weights will generate same correlation values.
Consequently, we adopted the correlation coefficient CXY

test designed for bit sequences as described by Menezes
et. al. in [20]. For X = x1, . . . xn and Y = y1, . . . , yn,
CXY is defined as

CXY =
2(A(X,Y )− n

2 )
√
n

, (3)

where

A(X,Y ) =

n∑
i=1

(xi ⊕ yi). (4)

Here A(X,Y ) represents the Hamming distance between
X and Y , ⊕ denotes the XOR operator and

∑
denotes

the summing of bits which differ between X and Y .
The correlation test result CXY approximately follows

a Normal N(0, 1) distribution when n ≥ 10 [20]. A two-
sided test is applied. The hypothesis, “the two sequence

Table 2: Absolute correlation value between the selected
bitstream and other bitstreams

image largest absolute average absolute
correlation correlation

lena 2.539 0.8128
girls 3.0535 0.8054
bike 3.0735 0.77

are uncorrelated” serves as the null hypothesis H0, and
the alternative hypothesis, “the two sequences are corre-
lated” is denoted by H1.

The correlation between the target sequence X and the
other 250 sampled sequences generated from the data in
clear were tested. Among the 750 correlation values for
the three testing images, the largest correlation value is
3.07 in absolute value, 747 out of the 750 absolute cor-
relation values are lower than 2.5758. According to the
standard normal distribution N(0, 1) [36], with the sig-
nificance level α = 0.005, we will rarely reject the null
hypothesis, i.e. rejecting that the two tested sequences
are uncorrelated. Thus, one can be very confident that
the high information sequence is not correlated with the
sequence generated from the data in the clear.

Table 3: Plaintext length and decompression image qual-
ity of EZW sequences

image size plaintext length (bytes) PSNR

lena 512× 512 16 7.79
lena 512× 512 16 7.77
lena 512× 512 16 8.24

3.2.3 Decompression Quality Test

We then tested the decompressed image quality. We ap-
plied the decompression process to a sequence consisting
of the image bitstream but where a small part of the ini-
tial bitstream is scrambled. As shown in Table 3, if a
small part of the sequence is corrupted then this could
cause severe intelligibility loss.

From the above experiments, we discovered that the
rate scalable compression technique, such as EZW, gener-
ates a bitstream with decreasing information rate. In fact,
the SPIHT compression technique, which is not discussed
in this section, has proven to have the same characteristic.

It is included in the implementation results. The in-
formation rate is highest at the initial part of the bit-
stream. A small part of the bitstream lost or ruined in
this part destroys the decompression process and the lost
part cannot be recovered by any of the remaining bits of
the bitstream.
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3.3 Using Public-key Cryptosystems in a
Selective Encryption Scheme

The encryption and decryption process of our public-
key selective encryption model can be represented by
(E,D,Ksk,Kpk,M, C) with the secret key space Ksk and
public key space Kpk. E is the encryption algorithm of
selective encryption SE we defined in Equation (1). D
is the compression output sequence of the compression
technique Comp defined in Equation (1). The plaintext
M is one plaintext of the plaintext space Mse defined
in Equation (1) and ∆ is the required security level. Let
n denote the plaintext bound in bits and h denote the
number of bits of the parameters within the header that
need to be encrypted. The procedures of encryption and
decryption are described in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2,
respectively.

Algorithm 1 Encryption process of the public-key selec-
tive encryption

Public key encryption: (E,D,Ksk,Kpk,M, C)
user: public key pk
Security parameter: ∆ which implies n bit plaintext
bound
input: Image I

1: D = Comp(I)
2: H = header of I and h bits of H need to be secured
3: For bit b ∈ D ∪H,

Sproc(b) =

 1 b ∈ H and b needs to be secured

1 b ∈ D and b is among first n− h bits

0 otherwise

4: Let b = (b11 , . . . , bin) where Sproc(bij ) = 1.
5: Map b to mb ∈M
6: Let r denote the set (ν1, . . . νt), νi ∈ D ∪ H which
Sproc(νi) = 0.

7: Let o = (Epk(mb)||r)
8: Return the selective encryption ciphertext o

The public-key encryption algorithm we applied our
work to is elliptic curve cryptography, which is well recog-
nized as a bandwidth friendly type of public-key encryp-
tion. To form a general solution of the bounded plaintext
problem, we select a public-key algorithm (elliptic curve
encryption) with relatively small plaintext size.

Elliptic curve cryptography is defined over some finite
field F. For ai ∈ F for i = 1, ...5, the elliptic curve E is a
set of all points in F×F, which satisfy an equation of the
form

y2 + a1xy + a2y = x3 + a3x
2 + a4x+ a5, (5)

as well as the point of infinity O.

There is a natural addition defined over E and so that
E forms a finite additive abelian group, and the curve is
selected so that a large prime q divides the group order
of E.

Algorithm 2 Decryption process of the public-key selec-
tive encryption

Public key encryption: (E,D,Ks,Kp,M, C)
user: secret key sk
Security parameter: ∆ which implies n bit plaintext
bound
input: ciphertext o

1: Let c= first n bits of o and let r = remaining bits of
o

2: Let m = Decsk(c)
3: Map m ∈M to a bit sequence b
4: Let h be the first h bits of b and let w denote the

remaining bits
5: Insert h and w into r in the appropriate places, the

result is v. This step is defined by Sproc

6: Let T = Decompress(v)
7: Return image T

The scalar multiple of a fixed point P of E is the nec-
essary cryptographic applications. That is, k is a positive
integer 0 < k < q and the scalar multiple kP (which is
P + P + · · ·P ) is the essential calculation.

To achieve elliptic curve encryption one can use Elliptic
Curve El Gamal [34]. If k is the user’s secret key then
kP is the public key. In order to encrypt the message W
(which is an elliptic curve point), the sender gets the user
public key kP , they select r randomly, where 0 < r < q.
They then compute

C1 = rP and C2 = W + r(kP ).

They then send (C1, C2) to the user. The user can decrypt
(C1, C2) and can recover W by calculating

W = C2 − kC1.

According to Table 1, 224 bits plaintext size should be
secure for elliptic curve encryption today. So q is approx-
imately 224 bits in size. Thus elements in F are bounded
by 224 bits. Though the message M ∈ E ⊂ F × F, is a
point , with approximately 448 bits. Because M satisfies
Equation (5), the y-coordinate of the point has very little
entropy (approximately one bit). Thus for this setting,
the bounded plaintext problem is such that the plaintext
is bounded by 224 bits. Concerning the conversion of the
image sequence b to a point W . It is not trivial to map a
bit-sequence to a point in an elliptic curve. Work in [15]
and [34] show how such a mapping can be performed. The
details of this mapping is outside the scope of this paper.

4 Analysis of the Implementation
Results

Our analysis shows that it is difficult to retrieve any infor-
mation from the compressed sequences with only a small
part of the multimedia data sequence encrypted. Thus
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the bounded plaintext problem can be solved by utiliz-
ing a wavelet rate-scalable compression technique, such
as EZW and SPIHT. The public-key multimedia encryp-
tion can be achieved by selectively encrypting a small im-
portant part of the multimedia data sequence. Here, the
encryption process Eproc can be elliptic curve public-key
encryption. The plaintext, in our work is bounded in 224
bits in order to utilize a elliptic curve public-key encryp-
tion secured for 2015.

To select the “most important part” from the multi-
media sequence generated by compression Comp(·), the
image sequence is first analyzed by per element.

Figure 3: Image mean value distribution map of the
USC test set

Usually there are two parts of a compression sequence,
the general encoding settings (the header part) and the
data part. For the header part, coding parameters such as
compression rate, input output image dimensions, qual-
ity requirement and package indicators are not considered
as necessary elements to be kept private, so no need to
encrypt.

However, some important parameters related with im-
age content or unique image identification information are
necessary to be protected or tested to see if they should
be protected.

For example, the initial threshold value and the mean
value of the image in the EZW compression should be
encrypted. The DC component of the wavelet transform
in SPIHT compression should also be encrypted. The
encoding threshold or DC component is considered as a
necessary element because it is determined by both the
original image features and the wavelet transform. Leav-
ing the image mean value in the clear may result in leak-
ing important information such as the background color
or image shooting time. As shown in Figure. 3, it is nat-
ural to expect most images have the mean value near the
middle point of the entire gray level, which is 128. How-
ever, an image with very dark or white background laying
on the side parts of the map will leak information easily.

Both EZW and SPIHT compression techniques were
implemented in our experiments. To satisfy the bounded
plaintext requirement for the elliptic curve public-key en-
cryption, 224 bits are selected from each rate scalable
compression sequence. As listed in Table 4, for the EZW
compression, the initial threshold, image mean value and

Table 4: Plaintext selection of EZW and SPIHT se-
quences

Plaintext reconstruction Bit location

EZW image mean within the header 56 - 63

EZW initial threshold value 64 - 71

EZW package data 72 - 279

SPIHT DC component within the header 105 - 112

SPIHT package data 113 - 328

Figure 4: Proposed asymmetric encryption
model-encryption process

Figure 5: Proposed asymmetric encryption
model-decryption process

Table 5: Data replacement attack of encrypted bit
streams

PSNR Bike Girls Lena

Inserting zeros 10.6713 9.6280 11.8726

Inserting ones 7.8563 14.8034 13.4597

Shifting over 10.3656 14.8034 14.3145

Inserting
another bit-stream 9.6015 14.8034 12.0017

the followed sequence data are selected to form 224 bits
plaintext. 55 bits header information are skipped. For
the SPIHT compression, all the header information ex-
cept the DC component are skipped. The plaintext starts
at the 105th bit. The reference EZW compression codec
used in our experiment was developed by video and image
processing laboratory at Purdue University [3, 26, 28, 29].
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Table 6: Encryption data ratio compared with other existing methods

Encryption Plaintext PSNR of Number of
Method Image data ratio length (byte) decompressed image ECC encryption

Uhl[22, 21] angiogram 512× 512 20% 6554 9.90 234

Uhl[22, 21] lena 512× 512 20% 6554 9.77 234

Lian[18] lena 128× 128 13.4% 274 N/A 10

Lian[18] village 512× 512 16.8% 5505 N/A 197

Lian[18] boat 256× 256 10.8% 885 N/A 32

Brahimi[2] radiological 256× 256 11.6% 954 7.47 34

Salama[28] bike 512× 512 0.1% 32 9.482 1.14

Salama[28] barbara 512× 512 0.1% 32 14.083 1.14

Proposed Method lena 512× 512 0.09% 28 5.06 1

Proposed Method girls 512× 512 0.09% 28 7.34 1

Proposed Method bike 512× 512 0.09% 28 2.14 1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: Decrypted images of EZW (middle) and
SPIHT (right) sequences with and without a correct

secret key (a)“lena” (b)“bike” (c)“girl”

The reference SPIHT compression codec used is developed
by René Puchinger.

The compression bit rate is 1 bit per pixel for both
EZW and SPIHT compression.

As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the encryption
process of our asymmetric encryption model reads and
compresses one original image. The sequence analysis is
performed in the compression process. Essential elements
(h bits) within the header and the first 224−h bits within
the data sequence are marked and then encrypted by the
elliptic curve public-key encryption.

The decryption process reads the encrypted sequence
and performs the sequence analysis to decide the plaintext

location. The public-key decryption algorithm is then
performed to recover the plaintext and merge it into the
compression sequence. The decompression process gen-
erates a desired image or a severely destroyed image if
the public-key decryption is not performed by a correct
secret key. As listed in Figure 6, the decryption output
images without a correct secret key represents no useful
information at all.

To confirm the encrypted sequences provide security
with a small plaintext length, the data replacement attack
is tested also.

We assume the eavesdropper obtained an encrypted se-
quence with a small cyphertext, they can apply the data
replacement [24] attacks to it by simply inserting constant
bits or other sequence data. We performed several typi-
cal data replacement such as inserting zero, inserting one,
shifting over and inserting another bitstream to the en-
crypted sequence. Table 5 illustrates the decompression
image quality of these data replacement. The plaintext
length is 224 bits, image size is 512× 512, “bike”, “girls”
and “lena” testing images were tested. The poor decom-
pression quality proved again that the encrypted part of
the bitstream represented most important information of
the image. Simple data replacements does not reveal any
information.

To compare our proposed method with all the exist-
ing methods, the encryption parameters are listed in Ta-
ble 6. Different images are selectively encrypted by differ-
ent methods to be transmitted securely. The extremely
poor reconstruction quality indicated that a satisfied se-
curity level can be achieved by encrypting by different
data ratios. (Notice that, poor reconstruction quality can
be shown by low PSNR or visually illustrated as well. The
“N/A” in Table 6 means the reconstruction quality was
visually illustrated but no PSNR values were measured.)
The plaintext sizes are calculated by assuming all the im-
ages are compressed to one bit per pixel. Notice that
the smaller size images require much lower plaintext size
using same method. For the images in same size, our pre-
vious work [28] and this proposed method achieved good
security by using much lower plaintext sizes. To apply
common public-key encryption algorithms, such as elliptic
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curves encryption, our proposed method is the only one
that enables public-key media content encryption without
encrypting the original data repeatedly.

Common traditional media content encryption [2, 18,
21, 22, 28], simply selecting part of (for example, 20%) the
original media content, are not designed to cooperate with
asymmetric encryption. The plaintext size dramatically
increases as the original image size increases. Targeting
at finding only the essential part of the original image
content,

Here we have formalized the key problem to asym-
metric media content encryption and have solved it for
the first time, which makes asymmetric media encryption
practical.

5 Conclusion

As far as we know, this paper is the first paper that advo-
cates using selective multimedia encryption with a public-
key encryption scheme.

All other work in the selected encryption area have
advocated to use symmetric encryption or some hybrid
approach (use of public-key and symmetric key cryptosys-
tems).

The key problem to asymmetric media content encryp-
tion has been formally defined and analyzed. Solutions to
this problem have been proposed. The encryption secu-
rity was tested by multiple methods such as image quality
test, sequence correlation test and cryptographic security
analysis. The public-key selective multimedia encryption
model was proposed based on elliptic curve public-key
encryption and two rate scalable compression techniques.
Experimental results confirmed a successful implementa-
tion of a secured public-key selective multimedia encryp-
tion.
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Abstract

Recently, several identity-based signature schemes with
Bilinear Pairing and Map-To-Point (MTP) functions have
been introduced. However, identity-based cryptography
(IBC) schemes suffer from the serious secure problem due
to Key Escrow. In addition, both Bilinear Pairing and
MTP function are time-consuming operations, and thus
the cryptographic schemes based on these expensive op-
erations have high computational burden. In this paper,
we proposed an efficient identity-based online/offline sig-
nature scheme without using Bilinear Pairing and MTP
function. Especially, the proposed scheme overcomes the
key escrow problem, and achieves some good features.
Furthermore, the securities of the proposed scheme were
proven in the random oracle model with the hardness of
elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP).

Keywords: Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem,
identity-based, key escrow, online/offline signature, trace-
ability

1 Introduction

Cryptography is an important tool that enables the se-
cure transmission of a secret message between a sender
and a recipient from any potential eavesdropper. Fur-
thermore, key management, including key generating, up-
dating, transmitting, storing and so on, is a critical issue
for most cryptosystems. Generally speaking, key man-
agement is the weakest link in the whole cryptosystem,
because key leakage will directly lead to the leakage of
plaintext content. Naturally, lots of cryptosystems seeks
the help of Key Escrow to deal with key management [14].
Key Escrow is an arrangement in which the keys needed to
decrypt the encrypted data are held in escrow so that an
authorized third party may gain access to those keys un-
der certain circumstances. For example, once the user’s

key is lost, according to the established rules, the user
can directly get the key from the authorized third party.
However, Key Escrow also brings some risks, such as key
leakage or misuse, though it has low computational costs
in the phase of key generation and distribution.

1.1 Related Works

In 1990, the concept of online/offline signature was first
put forward by Even, Goldreich and Micali [8]. The
key idea is to split the signature generation algorithm
into two phases: the offline phase and the online phase.
The signing algorithm executes the offline phase to per-
form most of the computations and stores without know-
ing the signed message. Once the signed message is
available, the signing algorithm runs the online phase
very quickly and requires only light computations. Obvi-
ously, Online/offline signatures are more useful in some
power or storage limited devices, such as smart card,
wireless sensor and RFID tags, because the offline phase
can be executed either during device manufacturing pro-
cess or as a background computation whenever the de-
vice is connected to power. Accordingly, some signa-
ture schemes can be naturally split into offline and online
phases. For instance, the partial computation of some
signature schemes (e.g. Schnorr, ElGamal, DSS signa-
ture schemes) does not depend on the given message, and
thus it can be shifted to the offline phase directly. The
first general method for transforming any ordinary sig-
nature scheme into online/offline signature scheme was
proposed by Even, Goldreich and Micali [8]. Neverthe-
less, their method is inefficient and impractical because
it increases the length of each signature by a quadratic
factor. In 2001, Shamir and Thuman [21] constructed
an improved online/offline signature scheme which was
based on trapdoor hash function. It highly enhances the
efficiency, particularly in the online phase. However, it
increases the computational costs of signing and there ex-
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ist trapdoor leak problems. In 2007, to overcome trap-
door leak problems, Chen [6] designed an online/offline
signature scheme by utilizing the double trapdoor hash
function. But, both schemes are not actually efficient or
practical to be used, in generic settings.

In traditional public key cryptosystem (PKC), a ran-
dom public key of one user is associated with the user
by a certificate. And PKC is based on public key infras-
tructure (PKI), which incurs additional cost for setting
up the infrastructure, and requires the public key cer-
tificate management and distribution. In addition, the
generation, delivery, management, and revocation of the
public key certificate need to consume huge storage space
and high computational costs. To solve these problems of
PKC, Shamir [20] introduced the notion of identity-based
cryptography (IBC) where the public key of each user can
be gained from some public information (e.g., ID number,
IP address and user’s name) that exclusively identifies the
user and also is known to others users. In IBC, there is a
trusted third party (TTP), called Private Key Generator
(PKG), who computes the private key from the master
secret for the users. The PKG first publishes a master
public key, and retains the corresponding master private
key in secret. IBC simplifies key agreement procedures
of certificate-based PKI. Thenceforward, several identity-
based signature schemes [7, 16, 22, 23] have been pro-
posed, which are based on the difficulty assumption that
the integer factorization problem (IFP) is hard.

The first identity-based online/offline signature scheme
was introduced by Xu, Mu and Susilo [27], which com-
bines the advantages of IBC and online/offline signature.
The key certificates are eliminated, and most computa-
tions needed for the signature generation are computed
before the messages are given, so that the online phase
generates the signature efficiently after the messages are
available. In 2006, the same authors [26] designed another
efficient identity-based online/offline signature scheme for
authentication in AODV routing protocol. Nevertheless,
Ming et al. [28] showed that the scheme in [27] is univer-
sally forgeable. And Li et al. [15] proved that the scheme
in [26] does not achieve the security. To overcome the
drawback, various improved schemes have been proposed.
For instance, in 2014, Kar [13] introduced a new identity-
based online/offline signature scheme. Unfortunately, the
scheme of Kar has high computational costs because of
bilinear pairing and map-to-point (MTP) function.

1.2 Motivations and Contributions

In the identity-based signature schemes based on tradi-
tional PKI, there is a TTP, called PKG, who computes
the private key from the master secret for the users. As
the PKG generates and holds all secret keys for all users,
a complete trust must be placed on the PKG. However, it
is difficult to ensure complete trust in the real world sce-
nario. For example, a malicious PKG can sell users’ keys
to get profit or even simulate any user to sign messages.
This is known as the key escrow problem and it seems

to be inherent in IBC. Thus, Boneh and Frankhn [5] uti-
lized secret sharing scheme with multiple PKGs to resolve
the key escrow problem, in which the master secret key is
jointly computed by multiple PKGs, such that no single
PKG has the knowledge of it. But this method needs an
extra computation and communication overhead between
multiple PKGs and the users.

In order to provide a solution, Al-Riyami and Pater-
son [3] introduced the notion of Certificateless Cryptogra-
phy (CLC) which eliminates the use of certificates in PKC
and solve the key escrow problem in IBC. The first compo-
nent is chosen by the user as his/her secret value, and it is
not known to PKG. On the other hand, the second compo-
nent is the partial private key, which is generated by PKG.
So the full private key of each user is composed with two
components. In addition, CLC is not identity-based be-
cause the user has an additional random public key. Even
now, some existing certificateless schemes [10, 15, 29] are
showed to be insecure, while others secure schemes [9, 30]
and [18, 19] have low efficiencies. Therefore it is not easy
to construct a secure and efficient certificateless scheme.

Obviously, the identity-based signature scheme with-
out key escrow can avoid some security risks. For exam-
ple, it can avoid malicious PKG or adversary by obtaining
user’s private key to do some illegal actions. In addition,
if PKG forges the secret value of a user, and binds his/her
ID by more than two private keys to one adversary. That
also brings security risks to the scheme.

Because of its importance and wide applicability, ef-
ficient and provably secure identity-based online/offline
signature scheme is becoming the research focus. How-
ever, the most existing identity-based online/offline sig-
nature schemes use bilinear pairing and a probabilistic
MTP function [13, 25, 26, 27, 28]. The relative compu-
tational cost of bilinear pairing is approximately two to
three times more than the elliptic curve point multipli-
cation. The MTP function also needs more execution
time than an elliptic curve point multiplication [11, 12].
Therefore, how to design an efficient and secure identity-
based online/offline signature scheme without using bilin-
ear pairing and MTP function is still an important and
practical issue.

Motivated by these concerns, in this paper, we con-
struct an efficient identity-based online/offline signature
scheme without using bilinear pairing and MTP function,
which avoids the key escrow problem by adopting the idea
of CLC. PKG only produces a partial private key while
the user generates the other partial private key, which
both them are the full private key. So the PKG does not
have full knowledge of the user’s private key. Further,
user’s public key can be directly related with his/her ID
in our scheme, which is different from those schemes of
CLC. It shows clearly that our scheme is more secure and
efficient than some certificateless schemes [9, 18, 19]. In
our scheme, even if PKG forges the signature for the user,
the user can generate evidence and submit to the inter-
cessor trusted authority (TA). According to the evidence,
TA can check whether the PKG is honest. The proposed
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scheme is provably secure and computationally more ef-
ficient than existing schemes. Our scheme also provides
security proof under random oracle model with the dif-
ficulties of ECDLP and against adaptive chosen ID and
message attacks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We re-
view some preliminary works in Section 2, and Section 3
describes the syntax of ID-based online/offline signature.
In Section 4, we construct an identity-based online/offline
signature scheme without key escrow problem. The secu-
rity of our scheme is given in Section 5. We then give
performance evaluation in Section 6. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section 7.

2 Preliminary Works

In this section, we review certain related definitions and
mathematical problem, which will be introduced in our
proposed scheme.

Definition 1 (Elliptic Curve Over Zp). Let p > 3 be
an odd prime. An elliptic curve E over Zp is defined by an
equation of the from y2 = x3 + ax + b, where x, y, a, b ∈
Zp and (4a3 + 27b2) mod p 6= 0. Then we define Gp =
{(x, y) : x, y ∈ Zpand(x, y) ∈ E(Zp)}∪{O} as the additive
elliptic curve group, and the point O is known as point at
infinity or zero point.

Definition 2 (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem (ECDLP)). Given two group elements P ∈
G1 and Q ∈ G1, to find an integer a ∈ Z∗q , such that
Q = aP whenever such an integer exists.

Lemma 1 (Forking Lemma [17]). We assume that A
be a attacker within a time bound t1, A produces a valid
signature (m,σ1, h, σ2) with probability ε ≥ 10(S+1)(S+
H)/2k. If the triples (σ1, h, σ2) can be simulated without
knowing the secret key, with an indistinguishable distribu-
tion probability, then there is another machine which has
control over the machine obtained from A replacing in-
teraction with the signer by simulation and produces two
valid signatures (m,σ1, h, σ2) and (m,σ1, h

′, σ2) such that
h 6= h′. We denote respectively by S and H the number
of queries that A can ask to the signer and the number of
queries that A can ask to the random oracle.

3 The Syntax of ID-based On-
line/Offline Signature

In the section, we briefly describe the syntax of ID-based
online/offline signature.

An ID-based online/offline signature scheme is com-
posed mainly of the following five polynomial algorithms.

1) IO Setup: The parameter generation is a probabil-
ity algorithm running by PKG, in which it inputs a
security parameter 1k, and then outputs system pa-
rameters params and a master key IO Msk.

2) IO Etract: The extract algorithm is a key gener-
ation algorithm, in which it inputs the system pa-
rameters params, an identity ID, and a master key
IO Msk, and accordingly returns the private key
IO skID the user.

3) IO OffSign: The online signing algorithm is a prob-
ability algorithm that by inputting the system pa-
rameters params, and user’s private key IO skID,
the user calculates the offline signature S and stores
it.

4) IO OnSign: The offline signing algorithm is a prob-
ability algorithm that after inputting a message m
and offline signature S, it outputs an online signa-
ture σ.

5) IO Verify: The verification algorithm is a deter-
ministic algorithm that by inputting the message m,
identity ID, offline signature S, and online signature
σ, finally it outputs either accept or reject.

4 The Proposed Scheme

In this section, we proposed an identity-based on-
line/offline signature scheme without Key Escrow. Sim-
ilarly, our scheme is also comprised of five polynomial
time algorithms: IO Setup, IO Extract, IO OffSign,
IO OnSign and IO Verify. In addition, the related de-
tails of our scheme are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

1) IO Setup:

Let p > 3 be an odd prime. An elliptic curve E
over Zp is defined by an equation of the from y2 =
x3+ax+b, where x, y, a, b ∈ Zp and (4a3+27b2) mod
p 6= 0. Then it runs the parameter generator by
inputting a security parameter λ ∈ Z+ to generate a
prime q > 2λ, and choose a group G of prime order
q. Suppose that P be the basic point of E, where the
prime order of P is q. The group G =< P > is based
on the Discrete Logarithm problem. Then PKG picks
a master key s∈RZ∗q randomly and computes

PPub = sP. (1)

Furthermore, PKG chooses two cryptographic hash
functions H0 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q and H1 : {0, 1}∗ →
Z∗q . Finally, PKG publishes the system parameter
params = {λ, q, P,G, PPub, H0, H1} and keeps the
master key s in secret.

2) IO Etract:

We split this extract process into two phases: the
one is to generate the partial private key; the other
is to generate the secret value. Given an identity ID,
PKG chooses k∈RZ∗q randomly and computes

Y = kP,

SID = k + sQID(modq).
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PKG takes SID as the partial private key, and sends
SID and Y to the user, where QID = H0(ID, Y ).
The user may check whether the following equation
holds or not

SIDP = Y + PPubQID. (2)

If the equation holds, the user confirms that his par-
tial private key is valid.

Then the user picks xID∈RZ∗q randomly and sets xID
as the secret value.

Finally the full private key of the user is (xID, SID).

3) IO OffSign:

Given the private key (xID, SID), the signer picks
r∈RZ∗q randomly and computes the offline signature
triple (R, V,K).

R = rP,

V = SID + xID,

K = xIDP + Y.

Please note that these offline components may be
computed when the device is idle, because these com-
ponents are independent of the messages.

4) IO OnSign:

Given a message m and the offline signature triple
(R, V,K), the signer computes the online signature

h = H1(m, ID,K,R),

σ = r + hV (modq).

Finally, the full signature is the triple (K,h, σ).

5) IO Verify:

Given an online/offline signature triple (K,h, σ) on
the message m for an identity ID, the verifier com-
putes

QID = H0(ID, Y ),

R′ = σP − h(K +QIDPPub), (3)

h′ = H1(m, ID,K,R). (4)

Then he checks whether the following equation holds
or not,

h′ = h. (5)

If the equation holds, the signature is valid; otherwise
it is invalid.

Correction: We prove that the proposed scheme is cor-
rect as follows:

R′ = σP − h(K +QIDPPub)

= (r + hV )P − h(K +QIDPPub)

= (r+h(SID+xID))P−h(K+QIDPPub)

= (r+h(SID+xID))P−h(xIDP+Y +QIDPPub)

= (r+h(k+sQID+xID))P−h(xIDP+kP+QIDPPub)

= (r+h(k+sQID+xID))P−h(xIDP+kP+sQIDP )

= (r+h(k+sQID+xID))P−h(xID+k+sQID)P

= rP

= R.

By R′ = R, and Equation (4), we can easily get the
verification equation (i.e. Equation (5)) is correct.

5 Security Proof

In this section, we show that our proposed scheme is se-
cure.

The security proof of our scheme satisfies existentially
unforgeable under adaptive chosen message attacks and
ID attacks.

If PKG wants to simulate a user to sign a message,
then the types of his behaviors may be as follows:

1) The PKG can forge user’s signature without knowing
the secret value and the partial private key of the
target user.

2) The PKG can forge user’s signature that has the
knowledge of the master key or the partial private
key, but does not have the secret value of the target
user.

3) The PKG can forge user’s signature that has the
knowledge of the secret value and the partial private
key of the target user. (But here, the secret value is
replaced by PKG, rather than the truly secret value.)

According to the behaviors that describe above, we de-
fine the corresponding adversary into three classes. And
then shows the following proofs that our scheme is secure.

Theorem 1. There exists a adversary A1 who can satis-
fies existential unforgeability against adaptive chosen ID
and message attacks without knowing the user’s secret
value and the partial private key in random oracle model
under the ECDLP assumption.

Proof. Let A1 be an adversary who can break our im-
proved scheme. We show how A1 can be used by a Prob-
abilistic Polynomial Time (PPT) algorithm C to solve the
ECDLP.

Suppose that (P, aP ) as a random ECDLP stance of a
group G and outputs a. Algorithm C will do the following
simulations by interacting with A1.
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Setup: In this stage, Algorithm C performs as follows.

1) Algorithm C sets the public key PPub = aP
and publishes the system parameters params =
{λ, q, P,G, PPub, H0, H1}.

2) For 1 ≤ u ≤ qH0 , Algorithm C chooses IDu ran-
domly as the challenge identity for this game,
where qH0

denotes the maximum number of
querying H0 oracle.

3) Algorithm C chooses Qu∈RZq∗ randomly, sets
Yu = −Qu(aP ), defines H0(IDu, Yu) = Qu, and
then adds (IDu, Yu, Qu) on the H0

list.

4) Algorithm C gives A1 system parameters
params = {λ, q, P,G, PPub, H0, H1}.

Then C starts by answering queries from A1 as fol-
lows.

H0 Queries: A1 inputs (IDi, Yi), and Algorithm C
calls the H0

list list. If the list H0
list contains

(IDi, Yi, Qi), C returns to A. Otherwise, C
chooses Qi∈RZq∗ randomly, adds (IDi, Yi, Qi)

to the list H0
list, and returns Qi to A.

H1 Queries: A1 inputs (mi, IDi,Ki, Ri), and Algo-
rithm C calls the H1

list list. C scans the list
H1

list to check whether has already been de-
fined. Otherwise, C picks hi∈RZq∗ randomly,
adds (mi, IDi,Ki, Ri, hi) to the list, and returns
hi to A1.

Key Extract Queries: We split this query into two
phases: the secret extract value and the partial pri-
vate key extract queries.

Partial private key extract queries: when A1 requests
the private key associated with the identity IDi, C
checks whether the equation of IDi = IDu holds or
not and maintains the Elist list.

1) If IDi = IDu, then C halts and outputs ”fail-
ure”.

2) If IDi 6= IDu, C picks xIDi
∈RZq∗ randomly

as the secret value associated with the identity
IDi. Then C chooses SIDi

∈RZq∗ and computes
Ki = SIDiP + xIDiP − QiaP , where Qi =
H0(IDi, Yi). IfH0(IDi, Yi, Qi) has already been
defined, then C halts and outputs ”failure” (de-
note the event by E1 ). C adds (IDi, Yi, Qi) and
(IDi, xIDi

, SIDi
) to the list.. and Elist, respec-

tively. Finally, C returns Ki, SIDi .The proba-
bility of the event E1 is at most (qH0 +qE)/2λ+1,
where qE denotes the number of querying key
extraction oracle.

Secret value extract queries: If IDi = IDu,
then C halts and outputs ”failure”; otherwise finds
(IDi, xIDi

, SIDi
) from the list Elist and returns as-

sociated secret value xID.

Signing Queries: Assume queries a signature for an
identity ID and a message m.

1) If IDi = IDu, then C chooses σu, hu∈RZq∗ ran-
domly, sets Ku = aP − Qu(aP ) and computes
Ru = σuP − hu(Ku + Q

u
PPub), where hu =

H1(mi, IDu,Ku, Ru). If H1(mi, IDu,Ku, Ru)
has already been defined, then C halts and out-
puts ”failure” (denote the event by E2 ). Fi-
nally, C returns (Ku, hu, σu) as a signature.
The probability of the event E2 is at most
(qH1

+ qS)/2λ, where qs denotes the maximum
number of querying signing oracle.

2) If IDi 6= IDu, the signature is ordinary, because
of C has the secret value and the partial pri-
vate key. That is, to say C can perform online
signing algorithm normally and generate online
signature accordingly.

Forgery: Suppose that A1 outputs a forgeable signature
(K∗, h∗, σ∗) on a message m∗ for an identity ID∗.
Here, ID∗ is not submitted to partial private key
extract oracle and secret value extract oracle, and
(m∗, ID∗) is not query to signing oracle.

1) If ID∗ 6= ID∗u and K∗ 6= K∗u, then C halts
and outputs ”failure” (denote the event by E3

). The probability of the event E3 is not less
than 1/qH0

.

2) Otherwise, according to forking lemma, there
exists an algorithm B which generates two
valid signatures (m∗, IDu,Ku, R, h1, σ1) and
(m∗, IDu,Ku, R, h2, σ2) in PPT, where h1 6= h2
and Qu is steadiness due to H0(IDu, Yu) = Qu.
So the equations hold as follows:

R = σ1P − h1(Ku +QuPPub) by Equation (3)

R = σ2P − h2(Ku +QuPPub) by Equation (3).

After the division, we get (σ1 − σ2)P = (h1 − h2)aP ,
then obtain a = (σ1 − σ2)/(h1 − h2), and return a as the
solution to the ECDLP instance.

Theorem 2. There exists an adversary who can sat-
isfy existential unforgeability on adaptively chosen ID and
message attacks. And has the knowledge of the master key
or partial private key, but does not have the user’s secret
value in random oracle model under the ECDLP assump-
tion.

Proof. Let A2 be an adversary who can break our im-
proved scheme. We show how A2 can be used by a PPT
algorithm C to solve the ECDLP.

Suppose that (P, aP ) as a random ECDLP stance of a
group G and outputs a. Algorithm C will do the following
simulations by interacting with A2.

Setup: In this stage, Algorithm C performs as follows.
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1) Algorithm C sets the public key PPub = aP and
publishes the system parameters, params =
{λ, q, P,G, PPub, H0, H1}.

2) For 1 ≤ u ≤ qH0
, Algorithm C chooses IDu ran-

domly as the challenge identity for this game,
where qH0

denotes the maximum number of
querying H0 oracle.

3) Algorithm C gives system parameters
params = {λ, q, P,G, PPub, H0, H1} and
the master key s.

Then C starts by answering queries from A2 as fol-
lows.

H0 Queries: A2 inputs (IDi, Yi), Algorithm C calls
the H0

list list. If the list H0
list contains

(IDi, Yi, Qi), C returns Qi to A. Otherwise, C
chooses Qi∈RZq∗ randomly, adds (IDi, Yi, Qi)

to the list H0
list and returns Qi to A2.

H1 Queries: A2 inputs (mi, IDi,Ki, Ri), and Al-
gorithm C calls the H1

list list. C scans the
list to check whether has already been defined.
Otherwise, C picks hi∈RZq∗ randomly, adds

(mi, IDi,Ki, Ri, hi) to the list H1
list, and re-

turns hi to A2.

Key Extract Queries: We split this query into two
phases: the secret value extract and the partial pri-
vate key extract queries. Since A2 only knows user’s
partial private key without knowing the secret key,
this phase can leave out the secret value queries.

Partial private key extract queries: when A2 re-
quests the private key associated with identity IDi,
C checks whether IDi = IDu holds or not and main-
tains the Elist list.

1) If IDi = IDu, then C sets Yi = aP
and finds (IDi, Yi, Qi) from the H0

list list.
C chooses ki∈RZq∗ randomly and computes
SIDi

= ki+sQi, then adds (IDi, SIDi
,⊥) to the

list (IDi, SIDi
, ki1) ( ⊥ denotes the unknown se-

cret value for IDi). Finally, returns SIDi
.

2) If IDi 6= IDu, C finds (IDi, Yi, Qi) from the
H0

list list. Then C picks ki1, ki2∈RZq∗ ran-
domly and computes SIDi = ki2 + sQi. Add
(IDi, SIDi , ki1) to the Ki list. Finally, C re-
turns SIDi

.

Signing Queries: Assume A2 queries a signature for an
identity ID and a message m.

1) If IDi = IDu, then C chooses σi, hi∈RZq∗ ran-
domly, sets Yi = aP , and finds (IDi, Yi, Qi)
from the list H0

list, and further C sets Ki =
Yi = aP and computes Ri = σiP − hi(Ki +
QiPPub), where hi = H1(mi, IDi,Ki, Ri). If
H1(mi, IDi,Ki, Ri) has already been defined,
then C halts and outputs ”failure” (denote the

event by E2 ). Finally, C returns (Ki, hi, σi)
as an online signature. The probability of the
event E2 is at most (qH1

+ qS)/2λ, where qS de-
notes the maximum number of querying signing
oracle.

2) If IDi 6= IDu, the signature is ordinary, be-
cause of C has the secret value and the partial
private key. That’s to say C can perform online
signing algorithm normally and generate online
signature accordingly.

Forgery: Suppose that A2 outputs a forgeable signature
(K∗, h∗, σ∗) on a message m∗ for an identity ID∗.
Here, ID∗ is not submitted to secret value extract
oracle, and (m∗, ID∗) is not query to signing oracle.

1) If ID∗ 6= ID∗u and K∗ 6= K∗u, then C halts
and outputs ”failure” (denote the event by E3

). The probability of the event E3 is not less
than 1/qH0

.

2) Otherwise, according to forking lemma,
there exists an algorithm B generates two
valid signatures (m∗, IDu,Ku, R, h1, σ1) and
(m∗, IDu,Ku, R, h2, σ2) in PPT, where h1 6= h2
and Y ′ = K ′P is steadiness. So the equations
hold as follows:

R = σ1P − h1(Ku +QuPPub) by Equation (3)

R = σ2P − h2(Ku +QuPPub) by Equation (3).

After the division, we get (σ1 − σ2)P = (h1 − h2)(a+
sQu)P , then obtain a = (σ1 − σ2)/(h1 − h2) − sQu, and
return a as the solution to the ECDLP instance.

Theorem 3. If PKG simulates a legitimate user to forge
the signature, who has the knowledge of the user’s secret
value and the partial private key (the secret value is not
real, which represents an alternative), then we can prove
to the intercessor that PKG mentioned above is dishonest.

Proof. According to the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, our
scheme is unforgeable for the honest PKG or the negative
dishonest PKG. We split this process into two steps: to
forge private key and sign message.

1) Forge Private Key.

Assume that ID as user’s identity and (xID, SID) as
the private key. Then PKG simulates the user to sign
messages by two ways:

a. Knowing the user’s secret value xID;

b. Replacing the user’s secret value xID. However,
the user chooses xID randomly and thus it is
impossible for PKG to get xID.

Thus, PKG only chooses to replace the user’s secret
value xID and generates another private key. The
details steps as follows:
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Table 1: Notions and definitions of time complexities

Notions Definitions
TM Time required for executing a modular multiplication operation.
TZM Time required for executing a multiplication operation in Z∗q .

TGM Time required for executing a multiplication operation in group.
TGE Time required for executing an exponentiation operation in group.
TH Time required for executing a hash operation.
TE Time required for executing a modular exponentiation operation, TE ≈ 240TM .
TP Time required for executing a bilinear pairing operation,TP ≈ 87TM .
TPE Time required for executing an pairing-based exponentiation operation, TPE ≈ 43.5TM .
TPM Time required for executing an elliptic curve scalar point multiplication operation, TPM ≈ 29TM .
TMTP Time required for executing a hash function operation, TMTP ≈ TPM ≈ 29TM .
TPA Time required for executing a point addition operation of two elliptic curve points, TPA ≈ 0.12TM .

a. PKG chooses xID to replace the user’s secret
value (the probability of xID′ = xID can SID′ =
k′ + sQID′(modq) be ignored).

b. PKG picks k′∈RZq∗ randomly and computes
Y ′ = k′P and S′ID = k′ + sQ′ID (modq), where
QID′ = H0(ID, Y ′). Assume that Y ′, S′ID sat-
isfy the Equation (2), then it outputs the private
key (x′ID, S

′
ID).

2) Sign Message.

After PKG forging the user’s private key
(xID′ , SID′), he starts to perform signing algo-
rithm. (k′, h′, σ′) denotes the signature on a message
m for the user. The user can execute signing
algorithm twice to prove whether (k′, h′, σ′) is
forged by PKG or an adversary colluded with PKG.
Suppose that the user generates two signatures
(K,h1, σ1) and (K,h2, σ2), and submits (K,h1, σ1)
and (K,h2, σ2) to the intercessor TA.

But here K ′ 6= K. If PKG wants to make K ′ = K,
then PKG needs to hold the equation (k′+x′ID)P =
(k+xID)P . Further PKG requires to know the value
Y ′ = (k + xID − x′ID)P = k′P , but PKG does not
know xID. According to the ECDLP, PKG can’t
obtain k, QID and SID, so K ′ 6= K.

If three signatures above are valid, then K in
(K,h1, σ1) and (K,h2, σ2) is same. We get K ′ 6= K
in (K ′, h′, σ′), so (K ′, h′, σ′) must be forged by PKG
or an adversary colluded with PKG.

In summary, the Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 can make
our scheme unforgeable for the honest PKG or the neg-
ative dishonest PKG. Only PKG knows the master key
s, and thus only PKG can replace the user’s secret value
to generate another private key (x′ID, S

′
ID). According to

the above, PKG can not make K ′ = K, so we can prove
whether PKG is honest or not by checking the equation
K ′ = K or not.

6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluated the performance of our
scheme and gave a detailed comparison with other
schemes proposed in the literatures [9, 13, 18, 19, 26, 27,
28] proposed in the literature. To estimate the operating
overhead, we define the notations in Table 1. Please note
that the time of other light operations is ignored in the
comparisons (e.g., addition operation in Z∗q ), since it is
relatively smaller.

In most online/offline signatures, the main compu-
tational costs are shifted to the offline phase, so the
efficiency is dependent on the online and verification
phase. The comparisons of our scheme with other on-
line/offline schemes [9, 13, 18, 19, 26, 27, 28] are listed
in Table 2. It is obvious that our scheme does not
require any bilinear pairing and MTP hush function
operations. Therefore, it is more efficient than these
schemes [9, 13, 18, 24, 28] in terms of computational costs
in the online signing, and also more efficient than other
schemes [9, 13, 18, 19, 26, 27, 28] in terms of computa-
tional costs in the verification.

In Table 31, the comparisons for different aspects be-
tween our scheme and other related schemes are sum-
marized. This table shows that our scheme supports
all these good attributes, but the schemes proposed
in [9, 13, 18, 19, 26, 27, 28] do not.

To sum up, our identity-based online/offline signature
scheme enjoys the following good advantages: (1) No bi-
linear pairing and probabilistic MTP function, (2) Low
computation costs, (3) No key escrow problem, (4) Key
confirmation, (5) Provable security under the random or-
acle model against adaptive chosen ID and message at-
tacks, and (6) supports traceability.

1Note: A1, -based cryptosystem; A2, Hardness problems; A3,
Random oracle; A4, No bilinear pairing and MTP hash function;
A5, Low computational costs; A6, No key escrow problem; A7,
Key confirmation; A8, Provable security; A9, Traceability; IBC,
Identity-Based Cryptosystem; CLC, Certificateless Cryptosystem;
CDHP, Computation Diffie-Hellman Problem; GDH, Gap Diffie-
Hellman Problem; IFP, Integer Factorization Problem; ECDLP, El-
liptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem.
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Table 2: Computational cost comparison of the proposed scheme with others

Schemes The online signing phase The verification phase The total computational cost

Xu et al. [27] 1TZM + 1TH

2TPM + 2TP + 1TMTP

+1TPA + 1TH
≈ 261.12TM + 1TH

≈ 261.12TM + 1TZM + 2TH

Xu et al. [26] 1TZM + 1TH

2TPM + 2TP + 1TMTP

+2TPA + 1TH
≈ 261.24TM + 1TH

≈ 261.24TM + 1TZM + 2TH

Ge et al. [9]
2TE + 2TM + 1TH
≈ 482TM + 1TH

4TE + 2TM + 4TGM + 3TH
≈ 962TM + 4TGM + 3TH

≈ 1444TM + 4TGM + 4TH

Wu et al. [25] 1TZM + 1TH

2TPM + 2TP + 1TMTP

+2TPA + 1TH
≈ 261.24TM + 1TH

≈ 261.24TM + 1TZM + 2TH

Ming et al. [28] 2TZM + 1TH

3TPM + 2TP + 1TMTP

+1TPA + 2TH
≈ 290.12TM + 2TH

≈ 290.12TM + 2TZM+3TH

Selvi et al. [18] 2TZM + 2TH 3TGM + 4TGE + 4TH
≈ 3TGM + 3TGE
+2TZM + 6TH

Selvi et al. [19] 1TZM + 1TH

6TPM + 4TPA + 4TP
+3TMTP + 2TZM + 3TH
≈ 609.48TM + 2TZM

≈ 609.48TM + 3TZM + 4TH

Wang et al. [24] (n− 1)TZM
3TE + 2TZM
≈ 720TM + 2TZM

≈ 720TM + (n+ 1)TZM

Kar et al. [13]
2TPM + 2nTZM + 1TH
≈ 58TM + 2nTZM + 1TH

3TP + 1TPE + 1TGM
+1TMTP + 1TH
≈ 304.5TM + 1TGM

≈ 362.62TM + 1TGM
+2nTZM + 2TH

Beak et al. [4]
(n− 1)TZM + 1TGE
+1TH + 1TM

3TGE + 3TGM + 1TH
(n− 1)TZM + 4TGE + 3TGM
+2TH

Abinav et al. [1] 1TZM + 1TH
6TPM + 4TPA + 3TH
+1TMTP

≈ 203.48TM + 4TH + 1TZM

Aboud et al. [2] (n− 1)TZM + 1TH + 1TM

3TP + 1TPE + 1TGM
+1TMTP + 1TH
≈ 304.5TM + 1TGM

≈ 3TGE + (n+ 1)TZM
+2TH + 1TM

Our Scheme 1TZM + 1TH 3TGE + 2TZM + 1TH + 1TM ≈ 87.24TM + 1TZM + 3TH

Table 3: Comparisons of the proposed scheme with the existing schemes for different attributes

Schemes A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

Xu et al. [27] IBC CDHP Yes No No No No No No
Xu et al. [26] IBC CDHP Yes No No No No No No
Ge et al. [9] CLC ECDLP Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

Wu et al. [25] IBC CDHP Yes No No No No Yes No
Ming et al. [28] IBC CDHP Yes No No No No Yes No
Selvi et al. [18] CLC GDHP No Yes No Yes Yes No No
Selvi et al. [19] CLC GDHP Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No
Wang et al. [24] IBC IFP No Yes No No No No No
Kar et al. [13] IBC CDHP Yes No No No No Yes No
Beak et al. [4] IBC ECDLP Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No

Abinav et al. [1] CLC CDH Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No
Aboud et al. [2] IBC ECDLP Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

Our Scheme IBC ECDLP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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7 Conclusion

ID-based online/offline signature scheme is a combination
of IBC and online/offline signature. It has the following
advantages: (1) eliminating the costly certificate verifica-
tion process and the storage of the length certificate, (2)
producing some computation results in the offline phase
which is stored in advance and later used when the mes-
sage to be signed is known, such that a valid signature
can be generated quickly in the online phase. In this
paper, we designed an bilinear paring and MTP function-
free identity-based online/offline signature scheme with-
out employing complex bilinear paring and MTP func-
tion, which was proven to satisfy the existential unforge-
ablility against adaptively chosen message and ID attacks
in the random oracle under the ECDLP assumption. Our
proposed scheme is computationally more efficient than
other related signature schemes. Especially, our scheme
provides Key confirmation and Traceability. Next, ap-
plying the proposed scheme in some resource-constrained
environments is our future work.
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Abstract

In order to deploy security protocols in practice, it is
highly important that they be implemented in a secure
manner. In this study, we first introduce a model for
code generation from abstract security protocol specifica-
tions. Then, we present the development of an automatic
generator called CV2JAVA, which is able to translate a
security protocol abstract specified in Blanchet calculus
in the computational model into an implementation writ-
ten in JAVA. Finally, we also use the automatic generator
CV2JAVA and CryptoVerif to generate the Secure Shell
Version 2(SSHV2) security protocol implementation writ-
ten in JAVA from the SSHV2 security protocol implemen-
tation written in Blanchet calculus proved in the compu-
tational model.

Keywords: Code generation, code security, protocol secu-
rity, security protocol

1 Introduction

Over the last twenty years, researchers including devel-
opers and users have worked a great deal on the analy-
sis and verification of security protocol abstract specifica-
tions [10, 17]. However, we know that the final objective
is to have the security protocol implemented using pro-
gramming languages, for example, the Java language, to
put it into practice in the information system. Hence, we
need to research the methods for generating the codes for
security protocols because proof of the security properties
of security protocol abstract specifications is not enough
to instill confidence in developers and users with regard

to the degree of security during execution. In addition,
even if we prove the security properties of security pro-
tocol abstract specifications, their implementation proce-
dures may be error prone and insecure. Therefore, it is
essential to analyze and prove the security properties of
security protocol implementations.

Generally, there are two major approaches to imple-
ment security protocols. One approach is suitable for the
legacy codes of security protocols. This approach can be
divided into two types. One type is mainly based on the
technologies of program analysis and verification, for ex-
ample, logic and type theory, which are directly used to
automatically verify cryptographic security. In addition,
it also depends on adding many annotations and predi-
cates/assertions to the security protocol implementations.
The other type is model extraction, which first extracts
the security protocol abstract specification from security
protocol implementations and then uses the security pro-
tocol analyzer to analyze or prove the cryptographic secu-
rity of security protocol implementations. The drawback
of this approach is that it is difficult to implement cor-
rectly.

The other approach is code generation, which is suit-
able for obtaining new implementations of some security
protocols. If we have developed the security protocol ab-
stract specification and verified its security properties, we
can use the code generation method to obtain the secure
security protocol implementations written in program-
ming languages. In the code generation method, the first
step is to produce the security protocol abstract speci-
fications represented in formal language, for example, by
using pi calculus or probabilistic process calculus. Then, a
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security protocol analyzer/prover, for example, ProVerif
or CryptoVerif, is used to analyze the securities of the
security protocol abstract specification. Finally, a trans-
former is developed to transform the security protocol ab-
stract specifications into the security protocol implemen-
tation.

Two types of models, namely, the symbolic model
and computational model, have been proposed and ap-
plied for code generation. There have been some ex-
isting approaches based on the symbolic model, includ-
ing [16, 3, 11, 14, 8, 15, 2, 9, 1, 18, 13], which will be
reviewed and discussed in section 2, the related work sec-
tion. The symbolic model and the computational model
are complementary ways for security analysis of secu-
rity protocols. However, we know that one limitation of
the symbolic model is that it cannot instill confidence in
users with regard to its security because in the symbolic
model, the cryptographic primitives are highly abstracted
as black boxes, which often result in some attacks being
missed. In contrast, the computational model is based
on complexity and probability and uses a strong notion
of security to counter all probabilistic polynomial-time
attacks; therefore, its security properties are practically
verifiable and it can find some attacks missed in the sym-
bolic model. Some existing schemes [5, 6, 7] using the
computational model are introduced in the related work
section. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of
the existing schemes can achieve mechanized generation
of security protocol implementations in Java from secu-
rity protocol abstract specifications proved in the com-
putational model. Thus, in this study, we choose to use
the computational model and focus on the mechanized
generation of security protocol implementation in Java
from security protocol abstract specifications proved in
the computational model.

The main contributions of this study are summarized
as follows:

1) We give a brief survey of the state-of-art schemes for
automatic generation of security protocol implemen-
tations based on both the computational model and
the symbolic model. We find that there is no scheme
for automatic generation of security protocol imple-
mentations in Java from security protocol abstract
specifications proved in the computational model.

2) We introduce a model of code generation in which the
security protocol implementations in source language
SP [S], for example, Blanchet calculus, are translated
into the security protocol implementations in a tar-
get language SP[T], for example, the Java language.
It is also necessary to prove that for the adversary
Adv[S] that is constructed based on any adversary
Adv[T], if the security protocol implementations in
source language SP [S] are secure, for any adversary
Adv[T], the security protocol implementations in tar-
get language SP[T] are also secure .

3) We develop an automatic generator CV2JAVA that

can transform the security protocol abstract specifi-
cations, which are the inputs of CryptoVerif to the se-
curity protocol implementations written in the JAVA
language. We use CryptoVerif to prove abstract secu-
rity protocol implementations in Blanchet calculus in
the computational model and then use the automatic
generator CV2JAVA developed by us to generate the
SSHV2 security protocol implementation written in
JAVA.

4) We use the automatic generator CV2JAVA and
CryptoVerif to generate the SSHV2 security proto-
col implementation written in JAVA. First, we de-
velop the SSHV2 security protocol implementation
in Blanchet calculus, and then CryptoVerif is used
to conduct the analysis of authentication of a SSHV2
security protocol implementation written in Blanchet
calculus; finally, we use the automatic generator
CV2JAVA developed by us to generate the SSHV2
security protocol implementation written in JAVA.

2 Related Work

In this section, we give an overview of the state of the
art of mechanized generation of security protocol imple-
mentations from abstract security protocol specifications
proved in two major models: the symbolic model and
computational model. According to related references,
there is no scheme or tool for the mechanized generation
of security protocol implementation in the Java language
from abstract security protocol specifications proved in
the computational model.

In the symbolic model, Pironti and Sisto [16] develop
an automatic framework called Spi2Java, which can trans-
late the abstract security protocol specifications written
in typed Spi calculus to the security protocol implemen-
tations based on some special libraries written in Java.
In addition, if the special libraries have met certain re-
quirements, the generated Java implementation correctly
simulates the typed Spi calculus specification. Following
the work of Pironti and Sisto [16], Pironti et al. [14] first
improve the Spi2Java framework and then develop a semi-
automatic tool to generate the security protocol imple-
mentations; Copet et al. [8] present a visual user interface
approach SPI2JAVAGUI based on the automatic frame-
work Spi2Java to generate and verify the security proto-
col implementations; Pironti and Sisto [15] also present
an approach based on the automatic tool FS2PV to an-
alyze the security of the data transformation function in
protocol code written in a function language. Avalle et
al. [2] design a framework called JavaSPI in which the
Java language is not only used as a modeling language
but also as the implementation language in the security
protocol. In essence, it translates the abstract security
protocol specifications written in Java into the inputs,
which are analyzed by ProVerif, a resolution-based the-
orem prover for security protocols. Based on the work
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of Avalle et al. [2], Copet and Sisto [9] develop an auto-
mated tool based on the JavaSPI framework to generate
the Java protocol code. Avalle et al. [1] present a survey
on the methods of generating the security protocol code
from the view of protocol logic and note that there are two
main approaches: model extraction and code generation.

Backes et al. [3] introduce a new code generator
Expi2Java that can translate the abstract security pro-
tocol specifications written in an extensible variant of
the Spi calculus and is analyzed by ProVerif into the se-
curity protocol implementations written in Java, which
has the features of concurrency, synchronization between
threads, exception handling and a type system. At the
same time, they formalized the translation algorithm
of Expi2Java with the Coq proof assistant and proved
that if the original models are well-typed, the gener-
ated programs are also well-typed. Li et al. [11] pro-
pose a multi-objective-language-oriented automatic code
generation scheme for security protocols based on XML
that describes the formal model of the security protocol.
Quaresma and Probst [18] present a protocol implemen-
tation generator framework based on the LySatool and a
translator from the LySa calculus in the symbolic model
into C or the Java language. Modesti [13] develops an
AnBx compiler that accepts a special notation AnB to
generate the protocol code. However, the work does not
provide the proof of the soundness of the translation pro-
cess.

As for the computational model, Cade and Blanchet [5,
6, 7] develop a compiler that takes an abstract specifica-
tion of the protocol as the input language of the com-
putational protocol verifier CryptoVerif and translates it
into an OCaml implementation. They also prove that
this compiler preserves the security properties proved by
CryptoVerif, and if the abstract protocol specification is
proved secure in the computational model by CryptoVerif.
Li et al. [12] develop an automatic verifier SubJAVA2CV,
which is able to transform security protocols written in
SubJAVA to the security protocol abstract specification
written in Blanchet calculus in the computational model.
However, as we mentioned earlier, none of these schemes
can provide mechanized generation of security protocol
implementations in Java from security protocol abstract
specifications proved in the computational model, which
is what we aim to achieve in this study.

3 The Model of Code Generation
from Abstract Security Protocol
Specifications

For the code generation in Figure 1, we should prepare
the security protocol implementations SP[S] written in
formal languages, such as Pi calculus, Blanchet calculus,
and SPI calculus; while the target language of the se-
curity protocol implementations SP[T] are programming
languages, for example, Java, C #, and the C language.

This means that the target languages are programming
languages, and the source languages are formal languages.
If the code generation method is used to generate secu-
rity protocol implementations in target languages, there
are two requirements that need to be satisfied:

1) The semantic of the target language simulates the
semantic of the source language;

2) For the adversary Adv[S] constructed based on any
adversary Adv[T], if the security protocol implemen-
tation written in source language SP[S] is secure, for
any adversary Adv[S], the security protocol imple-
mentation written in target language SP[T] is also
secure.

The first requirement shows that from the view of the
behaviors, the relationship between the security protocol
implementations written in target language SP[T] and the
security protocol implementations written in source lan-
guage SP[S] is simulation or observational equivalence.

The second requirement shows how to prove the secu-
rity properties of the security protocol implementations
written in target language SP[T]. For any adversaries in
the context, we want to prove the cryptographic security
properties of the security protocol implementations writ-
ten in target language SP[T]. Thus, according to any ad-
versary Adv[T] in the security protocol implementations
written in target language SP[T], we construct an ad-
versary Adv[S] in the security protocol implementations
written in source language SP[S] and then prove that for
the adversary Adv[S]. If the security protocol implemen-
tations written in source language SP[S] are secure, for
any adversary Adv[T], the security protocol implementa-
tions written in target language SP[T] are secure.

Security protocol implementations 

in source language  SP[S]

Adversary Adv[S]

Security 

Security protocol implementations 

in target language  SP[T]

Any adversary Adv[T]

Security

Security model 
Security 

implementation model 

Figure 1: Model of code generation
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4 Blanchet Calculus

Blanchet calculus [4] is based on probabilistic polyno-
mial calculus and has been widely used to prove the
security properties of security protocols. In Blanchet
calculus, messages are modelled as bitstrings and cryp-
tographic primitives are functions that operate on bit-
strings. Blanchet calculus has two versions: channels
front-end and oracles front-end in order to be as the
input of CryptoVerif. Here we introduce the channels
front-end version. Blanchet calculus is mainly made
up of terms, conditions and processes. The adversary
is modelled by an evaluation context Blanchet calcu-
lus mainly consists of terms and processes. Suppose
there are m terms indexed as 1, · · · , i, · · · ,m; then, vari-
able access x[M1, · · · ,Mi, · · · ,Mm] or function applica-
tion f(M1, · · · ,Mi, · · · ,Mm) represent computations on
bitstrings represented by these m terms. The vari-
able access x[M1, · · · ,Mi, · · · ,Mm] outputs the content
of the cell of indices [M1, · · · ,Mi, · · · ,Mm] of the m-
dimensional array variable x. The function application
f(M1, · · · ,Mi, · · · ,Mm) outputs the result of applying
function f to [M1, · · · ,Mi, · · · ,Mm].

The processes in Blanchet calculus include the input
process and output process. Input process 0 does nothing;
Q|Q′ is the parallel composition of Q and Q′; !i represents
n copies of Q in parallel; newChannel c;Q produces a new
private channel n and performs Q. Output process new
x[i1, · · · , im] : T ;P chooses i1, a new random number,
uniformly, stores it in x[i1, · · · , im], and then executes P .
Random numbers are chosen by new x[i1, · · · , im] : T .
Output process let new x[i1, · · · , im] : T = M in P stores
the bitstring value of M in x[i1, · · · , im] and executes P .

Find process shows that it tries to find a branch J in
[1,m] such that there are values of uj1 , · · · , ujmj

for which

Mj1 , · · · ,Mjlj
are defined and Mj is true. In the case of

success, it executes P . When event e(M1, · · · ,Mm) has
been executed, the formula event e(M1, · · · ,Mm) is true.

5 Code Generation from Security
Protocol Implementations Writ-
ten in Blanchet Calculus

We know that the security protocol implementations writ-
ten in Blanchet calculus are mainly composed of pro-
cesses, and processes mainly consist of top processes and
communicating party processes. The top process is the
main process. The parties in security protocols are mod-
elled as communicating party processes. Owning to the
powerful ability of Blanchet calculus, the communicat-
ing parties in the security protocols are multiple parties.
Here we classified it into two kinds of communicating par-
ties: the sender processes and the receiver processes in the
template for security protocol implementations written in
Blanchet calculus as shown in Figure 2. In our model
there can exist multiple sender parties and receiver par-

ties. When we model the security protocol with Blanchet
calculus, the problem needs to be addressed with different
role names.

Generally the template file used to analyze the secu-
rity protocols through Blanchet calculus is made up of
the following sections: Type declaration, function decla-
ration, cryptographic primitive declaration, channel dec-
laration, security property, sender process, receiver pro-
cess and top process. The type declaration section is com-
posed of the related type in formalizing the security proto-
cols, in which some types are owned by Blanchet calculus
and other types are defined according to the requirement
in formalizing the security protocols. The cryptographic
primitives, for example, indistinguishability under adap-
tive chosen ciphertext attack public key enc, which are
used in analyzing the security protocols, is declared in
the Cryptographic primitive section. Channels are used
to model the communication channel between the sender
and receiver processes that are declared in the Channel
declaration section. In the template, we assume that there
are two roles in the security protocols: One is the sender,
and the other is the receiver. Hence, the sender is mod-
elled as the sender process in the Sender process section,
and the receiver is modelled as the receiver process in the
Receiver process section. The top process is composed of
the sender process and the receiver process.

Figure 2: Template for security protocol implementations
written in Blanchet calculus

Hence, in the translation of the code generator, the
top process is mapped into the main program in secu-
rity protocol implementations written in JAVA, which is
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a class. Regarding the type in Blanchet calculus, we di-
rectly transform it into the corresponding type in JAVA
because in Blanchet calculus, we can define the required
types for the types in JAVA showed in Table 1. The func-
tion in Blanchet calculus is translated into the function
in JAVA. The cryptographic primitive in Blanchet cal-
culus is transformed into the security package in JAVA.
The communicating channel processes, which include in-
put channels and output channels, are mapped into the
classes, which are implemented based on the socket and
are the parties in security protocol implementations writ-
ten in JAVA. These classes are responsible for sending and
receiving messages between the communicating parties.
The sender process and the receiver process are mapped
into the sender class and receiver class, respectively, in
Figure 2. Figure 3 presents the generators from Blanchet
calculus to JAVA in detail.

Figure 3: The model of code generation from Blanchet
calculus

 
1 m

1

2 3

int  x=new int m ;
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Figure 4: GeneratorVariableAccess(x[:T])

Generation function GeneratorVariableAccess(x[:T])
in Figure 4 maps variable access x[:T] in Blanchet cal-
culus into variable (int[] x= new int[m]; x[M1]; x[M2];
x[M3];... x[Mm]) in JAVA.

Table 1: The transforming from some types in Blanchet
calculus to some types in JAVA

Types in Blanchet calculus Types in JAVA
keyseed SecureRandom

key Key
cleartext String

ciphertext String
seed SecureRandom

mkeyseed SecureRandom
mkey key

macinput String
macres String
pkey PublicKey
skey PrivateKey

signinput String
signature byte[]
hashinput String

hashoutput String
input int

output int

 
1 1

public Type FunName Typ, , ( )e1 M ;
m

f M M   
    

Figure 5: GeneratorFunctionApplication(f)

Generation function GeneratorFunctionApplication(f)
in Figure 5 transforms function f in Blanchet calculus into
function (public Type FunName(Type1 M1);) defined by
us in JAVA.

 

  1 1 1
 , , , : , , : ;

ServerSocket c;

c = new ServerSocket(8080);

Socket c1=c.accept();

InputStreamReader in=new InputStreamReader(c1.getInputStream());

BufferedReader 

l k k
in c M M x i T x i T P               
      

 br=new BufferedReader(in);

pw=new PrintWriter(c1.getOutputStream(),true);

while(true) {

receive_message =br.readLine();

}

Figure 6: GeneratorInput in

Regarding the generation of input process in Blanchet
calculus, we mainly use the network statements, for ex-
ample, socket statement, in JAVA to implement it. A
special socket is defined to implement the input process.
The property of the input process socket of the sender is
the address and port number of the sender. The property
of the input process socket of the receiver is the address
and port number of the receiver. Hence, input process
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in() in Blanchet calculus can be translated into JAVA as
shown in Figure 6.

 

 

 

 

1 1

ServerSocket c;

c = new ServerSocket 8080 ;

Socket c1=c.accept ;

InputStreamReader out =new InputStreamReader c1.getInput

 , , , , ;

()

( ()Stream ;

BufferedReader br=new BufferedReader out

)

l k
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;

pw=new PrintWriter c1.getOutputStream ,true ;

pw.println send_mess

( () )

age ;

Figure 7: GeneratorOutput out

Regarding the generation of output process out in
Blanchet calculus, we also use the network statements
in JAVA to implement it. A special socket is defined to
implement the output process. The property of the out-
put process socket is the address and port number of the
receiver. The property of the output process socket of
the receiver is the address and port number of the sender.
Hence, output process out in Blanchet calculus can be
translated into JAVA showed in Figure 7.
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Figure 8: Generator new x

Regarding the process new x in Blanchet calculus, we
mainly use the class new in JAVA to implement it. Hence,
the new process in Blanchet calculus is transformed into
JAVA code in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: GeneratorAssignment Let

The assignment process let x: T=M in P is transformed
into the statementsfor (int i=0; i¡i++)x[i]=Miin JAVA in
Figure 9.
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Figure 10: Generator additional if then

In the transformation of the conditional process if
defined (M1, · · · ,M1)M then P else P ′, there are two
methods that can be used to implement the key part
defined (M1, · · · ,M1)M . One method is that the array
is first transformed into the list; then, we can use the
method contained in the list to implement it. Hence, the
arryContains is implemented in JAVA as:

public static boolean arryContains
(String[] stringArray,String source)

{List¡String¿tempList=Array.asList(stringArray);
if (tempList.Contains(source)){return true;}
else {return false;}}

In the other method, the traversing array is used to
implement it. So, the key part defined (MM1, · · · ,M1)M
is implemented in JAVA as in Figure 10:

public static boolean
arryContains(final T[]array,fianl T v)

(final T e:array)if (e==v||v!=null&&v.equals(e))
return true;return false).

6 Automatic Generator CV2JAVA
from Blanchet Calculus to
JAVA

According to the generation functions introduced in the
previous section, we develop an automatic generator
CV2JAVA that accepts the security protocol model ex-
pressed by Blanchet calculus as an input and produces
security protocol implementations in JAVA as an output.

Figure 11 presents the application of automatic gen-
erator CV2JAVA. First, we model the security protocols
with Blanchet calculus, and then, the tool CryptoVerif
is used to implement the analysis of security, and finally,
the automatic generator CV2JAVA is used to generate
the security protocol implementations written in JAVA.
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Figure 11: Application of automatic generator CV2JAVA

Figure 12 shows the development of automatic genera-
tor CV2JAVA. First, according to the informal specifica-
tion of the security protocol, we produce the security pro-
tocol implementations written in Blanchet calculus, and
then, based on the syntax of Blanchet calculus, the lexi-
cal analyzer developed by us is used to analyze and verify
the correctness of security protocol implementations writ-
ten in Blanchet calculus. If verification succeeds, lexical
elements, for example tokens, are produced. Next, the
parser developed by us is used to process tokens and pro-
duces an abstract syntax tree to represent the structure
of security protocol implementation written in Blanchet
calculus. The goal is to generate secure security protocol
implementations written in JAVA, so the structures and
elements that are not related to the programming imple-
mentation of the security protocol, for example, irrelevant
events, are deleted, and the simplified abstract syntax tree
is produced. After this step, the translator mapping the
simplified abstract syntax tree in Blanchet calculus into
the abstract syntax tree in JAVA is derived.

Next, we develop the code generator to produce the se-
curity protocol implementations written in JAVA. In the
next section, we mainly concentrate on the development of
automatic generator CV2JAVA based on JavaCC. We use
JavaCC to develop the lexical analyzer and parser. First,
we need to construct the .jj file and then use JavaCC to
implement the lexical analyzer and parser for Blanchet
calculus. The .jj file is mainly composed of options, func-
tion declarations, specification for lexical analysis and
BNF notations for Blanchet calculus.

6.1 Simplifier

Owing to the specialty of Abstract Syntax Tree of security
protocol implementation written in Blanchet calculus, it
is not easy to directly transform it into Abstract Syn-
tax Tree of security protocol implementation written in
JAVA. At the same time, it may produce some mistakes

in the transformations.
To reduce Abstract Syntax Tree of security protocol

implementation written in Blanchet calculus, we need to
program a simplifier to perform the function. Simplifier
accepts the Abstract Syntax Tree as inputs and produces
the simplified Abstract Syntax Tree. Here, we implement
the simplifier by using visitor pattern.

Visitor pattern is one type of design pattern. Visitor
pattern defines an operation on the elements of an object
structure. Without modifying the structure of the type,
visitor pattern can access the different objects of a type
and make different operations on them. In most cases,
we do not add a new node in the Abstract Syntax Tree
after it has been generated. Hence, we find that it is a
good method to develop the simplifier visitor to address
the Abstract Syntax Tree. At the same time, different
operations can be made on the different nodes. Hence, it
is proper to use visitor patterns to address this situation.

Simplifier visitor in Figure 13 visits, adds and deletes
the nodes according to the Abstract Syntax Tree for
JAVA. There are two different methods for processing the
keywords in simplified visitors. One is the JAVA untrans-
forming method. The other is the JAVA transforming
method. The JAVA untransforming method visits the
Abstract Syntax Tree for Blanchet calculus and obtains
syntax keywords and then compares it to the syntax key-
words in JAVA. If they are the same, the syntax keywords
in Blanchet calculus are not modified. At the same time,
it abstracts the main keyword nodes and variable nodes in
Blanchet calculus to implement the simplification of the
Abstract Syntax Tree. The JAVA transforming method
visits the Abstract Syntax Tree for Blanchet calculus and
obtains syntax keywords and then compares them to the
syntax keywords in JAVA. If they are not same, the syn-
tax keywords in Blanchet calculus are modified. At the
same time, it abstracts the main keyword nodes and vari-
able nodes in Blanchet calculus to implement the sim-
plification of the Abstract Syntax Tree for the main key
variable nodes.

JJTree has additional good support for the visitor de-
sign pattern. If we set the VISITOR option to true, a
jjtAccept() method and childrenaccept() method are in-
serted into all of the node classes it generates by JJTree.
Apart from that, a visitor interface Visitor.java is also pro-
duced that can be implemented and passed to the nodes
to accept. Our simplifier is an instance of a visitor in-
terface Visitor.java. JJTree generates SimpleNodes, and
they are processed differently.

Here is the process of the statement new a:T;P in
Blanchet calculus. It generates a new variable for which
the type is T and then performs process P. There is also
the key word new. Hence, we construct the simplifier vis-
itor according to the new statement syntax in JAVA.

The syntax of the statement new a:T;P in Blanchet cal-
culus is presented in Figure 14. The syntax of statement
new in JAVA is shown in Figure 15.

According to the production of the new statement, the
syntax tree of statement new a:T;P in Blanchet calculus
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Figure 12: Development of automatic generator CV2JAVA

 

Figure 13: The idea of the simplifier visitor

void newterm :

� new�  vartype  scolon  term

()

{}{

() () ()

}

Figure 14: The syntax of statement new a: T; P in Blanchet calculus
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is expressed in Figure 16. The key node is newex node,
and the key variables are constant variable identex and
type variable indentex.

Simplifier visitor travels the Syntax Tree of new state-
ment in Blanchet calculus and abstracts the key nodes and
adjusts the sequence of the key nodes of Syntax Tree for
Blanchet calculus. Finally, it adds the correspondent Java
nodes. The method is the JAVA untransforming method.
The key word is new, and the node term() should be
deleted by the case statement in Figure 17. The method
used to delete the nodes is implemented in the method
for TreeVisitor and can be used to travel the nodes of the
syntax tree.

 
Type a = new Type();

Figure 15: The syntax of statement new in JAVA

 

Figure 16: Syntax tree of new statement in Blanchet cal-
culus

Based on the new statement syntax tree, TreeVisitor
travels the nodes following the sequence. First, the jjtAc-
cept(Visitor, Object) method of the new statement node
is invoked by the main method in parser. Parameter Vis-
itor is the object addvisitor. Then, the visit method of
object addvisitor is called, and the new statement node
is sent to visit method. The post-order traversal is ap-
plied. So, with parameter addvisitor, the visit method is
called childrenAccept(Visitor, Object) in new statement
node to travel to subnodes. The jjtAccept(Visitor, Ob-
ject) method in subnodes to perform the traversal of the
subtree is invoked by the childrenAccep method. Then, it
invokes the addchildren() method to add new nodes. In
addition, the children fields in the new node are revalued
to avoid the logical error. At the same time, the fourth
node is deleted by invoking the method visitor of the ob-
ject deletevisitor.

 

 
 

 
  

case EG2TreeConstants.JJTNEWEX:
    node.childrenAccept this, data ;
    deletechildren node, 4 ;
    break;
 case EG2TreeConstants.JJTNEWEX:
    node.childrenAccept this, data ;
     StringBuffer  data .append(node.jjtGetValue .toString ;

    br

() ())

eak;

Figure 17: Case statement

6.2 Translator

Translator is also a visitor that takes the simplified Ab-
stract Syntax Tree for Blanchet calculus as an input and
outputs the Abstract Syntax Tree for JAVA. This means
that translator is a mapping function from language ele-
ments in Blanchet calculus to language elements in JAVA
based on the definitions. In the next section, we show
how to use the visitor to perform the mapping function
GeneratorRandomNumber x, which implements mapping
from a new statement in Blanchet to a new statement in
JAVA.

We have used the simplifier to delete the node term().
To implement the translation from the new statement in
Blanchet calculus and form the new statement in JAVA,
we also need to adjust the position according to the syn-
tax tree of the new statement in JAVA. The content node,
identex node, colon node, sclon node and newex node
are not changed. The identex node needs to be changed
through the method exchangenode(node,1). According to
the syntax nodes in JAVA, the method nodeExchange in
translator can be used to exchange the nodes if the jjtN-
odeName of the node is the same as the predefined JJT-
LOCALVARIABLEDECLARATION. Finally, we gener-
ate the model for the Abstract Syntax Tree in Blanchet
calculus shown in Figure 18.

When translator has visited all the nodes in the Ab-
stract Syntax Tree for Blanchet calculus, the correspond-
ing Abstract Syntax Tree for Blanchet calculus will be
generated according to the model for the Abstract Syn-
tax Tree in Blanchet calculus in Figure 18.

Figure 19 shows the Abstract Syntax Tree for the new
statement in JAVA.

6.3 Code Generator

If we have derived the Abstract Syntax Tree of Blanchet
calculus, the next task is to implement the code generator
to generate code of Blanchet calculus, which is the secu-
rity protocol implementation written in Blanchet calculus.
Although the Abstract Syntax Tree mainly consists of the
type name, variable name, method name and parameter
list, we are not able to directly use the leaf node to gen-
erate security protocol implementation in JAVA because
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JJTNEWEX

term

identex newexp scolon

assignidentex subnewex

identexnewex leftbracket rightbracket
 

Figure 18: The model for the abstract syntax tree of code exchange method in Blanchet calculus

 

Figure 19: Abstract syntax tree of new statement
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Figure 20: The structure of the code generator visitor

the channel declaration, security definition and declara-
tion have not been transformed. Hence, we design a visi-
tor code generator for channel declaration, security defini-
tion and declaration. When the code generator traverses
the syntax tree and adds input channels, out channels,
operators and security definitions and declarations are in
the proper position.

When the code generator traverses the syntax tree, it
first adds the declaration methods and security properties
verification and then translates it into JAVA code. For ex-
ample, to verify the security of sessionkey, the statement
in Blanchet calculus is query secret sessionkey; there-
fore, the corresponding method verifSecret(sessionkey) in
JAVA is added to verify the sessionkey.

Figure 20 shows the structure of the visitor code gener-
ator. The visitor method first accesses the jjtNodeName
of nodes and then creates different operations on different
nodes. The switch statement is used to match the value
of the jjtNodeName, and the task of processing the node
is performed in the case statement. It mainly adds some
keywords, operators and special characters and so on into
the object StringBuffer.

Security protocol implementations in JAVA is stored
in the object StringBuffer after the code generator visitor
travels through all of the Abstract Syntax Tree. Finally,
we write the contents in the object StringBuffer into a file,
and thus, the security protocol implementation in JAVA
is completed.

6.4 Templator

Templator is used to add the security object expressed by
events in Blanchet calculus into security protocol imple-
mentation in CryptoVerif. Thus, we can use CryptoVerif
to verify the security properties of security protocol im-
plementation in Blanchet calculus.

7 Case: SSHV2 Security Protocol
Implementation in JAVA

In this section, we use the automatic generator CV2JAVA
and CryptoVerif to analyze the authentication of the Se-
cure Shell Version 2 (SSHV2) security protocol and gener-
ate its implementation written in JAVA. We first develop
the SSHV2 security protocol implementation written in
Blanchet calculus. Then, we use the automatic verifier
CryptoVerif to analyze the authentication of the SSHV2
security protocol. Finally, we use automatic generator
CV2JAVA to generate SSHV2 security protocol imple-
mentation written in JAVA.

7.1 Review of the SSHV2 Security Pro-
tocol

The SSHV2 security protocol was issued in 2006 by
IETF and is designed to implement remote secure lo-
gin and other secure network services over an insecure
network. The SSHV2 protocol is made up of three ma-
jor sub-protocols: The Transport Layer Protocol imple-
ments server authentication, confidentiality, and integrity
with perfect forward secrecy. The User Authentication
Protocol authenticates the client identity to the server.
The Connection Protocol provides the encrypted tunnel
in several logical channels. The SSHV2 security protocol
uses the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) to replace the
RSA algorithm to implement the secret key exchange in
the Transport Layer Protocol and use the Hash Message
Authentication Code (HMAC) to guarantee the integrity
of the message.

To implement the security of data over a public net-
work, the message exchange is made up of the following
four phases: the protocol version negotiation, encryption
algorithms and key negotiation, key exchange and authen-
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tication. In the protocol version negotiation phase, the
client and server chose the same version to communicate.

In the encryption algorithms and key exchange
phases in the Transport Layer Protocol, parameter
negotiation is allowed to minimize the number of round
trips. The key exchange method, public key algorithm,
symmetric encryption algorithm, message authentica-
tion algorithm, and hash algorithm are all negotiated.
Hence, there are nine messages to be exchanged between
the client and the server: Protocol Version Exchange
between the client and the server SSH-protoversion-
softwareversion, the client and server Algorithm
Negotiation SSH MSG KEXINIT, key exchange request
SSH MSG KEXDH GEX REQUEST, key exchange
parameters response SSH MSG KEXDH GEX GROUP,
key exchange parameter initialization
SSH MSG KEXDH GEX INIT, key exchange re-
sponse SSH MSG KEXDH GEX REPLY and the new
key message SSH MSG NEWKEYS.

In the authentication phase, the server implements the
authentication of the client. The server initiates the au-
thentication by telling the client which authentication
methods can be chosen to continue the exchange. The
client can choose the proper methods listed by the server
in any order. This gives the server complete control over
the authentication process. There are three methods that
can be used by the client: public key, password, and host-
based client authentication methods. Here, we chose the
public key authentication method.

In the public key authentication method, the client
sends the Authentication Requests message to the
server: (1) SSH MSG USERAUTH REQUEST, which is
made up of username, servicename, methodname and
method specific fields. The value of methodname is ”pub-
lic key” based on the authentication method we chose.
The method specific field consists of signature algorithm,
public key, signature fields. The signature field is made up
of session ID,SSH MSG USERAUTH REQUEST, user
name, service, ”public key”, TRUE, algorithm name, pub-
lic key fields.

When the server accepts authentication, it sends
the message (2) SSH MSG USERAUTH SUCCESS
to the client; otherwise, it sends the messages
SSH MSG USERAUTH FAILURE SSH, which means
that the authentication request has failed.

7.2 SSHV2 Security Protocol Implemen-
tation Written in Blanchet Calculus

The formal model implemented in Blanchet calculus in-
cludes initialization process, the client process and server
process.

The initialization process generates the public key
pkeyrsa and private key skeyrsa for the server, the sig-
nature public key signpkey, the signature private key
signskey for the server, the public key pkey c, private
key skey c for the client and the signature public key
psignkey c, the signature private key ssignkey c for the

client. Then, the public keys pkeyrsa, skeyrsa, signpkey,
pkey c, keyhash are published through the channel c. Af-
ter that, the client process ClientProcess and the server
process ServerProcess are launched.

The client process produces the version information
clientversion and sends it through the channel c1. Then,
it receives the version information messagetwo s from the
channel c4 and sets the version equal to messagetwo s.
The client process also generates the client algorithm
parameters message algoclient and sends it through the
channel c5. Next, it receives the server algorithm param-
eters messagetwo s from the channel c8 The client process
accepts messagetwo s. The client process generates the
key exchange parameters minc, dp, maxc using the state-
ments new minc: Z; new dp: vlue; new maxc: Z; it then
sends them to the server process through channel c9. The
random number r c produced using the statement new r c:
Z accepts as the input of the function exp(); then, we can
get the dh e, which is sent to the server process through
the channel c13. When the server receives the message
dh e, it will send a message dh f s as the response. Thus,
through the channel c16, the client process gets the mes-
sage dh f s generated by the server process and r c to
compute the client share key clientshareK using the func-
tion Gtokey(). The client process verifies the digital
message dh signature s received from the server process
using the function check(htomes(clienthash), psignkey c,
dh signature s) with the signature key psignkey c.

If the verification is successful, the client authenticates
the server. Next, the client process generates the new ses-
sion key sessionkey using the function hashtokey(), and
then, the new session key sessionkey is encrypted with
the public keypkeyrsa of the server, and the ciphertext
messenc is produced and is sent to the server process
through the channel c17. The four parameters of the
function hashtokey() are client share key clientshareK, the
hash of client message clienthash, client message clientmes
and session id sessionid. The session key sessionkey is
the hash value of the four parameters: client shares
key clientshareK, the hash of client message clienthash,
client message clientmes and session id seesionid. Next,
the client generates the authentication request message
SSH MSG USERAUTH REQUEST, which includes user-
name, servicename, methodname, method specific. Then,
it uses the client signature key ssignkey c to generate the
digital signature request signature of the authentication
request message SSH MSG USERAUTH REQUEST and
send it to the server process through channel c19.

The server process receives the version information
messageversion c through channel c6. Then, it gen-
erates the server version information serverversion and
sends it through channel c3. The server process also
receives the client algorithm parameters message algoc
through the channel c2. Then, it generates the server
algorithm parameters message algoserver and sends it
through the channel c7. The server receives the message
message DHrequ through the channel c10. The message
message DHrequ is made up of the key parameters dhmic,
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dhdp and dhmaxc, which are accepted as the inputs of
function exp() to generate the message message DHgroup
and send it to the client process.

The server receives the message message c and com-
putes the shared key k through k=exp(message e,r s).
Next, it calculates the hash value hashserver by the hash
function hash(keyhash,messagedhhash). Then, the sig-
nature signtext is generated by fhashtosign(hashserver)
and the client uses the signature private key ssingkey c to
produce the digital signature dh signature. The server
process generates the authentication message dhgexre-
ply through the function concatreply, which accepts dh f,
pkeyrsa, session id s,dh signature as the inputs. Fi-
nally, the server process sends the authentication message
dhgexreply to the client through the channel c15.

The server process receives the authentication request
message messageauth c from the client process through
the channel c20. Then, it constructs the message mes-
sageauth c through the function concatsshuser(). Next,
the server process uses the function check to verify the
authentication request message with the public key cp-
key c. If the verification is successful, the server pro-
cess sends the message SSH MSG USERAUTH SUCESS
through the channel c21.

7.3 Authentication of SSHV2 Security
Protocol Implementation in Blanchet
Calculus

In this section, we give a brief overview of the mecha-
nized prover CryptoVerif, which is used to automatically
analyze authentication of SSHV2 security protocol imple-
mentation in Blanchet calculus.

Here, we use non-injective correspondences in Fig-
ure 21 to model the authentication from server to client
and from client to server. Event client(x, y, kx, px,
gx, gy, krsa)==> server(x, y, kx, px, gx, gy, krsa) is
used to authenticate the client by server. Event server
A(ya)==>client A(ya) is used to authenticate the server
by client. These events and non-injective correspondences
had been added into the model implemented in Blanchet
calculus by hand.

The analysis was performed by CryptoVerif and suc-
ceeded. The result is shown in Figure 22, and the
SSHV2 security protocol is proved to guarantee authen-
tication. ”All queries proved” in Figure 22 shows that
event client(x, y, kx, px, gx, gy, krsa)==> server(x, y,
kx, px, gx, gy, krsa) is true, which shows that the server
authenticates the client. Event server A(ya)==> client
A(ya) is true, which shows that the client authenticates
the server; query secret sessionkey is proved, which shows
that the session key is secure.

 

 
 
 
 

event client version,version,key,value,G,G,rsapkey .

event server version,version,key,value,G,G,rsapkey .
event clientA signature .

event serverA signature .

query x:version,y:version,px:value,gx:G,gy:G,kx:key,kr
   

   

sa:rsapkey;
event client x,y,kx,px,gx,gy,krsa ==>server x,y,kx,px,gx,gy,krsa .
query ya:signature;
event serverA ya ==>clientA ya .
query secret sessionkey.

                            

Figure 21: Events

7.4 SSHV2 Security Protocol Implemen-
tation Written in JAVA

According to the SSHV2 protocol, a protocol implemen-
tation written in Blanchet Calculus, we use the automatic
verifier CV2JAVA to generate the SSHV2 protocol imple-
mentation in JAVA, as shown in Figure 23. But in our
current version, there are some limitations on it. we also
need to implement its method in the class. Then, we run
the client and server code, which is shown in Figure 24.
In addition, it also shows that the server authenticates
the client.

8 Conclusions

In the last twenty years, many security protocols have
been introduced and deployed in all kinds of information
systems. Hence, the verification of the security properties
of these protocols has received plenty great deal of at-
tention. Now, there is a popular issue: analysis of the
security protocol implementations, which is introduced
from the security field. In this study, we first present the
model of code generation from abstract security protocol
specifications. Then, we develop an automatic generator
CV2JAVA, which is able to translate security protocol
abstract specifications written in Blanchet calculus in the
computational model into security protocol implementa-
tions written in JAVA. Moreover, we also use the auto-
matic generator CV2JAVA and CryptoVerif to generate
the SSHV2 security protocol implementation written in
JAVA from the SSHV2 security protocol implementation
written in Blanchet calculus proved in the computational
model.

One of our main work is to develop a generator form
security protocols implementations written in Blanchet
calculus to JAVA code and is not to develop a complex
complier. Hence the compile time error and compiler op-
timization etc. have not been addressed in current work.
Compared to the works of Cade and Blanchet [12,13],
there are six big difference. Firstly, the target languages
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Figure 22: The result

 

Figure 23: Generating SSHV2 protocol implementation written in JAVA
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Figure 24: The result of executing the client and server code

are different. Firstly, the target languages are different.
The target language in Cade and Blanchet [12,13] is the
Ocaml language which is a function language. By con-
trast, the target language in our work is Java language
which is an imperative language. Secondly, the formal
languages are different. In Cade and Blanchet [12,13], the
modified Blanchet calculus is used, in which some state-
ments are added and some other statements are removed
in order to deal with transforming from it to Ocaml lan-
guage. By contrast, we use the original Blanchet calcu-
lus to deal with transforming from it to JAVA language.
Thirdly, the Blanchet calculus has two versions: chan-
nels front-end and oracles front-end as the input language
of CryptoVerif. Cade and Blanchet [12] use the oracles
front-end to model the SSH protocol. However, we use
the channels front-end to model the SSH protocol. Hence
the formal code are very different. Fourthly, the technolo-
gies based upon during the development of the translator
may be different because of the different target languages.
They use the Ocaml language to develop the complier.
But we chose the JAVACC as the base in order to process
the transformation from Blanchet calculus to JAVA lan-
guage.. Fifthly, The SSH protocol modelled in our work
is nice distinction. For example, the cryptographic prim-
itives. Finally, the proof of the correctness of translator
are different. Owning to the differences of the formal lan-
guages and the target languages, although the frameworks
are similar, the technologies used are different. We will
prove it from the view of operational semantics. More-
over, the operational semantics are different due to the
different target.

In our current version of CV2JAVA, there are some lim-
itations on it. At a time the only one process in Blanchet
calculus can be translated into classes in JAVA code. At
the same time we also need to implement its method in
the class. In future work, we will improve the generator

CA2JAVA and use the formal method to prove the cor-
rectness of translation from Blanchet calculus to JAVA
and enhance the ability of the tool.
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Abstract

The purpose of data hiding is to embed secret messages
into cover media so that the receiver will not be aware
of the existence of these important messages. Recently,
Chang et al. proposed a novel data hiding scheme based
on turtle shells, which provided a good visual quality and
an acceptable embedding capacity. However, the matrix
that is used in the scheme based on turtle shells is not
an optimal matrix. This means that the distortion of the
image can be reduced further. In this paper, we propose
a method that uses particle swarm optimization (PSO)
to further reduce the distortion of the cover image based
on turtle shells. Our experimental results confirmed that
our scheme was efficient in finding an optimal replacement
table and achieved a better visual quality of the cover
image. Also, our scheme enhanced the security of scheme
based on the turtle-shell matrix.

Keywords: Data hiding, GA, PSO, turtle shell

1 Introduction

With the rapid development and extensive application of
the Internet, information security has been recognized as
an important issue by many users. As a result, data en-
cryption and data hiding, the two key techniques in the
field of information security, also have received greater
interest as topics of concern and research. Data encryp-
tion [3, 13] can alter a piece of clear text, or unencrypted
information, into cipher text, or encrypted information.
However, assailants are attracted easily by multimedia
information after encrypting, and its content is totally
transparent once the cipher-text is decrypted. Different
from data encryption, data hiding is a technique that

hides secret information in an image to make the secret
data inaudible or invisible for assailants. Due to this ad-
vantage, it is used extensively in many fields, such as elec-
tronic commerce, copyright protection, and image authen-
tication.

Generally, date hiding techniques are conducted
mainly in three domains, i.e., the compression domain,
the frequency domain and the spatial domain. In the com-
pression domain, vector quantization (VQ) [5, 8, 9, 12] is
often used in data hiding schemes to obtain more space for
embedding secret information. In 2003, Du and Hsu [9]
proposed an adaptive algorithm to embed secret data
into VQ compressed images. Later, Hu [12] and Chang
et al. [8] improved the embedding capacity of VQ com-
pressed images to embed secret data. Although these
compression-domain data hiding schemes achieved higher
hiding capability, the reduction in the quality of the im-
ages was a serious concern.

In the frequency domain, first, cover images are trans-
formed by using a frequency-oriented mechanism such as
the discrete cosine transformation (DCT) [6, 16], or the
discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) [1, 17]. Then
the secret data are embedded into the transformed co-
efficients. Although these data hiding schemes can obtain
the stego images that have better visual quality, the em-
bedding capacity of secret data still is not satisfactory
because only a small number of coefficients are used to
embed the secret data.

In the spatial domain, secret messages are embedded
directly into the pixels to ensure a high embedding ca-
pacity of secret data. The most common method is least
significant bit (LSB) replacement. In the traditional LSB
method [2], the LSB of the cover image is replaced directly
by a secret bit. In 2001, Wang [22] proposed a data hiding
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method by using optimal LSB substitution and genetic al-
gorithm to improve the visual quality of stego images. To
further improve the hiding capacity and visual quality of
stego images, Mielikainen [20] proposed an LSB matching
scheme that uses a pair of pixels as a unit to embed two
secret bits. However, the direction of modification on the
cover pixels is exploited incompletely for data hiding in
this scheme. In 2006, Zhang and Wang [23] proposed a
data hiding scheme that fully exploits the modification di-
rections (EMD) to overcome this problem. In 2008, hang
et al. [4] proposed Sudoku solutions to guide the modifica-
tion of pixels for data hiding to make the data more secure
than [23] and [4]. Later, in order to improve the visual
quality of Chang et al.’s method, Hong et al. [10] pro-
posed the Sudoku-S scheme based on a search algorithm.
In 2010, Kim et al. [15] proposed two new schemes, named
EMD-2 and 2-EMD to enhance the embedding capacity
of the original EMD scheme. However, these schemes of-
fered an unacceptable trade-off between low image quality
and restricted embedding capacity.

Recently, Chang et al. [7] proposed a novel data hiding
scheme to overcome this problem by using turtle shells for
guiding the modification of cover pixels. This scheme uses
a hexagon, which is called a turtle shell, to contain eight
different digits, ranging from 0 to 7. A matrix composed
of a large number of turtle shells is used to alter the values
of pairs of cover pixels for the purpose of hiding secret bits.
This scheme achieves a hiding capacity of 1.5 bits per pixel
and a peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value of about 49
dB. Later, Liu et al. [18] enhanced the embedding capac-
ity by using the location table to develop the turtle shell-
based scheme. However, the turtle-shell matrix in their
schemes is not optimal, meaning that the distortion of the
image can be reduced further. There are some well-known
evolutionary algorithms that can be used to solve the op-
timization problem, such as genetic algorithm (GA) [11]
and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [19]. Compared
with GA, the main advantage of PSO is its high compu-
tational efficiency. In this paper, we propose a method
that involves using PSO to minimize the distortion of the
cover image based on turtle shells. In our method, first,
an original matrix is generated according to Chang et al.’s
scheme [7]. Then PSO is used to search the optimal re-
placeable table of the eight integers in the matrix. After a
near optimal table is developed, a new matrix is generated
by replacing all of the eight integers with integers from the
near optimal table. Finally, the data hiding procedure is
conducted according to the new matrix in the same way
as was done in Chang et al.’s scheme. The experimental
results confirmed that our scheme achieved smaller image
distortion than the scheme in [7].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The two
important techniques are reviewed in Section 2, and the
proposed scheme is presented in detail in Section 3. The
experimental results are discussed in Section 4, and our
conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 A Novel Scheme for Data Hiding
Based on A Turtle-shell Matrix

A matrix based on turtle shells is constructed before the
data hiding process. The matrix only contains 8 integers
ranging from 0 to 7. The first row of the matrix is set from
0 to 7 in a circular permutation, and the other rows obey
two rules. The first rule is that the difference between two
adjacent values in the same row is set to 1. The second
rule is that the difference between two adjacent values in
the same column is set alternately to 2 and 3. The matrix
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: An example of the matrix based on turtle shells

The matrix here is used to hide secret data in order
to obtain the minimum distortion between the original
image and the stego image. The details of embedding
procedure are described as follows.

Step 1. Divide the original image into non-overlapping
pixel pairs, each of which contains two adjacent pixels
(pi,pi+1).

Step 2. Generate a random binary bit stream as the se-
cret data and convert each three bits into an octal
digit, ranging from 0 to 7.

Step 3. Choose a pixel pair (pi,pi+1) as the abscissa and
ordinate value of the matrix, respectively. Find a
corresponding extraction value in the matrix.

Step 4. If the extraction value is equal to the secret digit
that is to be embedded, the value of this pixel pair
will not be changed. Otherwise, the next step will be
implemented.

Step 5. If the extraction value is not equal to the secret
digit that is to be embedded, the following two dif-
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ferent cases are considered according to the position
of the extraction value in the turtle shell.

Case 1: If the extraction value is on the back of the
turtle shell, the value that is equal to the secret
digit that is to be embedded can be searched
within this turtle shell. And the correspond-
ing abscissa and ordinate of this value are used
to substitute for the cover pixel pair (pi,pi+1).
However, if the extraction value is on the edge
of the turtle shell, the searching range of the
value that is equal to the secret digit will be the
collection of the turtle shell that contains it.

Case 2: If the extraction value does not involve in
any turtle shell, the searching range is a 3 × 3
sub-block on which this pixel pair is located.
Any 3 × 3 sub-block also contains 8 different
values from 0 to 7 because of the architectural
property of the matrix.

Step 6. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 until all of the pixel
pairs have been processed to embed the secret digit.
In this way, a stego image is generated.

For example, suppose that two secret digits, i.e., 0 and
7, are to be embedded into two pixel pairs, i.e., (4, 4)
and (0, 1), respectively. Figure 1 shows an example of
the matrix based on turtle shells. The corresponding ex-
traction value of pixel pair (4, 4) is 6, which, obviously, it
is not equal to the secret digit 0 that is to be embedded.
Because this extraction value is on the edge of three tur-
tle shells, the closest 0 is searched within the three turtle
shells with the red background in Figure 1. Then the pixel
pair (4, 5) is taken as the new pixel pair to substitute for
the original pixel pair. In the same way, the extraction
value of the pixel pair (0, 1) does not involve in any turtle
shell, so the searching range is a 3× 3 sub-block with the
red background in Figure 1. For this pair, the secret digit
is 7 which is located in (2, 2). This pixel pair is replaced
by (2, 2).

In the process of extracting secret data, taking each
pixel pair of the stego image as a coordinate of the ma-
trix, a corresponding extraction value in the matrix can
be determined. It is the embedded secret digit. By con-
verting each extraction value into binary bits in order, the
original secret data can be recovered.

2.2 Particle Swarm Optimization

PSO, which was proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in
1995 [19], is a global search algorithm. It was devel-
oped based on the social behavior of flocks of birds and
schools of fish when searching for food. This technique
has been used successfully in many fields as an optimiza-
tion tool, such as estimating the distribution state [21]
and dispatching reactive power [24].

In PSO, each individual of the population is called a
particle, and it flies around in a multi-dimensional search
space in order to find the optimal solution. The position

of a particle represents a candidate solution to the opti-
mization problem at hand. Each particle searches for a
better position in the search space by changing its veloc-
ity according to the rules that were inspired originally by
behavioral models of flocks of birds. The position of the
particle is updated as follows [19]:

xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1), (1)

where xi(t+1) and xi(t) are two parameters that represent
the updated position and the current position, respec-
tively. The velocity of this particle is updated according
to the following equation:

vi(t + 1) = wvi(t) + c1r1(pbest − xi(t))

+c2r2(gbest − xi(t)), (2)

where c1 and c2 are two acceleration coefficients, w is
an inertia factor, r1 and r2 are two independent random
numbers that are distributed uniformly in the range of
[0,1], and pbest and gbest are the local best particle and
the global best particle, respectively.

Figure 2: The flowchart of PSO

Figure 2 shows the basic flowchart of PSO, and the
process of PSO is summarized as follows:
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Step 1. Initialize a population of particles with random
positions xi(t) and velocities vi(t) and compute the
corresponding fitness values f(xi(t)). Each initial
particle is denoted as the local best particle pbest,
and the particle that has the best fitness value is de-
noted as the global best particle gbest.

Step 2. Update the position of a particle xi(t + 1) ac-
cording to its updated velocity vi(t + 1), which are
determined by using Equations (1) and (2), respec-
tively.

Step 3. Compute the fitness value of the updated parti-
cle f(xi(t + 1)).

Step 4. Compare this new fitness value f(xi(t+1)) with
f(pbest). If f(xi(t + 1)) < f(pbest), pbest is replaced
by xi(t + 1). Otherwise, pbest remains unchanged.

Step 5. Compare the current fitness value f(xi(t + 1))
with f(gbest). If f(xi(t + 1)) < f(gbest), gbest is re-
placed by xi(t + 1). Otherwise, gbest remains un-
changed.

Step 6. If the terminal condition is met, then the best
particle gbest and its fitness value are output. Other-
wise, go back to Step 2.

3 Proposed Scheme

In the turtle-shell matrix, there are eight integers from 0
to 7 in a turtle shell or a 3 × 3 sub-block due to the ar-
chitectural property of the matrix. In order to minimize
the distortion of the cover image, it is important to deter-
mine the best table to replace the original eight integers.
An example of substitution tables is shown in Figure 3.
There is a total of 40,320 ways to sort these eight integers
in total. So, it would take a lot of time to search all of
the tables to find the best one. Thus, in this paper, we
used PSO to search for the best table of the matrix.

Figure 3: Substitution tables

3.1 Searching for The Best Replaceable
Table Based on PSO

Input: A matrix M based on turtle shells, a cover image
CI, secret messages S;

Output: A near optimal replaceable table T;

Step 1. The initial phase.

First, a population of particles is initialized ran-
domly. Each particle represents a table that has
8 different values that range from 0 to 7. Ta-
ble 1 shows an example of an initial particle,
Pi(t)=(xi1(t),xi2(t),. . . ,xi8(t)), where xij(t) repre-
sents the initial position of this particle and each
position has a different value. The initial particle
denotes its local best particle as pbest, and the par-
ticle that has the best fitness value is denoted as the
global best particle gbest. The velocity of each posi-
tion of a particle, vij(t), is chosen randomly from 0
through 7.

Step 2. Update one position of a particle.

In order to keep a particle that has 8 different values,
each position should be saved before this position is
updated. The parameter tempij is used to save the
original values of these particles and it is shown in
Equation (3).

tempij = tempij(t), i = 1, 2, · · · , n;

j = 1, 2, · · · , 8. (3)

The velocity of a particle is updated mainly according
to three values, i.e., the local best particle, the global
best particle and its particle value, which is shown in
Equation (4).

vij(t + 1) = wvij(t) + c1r1(pbest(ij) − xij(t))

+c2r2(gbest(j) − xi(t)), (4)

where i is the ith particle, j is the jth position of this
particle, c1 and c2 are two acceleration coefficients,
both of which are set to 1, and w is an inertia factor
that is set to 0.4.

Then the particle’s position is updated as xij(t + 1)
according to its corresponding velocity. When the
position of this particle is updated, the corresponding
value should be limited in the range of 0 through 7.
A modular function is used to achieve this purpose,
as shown in Equation (5).

vij(t + 1) = (xij(t)) + vij(t + 1)) mod 8. (5)

If the new value has already existed in this parti-
cle, the old value will be replaced by the saved value
tempij that is shown in Equation (6). In other words,
the two values of this particle in different positions
are exchanged. In each circulation, only one position
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Table 1: An example of an initial particle Pi(t)

position xi1(t) xi2(t) xi3(t) xi4(t) xi5(t) xi6(t) xi7(t) xi8(t)
value 2 5 7 1 6 3 4 0

of the particle is updated. In this way, this parti-
cle is updated as Pij(t+ 1)=(xi1(t),xi2(t),. . . ,xij(t+
1),. . . ,,xi8(t)).

xik(t + 1) =

 tempij if xij(t + 1) = xik(t)
k = 1, 2, . . . , 8, k 6= j,

xik(t) otherwise
(6)

Step 3. Compute the corresponding fitness value.

After getting the new updated particle, Pi(t+1), it is
used to replace the eight integers in the matrix that is
from 0 through 7. Then, a new matrix is generated,
and it is used to embed secret data into cover images.
In order to judge whether the new matrix is better
than the original matrix, the fitness function is used
to measure the distortion between the cover image
and the stego-image as shown in Equation (7).

f(Pi(t + 1)) =

H∑
i=1

W∑
j=1

(CIhw − SIhw)2, (7)

where CIhw and SIhw are the pixel values of the
original image and the cover image, respectively, and
H ×W is the size of the image.

For example, if we use the particle, Pi(t) = (2, 5, 7,
1, 6, 3, 4, 0), in Table 1 to replace the original eight
integers, P0(t) = (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7), one by one at
corresponding positions, a new matrix will be ob-
tained, as shown in Figure 4. The main architectural
property of the matrix is not changed, which means
that any 3 × 3 sub-block or a turtle shell still con-
tains 8 different values from 0 through 7. Suppose
that two secret digits, e.g., 0 and 7, must be em-
bedded into two pixel pairs, i.e., (4, 4) and (0, 1),
respectively. According to the theory mentioned in
Subsection 2.1, the new pixel pairs will be (5, 4) and
(0, 1) after embedding the secret digit based on the
new matrix. The fitness value between the original
two pixel pairs and the new pixel pairs is computed as
f(Pi(t))=(4−4)2+(5−4)2+(4−4)2+(0−0)2+(1−1)2

based on the new matrix. If the original matrix is
used to hide the two secret digits by using the same
pixel pairs, as shown in Figure 1, the new pixel pairs
will be (4, 5) and (2, 2). The corresponding fitness
value is computed as f(P0(t))=(4− 4)2 + (5− 4)2 +
(4−4)2 +(2−0)2 +(2−1)2. Since f(Pi(t))¡f(P0(t)),
the distortion associated with embedding the secret
digits using the new matrix is less than that by using
the original matrix.

Step 4. Update pbest and gbest.

Figure 4: An example of the new matrix based on turtle
shells

If f(Pi(t + 1))¡f(pbest), pbest will be updated by
this new particle. Otherwise, pbest will remain un-
changed. If f(Pi(t+1))¡f(gbest), gbest will be updated
by this new particle. Otherwise, gbest will remain un-
changed.

Step 5. Termination.

If the terminal condition is encountered, then the best
particle, gbest, is output. Otherwise, go back to Step 2.
Here, the terminal condition is the maximum iteration
time. After the near optimal table T is obtained, it is
saved as a secret key for hiding and extracting the secret
data.

3.2 Data Hiding Procedure

In this procedure, first, a new matrix is generated by re-
placing the original eight integers ranging from 0 through
7 in ascending order with the integers in the near optimal
table. And then, each three bits of the secret messages
are converted into a decimal digit ranging from 0 to 7.
Selecting a pair of pixels from a cover image CI as a pair
of coordinates of the new matrix, the secret digit is em-
bedded in the same way that is used in the turtle shell
scheme. After all of the pixel pairs are used for embed-
ding secret digits, a stego-image SI is generated, and it
is delivered, along with the near optimal table T , to a
participant.
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3.3 Data Extracting Procedure

In this procedure, first, the original matrix is generated
using the original rule described in related work. By us-
ing the saved near optimal table T , a new matrix can be
generated by replacing the original eight integers rang-
ing from 0 to 7 in an ascending order with the integers
in the best table. Then select a pair of pixels from the
stego-image SI as a coordinates of the new matrix for
extracting the secret digits. After all of the stego pixel
pairs have been mapped into the new matrix, the orig-
inal binary secret messages S can be restored from the
extracted digits.

4 Experiments and Discussion

This section describes the experiments that were con-
ducted on a group of 512×512 gray-level images that are
shown in Figure 5. The simulation environment of our
experiments was a PC with a 2.1 GHz CPU and 4 GB
RAM. All schemes were implemented by using MATLAB
2013a. The population of particles was set to 8, and the
maximum iteration times were set to 20 in our algorithm.

Figure 5: Six 515×512 gray images

The PSNR was used to evaluate the visual quality of
the image after embedding the secret data, which is shown
in Equation (8). Ohw and Chw denote the pixel values of
the original image and the cover image, respectively, and

H ×W denotes the size of the image.

PSNR = 10log10(
2552

MSE
), (8)

where

MSE =
1

H ×W

H∑
h=1

W∑
w=1

(Ohw − Chw)2. (9)

In order to prove the efficiency of our algorithm, we used
the exhaustive search and a genetic algorithm (GA) to
search the best table. The exhaustive search was intended
to identify the best table among the 40,320 tables. For the
GA, a chromosome is presented as a table that contains
8 integers ranging from 0 to 7 and each integer represents
a gene of this chromosome. A chromosome was selected
according to its probability, which depended on the cor-
responding PSNR value. The population size was set to
8. The crossover operator was implemented by exchang-
ing four genes of two chromosomes. The probability of
crossover was controlled by a parameter that was set to
0.8. The mutation operation was to exchange two genes
of one chromosome and the probability of mutation was
set to 0.001.

We used the scheme based on the turtle-shell matrix to
hide the secret digits. There are 393,216 bits embedded
into the cover image and the embedding capacity (EC) is
18.75% of the size of the cover image. Table 2 provides a
comparison of various schemes. Three different methods
were used to search the best table to obtain the minimum
distortion of the turtle-shell matrix, i.e., the exhaustive
search, GA, and PSO. From Table 2, it is apparent that
exhaustive search had the best PSNR values among the
three schemes. Both GA and our scheme achieved near
optimal results, and the average improvements of PSNR
values for the two schemes were 0.02 and 0.03dB, respec-
tively, compared with the original scheme based on the
turtle-shell matrix.

The main purpose of our scheme is to find a best ta-
ble to obtain the minimum distortion of the turtle-shell
matrix. Recently, Liu et al. [18] enhanced the embedding
capacity by using the location table to develop the turtle
shell-based scheme. However, the turtle-shell matrix used
in Liu et al.’s scheme is also not optimal, meaning that our
scheme can be used in [18] to obtain the minimum distor-
tion of the turtle-shell matrix. The experimental results
are shown in Table 3. There are 524,288 bits embedded
into the cover image and the embedding capacity (EC) is
up to 25% of the size of the cover image. From Table 3, it
is obvious that our scheme achieves higher PSNR values.

Table 4 shows the encoding time requited of different
schemes. Although [7] and [18] cost less time than other
schemes, the turtle-shell matrix in their schemes is not
optimal. The exhaustive search took the most time to
find the best table among these methods, because all of
the tables were tested. The GA took less time than the
exhaustive search, but the PSNR values were lower than
those for the exhaustive search and PSO, as shown in
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Table 2: Comparison of various schemes

Images
Ref.[18] Exhaustive search GA PSO

EC PSNR EC PSNR EC PSNR EC PSNR
Baboon 18.75% 49.45 18.75% 49.49 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.49

Boat 18.75% 49.46 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.48
Peppers 18.75% 49.44 18.75% 49.49 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.49

Barb 18.75% 49.45 18.75% 49.49 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.49
Lena 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.51 18.75% 49.49 18.75% 49.50

Goldhill 18.75% 49.46 18.75% 49.49 18.75% 49.47 18.75% 49.48
Average 18.75% 49.46 18.75% 49.49 18.75% 49.48 18.75% 49.49

Table 3: Comparisons of the proposed scheme and [18]

Images
Ref.[19] PSO

EC PSNR EC PSNR
Baboon 25% 45.55 25% 45.57

Boat 25% 45.55 25% 45.58
Peppers 25% 45.54 25% 45.56

Barb 25% 45.56 25% 45.58
Lena 25% 45.55 25% 45.57

Goldhill 25% 45.49 25% 45.52
Average 25% 45.54 25% 45.56

Table 2. Compared with other methods, our PSO algo-
rithm achieved near optimal results and more efficiently
identified the near optimal table.

In addition, the near optimal table can be used as a
secret key for the extraction of secret data. There were
40,320 tables to generate a matrix for the extraction of
data extraction. If a receiver were to use a fake table to
generate the matrix of turtle shells, the false secret data
would be extracted by using the pixel pairs of the stego-
image. Therefore, the security of the scheme based on the
turtle-shell matrix was enhanced by using our method.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel scheme to optimize
data hiding based on turtle shells. First, we generated an
original matrix based on the turtle shell scheme. Then
PSO was used to search the near optimal table of the ma-
trix. The integers in the matrix of the turtle shells are
replaced by the near optimal table in order to minimize
the distortion of the image. Two pixels of the cover im-
age were used to embed secret digits according to this near
optimal matrix. Our scheme has the same embedding ca-
pacity as the original data hiding scheme based on turtle
shells, but it provides higher PSNR values. Also, the near
optimal table can be used as a secret key for extracting
data, which enhances the security of the scheme based on
the turtle-shell matrix. The experimental results showed
that the proposed scheme had better visual quality than

the original scheme based on the turtle-shell matrix and
was efficient in finding the near optimal table.
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Abstract

Mobile social networks have become very popular in re-
cent years. The popularity of mobile social networks has
attracted a large number of companies to do marketing
on it. However, the social marketing suffer from social
bots, a kind of bot accounts. In this paper, SBDSF(social
bots detection based on the number of shared friends), a
social graph based approach is proposed to detect social
bots . SBDSF use the feature of social graph to detect
social bots. We measure the effectiveness of SBDSF, the
result of evaluation shows that SBDSF can achieve 96.1%
accuracy and 95.1% precision using the Neural Network
classifier.

Keywords: Mobile social networks, security, social bots

1 Introduction

Mobile social networks have become a trend in this mod-
ern time. It spreads rapidly attracting a lot of new
users [4, 5].

As mobile social networks becomes increasingly popu-
lar in the world, The popularity of mobile social networks
has attracted a large number of companies to do market-
ing on it. However, the social marketing suffer from social
bots, a kind of bot accounts [3, 6, 8].

As the bot accounts registered by automatic program,
social bots have many profile features different with real
human accounts. For Example, social bots have less fol-
lowers and post less tweets. There are some applications
on Mobile social networks attempt to detect social bots
by these profile features. To evade detection, the social
bots have evolved from low-lever social bots to high-lever
social bots . High-lever social bots have a certain amount
of followers, publish tweets every day, the profile feature
based approach can’t detect the high-lever social bots.

As the profile features are easy to alter, we aim to an-
swer the question: can we design a social bots detection
approach which not relies on the profile feature? Some

users announced that they no more used the Mobile so-
cial networks as they don’t like the social bots , if the
Mobile social networks provider can detect social bots in
its system effectively, it can improve the experience of its
users and attract more companies to do the Mobile social
networks marketing in the Mobile social networks.

We propose SBDSF (social bots detection approach
based on the number of Shared Friends), a social graph
based social bots approach. SBDSF does not rely on the
profile features of Mobile social networks account; instead,
our approach is focused on the social graph structure.

In the paper, we plan to give the formal description of
Shared Friends feature, and propose a social graph based
social bots approach, then we validate the efficacy of the
classification system based on the feature of the number
of Shared Friends.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the goals of our system. Section 3 gives the
approach our system. Section 4 presents our experimental
classification results of social bots on Wechat. Section 5
concludes.

2 Goals

SBDSF aims to identify social bots accounts using the
social graph based feature. Our design has the following
main goals:

1) Effectiveness.
The approach should identify mostly social bots (low
false positives), while limiting the number of normal
followers considered social bots (low false negatives).

2) Efficiency.
The system should have a low performance overhead.
It should be feasible to deploy to handle large mobile
social networks by Microblog providers in practice.

3) Robustness.
The approach should be robust under various at-
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tack strategies, and be immune to sophisticated eva-
sion techniques. We assume that the attacker knows
about the SBDSF techniques and will try to avoid
detection.

3 Approach

In this section, we describe the basic idea of social bots
detection, formalize the problem of social bots detection.

Definition 1. Follower node vj is a follower of node
vi if the edge a = (j, i) is contained in the set of edges,
followers are the incoming links of a node.

Definition 2. Friend node vj is a follower of node vi
if the edge a = (i, j) is contained in the set of edges,
followers are the incoming links of a node.

Definition 3. Shared Friend. In the Weibo so-
cial graph, we use set F (i) denoting the vertex
which is the friend of vertexi: F (i) = { j |
{vertexj is the friend of vertexi }; then the common
friends of vertexi and vertexj can be defined as:

C(i, j) = F (i) ∩ F (j). (1)

Definition 4. Shared Friends Graph. For a Weibo
social graph G(V,E), we define Shared Friends Graph as
GC = (VC , EC). The VC is the vertices set which is
identical to the V of graph G(V,E). An weighted edge
EC = (i, j) is linking VCi and VCj , which stands for there
are Shared Friends between Vi and Vj, and the weights of
EC is equal to the number of Shared Friends of Vi and Vj.
Given a EC = (i, j), there is a equation shown as follow:

Weights (EC) = C(i, j). (2)

In a summary, social graph G(V,E) is unweighed di-
rected graph, while Shared Friends Graph GC(VC , EC) is
weighted undirected graph.

Example 1. Consider a social graph G(V,E) in Fig-
ure 1, the corresponding Shared Friends Graph is shown
as GC (VC , EC) in Figure 2. User b and d has a common
friend which is User e; User c and d has two common
friend User a and e.

In order to see the difference of Shared Friends Graph
on zombie friends and normal ones intuitively, we gener-
ate the Shared Friends Graph on the sample of normal
Friends and zombie friends respectively. Figure 3 is the
example of Shared Friends Graph on normal friends Sam-
ple, while Figure 4 is the example of Shared Friends Graph
on zombie friends Sample. We can find that the number
of Shared Friends among zombie followers is greater than
that of normal ones significantly.

Definition 5. Community Aggregation Degree. The
Community Aggregation Degree denotes the degree of the
community aggregation:

Dcommunity = Ecommunity/Etotal (3)

Figure 1: Social graph

Figure 2: Shared friends graph

Figure 3: Sample of normal account

Figure 4: Sample of social bots

The Dcommunity denotes Community Aggregation De-
gree of the community, Ecommunity denotes the number of
the edges in the Community, Etotal denotes the number
of the edges of the vertices in the Community.
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We use the Community Aggregation Degree of the
Shared Friends Graph the detect the social bots in this
paper.

4 Evaluation

This section discusses the evaluation of our system.

4.1 Datasets

Wechat is the top mobile social networks in China, it is
known to all that Twitter and Facebook are two pop-
ular ones in American and Erope while Wechat is the
most widely used application in China [1]. Wechat offers
API [7, 2], and we use it to crawl and collect data.

The sample set contains two subsets (Table 1): be-
nign set and bots set. Benign set consist of 5,000 known,
benign crawled ID from 10 seed ID which is randomly
select, the bots set consist of 5,000 social bots which we
purchased from 5 different sellers on Taobao site (Chinese
version of Ebay).

Table 1: Evaluation dataset

Set Source
5,000 benign accounts crawled from Wechat

5,000 social bots purchased on Taobao site

4.2 Evaluation Result

To increase the difficulty of detection, we mix randomly
with the Benign set and bots set to build the Follower set.
In our evaluation, bots set consist of 5,000 samples; the
ratio of social bots account for all the followers is 40%,
which is quite a low ratio in practice but nevertheless
presents no problems for social bots detection.

We use the classifiers based on the Community Ag-
gregation Degree of Community Aggregation Degree to
detect the social bots. All the classifiers reported in the
evaluation are computed using 10-fold cross validation.
Table 2shows the evaluation result of different classifica-
tion algorithms.

Table 2: Evaluation dataset

Classifier Accuracy Precision
Decision Tree 92.1% 93.1%

Neural Network 96.1% 95.1%
Support Vector Machines 95.0% 94.1%

Native Bayesian 90.3% 88.6%

It can be seen that Neural Network classifier has the
best overall performance compared with other algorithms.

5 Conclusions

The popularity of mobile social networks makes it being
a great platform to do marketing. Social bots become
the major threat of social marketing. The social bots
is in evolution, previous work can detect low-lever social
bots but not high-lever social bots. To this end, we have
proposed SBDSF, a social graph based approach to de-
tect social bots, which use the feature that the number of
shared friends among the social bots from a purchaser is
usually greater than that of the normal users.

The popularity of mobile social networks makes it be-
ing a great platform to do marketing. Social bots become
the major threat of social marketing. The social bots
is in evolution, previous work can detect low-lever social
bots but not high-lever social bots. To this end, we have
proposed SBDSF, a social graph based approach to de-
tect social bots, which use the feature that the number of
shared friends among the social bots from a purchaser is
usually greater than that of the normal users.
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